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Abstract 
Quality in interpreting has been investigated from different perspectives with the main 
focus being put on conference interpreting. Little research has been conducted on 
assessing the quality of interpreting in public service settings, more specifically, in 
legal settings, and in particular within police interpreting.  
The introduction of the Directive 2010/64/EU of the European Parliament and the 
European Council, which was established with the intention of strengthening language 
rights, was a positive development that put more emphasis on quality in legal 
interpreting, calling for improved quality standards along with more research into 
interpreting quality in public service interpreting contexts. 
In the United Kingdom, the introduction of the Framework Agreement for interpreting 
and translation services has not helped to implement the Directive. The dilution of 
existing standards and procedures for interpreter recruitment in the legal setting, has 
had drastic effects on interpreting quality and service provision. 
Arguably, therefore, research is imperative, especially research into factors that 
influence interpreting quality in public service interpreting, in order to create an 
evidence base.  
In this context, this experimental study based on simulated data examines the quality 
of interpreting in the police setting by analysing the performance of interpreters with 
different professional profiles. It seeks to determine the factors that influence the 
quality of interpreting and establish links between interpreters’ profiles and their 
performance. 
To achieve its aims, the study includes nine interpreters and adopts a multi-method 
approach, combining qualitative and quantitative empirical investigations of the 
interpreters’ performance (output quality) with data elicited in reflective sessions and 
a questionnaire-based analysis of the interpreters’ profiles. The study employs pre-
experiment questionnaires that provide information on interpreters’ backgrounds, it 
analyses the interpreters’ performance in simulated police-suspect interviews against 
a set of criteria that were devised to evaluate interpreting quality in the legal context. 
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It also employs post-experiment retrospective think-aloud protocols to gain additional 
insights into the interpreters’ decision-making mechanisms. 
Through employing a multi-method approach and by creating a model for assessing 
the quality in the legal settings, the present study complements and extends recent 
studies on police interpreting conducted by Böser (2013), Braun (2013) or Gallai 
(2017) and provides a better understanding of factors which influence the quality of 
interpreting.   
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1. Introduction 
Communities migrating to the United Kingdom have brought many languages to the 
country. It has been revealed that over 100 languages are being spoken alongside 
English, and, according to the 2011 National Census, Polish is the most popular ‘other’ 
main language, becoming England’s second language (Booth, 2013; Potter-Collins, 
2013; Rawlinson, 2013). Those arriving in the United Kingdom very often do not speak 
any English or their language abilities are limited. This can prove problematic when an 
individual has an interaction with, for example, public officials. 
The researcher, who works as a freelance legal translator and interpreter, was tasked 
to translate English legal documents for a Polish detainee who was in custody awaiting 
a court trial in England. Within the bundle of documents there was a transcript of a 
police-suspect interview, which was conducted via a Polish interpreter. In this 
transcript it was apparent that the questions asked by the interviewing police officer, 
as well as the answers provided by the detainee, were not fully interpreted or simply 
misinterpreted, giving a false impression of the detainee and more importantly, not 
allowing the speakers to communicate with each other successfully.  
According to academic publications, a police-suspect interview constitutes an initial 
stage of criminal proceedings and the transcript from the interview can be exhibited 
and presented as evidence in the court of law in the early stages of such proceedings 
(Colin and Morris, 2001; Russell, 2002; Coulthard, 2007; Haworth, 2010; Nakane, 
2014; Lee, 2017). Considering this fact and remembering that poor interpretation may 
have severe consequences for the outcome of the legal proceedings and 
consequently for the life of the person accused or suspected of a crime, it is imperative 
that interpreters interpret faithfully and accurately, providing a clear channel of 
communication between the speakers and that the quality of their work is of the highest 
standards. 
In 2010 the European Council and the European Parliament adopted Directive 
2010/64/EU to ensure that access to quality translation and interpreting in criminal 
proceedings is guaranteed (Giambruno, 2014; Pym et al., 2014; Mikkelson, 2017). The 
Member States were required to put a system in place that ensured the quality of 
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interpreting and translation in legal settings (Giambruno, 2014; Hertog, 2015). 
However, the situation in England became complicated when the Ministry of Justice 
introduced the Framework Agreement for interpreting and translation services, and the 
language provision in the criminal justice system was outsourced to a private 
company.  
As a consequence, “many qualified and quality vetted interpreters [refused] to make 
their services available” (Pym et al., 2014:48), which has led to the use of semi- or 
unqualified interpreters in police and court settings (Giambruno, 2014; Tipton, 2017). 
As a result of this situation, the quality of interpreting in legal settings has deteriorated, 
potentially putting those with no or limited ability to speak the mainstream language in 
an even more vulnerable position.  
The ongoing problems with outsourcing interpreting services across the justice sector 
in England make it difficult to maintain standards. Even though the use of qualified 
interpreters is especially important when it comes to observing human rights and 
providing a channel of communication between speakers of different languages, this 
seems to be difficult to achieve in the current climate.  
Because so much is at stake, the current situation has led to calls for using qualified 
professional interpreters by interpreting practitioners, professional associations and 
researchers. Despite this, little empirical research has been conducted into the actual 
interpreting quality delivered, especially in the legal setting.  
Furthermore, the concept of quality in interpreting requires some clarification. Although 
there are many definitions of quality available, Oxford Dictionaries presents the most 
basic and generic definition of quality: “The standard of something as measured 
against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence of something” (Oxford 
Dictionaries, 2019). Kurz (2001), for instance, states that quality starts with customer 
needs and requirements and the quality would be shown by those requirements being 
met. On the other hand, Mack (2002) claims that the quality could be evaluated by 
looking at equivalence between two languages at various levels. Kalina (2005) then 
highlights that quality of interpreting is not something that can be achieved at the same 
level all the time and in all circumstances and that different aspects such as the 
communicative situation, time for preparation, availability of preparatory material etc. 
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need to be accounted for in the discussion of quality and that a balance between 
various aspects needs to be achieved. Pöchhacker (2001) tries to conceptualise 
interpreting quality at different levels of communication. Other approaches to quality, 
include considerations of assessment of interpreting performance, reviews of 
interpreters’ self-perception and obtaining comments from interpreters’ users.  While 
many different approaches to quality are currently available, this thesis will further 
explore the concept of quality in legal interpreting and will present how the notion of 
quality was operationalised in order to capture the main dimensions of quality within 
police interpreting.  
Even though work on interpreting quality has been researched in the context of legal 
interpreting, it mostly focuses on court interpreting (Niska, 1995; Hale, 1997, 2001, 
2002; Pym, 1999; Jacobsen, 2001; Christensen, 2010) and very little on police 
interpreting (Krouglov, 1999; Russell, 2000, 2002; Nakane, 2007, 2017). Since police-
suspect interviews constitute the initial stage of criminal proceedings, and a transcript 
of the police interview comprises the main evidence in the early stages of such 
proceedings (Coulthard, 2007), poor interpretation may have severe consequences 
for the outcome of the legal proceedings.  
This study was undertaken in an attempt to address the current gap in research. The 
overarching aim of the study was to investigate the quality of interpreting in the legal 
system, more specifically, in police interpreting. The first objective was to explore the 
performance of interpreters within three different groups to see if the quality of work 
produced by them varied across these groups. The second objective was to determine 
the factors that influence the quality of interpreting and the third objective was to 
establish links between interpreters’ profiles and quality of their work. 
In order to meet the research objectives, methodological triangulation (Denzin, 1970) 
where research data was gathered by means of questionnaires, a role-play exercise 
and a retrospective think-aloud exercise was applied. The data gathered by means of 
questionnaires enabled the researcher to create a professional profile of each 
interpreter1, which then was used to establish the link between the quality of an 
                                                          
1 The interpreter profile summarises the interpreter’s professional background, experience, qualifications and 
information on membership in any of the professional bodies regulating work of interpreters. For more 
information on how the profile was created, please see Section 3.1.1.1. 
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interpreter’s performance and his/her qualifications/experience. The simulated role-
play exercise provided the researcher with data that reflected the quality of the 
interpreting performance. This data set was analysed against a set of analysis 
categories devised based on academic publications. Interpreters’ comments obtained 
during the retrospective think-aloud exercise were used to make sure that nothing 
important or interesting was overlooked in their perception of their performance and to 
understand interpreters’ decision-making mechanisms and thinking processes. Nine 
interpreters (three trainee interpreters, three qualified interpreters with little experience 
and three qualified interpreters with significant experience) were engaged in the study 
and a corpus of nine interviews produced by these interpreters was used to conduct 
the analysis and answer the research questions that were posed. 
The present study comprises the following chapters:  
Chapter two (Literature review) critically engages with the literature on the topic that 
is currently available. As a starting point, this chapter outlines views on the role that 
language plays in law and discusses the legal requirements for the use of interpreters 
in multilingual proceedings. It demonstrates the complexity of communication through 
an interpreter, outlines different types and modes of interpreting, the specific 
challenges of legal interpreting as well as the working conditions of interpreters. 
Furthermore, it presents the expectations from interpreters, both from the user 
perspective as well as the interpreter’s self-perspective. In light of the insights gained 
from the user and interpreters’ self-perception on quality, the chapter then moves on 
to exploring the quality of interpreting across various fields, with special emphasis on 
court and police interpreting. This chapter also offers a detailed discussion on the 
complexity the definition of quality brings and presents the definition which is applied 
to this study. The chapter concludes by showing that currently there is a gap in 
researching how quality of interpreting in the legal setting could be systematically 
analysed and outlines the approach to investigating interpreting quality that was 
adopted in the current study. 
Chapter three (Methodology) outlines the aims and objectives of this study as well as 
the research questions and the ways these will be answered. The chapter is based on 
the definition of quality that has been developed for this study, as outlined in Chapter 
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2, and operationalises this definition through the use of categories capturing the main 
dimensions of quality in police interpreting. It presents the research design and 
information about the participants, including a presentation of the participating 
interpreters’ profiles, which are created on the basis of the questionnaires the 
interpreters completed. The chapter then explains the procedure for data collection, 
preparation and processing, and the procedure for the quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of the data. It then gives an overview of the pilot study and the changes 
applied to the main study after completing the pilot. The chapter concludes by 
discussing the limitations of the proposed design for this study.   
Chapter four (Analysis) presents a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data 
collected. As a first step, the interpreting problems that were identified are analysed 
by problem category and by group of interpreters. A quantitative comparison of 
problems in the three groups of interpreters focusing on the frequency and distribution 
of these problems in these three groups is presented. Then the chapter moves on to 
presenting the qualitative analysis of occurrences of problems, looking at all four 
problem categories individually across all groups of interpreters. 
Chapter five (Discussion) explores to what extent the researcher was able to answer 
the research questions that were outlined in Chapter 3. It also critically discusses the 
applied research methods individually, presenting what worked well and if there were 
any limitations of using these methods. 
Chapter six (Concluding remarks) briefly explains the reasons why this research was 
undertaken and reiterates the importance of quality assurance in legal interpreting. It 
sums up how the proposed research questions were answered and discusses the 
limitations of this study and avenues for future research.  
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2. Literature review 
With human migration across the countries, it is inevitable that non-majority-language-
speaking individuals will require some language support regardless of whether they 
have committed a crime or became a witness or a victim in any of the aspects within 
the law. Often, basic language skills that the individual may possess may not be 
enough to accommodate thorough understanding between the speakers, especially 
when it comes to legal proceedings or any matters related to law. In such situations 
those with limited language skills should be guaranteed access to professional 
interpreters, whose role would be to facilitate communication between themselves and 
the legal representative. What is more, many legal professionals start their cooperation 
with interpreters from the wrong angle, confusing the meaning of language 
interpretation with judicial interpretation. This leads to many misunderstandings, 
where interpreters are accused of interpreting the law, rather than bridging the 
linguistic gap between the legal representative and the non-majority-language-
speaker, hence not having optimal working relationship with legal professionals 
(Gibbons, 2002). This chapter will outline the background of legal communication, the 
legal requirements for the use of interpreters in criminal proceedings, the purpose of 
legal interpretation, its goals as well as the challenges both interpreters and legal 
representatives have to face when dealing with non-majority-language-speaking 
individuals.  
2.1. Legal communication 
More than in any other disciplines, in law, language plays an important role. Not only 
because it is “a profession of words” (Mellinkoff, 1987:vii), but also because different 
legal processes are realised mainly through language (Maley, 1994). In this discipline, 
language is used purposefully to achieve goals. Legal professionals manipulate both 
written and oral language, leading to the desired outcome. What is more, the law uses 
common words in a “special sense, employing jargon, foreign words and 
abbreviations” (Colin and Morris, 2001:21) to the extent that even legal representatives 
have to interpret such texts in order to decide on the exact meaning of them and arrive 
at an agreed interpretation. In the courtroom, for example, a range of language 
registers is used by court clerks, lawyers and magistrates and this varies from formal, 
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standard, colloquial types to frozen, consultative and intimate forms (Fowler, 1995). 
Further, the spoken English language has many characteristics of written legal 
English, such as technical terms, common terms used in specialised contexts, Latin 
and French words and words of Old English origin as well as unusual prepositional 
phrases, seemingly redundant paired words, formality, vagueness, and over-precision 
(Stern, 2011). There are also other paralinguistic elements of speech present, such as 
hedges, hesitations, false-starts, self-corrections and inconsistencies (Miguélez, 
2001). Therefore, it is common knowledge that any laymen faced with legal English 
language would find it difficult to understand and follow, not mentioning the non-
English-speaking person, who in such instances would need support of a language 
interpreter. However, having an interpreter present during, for example, court 
proceedings does not guarantee thorough understanding for the service user, and 
improper performance of the interpreter may have extremely serious repercussions 
leading to miscarriage of justice or any other consequences affecting them as 
individuals.  
2.2. Legal requirements for the use of interpreters in multilingual 
proceedings  
The starting point on the use of interpreters in criminal proceedings is Article 6(3) of 
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which states that every person 
charged with a criminal offence “has the right to be informed promptly, in a language 
which he understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against 
him” as well as “to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand 
or speak the language used in court” (ECHR, 2013:10). Moreover, Directive 
2010/64/EU of the European Parliament and the European Council of 20 October 2010 
on the right to interpretation and translation in criminal proceedings states that once 
persons have been made aware of being suspected or accused of a criminal offence, 
they must be provided with interpreting and translation services until the end of the 
criminal proceedings. The EU Directive puts strong emphasis on quality, stating that it 
should be “sufficient to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings, in particular by 
ensuring that suspected or accused persons have knowledge of the case against them 
and are able to exercise their right to defence” (EUR-Lex, 2013). Furthermore, it lies 
in the country’s government responsibility to ensure that interpreters are provided for 
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persons who do not speak, or may have a difficulty understanding, the mainstream 
language. In the United Kingdom such provisions are outlined in the National 
Agreement on Arrangements for the Use of Interpreters, Translators and Language 
Service Professionals in Investigations and Proceedings Within the Criminal Justice 
System from 2007 and its rider from 2011. These provisions are also based on Articles 
5 and 6 of the ECHR, but expand to include the right to interpreting services for 
“[a]nyone who cannot understand or speak the language used in court” as well as 
giving the right to the defendant to “[p]ut before the court his or her version of the 
events” (Justice, 2013). The Agreement also highlights that the authorities’ duty is not 
limited to providing an interpreter, but also making sure the interpretation is provided 
adequately, pointing out that the judges’ responsibility is to “treat the defendant’s 
interests with ‘scrupulous care’.” In addition, the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 
1984 (PACE), which provides the legislative framework for the powers of police 
officers in England and Wales and states that “a person must not be interviewed in the 
absence of a person capable of interpreting if: (a) they have difficulty understanding 
English; (b) the interviewer cannot speak the person’s own language; (c) the person 
wants an interpreter present” (PACE, 2013:35). Although the European Convention 
on Human Rights clearly states that the interpreter should be present whenever a 
person does not speak or understand the mainstream language, it has to be 
understood that poor performance of the interpreter may have serious consequences 
leading to a miscarriage of justice or can have a negative effect on a person. 
Therefore, it can be said that the interpreter is in control of two languages, and so 
bears responsibility for the complete, accurate and successful communication 
between the parties (Fenton, 1995). That is why it is very important that “the interpreter 
is competent and that his interpretation is of sufficient quality” (Van der Vlis, 2010:29) 
and that “the interpreter [...] maintains high standards of professional performance to 
allow for the exchange of information without misrepresentation, or interjection or 
personal bias” (Benmaman, 1995:184). Taking the above into consideration, in order 
to assist the authorities in fulfilment of these requirements, this study will seek to create 
a model for assessing the quality of interpreting during authentic police-suspect 
interviews, which would include crucial criteria against which legal interpreters’ 
performance could be analysed and then rectified. 
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2.3. Communication through an interpreter 
Wherever parties in an information exchange activity do not share a common 
language, the help of a language interpreter is required. Language interpretation 
occurs in various settings, starting from a casual conversation between two people of 
different languages, finishing with a multilingual conference covering a large number 
of speakers and numerous languages, but in simple terms the process can be defined 
as follows:  
[T]he interpreter has first to listen to the speaker, understand and analyze 
what is being said, and then resynthesize the speech in the appropriate 
form in a different language [...] 
         (Jones, 2002:6)  
Language interpretation is divided into various modes and types, depending on the 
setting of the information exchange activity. Although modes of interpreting are clearly 
distinguished in the scholarly literature, it is difficult to make a clear-cut division in 
terms of types of interpreting. The following section will explore the types and modes 
of interpreting with an emphasis on legal interpreting and its characteristics. 
2.3.1. Types and modes of interpreting  
The most well-known division of types of interpreting has been suggested by 
Mikkelson (1999), who distinguishes ten types of interpreting, including conference, 
community, and court interpreting. Although these are very generic labels, she makes 
it clear that some of the types are also known under other names, which will be 
discussed below. 
In conference interpreting, types and modes of interpreting are clearly defined, and, 
as the term suggests, it is practised at conferences as well as at “international 
summits, professional seminars, and bilateral or multilateral meetings of heads of 
State and Government” as well as “at meetings between chief executives, social and 
union representatives, at congresses and other meetings” (AIIC, 2013).  
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With regard to community interpreting, the situation is more complex. The term 
interpreting in the context of interpreting for the community “enables people who are 
not fluent speakers of the official language(s) of the country to communicate with the 
providers of public services so as to facilitate full and equal access to legal, health, 
education, government, and social services” (Carr et al., 1995). In contrast, the term 
community can be applied to a broad spectrum of participants, such as a “community 
attending a conference, a community leaving in one area, a community of people 
interested in a single issue, or a community of speakers of a certain language” 
(Gentile, 1997:117-118) or to European Community, as it was the case in the UK 
(Corsellis, 1995). 
Hale clearly explains that it is inevitable that many labels will be used in this context 
as until very recently many countries had to “[d]eal with domestic communication 
problems in complete isolation from each other” (2011:346). Hale (2007) 
subcategorises community interpreting into interpreting in medical and legal contexts, 
where the latter is further sub-subcategorised into four domains: police interpreting, 
lawyer-client conferences, interpreting during tribunal hearings and court interpreting. 
Furthermore, a new term public service interpreting started to appear in academic 
writing, covering the “health, legal, and the local government services which include 
social services, housing, environmental health and education welfare” (Corsellis, 
1995:80). In contrast, Gentile (1997) is against any type of classification and 
advocates the single term interpreting. Alexieva (1997) goes further, stating that 
common classifications of interpreting are based on single parameters and are 
therefore too limiting. This, in the view of Rudvin and Tomassini, only mirrors “the 
complexity of role-definitions and definitions of the profession/discipline across 
sectors, across institutions, and across countries” (2008:246).  
Despite Hale’s (2007) categorisation of interpreting within the legal context, in 
scholarly writing very often interpreting within this domain is divided into only two 
categories: legal interpreting and court interpreting (Benmaman, 1995; Stern, 2011). 
The latter, in Hale’s view is in fact the most important sub-domain of the first. Legal 
interpreting can therefore be observed in the following settings: during an emergency 
call to the police, during an arrest, at police stations, in probation offices, in prisons, at 
a lawyer’s chambers, in courts of all instances, in tribunals, and in relation to asylum, 
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immigration and customs matters, whereas court interpreting will occur during all types 
of courtroom hearings, including case-related matters outside the courtroom.  
For the purpose of this study the term public service interpreting and its sub-category 
legal interpreting will be used, which will cover all types of legal interpreting, such as 
police interpreting, court interpreting, lawyer-client conferences, where necessary.  
In terms of modes of interpreting, there seems to be a greater consensus, as most 
scholars opt for dividing these into three groups, i.e. simultaneous interpreting, 
consecutive interpreting and whispered interpreting (Mikkelson, 1999). However, Hale 
(2007), for instance, distinguishes five modes of interpreting, which vary depending on 
the settings. There would be: simultaneous; whispering simultaneous into the minority 
language; long consecutive; dialogue and whispering simultaneous into the 
mainstream language. This may cause problems in the legal context as many of these 
modes can be used during one event. What is worth noting is that very often it is at 
the interpreter’s discretion to decide which mode of interpreting to use to facilitate 
communication channel between the speakers. Therefore, for example, at the lawyer-
client conference, the interpreter may decide to use the short consecutive mode of 
interpreting, but then may decide that switching into whispered simultaneous 
interpreting would facilitate better communication, which then later may be reverted to 
short consecutive interpreting. Another situation where the interpreter might exercise 
switching between different modes of interpreting would be in the courtroom, where 
the interpreter would be required to interpret part of the proceedings simultaneously 
and be able to switch seamlessly to the one way consecutive interpreting.  
Just by examining the basic categories of legal interpreting, one can understand that 
each setting will require different skills and preparation from the interpreter in order for 
him/her to be able to conduct the job to the highest standard. For example, during an 
emergency call to the police, an interpreter would work over the phone and therefore, 
would need to know how to manage turn taking between the speakers so that 
overlapping talk would not occur; or in probation supervision meetings, where the 
language would vary between ‘lay’ language and legal jargon, the interpreter would 
need to be extra sensitive to changes in register as, when used in the legal context, 
some words take on new meanings (Kredens and Morris, 2010); or in a courtroom, 
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where not only would the interpreter need to switch between various modes of 
interpreting, such as whispered simultaneous and long consecutive, but also would 
need to deal with physical obstacles, such as acoustics of the courtroom or the speed 
of the proceedings. All of the above constitute a great challenge for the interpreter and 
therefore require special attention in terms of quality assurance. 
2.3.2. The challenges in legal interpreting 
Legal interpreting is complex and there are many factors contributing to this. According 
to Hale (2007:138), the challenges can be divided into four areas: (1) interpreting-
related issues, such as linguistic difficulties, cross-linguistic and cross-cultural 
differences as well as skills competence; (2) context-related issues, such as working 
conditions and constraints imposed by the activity type and institution; (3) participant-
related issues, such as lack of appreciation, lack of understanding, poor delivery; (4) 
system-related issues, such as limited training opportunities, complete lack of 
requirement for training, poor institutional support, and poor remuneration.  
With regard to interpreting-related issues, legal interpreters should be fluent in 
switching between different modes, such as consecutive and simultaneous modes. 
They should also conduct sight translation, when required, or when they have to do 
two-way interpreting or coordinate the discussion between the speakers in the 
interaction. Interpreters hardly ever receive any information regarding the context of 
the communication exchange prior to the event, meaning that there is no time for 
preparation, terminology search or mental preparedness. Interpreters need to deal 
with constant shifts in register, with a mixture of formal legal jargon and colloquial, 
sometimes offensive language as well as with vicarious trauma. In addition to this, to 
ensure reliability and effectiveness in this specialisation, the interpreter not only has 
to have an excellent command of two languages, but also needs to know regional 
variants of these languages, have a good general knowledge and a good 
understanding of the justice system. That includes understanding of specific branches 
of law, the structure of courts and other related agencies, as well as the legal process 
itself. The interpreter also needs to understand what interpreting involves and be able 
to use various interpreting and translation techniques in order to convey information 
accurately and completely, whilst maintaining the same register of speech and 
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allowing fluent communication between the speakers. Interpreters also need to work 
constantly on their knowledge and skills in order to keep up with ever-changing 
language, legal procedures and legislation. 
Based on the author’s personal experience and on numerous academic publications 
(e.g. Benmaman, 1995; Chesher et al., 2001; Gibbons, 2002; Russell, 2002; Fowler, 
1995, 2001; Perez et al., 2004; Kredens, et al., 2010; Pöchhacker, 2004; Hale, 2011; 
Stern, 2011; D’Hayer, 2013; Mikkelson, 2017), it can be said that the working 
conditions of an interpreter are very demanding and exceptionally challenging. In 
courts, tribunals, at police stations and in probation offices there is no special area 
designated for interpreters, meaning that they have to wait in a common waiting area 
with non-majority-language speakers, where they can be approached by them, which 
in turn can potentially have an impact on their impartiality. Pre-hearing consultation in 
courts or at police stations with a solicitor frequently takes place in the cells, where 
interview rooms very often can accommodate no more than two persons, the lawyer 
and the defendant, causing discomfort to all the parties involved and even abusing the 
personal space of the participants. In the courtroom or in the interview room at a police 
station the interpreter sits next to the accused, which can cause significant stress and 
distress to the interpreter and, in fact, can be dangerous for him/her. Non-majority-
language speakers for whom the interpreter is providing rendition are often trying to 
engage the interpreter in a conversation, which can be perceived as ‘social chat’ 
between the interpreter and the service user. The dock in the courtroom is often 
separated from the rest of the courtroom with bulletproof glass and is usually located 
some distance from the bench and other participants in proceedings, making it difficult 
to hear everything, which in turn may lead to omissions. The speakers outside the 
dock often do not take into consideration the interpreter and speak at a fast pace or 
quietly, which makes it hard to follow or hear everything and as a result, incomplete or 
inaccurate interpretation can occur. Interpreters making renditions in both directions, 
outside or inside the dock, talk for long periods of time without a break or any form of 
refreshment. During police-suspect interviews, which can last many hours, the 
interpreter is not very welcome to take regular breaks in order not to break the flow of 
the interview. 
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With regard to participant-related issues, it can be said that legal interpreting is 
characterised by what can be seen as unrealistic demands placed on interpreters, not 
only from the legal professionals’ point of view but also the non-majority-language-
speakers’ points of view. On the one hand legal interpreters are perceived by legal 
professionals as word-matching machines where familiarity with two languages is the 
only requirement (Gibbons, 2002); on the other hand, the same interpreters are 
expected to “[r]ender a perfectly accurate version of all that transpires” in proceedings 
(Gibbons, 2002:248). For some, interpreters have to be law experts who will interpret 
everything word for word, and for others, interpreters have to make choices between 
a variety of meanings (Fowler, 1995). In addition, many professionals in the criminal 
justice system show reluctance to use interpreters in the legal process or even 
consider them as a “[n]ecessary evil that is tolerated rather than welcomed” (Gibbons, 
2002:248). Some lawyers feel that they lose power and that their linguistic tactics may 
be lessened when communicating through an interpreter (Fenton, 1995). The other 
worry is that the use of an interpreter makes it harder to gauge the credibility of a 
witness or gives an interviewee more thinking time while interpreting takes place 
(Gibbons, 2002). Some professionals are explicit about working through an interpreter, 
stating that based on their experience, it is better to assess a witness if there is no 
interpreter involved and that “a judge may feel that a direct account in English even 
badly spoken is fairer to the witness and to the parties” (Roberts-Smith, 2009:15, 22). 
Similarly, in police interpreting, for instance, although it has been acknowledged by 
many police forces that having an interpreter present during interviews is in their own 
interest (Gibbons, 2002), not all authorities are in favour of using interpreters within 
legal settings. As Gibbons states (2002), in Australia police officers are explicit about 
their reluctance to use interpreters. It is considered that the reading of non-verbal 
signals from the interviewee is an important element of the police interview, as this 
helps police officers to judge the credibility of what is said and the emotional status of 
the interviewee. Therefore, it is felt that the presence of an interpreter distorts police 
perceptions of non-verbal signals, such as facial expressions, eye contact or physical 
movement and introduces difficulties in assessing voice quality in another language. 
The police representatives also feel that the interpreter seems to be ‘on the side of’, 
or acting as an advocate for the interviewee (Gibbons, 2002) and that interpreted 
information gives the wrong impression of the speaker (Laster and Taylor, 1994).  
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As far as system-related issues are concerned, they mainly refer to the working 
conditions of an interpreter. It is common knowledge that most interpreters, regardless 
of the type of interpreting that they specialise in, work freelance. Therefore, there is no 
employer whose responsibility would be to make sure that all existing circumstances 
affecting labour in the workplace, including working hours, physical aspects, legal 
rights and responsibilities, training, skills and employability, health and safety, well-
being and work-life balance are fulfilled and followed. In real life, it is the duty of an 
individual who works in the capacity as an interpreter to make sure that they attend 
various CPD courses, that they keep balance between their work and their private 
lives, and that they are flexible enough to fit in to any work place to be able to perform 
their work to the highest standards.  
Although the above list does not exhaust all difficulties and challenges that legal 
interpreters face at times, it gives an overview of factors which may affect the quality 
of interpretation produced by an interpreter and should be looked at when deciding 
how to improve the quality of interpreting within the legal sector.  
2.3.3. Interpreting for the police 
Since the main focus of this thesis is police interpreting, a separate section is included 
here to review the existing body of research on this subject as well as some projects, 
which were undertaken in order to tackle the challenges of police and legal interpreting 
on the whole. 
As far as scholarly activity regarding police interpreting in the United Kingdom is 
concerned, there is a limited number of studies conducted on the basis of authentic 
data. This may be related to difficulties with obtaining such data, as all tapes from 
police interviews are strictly confidential and access to them is rarely granted for non-
governmental funded research (Carson et al., 2003:121). Krouglov (1999) and Russell 
(2002) were successful in obtaining authentic data and based their research on said 
data. Since their studies had an impact on constructing the methodological part of this 
study, these papers will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.3. of this chapter.  
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Gallai (2017) was also successful in obtaining authentic data, however, he was bound 
by an agreement, which allowed him to do a ‘regulated’ transcription of interview tapes, 
with all personal and sensitive information being removed. 
Perez et al. (2004) and Fowler (2001) also investigated police interpreting within the 
UK context, where the former analysed questionnaires obtained from police officers in 
Scotland (see Section 2.4.2.), and the latter conducted an empirical investigation on 
witness statement taking in England.  
It was noted above that Gallai (2017) based his research on authentic data. His paper 
investigates discourse markers in police interviews conducted in England with the help 
of an interpreter. His data comes from seven interviews, where fully qualified, NRPSI 
registered, English-Italian and Portuguese-Italian interpreters were involved. The 
interviews were conducted with one witness and two suspects. His study revealed that 
omissions and additions constituted the main areas of concern in interpreters’ 
performances and were linked to application of interpreting strategies that go beyond 
an “ethically accepted level” (2017:184). He concludes that legal interpreting should 
be discussed in terms of levels of interventions that interpreters make rather than in 
terms of interventions or non-interventions on their part. 
The second study mentioned above focuses on police officers using interpreters 
during witness statement taking. Fowler (2001) conducted an experiment involving 
taking interpreted witness statement with a number of variables, such as the police 
officers, the interviewing techniques, the interpreters, the non-English speakers, the 
language of the witnesses, and the scene the witness was supposed to have 
observed. In total she arranged four interviews, where the first two included a Bengali 
interpreter, two Bengali-speaking witnesses and a police officer. The second two used 
a Farsi interpreter, two Farsi-speaking witnesses and another police officer. Both 
interpreters and police officers were experienced and trained in taking a witness 
statement, and ‘witnesses’ spoke very basic English, thus, the services of an 
interpreter were essential.  
In the first interview the statement was taken in the foreign language first, and 
translated into English by the interpreter. The second interview was taken in English 
first, and then translated into the foreign language. Her observations were that when 
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the statement was written in English first, the officers maintained full control over what 
was said during the interview and were able to write and verbally interact with the 
witness at the same time. When the statement was written in a foreign language first, 
the officers did not have control over what was being included in the statement and it 
was the interpreter who made decisions on what was written down. 
Fowler concludes that if the statement is written in the foreign language first and then 
translated into English, roles and responsibilities become blurred. What is more, by 
asking the interpreter to take the statement in a foreign language first, the officers 
would ask the interpreter to compromise impartiality and interpreters’ Code of 
Conduct. 
A noteworthy publication, although not research-oriented, is the Improving Police and 
Legal Interpreting (ImPLI) report (2012), which is an outcome of the EU-funded project 
with the same name, which aimed at providing interpreting training institutions with a 
better understanding of the interviewing techniques used by the police, customs and 
prosecution services and thus enhancing their training methods. The report was also 
geared towards advising police and prosecution services about interpreting 
techniques and how these techniques can assist them in their work when properly 
implemented. 
Building Mutual Trust 1 and 2 (BMT1, BMT2) are two other projects, financed by the 
European Union, which focused on improving legal interpreting, including working with 
the police. The project partners working on BMT1 (2011) established and 
disseminated benchmark criteria for standards of legal interpreting and translation for 
use in EU member states, developed training programme templates for the training of 
legal interpreters and translators and also created an open access databank of training 
materials for the use of legal interpreter, translator trainers and legal services 
personnel.  
This project was followed up by BMT2 (2013), where partners developed a series of 
inter-linked training videos with embedded learning points intended not only for legal 
personnel, including police officers, but also for interpreter trainers and self-study. The 
videos provide guidance on legal interpreting practices and working successfully 
through a legal interpreter. 
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For other research conducted outside the UK in the police context, the most valuable 
contributions come from Berk-Seligson (2002, 2009, 2011), whose use of authentic 
data to investigate instances of using police officers or random or inappropriate people 
as interpreters during police interviews. Additionally, Nakane (2007), in an Australian 
example shows the importance of rendering the police caution scrupulously with a full 
understanding of its meaning (see Section 2.4.3.).  
In 2002, Berk-Seligson focused on the analysis of police interrogation in a first-degree 
murder case, where the suspect was an 18-year old Mexican whose native language 
was Spanish. He was interviewed by two police officers; the first one was a 
monolingual English speaker and the second was a bilingual English/Spanish speaker 
of European descent. Berk-Seligson, on the basis of extracts from recorded police 
interrogations, showed that although the bilingual police officer was assigned to act as 
an interpreter for the suspect, he behaved as an interrogator, interpreting in such a 
way that would help the other police officer to conduct his part of the interrogation or 
simply acted as one. She demonstrated that such distribution of tasks creates a risk 
that the police interpreter will not remain in the interpreter role, but will move back and 
forth between police interrogator and interpreter roles and therefore such behaviour 
should be considered as violation of Miranda rights by the police. 
In 2009, she looked at pre-trial phases of the judicial process where she identified 
appellate court cases where police officers, random or inappropriate people acted as 
interpreters during police proceedings. She shows cases where a police officer in the 
role of an interpreter had only done summary interpreting when rendering the speech 
for the detainee, but provided a full rendition when interpreting for the police officer. 
On another occasion, the interviewing Spanish-speaking police officer promised the 
defendant that his pregnant wife would be released from custody (who was in custody 
on account of possessing illegal drugs in a property) if he answered positively to all 
the questions he was asked. Elsewhere, a bilingual employee at the police station was 
asked to act as an interpreter, and a police officer did not organise the services of an 
interpreter leading to a situation where a 13-year old suspect was required to interpret 
for himself and for his grandmother. She also presents cases where the son of a man 
convicted with a robbery interpreted for his father at various pre-trial stages, a mother 
interpreted for her child in a case of sexual battery against a child, a victim of a burglary 
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interpreted for the detainee who was his brother, or a fellow prison inmate interpreted 
the conversation between a defendant and police officers in a multiple murder case.  
Berk-Seligson’s observations on the use of police officers as interpreters were further 
discussed in 2011 where she showed “a growing trend toward the use of police officers 
as interpreters” during police interviews (2011:29). This study was based on three 
situations where police officers acting as interpreters had different relationships with 
the interviewees.  
In the first scenario neither the police interpreter nor the detainee was proficient in the 
second language. Although the police interpreter could speak Spanish very poorly and 
presented significant gaps in his lexicon, he attempted to convey utterances of the 
detainee, which resulted in omitting whole chunks of information. This in turn forced 
the detainee, who could see that the interpreter is not coping, to answer the 
interrogating officer’s questions in broken English and switching between those two 
languages. 
In the second scenario, both the interrogating police officer and the detainee were 
fluent bilinguals. Berk-Seligson shows that although the suspect only occasionally 
uses Spanish during the interview, the interviewing police officer insists on repeating 
the message but in English, indicating that it is unacceptable to use mother tongue in 
this speech situation. 
In the third scenario the police interpreter, despite his limited knowledge of Spanish, 
could communicate well with a limited English-speaking suspect. In this case it was 
the suspect who made an effort himself to communicate the meaning to the police 
officer. 
The body of literature discussed above has covered various aspects of interpreting in 
the police context and has emphasised the need to strengthen the provisions of police 
interpreting. One of the ways of strengthening the provisions is to investigate the 
quality of interpreting and then take appropriate action on the basis of the findings. A 
systematic investigation of interpreting quality in the police setting, however, has not 
yet been undertaken. This thesis intends to fill this current gap in interpreting research 
by investigating the quality of interpreting performance in police-suspect interviews. 
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Section 2.4. will focus on previous research into quality in interpreting, as a starting 
point for shaping the criteria that facilitate this investigation. 
2.4. Quality in interpreting 
There have been many attempts to define quality in interpreting. Some scholars focus 
on conceptualising interpreting quality; others conduct an empirical investigation of 
quality. Nonetheless, it is evident that the literature on quality of interpreting has 
focused mainly on conference interpreting and one of the modes in particular, 
simultaneous interpreting, and has neglected community or public service interpreting 
and the mode of consecutive interpreting. It is evident that in conference interpreting, 
criteria against which quality can be assessed are well established (Moser-Mercer, 
1996; Clifford, 2001; Kurz, 2001; Pöchhacker, 2001; Kalina, 2002, 2005; Niska, 2005). 
However, although legal interpreting is well described in terms of the mistakes made 
by interpreters and shortcomings of their interpretation, this field seems to be lacking 
crucial criteria against which interpreters’ performance could be analysed. All in all, it 
can be said that the scholars of interpreting studies in general have focused on 
examining quality criteria, assessing interpreters’ performance, describing users’ 
expectations or discussing interpreters’ self-perception as professionals, revealing 
that this material is not fully comparable. The current research evolves from the topical 
literature, and takes a step forward in filling a specific gap in the subject area. This is 
achieved by looking at the factors that shape legal interpreting, the challenges facing 
it, the requirements for it, and conducting comparable work on police interpreting, thus, 
generating qualitative and quantitative results. 
2.4.1. Towards a definition of quality for legal interpreting 
Academic publications suggest that quality in interpreting constitutes the main aim of 
the profession. However, unlike in other domains, it is extremely difficult to provide a 
comprehensive definition of quality, let alone a definition of quality in interpreting. In 
fact, it seems that the concept of quality in interpreting “is in need of some clarification” 
(Braun, 2013:3). Garzone (2002), for example, states that there should be no single, 
unambiguous agreed definition of the concept of quality. This may be due to the broad 
sense of the term and to the various modes and types in which interpreting occurs as 
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well as to the fact that quality may bear a different meaning to different persons and 
that different listeners in the same situation may have different expectations from 
interpretation (Kahane, 2000). For that reason, interpreters need to examine the 
relationship between the interpreter, service provider and service user in order to 
consider the effects of different modes of interpreting (Fowler, 2004). As Grbić (2008) 
states, the notion of quality is relative and it depends upon both on the person 
assessing quality and on the given context or a specific situation. What is more, she 
recognises that quality can be viewed from different angles, for example as the 
fulfilment of quality standards, the result of strategic processes, as a norm-abiding 
action or as an ethical duty. She believes that customers’ expectations have to be 
satisfied, although customers’ opinions could be influenced by first impressions, 
personal feelings or emotions. In the words of Pöchhacker (2004:153): “[q]uality 
appears [...] as a complex, overarching theme in which all aspects of the interpreter's 
product and performance - textuality, source-target correspondence, communicative 
effect, and role performance - play an integral part", and in quality assessment, as 
Kalina (2005:772) states: “[q]uality of interpreting is not an absolute standard that can 
be reached at any time in any circumstances. [...] it is a balancing act between the 
aspirations, expectations and requirements of different groups.”  
As written before, various interpreting scholars tend to create their own definition of 
quality in interpreting. Those definitions vary from very generic to very detailed, where 
various aspects are taken into account. As a tendency, it can be said that with time, 
the academic community started to consider real-life aspects of interpreting, focusing 
on certain features of the product or process. However, before moving on to the review 
of current definitions, it is important to understand the complexity of the problem, and 
therefore it is worth looking at what the term ‘quality’ means in a different domain first. 
According to the Chartered Quality Institute (2015), quality is “an outcome – a 
characteristic of a product or service provided to a customer, and the hallmark of an 
organisation which has satisfied all of its stakeholders.” This definition mainly relates 
to business domains, however it constitutes a good foundation for a definition within a 
linguistic domain. For the purpose of the current study, a term ‘service’ as well as a 
phrase ‘satisfaction of all stakeholders’ can be used to create the researcher’s own 
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definition, where a term ‘service’ would relate to providing interpreting service and a 
phrase ‘satisfaction of all stakeholders’ would be the aim of the profession.  
The definition above also includes a crucial word, ‘customer’, which in the context of 
interpreting leads into thinking about who actually is interested in quality in this 
profession. Kurz (2001) is one of the first scholars who believe that a generally 
accepted marketing principle, which says that quality must begin with customer needs 
and end with customer perception, should be applied to conference interpreting. She 
thinks that the process of quality assurance needs to comprise of comprehensive 
analysis of customer requirements and rigorous techniques to check whether those 
requirements have been met. As far as legal consecutive interpreting is concerned, 
there are customers on both sides, the majority-language-speaker and the non-
majority-language-speaker, in which case obtaining customer requirements would 
probably be one-sided, where the majority-language speaker would have a say and it 
would be difficult to obtain any feedback from the non-majority-language speaker, 
especially in the police-suspect interview context.  
Other approaches to defining the quality of interpreting include, for example, creating 
a definition based on mathematic calculation. Gile (2003) believes that this is 
necessary in order to measure quality in conference interpreting. He claims that since 
quality is the mean of various quality parameters with different weightings, such as 
informational fidelity, voice quality, correct language of the target text, booth manners, 
etc., the application of a formula Q=S wici, would give an answer as to the quality of 
interpreting. In his definition ci relates to the quality components and wi is for their 
respective weight. In principle, his definition would work in legal interpreting, however, 
considering the quality components in legal interpreting would be different from those 
in conference interpreting and their weight would be variable depending on a number 
of factors, such as the setting, the mode of interpreting and the preparedness of the 
interpreter, Gile’s concept, although very interesting, was not applied in the creation 
of the definition for the current study.  
Further, Mack (2002) is one of the scholars who discuss quality from the evaluator’s 
point of view. Mack is of the opinion that since interpreting is a part of translation 
studies, it should be evaluated in terms of equivalence between two languages at the 
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level of content, shape and performance. In her view, since interpreting is a special 
type of communication in a complex network of social relations, achieving the optimum 
effect in communication would be the quality that could be measured. In essence, her 
definition could be applied in legal interpreting, however more factors surrounding the 
levels that she suggested would have to be considered in order to fully measure the 
quality of interpreting in legal settings. This is because in legal settings the complexity 
of social relations is even greater than in conference interpreting, and situational 
factors surrounding the act of interpreting may affect the performance of an interpreter. 
Kopczyński (1994), in turn, believes that quality can be viewed in at least two 
dimensions, i.e. linguistically and pragmatically. In the pragmatic sense, the quality is 
contextually determined, meaning that the situational variables may require different 
priorities in different interpreting situations. Whereas in the linguistic sense, the quality 
is viewed as a set of rigorous standards of equivalence in content and form between 
the two languages used in the interpreting process. Kopczyński’s pragmatic approach 
to quality in interpreting seems to be relevant to legal interpreting, where challenges 
legal interpreters are faced with dictate what can be expected from them and it can 
help to create quality criteria against which the quality could be measured. 
Moser-Mercer (1996), on the other hand, before arriving at her definition of quality, 
first identified the product, the service, and the notion of quality as well as the purpose 
of quality evaluation. Her definition of quality goes as follows:  
Optimum quality in professional interpreting implies that an interpreter 
provides a complete and accurate rendition of the original that does not 
distort the original message and tries to capture any and all extralinguistic 
information that the speaker might have provided subject to the constraints 
imposed by central external conditions.  
(Moser-Mercer, 1996:44) 
As she states, in quality of interpreting services, to which legal interpreting in police 
setting can be aligned, an abstract approach will not be sufficient and the quality will 
have to be “evaluated against the background of the working conditions that prevail in 
the particular situation under observation” (1996:45), which in this case would 
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constitute those ‘external conditions’. As mentioned above, the working conditions of 
a legal interpreter working with the police are very challenging, and to name a few, 
they could include: (1) physical environment, i.e. the room they are working in, air 
quality, position of the speakers, etc.; (2) complexity of subject matter discussed, i.e. 
very informal and very formal language; (3) change of subject matter, i.e. a wide range 
of topics discussed; (4) discourse characteristics, i.e. density of text, emotionality, 
coherence, etc.; (5) delivery, i.e. speaking speed, accents, overlapping talk, etc.; (6) 
preparation of interpreter, more often lack of such preparation due to the nature of this 
work; (7) length and time of interpreting, load during work day, etc.; (8) interpreter’s 
emotional response, etc. When it comes to the current study, it appears that Moser-
Mercer’s (1996) definition of quality in interpreting is the most appropriate, 
remembering those ‘external conditions’ relevant to legal interpreting when creating a 
definition appropriate for the complexity and specificity of the settings legal interpreters 
work in.  
To add to the above, in order to arrive at a suitable definition related to the current 
study, it is also worth looking into Pöchhacker’s (2001) attempt to conceptualise 
interpreting quality. He discusses the notion of quality as well as the criteria and 
standards by which quality in both conference and public service interpreting should 
be assessed. Pöchhacker claims that such concepts as accuracy, clarity and fidelity 
are essential in quality assessment and that they should be considered from the 
product-oriented perspective. It is stated that the focus of quality assessment must not 
be on the source text, listeners’ comprehension or on speakers’ intentions but on the 
process of communicative interaction on the whole. In addition, he presents various 
methodological approaches, of which some have been productively used previously 
and could be used by the researcher in this study. For instance, questionnaires tend 
to be a useful tool to collect generic and specific information related to the parties in 
an interpreter-mediated event, especially their attitudes towards, and perceptions of, 
quality. By contrast, experimental approaches can be applied to measure 
performance. 
Taking the above into consideration and remembering that accuracy, completeness 
and absence of unnecessary additions are the crucial requirements for legal 
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interpreting, the following definition of quality in the legal setting was devised for the 
purpose of this study:  
Interpreting is of sufficient quality when the assessment of an interpreted 
event shows that the service users were able to communicate effectively 
and successfully, with no serious inaccuracies going undetected and 
unresolved, no essential information being omitted, and no substantive 
information being added. 
The following section will focus on presenting various perspectives on quality seen by 
various parties involved in interpreting process as well as will present the views on 
assessing the quality of interpreting. 
2.4.2. User perspectives on quality in interpreting 
As can be seen above, in academic studies, quality has been approached from 
different angles: through assessing interpreting performance, through surveying user 
expectations as well as through interpreters’ self-perception.  
This section will focus on quality in interpreting presented from the interpreter self-
perception in both conference and public service interpreting as well as on clients’ 
perceptions with emphasis on expectations from conference and public service 
interpreters, with a brief mention of sign language interpreting. 
It is understandable that quality in interpreting will look different depending on the 
points of view, i.e. that different groups of users will have different expectations, but in 
order to be able to differentiate these groups it is important to understand the 
relationship between the participants of the event. According to Gile’s (1991) 
‘communication configuration’, the communicative event does not only include the 
interpreter and the users in the role of ‘Sender’ and ‘Receiver’ but also the position of 
the ‘Client’ or employer who commissions and pays for the interpreter’s services 
(Pöchhacker, 2001). In conference interpreting, this relationship is clear and therefore 
obtaining feedback on quality from the users (listeners) is quite well established 
(Bühler, 1986; Kurz, 1989, 1993, 1994, 2001; Ng, 1992; Kopczyński, 1994; Moser, 
1995; Kahane, 2000; Collados Aís, 2002; Mackintosh, 2004; Zwischenberger et al., 
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2008). In public service interpreting, however, the situation is different. The 
relationship between the communicators is not the same as in conference interpreting 
– in public service interpreting and its subcategories it is often that the ‘Client’, who 
can be, for example, a solicitor, plays the role of the ‘Sender’ as well as of the 
‘Receiver’, who is having a consultation with a non-majority-language speaker who is 
only a ‘Client’ in this configuration. For this reason, in scholarly activity more attention 
has been paid to the role definition and expectations of the interpreter (Fowler, 1995; 
Pöchhacker, 2000; Ibrahim, 2004) and very little attention has been paid to obtaining 
feedback from non-majority-language-speaking users regarding the quality of 
interpretation (Garber et al., 1995; Christensen, 2010).  
2.4.2.1. Interpreters’ self-perception 
As far as interpreters’ self-perception related to quality is concerned, the most frequent 
questions asked are “What makes a good interpreter?” or “What makes good 
interpretation?” However, it is evident that researchers failed to investigate what 
interpreters themselves think of quality in interpreting or how they perceive their 
interpretation competence. What is well described in the specialised literature is the 
interpreter’s perception of their role in the community (Pöchhacker, 2000; Chesher et 
al., 2001; Tryuk, 2004; Martin et al., 2009b), in the courtroom (Niska, 1995; Martin et 
al., 2009a; Lee, 2009) and in police settings (Ortega Herráez et al., 2008).  
In conference interpreting, the first study into interpreters’ perception on quality was 
conducted by Bühler (1986) whose hypothesis was that interpreters’ quality criteria 
would reflect expectations of the users. In order to test her hypothesis she asked 47 
AIIC informants to rate the importance of 15 linguistic and extralinguistic criteria, which 
would reflect users’ expectations and needs. Amongst her linguistic criteria, fluency of 
delivery, logical cohesion of utterance, sense consistency with the original message 
and completeness of interpretation scored the highest by the informants. Amongst 
extra-linguistic criteria reliability, thorough preparation of conference documents and 
ability to work as a team were the leaders. She is adamant that those criteria reflect 
the requirements of the user as well as of the interpreter. Her criteria were later used 
to elicit clients’ views on quality, which will be discussed in Section 2.4.2.2. below. 
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In 2004, Chiaro et al., on the other hand, carried out a study on the conference 
interpreters’ perception of factors affecting quality in interpreting, looking into 
interpreters’ perception of linguistic and non-linguistic factors, which may affect quality. 
This was the first study carried out on such a large scale as 286 interpreters across 
five continents were involved - 44% from Western Europe, 27% in South and Central 
America, 19% in North America and 5% from Eastern Europe. Chiaro et al. used a 
combination of traditional and innovative tools in order to reach the widest spectrum 
of participants, where the main tool was a questionnaire distributed through the World 
Wide Web. The respondents, apart from answering questions about their location, 
gender and qualifications, were also asked to point out criteria that can affect quality. 
In their view, consistency with the original, completeness of information and logical 
cohesion were ranked the highest. Fluency of delivery, correct terminology and correct 
use of grammar were considered important, whereas appropriate style, a pleasant 
voice and a native accent were regarded as the least important. As for extra-linguistic 
criteria, concentration and preparation of conference documents were marked as the 
most important features. The least important features were identified as encyclopaedic 
knowledge and absence of stress.  
While Bühler and Chiaro et al. focused on conference interpreting, Pöchhacker (2000) 
looked into interpreting for the community. In his empirical research based on a 
questionnaire, 16 spoken and 16 sign language interpreters from Austria were asked 
about their views on the role of an interpreter. Both spoken and sign language 
interpreters confirmed that it is their duty to simplify technical language and explain 
technical terms for the clients as well as to explain foreign cultural references and 
meanings. The discrepancy between these two groups was over summarising clumsy 
long utterances to the client, where 94% of spoken and 38% of sign language 
interpreters thought that this fits within their role, and over omitting utterances which 
are not to the point, where 44% of spoken and only 7% of sign language interpreters 
would do so.  
In Spain, Martin et al. (2009b) also wanted to explore the public service interpreters’ 
perspective of their role, focusing on the adaptation of language register, cultural 
expectations, expansion and omission of information and relations with clients. The 
surveys carried out covered 115 interpreters, seven of whom were working in police 
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settings, 83 of whom were working in court settings and 25 of whom were in healthcare 
and social services. The study showed that the majority of interpreters do modify 
language register and that those working in healthcare are more likely to do so then 
those working in courts or at police stations. When asked about summarising 
information, half of health/social services interpreters stated that they do not 
summarise information, whereas 28% of court and police interpreters stated that 
sometimes they do summarise the content of the utterances, revealing that their 
behaviour clearly depends on the situation. It has been shown that none of the three 
groups of interpreters considered omission of information as correct behaviour. 
However, if the information is omitted, it is mainly because they had forgotten the 
information, had not understood it or did not know how to render it to the target 
language.  
A similar study but on a broader scale was carried out by Chesher et al. (2001) who 
also wanted to gain insight from the public service interpreters’ perspective into the 
nature of their role. This study, in contrast with Pöchhacker and Martin et al., was 
conducted not in Europe but mainly in Australia, Canada and the USA. She asked not 
only about factual details of their working languages, experience and training but also 
asked them to express their views on working conditions and status. On the basis of 
92 valid responses from various countries, it was established that almost half of the 
respondents occasionally worked in public service interpreting and half were members 
of a professional translation and interpreting body. In terms of personal qualities, 
awareness of ethics and interpersonal skills were rated higher than other qualities like 
empathy or honesty. When it came to perceptions of their role, 84% said that they 
were a medium of communication, had to observe impartiality, translate everything 
and should not solve problems or advise anyone. This behaviour is slightly different 
from the way European interpreters perceive their role, where they would omit 
information, help with solving problems or advise the parties of any 
misunderstandings.  
As far as scholarly attention to court interpreters’ perception of their role is concerned, 
an interesting study was carried out by Martin et al. (2009a). Her study explores the 
opinions of Spanish interpreters about their role and revolves around such questions 
as adaptation of register, explanation of cultural and procedural issues, amplification 
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or omission of information and the relation established between a non-Spanish 
speaker and the interpreter. Interestingly, almost 80% of interpreters confirmed that 
they do adapt the register of both the Spanish speaker and the non-Spanish speaker, 
but this is mainly done in order to facilitate communication and to bring the world of 
each party closer together. Similarly, more than half of respondents confirmed that 
they do explain cultural differences and questions of legal procedure just to smooth 
the process out. The same number of interpreters confirmed that although they try not 
to, they do summarise or omit information, but only if the information is being repeated. 
When it comes to the role of an interpreter, it was confirmed that most interpreters 
believed that their role includes interpreting language content and providing 
explanations of procedural questions. However, they disagreed that it is their 
responsibility to direct non-Spanish speakers to bodies that can solve their problem or 
to explain to court staff cultural issues arising in the non-Spanish speakers’ discourse.  
In his paper discussing various features of court interpreting across various countries, 
such as the United States or Australia, Niska (1995) quotes Falck’s survey on 
interpreting and the role of conflicts in courts and police interviews. In Falck’s 
investigation, it became apparent that almost half of court interpreters take on the side 
of the non-majority-language speaker and that roughly three quarters of the 
interpreters felt that the immigrants wanted the interpreter to be on their side. It also 
appeared that only 30% of interpreters take a neutral position between the sides and 
that 88% of interpreters felt conflict of loyalty on the side of the foreigner. This, again, 
appears to be an attribute of interpreters working in Europe, where there seems to be 
a tendency to advise non-majority-language speakers on various aspects in their 
cases. 
On the other hand, the Groupement de Recherches Transfrontalières 
Interdisciplinaires (GRETI) Research Group (Ortega Herráez et al., 2008) from Spain 
investigated the interpreters’ perspectives on the role of interpreting in police settings. 
Although their original aim was to compare the views of police officers and interpreters 
on the same activity, they have been unsuccessful in doing so as none of the police 
staff and only seven interpreters decided to participate in this research. Similarly to 
two other studies conducted by this group (Martin et al., 2009a, 2009b); an empirical 
analysis based on questionnaires and interviews was conducted. Respondents were 
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asked about such issues as modification of language register, explanation of cultural 
differences and police procedures, summarising and omitting information, advising 
non-Spanish speakers on legal matters, dealing with non-verbal information, and racist 
or discriminatory attitude as well as about being identified with the non-Spanish 
speaker and about qualities essential to acting as an interpreter. Concerning modifying 
register, most respondents confirmed that sometimes they change register “when the 
register is inappropriate and it might be understood wrongly by the interviewer or 
interviewee” or “according to the type of language and terminology, for instance, slang 
has to be adapted” (2008:135). As far as the aspect of explaining cultural differences 
is concerned, the answers were equally divided indicating that they should not be 
considered as a pattern within police interpreting. Regarding providing explanation of 
police procedures to non-Spanish speakers, the majority confirmed that they do not 
do so on their own initiative. The interpreters do not omit content but they do 
summarise information and this is either content-based, i.e., in order to clarify and 
ease communication, or police-based, i.e., police officers ask the interpreter to 
summarise in order to save time or to convey only the information requested and not 
what is irrelevant to the subject matter. It was clear from the answers that interpreters 
do not advise the non-Spanish speakers, explaining that this does not lie within their 
competencies. When asked about dealing with racist behaviour, most interpreters 
stated that they would not take any action and would simply ignore such behaviour. 
As for qualities essential to work as an interpreter, the respondents provided the 
following: “good knowledge of the working languages and cultures”, “not to judge 
people”, “correctness”, “caution”, “good background in translation and interpreting”, 
“discretion” and “confidentiality”. Although interpreters’ perceptions could not be 
confronted with the opinions of police officers, it gives a clear picture of how 
interpreters see their role when working in police settings. The outcome of this 
research seems to be in line with outcomes of other studies in the field and it seems 
that the majority of public service interpreters behave similarly in different settings of 
their day to day work. 
As far as interpreters’ self-perception related to quality is concerned, it can be 
concluded that the role public service interpreters play within the public service sector 
rules what qualities they perceive as the most important. Interestingly, most of the 
quality aspects relate to the code of conduct, which dictates how they should act and 
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how they should interpret, what can be omitted, if anything, what register to use, 
whether they should create cultural links between the speakers and so on. The striking 
difference between self-perception of public service interpreters and conference 
interpreters is that the latter perceive such factors as consistency with the original, 
correct use of grammar and terminology and fluency of delivery most important and 
do not take into consideration ethical or cultural aspects. This may be because these 
two types of interpreters work in completely different settings and the purpose of their 
interpretation is different. Also, this may be the case because conference interpreters 
are provided with preparatory materials beforehand and public service interpreters not 
only have to deal with different modes of interpreting during one assignment but also 
hardly ever receive any documentation related to the topic, not to mention the context 
they will be required to interpret. Undoubtedly, it would help public service interpreters 
to complete their assignments more successfully if they received the materials in 
advance but they would also benefit from being reminded during CPD courses about 
paying attention to such quality criteria as choice of vocabulary, precision of 
terminology, grammatical structure and accuracy. In light of the current study, it will be 
interesting to see what factors dictate the way interpreters conduct their task of 
interpreting, whether police interpreters, similarly to those in Pöchhacker’s or Martin 
et al. research, tend to ‘simplify’ or ‘explain’ technical or cultural issues to the speakers 
or according to Ortega Herráez et al. (2008), they do not omit, but summarise the 
information. For that reason, the questionnaire that will be devised for the current study 
will have a section on interpreters’ membership in professional linguistic associations, 
their familiarity with the Code of Conduct and whether they find the Code relevant and 
helpful.   
2.4.2.2. Clients’ perception 
In conference interpreting, a number of investigations have been carried out into users’ 
expectations and one of the first was conducted by Bühler (1986), which was 
discussed in the section above. This study initiated this line of research and quickly 
became adopted by Kurz (1989), who in her first study, used eight of Bühler’s criteria 
to test the claim that users’ expectations are the same as interpreters’ quality criteria. 
She came up with a hypothesis that different groups of users may have different 
expectations (2001). This turned out to be the case as conference interpreters and 
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users as well as different user groups among themselves had different opinions on the 
importance of some of the criteria and, in fact, interpreters had higher quality 
expectations of themselves than the users (Kurz 1993, 1994). Ng (1992), on the other 
hand, asked potential users of interpreters about their reactions to the performance of 
three student interpreters and two professional freelance interpreters interpreting a 
lecture from English into Japanese. She asked her respondents to comment on the 
choice of vocabulary, grammatical structure, the choice of expressions, which indicate 
the speaker’s social and psychological stance (speech levels) and naturalness 
(intonation, pronunciation and accent). All participants regarded ease of 
understanding as most important but females tended to pay more attention to the 
importance of correctness of grammatical structure and speech levels, whereas males 
often considered the style of delivery and choice of vocabulary as more important. 
Interestingly, in this study, Ng asked the respondents to comment on grammatical 
aspects of interpretations to find out which factors are more important. In the current 
study, asking interpreters to comment on similar factors would probably give an 
indication whether they actually pay any attention to, say, grammatical structure, or 
whether this is something they do not have to think about when working in legal 
settings.  
A different angle to researching users’ expectations was explored by Kopczyński 
(1994) who made a distinction between the preferences of users as ‘speakers’ as 
opposed to ‘receptors’. This study addressed three different professional groups: 
representatives dealing with humanities, science and technology professionals and 
diplomats, with the aim of observing differences in assessment and attitudes 
depending on their varied professional backgrounds. It was shown that the listeners 
from all three groups regarded content as a more important function and gave top 
priority to detailed content and terminological precision. As the main irritants, both 
speakers and listeners named incorrect terminology but their views varied concerning 
the second and third irritant. The speakers did not accept the exact renditions of the 
content of their speech, whereas the listeners did not like unfinished sentences and 
grammatical mistakes.  
Moser (1995) conducted an empirical study, commissioned by the International 
Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC), on quality in the eyes of users. His 
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hypothesis was that different user groups would have different expectations of 
interpretation. This hypothesis is similar to Kopczyński’s (1994), yet it covers a broader 
range of respondents. In order to test this claim the following questions were asked: 
What constitutes good interpretation from the user’s point of view? Can a picture of an 
ideal interpreter be created based on the user’s replies? How do users rank the 
importance of various quality criteria in interpretation? If ranked, are the rankings 
reliable and consistent? Do users’ expectations vary markedly from one set of 
circumstances to another (different conference types) or do users have a basic set of 
expectations, which prevail whatever the conference type? The result of his 
investigation was that most of the 94 AIIC interpreters (who acted as both speakers 
and listeners) considered faithfulness to the original as the most important factor, but 
for the most experienced users, the content match relating to terminology, 
understanding of the subject matter and minimal departures from the content of the 
original were far more important than for less experienced users. The study also aimed 
at investigating whether users had different expectations when attending events of 
different types. It was concluded that the main criteria largely remained the same.  
Collados Aís (2002) also looked into quality expectations of end-users of simultaneous 
interpretation, but her study focused on monotonous intonation vs. melodious 
intonation. She investigated whether monotonous intonation is perceived by the users, 
whether it has a negative effect on judgements of quality and whether it has a negative 
effect on how users evaluate professional performance or the degree of confidence. 
Her findings show that melodious interpretation with errors is perceived to be better 
than interpretations, which are faithful and free of errors but are monotonous. Her 
conclusion was that “the users are not good judges of quality, simply because they are 
not in the position to perform this task” (2002:336). This conclusion seems to be 
accurate, as Shlesinger et al. (1997:126) also noticed that clients do not necessary 
“know what is good for them.” They do not really know what to expect, and “what will 
make them happy with the service and product interpreters provide.” 
What cannot be forgotten when discussing clients’ perception is what the users of sign 
language interpreters perceive as most important in interpreting. De Wit et al. (2014) 
recognise that in sign language interpreting, although the only person who can 
comment on successful interpretation is the interpreter, the sign language user may 
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be able to judge on the understandability of the interpretation. With this in mind, she 
conducted a study, which was based on an on-line survey and on real, conference-
based interpreting setting. The combined results of these two components of the study 
have shown that, similarly to other forms of interpreting, the deaf sign language users 
perceive faithfulness of interpretation as the most important aspect. The results also 
highlighted the importance of clear, understandable and fluent signing, full and clear 
communication without misunderstandings, familiarity with the setting related 
terminology and context, along with full confidentiality and a professional attitude. 
As can be seen from the above, there is a broad variety of research conducted 
regarding quality of interpreting from the users’ point of view in conference interpreting. 
The focus was put on various aspects of what constitutes quality, starting with the 
correct use of grammar, ending with voice intonation, but failing on aspects of the 
interpreter or their role definition. As stated before, the difference between conference 
interpreting and public service interpreting is striking. Therefore, the expectations from 
interpreters would vary significantly as well.  
Inasmuch as users’ expectations regarding quality of interpretation in conference 
interpreting have been discussed to a great extent, the same cannot be said about 
public service interpreting or any of its subcategories. Here in this study, it is not the 
quality that was discussed, but the role of definition and expectations of the public 
service interpreter. The most interesting studies in role perceptions by users have 
been conducted in England, Austria and Malaysia. In England, Fowler (1995) 
interviewed magistrates, court clerks and court interpreters, seeking the answer to the 
question about how the role of interpreters is envisaged by court personnel. It was 
noticed that interpreters are expected to do more than is within the scope of their job. 
On one hand, the magistrates stated that it would be ideal if interpreters were to 
behave as quietly and unobtrusively as possible but on the other hand, they were 
expected by the magistrates to “improve on defects in lawyers’ performance” 
(1995:197) in order to achieve a state of complete understanding between the parties.  
Pöchhacker’s (2000) study on the views of over 600 service providers (health and 
social care) in Vienna also revealed that interpreters are expected to do much more 
than 'just translate'. His research showed that the majority of users did not pay much 
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attention to qualifications but thought that interpreters ought to, for example, alert 
parties to any misunderstandings in the conversation and simplify or explain technical 
language for the clients as well as play a role of a helper. This indicates that these 
users view interpreting as a “multi-faced task beyond mere translation” (2000:65).  
Similarly, the users’ expectations of Malaysian court interpreters go far beyond the 
scope of duties of an ordinary interpreter around the globe. In fact, it became quite an 
established procedure for the interpreter to provide procedural advice to the 
defendant, advise the unrepresented defendant on the procedure or interpret the law 
for the defendant. Strikingly, Ibrahim’s (2004) study has shown that the Bench not only 
accepts but also expects such behaviour from the interpreter. 
In Denmark, Christensen (2010) also looked at non-majority-language-speaking 
users’ interpreter-related quality expectations. Adopting a wide range of 
methodological approaches, she aimed at investigating the extent to which different 
users share the same expectations about court interpreting and how they judge the 
interpreters’ performance. Her respondents were the judge, the defence counsel, the 
prosecutor, and the non-Danish-speaking witness and the interpreter. The users were 
asked about their expectations regarding 21 quality criteria and evaluate the 
interpreter’s performance against the same criteria. The result of this study has shown 
that the user expectations were uniform when it came to criteria that focus on 
impartiality, asking for clarification or for repetition, and for informing about 
misunderstandings but not so uniform when it came to the knowledge of the relevant 
terminology. Here the non-majority-language-speaking users thought that such 
knowledge is not very important, whereas court employees thought that is highly 
important.  
London Cultural Interpretation Service Company based in Canada (Garber et al., 
1995) was the first to conduct a study where non-majority-language-speaking users 
were taken into consideration. In their process of quality assurance, some gaps were 
identified. It appeared unfair to collect feedback only from service providers without 
securing feedback from non-majority-language-speaking users. This study was based 
on 34 questionnaires obtained from Vietnamese, Polish and Portuguese non-English-
speaking users who were asked about their satisfaction with the process of 
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communicating through an interpreter. The questions in the questionnaire were related 
to ethical issues, such as impartiality or confidentiality, as well as to clarity, accuracy 
and successful communication between the speakers. Thirty-three respondents 
confirmed that they understood the interpreter’s speech in their language and in most 
cases they believed that all information would be kept confidential by the interpreter. 
When responding to this question, only one respondent from the Vietnamese group 
did not believe that what they said was kept confidential; whereas within the Polish 
group nearly half of the respondents stated that they were not sure about it. With 
regard to impartiality, all the Vietnamese respondents were confident in the 
interpreter’s impartiality, whereas both Polish and Portuguese users had mixed 
feelings about this. As for clarity and communicating the message accurately, the 
Vietnamese group of respondents was certain that whatever was said at the 
interpreted event was interpreted accurately, whereas in the Polish group of 
respondents, only half of them shared this view and the other half did not know. As far 
as the question related to the possibility of using the same interpreter again is 
concerned, 33 respondents confirmed that they would like to have the same linguist 
interpreting for them in the future. Although the results of this research are more an 
indication of users’ satisfaction than of actual effectiveness, it was noted that the non-
English-speaking users were very satisfied with the interpretation service they 
received.  
Based on the above studies it can be noticed that there appears to be a gap in 
investigating the views on the role of the court interpreter and the quality of court 
interpreting as seen by legal interpreters and legal professionals. This gap seems to 
be filled in by Lee (2009) who through questionnaires examined how those views 
varied between those two groups of respondents. Based on 226 responses from legal 
professionals, such as judges and lawyers and 36 responses from professional court 
interpreters located in Australia, Lee noticed that there are conflicting views in relation 
to the role of the court interpreter, and some aspects of quality in court interpreting. 
With regard to the role of the interpreter, the majority of legal professionals perceived 
interpreters as ‘translation machines’, whereas interpreters mostly perceived 
themselves as ‘facilitators of communication’. As far as quality of interpretation is 
concerned, the legal professionals evaluated the overall quality of court interpreting 
positively, stating that the renditions were mostly reliable, however these answers 
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largely related to renditions into English as they were not in a position to assess the 
quality of interpreting into other language.  
The work relating to client perceptions in court interpreting has highlighted that overall 
court interpreters’ work is appreciated by all the parties involved but there are still 
some discrepancies in what is expected from them and by whom. The limited research 
that has investigated client perceptions in police settings has come to similar findings 
where the main issue for both interpreters and police officers is the lack of 
understanding of what their jobs involve.  
This was captured by Perez et al. (2004) who decided to explore initial perceptions of 
potential problems and expectations relating to interpreter-mediated interviews in 
Scotland. The study was based on two questionnaires. The first one was designed for 
police officers, both with and without the experience of working through an interpreter. 
They were asked to indicate what they had found to be the main source of difficulty 
when working through an interpreter. The second questionnaire was designed for 
professional public service interpreters who have been invited to provide feedback on 
the main difficulties encountered in interpreter-mediated police interviews and any 
measures, which might help counter these. It turned out that in the view of police 
officers, accuracy, faithfulness and completeness of interpretation and its impact on 
the success of the interview constitute the main areas of concern. The availability of a 
suitable interpreter and the time when they need to arrive at the police station were 
perceived as a major problem, but this is mainly associated with the maximum of six 
hours during which a person may be detained under caution for questioning. For those 
police officers who did not have experience in working through an interpreter, the 
‘conversation flow’ was a significant issue, whereas for those who have worked 
through an interpreter such flow was only important when it had an impact on 
interviewing techniques and it was justified by such answers as “it is difficult to 
challenge replies” or “allows the suspect to gauge reply” (2004:85). The next area of 
concern for police officers was the interpreter’s skills and role. Here, police officers 
stated that some interpreters take the side of an interviewee, become too involved, 
behave like a lawyer or simply make up their mind that the suspect is guilty. When it 
comes to interpreters, the answers were uniform. They clearly stated that inadequate 
knowledge of how to work with interpreters was the major issue, together with the 
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police lack of understanding of the interpreting process and what it involves. Another 
issue was related to putting the interpreter in an advocate’s role, no briefing being 
provided due to a short notice for assignments, the questions asked during an 
interview being fixed and not allowing for cultural disparity and finally, interpreters' 
adverse conditions of work. 
When asked about solutions to these problems, most interpreters replied that police 
officers should be trained on how to work with interpreters, there should be training 
opportunities available for interpreters to better prepare for police and court 
assignments, that the dialogue between the police and interpreters should be better 
and that interpreters should be paid for being on standby.  
As can be seen from the above, the difference between what is expected from the 
public service interpreters and conference interpreters is significant. In conference 
interpreting, the main focus is put on the quality in interpreting and feedback comes 
from the listeners who do not understand the source language but this is not quite the 
case in public service interpreting, and its domain, legal interpreting. Public service 
interpreting seems to be focused mainly on the role of the interpreter and the lack of 
boundaries within the profession, but the most important factor here is that the views 
come mainly from the source language speakers putting very little emphasis on the 
views of non-majority-language speakers. In the current study, it would be desirable 
to establish what, in the user’s view, is actually expected from police interpreters, 
whether specific challenging requirements, such as completeness or high accuracy, 
would be at all taken into consideration and whether it would vary from the view of the 
interviewing police officer to the suspect. 
2.4.3. Quality assessment 
Before moving into exploring quality assessment, it is important to note that there are 
various ways of finding out about quality. As stated above, the quality can be 
measured, evaluated or assessed and depending on the settings one or more of these 
could be applied (Moser-Mercer, 1996:46). When looking at quality in natural settings, 
the term ‘evaluation’ should be applied. If one decides to analyse the product of 
interpreting in a laboratory setting, then the term ‘measurement’ would be appropriate 
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or when a performance of a student is to be looked at, then the term ‘assessment’ 
should be used. In the case of the current research, bearing in mind that interpreters 
with various backgrounds and experience will be involved, the study will comprise 
measurements and evaluation as well as assessment. In this case it is necessary to 
understand current state of quality assessment presented by the scholars.  
As stated before, assessment of conference interpreters has been extensively 
discussed in specialised literature, whereas assessment of interpreters working in both 
conference and public service interpreting settings has been neglected. Similarly, 
assessment of public service interpreters as well as the lack of research into 
assessment of legal interpreters is apparent. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that 
interpreter training programmes and institutional requirements do take into 
consideration self-assessment of student interpreters, which aims at forestalling 
production of common errors in a professional capacity.  
In academic publications, there are a number of conceptual studies present, however, 
Table 1 below gives an overview of empirical studies related to assessing quality in 
interpreting across various fields and is presented in chronological order. 
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Author/title Focus, aim and research 
question 
Data/methodological 
framework  
Language pair/country Main findings 
Barik, H. C. (1971). “A 
Description of Various 
Types of Omissions, 
Additions and Errors of 
Translation Encountered 
in Simultaneous 
Interpretation”. 
The aim is to systematise 
various departures of 
translation occurring in 
simultaneous interpreting. 
 
It is an empirical analysis 
of interpretation aiming at 
classifying errors in 
interpretations conducted 
by three types of 
interpreters. 
Two French - English 
professional interpreters 
(fully qualified), two students 
(graduates of an approved 
program in interpreting), one 
amateur (fluently bilingual).  
Interpreters tend to omit, add 
and make errors in 
simultaneous interpreting. 
 
Hale, S. (1997). “The 
treatment of register in 
court interpreting”. 
The aim is to show the relation 
between interpreters and the 
parties and that this relation 
may influence the register of 
an interpreted event. 
Discourse analysis of 
interpreted court hearings. 
Four different accredited 
Spanish-English interpreters 
at the professional level 
interpreting for six Spanish 
speaking witnesses in 
Sidney, between 1992 and 
1993. 
 
Interpreters tend to raise the 
level of formality when 
interpreting into English and 
lower when interpreting into 
Spanish. 
Some interpreters allow 
paraphrasing, polishing 
speeches and working as 
advocates, sometimes allow 
literal renditions. 
Krouglov, A. (1999). 
“Police interpreting: 
Politeness and 
Sociocultural Context”. 
The aim is to show how 
interpreters deal with 
colloquialisms and hedges as 
well as forms of address and 
other forms of politeness.  
Discourse analysis of 
interpreted authentic police 
interviews.  
Four English-Russian 
interpreters in England 
interpreting for testifying 
witnesses. 
 
Interpreters delete or change 
colloquialisms and hedges.  
Interpreters misinterpret 
speakers by introducing more 
polite or neutral forms. 
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Interpreters add politeness 
making testimony less certain 
or more definite. 
Pym, A. (1999). “’Nicole 
Slapped Michelle’ 
Interpreters and 
Theories of Interpreting 
at the O.J. Simpson 
Trial”. 
This is an investigation into the 
use of variants used to 
describe the slap in a murder 
case. 
Why does the interpreter use 
different words to describe the 
same term? 
Trial of O.J. Simpson, USA 
 
One Spanish-English 
interpreter. 
 
Interpreter may be 
inconsistent in the use of 
vocabulary in order to protect 
the witness, out of solidarity 
or due to lexico-semantic 
differences between Spanish 
and English, which would 
justify the choices. 
Hale, S. (2001). “How 
are courtroom questions 
interpreted”. 
It focuses on cross-
examination and examination-
in-chief questions. 
Do interpreters maintain the 
form and content of questions? 
If this is not the case, what are 
the reasons and implications of 
these choices? 
13 court cases in New 
South Wales, Australia 
(1993-1996) 
Empirical research into 
how courtroom questions 
are interpreted. 
Spanish-English interpreters 
in Australia. 
 
In cross-examination 
questions - prosodic 
declarative English questions 
were translated as polar 
interrogatives in Spanish. 
Interpreters omit tag 
questions.  
In exam-in-chief in 
declaratives prosodic 
questions are translated to 
simple statements and to 
polar interrogatives. 
Jacobsen, B. (2001). 
“Pragmatics in Court 
Interpreting: Additions”. 
It focuses on one kind of 
interpreter modification, 
namely, additions. 
Two district court trials 
(mock and authentic). 
 
Two Danish-English 
professional interpreters in 
Denmark. 
Interpreters are prepared to 
modify their target speeches 
by including additions and 
that not all additions have 
equal impact.  
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Two native speakers of 
English with no knowledge of 
Danish. 
Types of additions have been 
identified. 
Hale, S. (2002). “How 
faithfully do court 
interpreters render the 
style of non-English 
speaking witnesses' 
testimonies? A data-
based study of Spanish-
English bilingual 
proceedings”. 
How faithfully do court 
interpreters render the style of 
non-English speaking 
witnesses' testimonies? 
Do interpreters tend to 
accurately interpret only the 
content of witnesses' answers, 
but constantly alter the style of 
testimony, either favourably or 
detrimentally, thus changing 
the outcome of the case? 
17 court cases from 
Sydney, Australia (1993-
1996) 
Data based study - 
analysis of speech style of 
Spanish witnesses in 
courtroom. 
Different Spanish-English 
accredited interpreters at 
professional level, Australia. 
 
Interpreters produce less 
hedges, etc. when 
interpreting into Spanish 
(mother tongue) but produce 
more hesitations when 
interpreting into English.  
Interpreters do not improve 
the style of witnesses’ 
speeches. 
Interpreters maintain the 
content but not the style of 
the speeches.  
Russell, S. (2002). 
“’Three’s a Crowd’: 
Shifting Dynamics in the 
Interpreted Interview”. 
It focuses on an authentic 
interpreted interview as a 
linguistic event.  
It examines some of the 
effects where the presence 
and participation of the 
interpreter has/may have 
upon the turn-taking 
system. 
 
Police and Customs 
interviews in the United 
Kingdom.  
 
Interpreters, when working 
between two languages, 
cultures should use relevant 
interpreting strategies in 
order to facilitate 
communication channel 
between the speakers. 
Nakane, I. (2007). 
“Problems in 
Communicating the 
Suspect’s Rights in 
It focuses on authentic police 
interviews, on how the caution 
is interpreted. 
It examines police 
interviews in which 
Japanese suspects are 
Five Japanese - English 
interpreters in Australia.  
One was accredited at an 
interpreter level, three at a 
Three factors affect the 
outcome of interpreting: turn 
construction, turn boundaries, 
and interpreters’ 
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Interpreted Police 
Interviews”. 
interviewed by English 
speaking police officers. 
Two drug trafficking cases 
in Australia (1992 and 
2002). Melbourne and 
Victoria.   
Five interviews in total. 
 
paraprofessional level, two 
were not identified. 
 
understanding of the original 
caution. 
Police officers should deliver 
the caution in short chunks, 
comprehension checks 
should be made, police 
officers should not treat 
caution as routine, 
interpreters should not 
paraphrase the caution, 
paraprofessional interpreters 
are not good enough for 
police interpreting. 
Braun S. (2013) “Keep 
your distance? Remote 
interpreting in legal 
proceedings: A critical 
assessment of a growing 
practice”. 
Quality in remote interpreting 
during simulated police-
suspect interviews in the UK. 
What is the viability of 
videoconference-based remote 
interpreting in legal contexts? 
Two police-suspect 
simulated interviews 
conducted via video link 
and face-to-face. 
Eight fully trained, qualified 
English-French interpreters 
interpreting first via video-link 
and then face-to-face. 
Interpreters face more 
problems when interpreting 
via video link. Their 
performance decline faster 
over time, they have 
problems with managing turn-
taking, which leads to 
omissions, problems with 
identifying 
misrepresentations of 
speakers’ intentions, illogical 
renditions and mishearings.   
Table 1: A list of empirical studies related to quality assessment
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The above Table 1 entries largely supported the researcher with the creation of 
research questions, construction of the methodology and formulation of analysis 
categories for the current study. The section below will present which studies 
contributed to the development of these parts of this study and which gave ideas on 
what other aspects should be considered when assessing the quality of interpreting 
of various interpreters participating in this research. 
As previously stated, literature on quality assessment is an underdeveloped area in 
translation studies. Most of quality assessment literature revolves around 
conference interpreting and simultaneous interpreting in particular. In regards to 
quality assessment within legal settings, the literature does not show extensive 
research conducted in this respect. Such scholars as Hale (1997, 2001, 2002), Pym 
(1999), Jacobsen (2001), Russell (2002) or Nakane (2007) do focus on the problem 
but bearing in mind the importance of legal interpreting, the number of studies is not 
as extensive as one would have expected. What is more, one of the branches of 
legal interpreting, which is police interpreting, is even more neglected. Krouglov 
(1999) and Russell (2002) conducted significant studies in the United Kingdom, 
during which they managed to obtain authentic research data. However, their 
studies, although very valuable, are over a decade old. Other scholars in the country 
based their research on either simulations (Fowler, 2004), on data coming from 
interviews and questionnaires (Perez et al., 2004) or the simulations, the 
questionnaires and feedback received following interpreting simulation (Braun, 
2012, 2013). Although only Braun focuses on quality assessment in interpreting, all 
of these studies highlight the need for strengthening cooperation between police 
officers and interpreters, which would lead to improving the quality of interpreters’ 
performance within the legal sector. 
One of the aims of the current study is to assess how the quality of interpreting 
during police-suspect interviews differs between different groups of interpreters and 
establish the factors that actually influence the quality of legal interpreting. In order 
to do so, it is important to understand what scholars of interpreting studies have 
already discovered and what can be learnt from their own research. 
In police settings it is important to remember the dynamics of interpreted tape-
recorded police-suspect interviews, where there are two police officers, the suspect 
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and their solicitor. As it can be imagined, an overlapping or simultaneous speech 
may and does occur in such settings. This problem was investigated by Russell 
(2002) who looked into the effects of the interpreters’ presence and participation 
during an authentic Police and Customs interview in the UK. It is argued that the 
interpreter, in order to facilitate communication channel between the speakers, has 
to use relevant interpreting strategies, such as (1) stop one or both speakers to 
allow the other speaker to continue; (2) ignore one speaker, hold the uttered 
segment in memory, continue interpreting the other speaker, and then produce the 
‘hold’ talk immediately following the end of a speaker’s turn; (3) ignore overlapping 
talk completely; or (4) momentarily ignore overlapping talk and upon finishing the 
interpretation of one speaker, offer the next turn to the other speaker, or indicate in 
some way that a turn was attempted (2002:120). Such techniques however, can 
radically alter the dynamics of the interview, changing the “oppositional dyad into a 
triadic mixture of opposition, cooperation and shifting alignments” (2002:116) and 
therefore can have far-reaching effects on both the processes and the outcomes of 
the investigative interview.  
Whilst Russell focuses on overlapping and simultaneous speech between the 
parties, Krouglov (1999) looked into a question-and-answer interaction during 
authentic police interviews also in the UK. This study was based on a case where 
Russian-speaking testifying witnesses were interviewed by the police in a murder 
case in England. Krouglov identified key factors, which may affect the outcome of a 
police interview. That is (1) alternation/preservation of speech styles in 
interpretation; (2) deletion, addition, modification of politeness; (3) the availability of 
a situational context, and (4) the interpreter’s awareness of linguistic and cultural 
features of source and target languages (1999:286). Similarly to Russell’s findings, 
Krouglov also discovered that what interpreters do during such assignments can 
have an impact on the outcome of the interview. It was noted that interpreters alter 
the meaning of the utterances they are required to interpret; they tend to delete and 
change certain colloquialisms and hedges, which consequently transforms the 
source text into a series of neutral utterances. Additionally, it was noticed that 
sometimes interpreters introduce additional particles or polite forms, which may 
misrepresent the speaker or make a witness’s testimony seem less certain or more 
definite, which can lead to an inaccurate perception and to the loss of important 
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information in police investigations. It was also observed that the absence of 
situational context may result in several different readings of the same phrase, 
especially when dealing with specific in-group terminology. Since Russia and 
Poland share a history, culture and tradition (Urban-Klaehn, 2019), the results of 
Krouglov’s study appear to be particularly relevant in the context of the present 
study. This will be investigated as part of the report of the present study’s findings 
in Chapter 4.  
Another aspect, which is always present during police-suspect interviews and is 
also present in the current study and cannot be disregarded, is the police caution. 
In a real-life situation, the police officer utters the caution to the suspect very quickly, 
not giving much thought to what is being said, even though they are aware of the 
importance of the caution. At the police station, every police-suspect interview is 
preceded with the same caution and very often it poses an interpreting challenge to 
the interpreter. The problems related to communicating suspect’s rights through an 
interpreter were discussed by Nakane (2007) who managed to obtain authentic data 
from two drug trafficking cases in Australia, where interpreters were involved. It is 
showed that interpreters, regardless of their qualifications, tend to omit parts of the 
caution and make some mistranslations. However, her observation was that the 
caution was translated more accurately when divided into chunks, rather than being 
read out in one piece. It is argued that these inaccuracies are present for a number 
of reasons. Firstly, the police officers strain the interpreters’ ability to deliver the 
caution in a long segment. Secondly, police officers are not aware of the difficulty in 
rendering the written text into a dialogic speech mode. Thirdly, police officers tend 
to perceive police caution as a ‘ritual’ rather than ‘real’ communication; and fourthly, 
legal interpreters do not understand the meaning and legal implications of the 
caution. The role-play script for this study also includes the police caution. 
Therefore, it will be interesting to observe how participating interpreters deal with 
the police caution and whether they interpret it more accurately when it is divided 
into chunks or when it is provided in one piece. 
Even though neither Russell, Krouglov nor Nakane focus on the quality of 
interpreting, their studies give a good insight into what factors can affect the quality 
and should be considered when constructing the methodological part of this study. 
A noteworthy research that actually investigates the quality of the performance in 
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the police setting is the one conducted by Braun (2013). This paper is an exception 
in that it actually discusses the problem of assessing the quality of interpreting and 
for that reason it will be discussed towards the end of this chapter. 
The studies discussed above all relate to interpreting in the police settings and even 
though they cover different aspects and factors, they do not explicitly focus on the 
quality of interpreting. Instead, they give a good insight to the factors that may in 
fact affect the quality, therefore should be taken into consideration when creating 
assessment criteria for this study.  
Academic publications on court interpreting have also shown, similarly to police 
interpreting, that in order to secure effective communication between the speakers, 
interpreters modify original utterances, which sometimes can lead to potentially 
dangerous consequences. In her study based on the questioning of defendants and 
witnesses during criminal proceedings, Jacobsen (2001) has shown that in order to 
convey the pragmatic meaning of speeches, some Danish professional court 
interpreters are prepared to modify their target renditions by including additions of 
different types and that not all additions have equal impact on the listeners. Based 
on comparing source text/target data she has identified a variety of additions with 
various impact on the semantic and pragmatic content of the source text, such as 
(1) additions with no impact on the semantic and/or pragmatic content of the source 
text, (2) additions with minimal impact and (3) additions with significant impact.  
Whilst Jacobsen focused on additions introduced by interpreters, Pym (1999) 
presented another type of modification, namely the range of variants used to 
describe an English word slap. This paper is based on an authentic murder trial, 
where the only person who can provide an alibi for the defendant is a Spanish 
speaking housekeeper, who is testifying via an interpreter and whose evidence may 
be refused due to small shifts that raised serious doubts about her credibility. Pym 
discusses a problem of inconsistency, where the interpreter on one occasion 
chooses to use one term describing a slap and on another occasion another 
equivalent with a similar meaning but changing the register to a more violent one or 
toning down the witness’s language. Pym not only looks for linguistic explanations 
to this phenomenon but also investigates cultural factors, which may have 
influenced the interpreter to produce such an inconsistent interpretation.  
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Both Pym and Jacobsen touch upon valid problems of interpreters being 
inconsistent with their interpretation or being prepared to modify their renditions in 
order to secure effective communication between the speakers. Such problems 
could potentially happen in the current study as well, where a Polish interpreter is 
interpreting for a Polish suspect. Here too the interpreter may be inconsistent in the 
use of terminology, which may be due to not knowing a better equivalent or just 
because they may not think of the implications of their choices. Moreover, such 
aspects as additions, repetitions and fillers should also be taken into consideration 
when analysing the data and could constitute a part of analysis criteria in the current 
study. Perhaps there may not be a need for such detailed analysis as in Jacobsen’s 
study, however the differences in interpretations of different groups of interpreters 
may bring interesting results in terms of patterns used in such groups.  
To follow up on Pym and Jacobsen’s findings, it seems that interpreters based in 
Australia also have a tendency to alter the utterances made by the speakers. For 
example, Hale (1997) has focused on the discourse analysis, namely the treatment 
of register in Australian courtrooms. It was shown that interpreters tend to raise the 
level of formality when interpreting into English and lower it when interpreting into 
Spanish. The study was based on 11 hours of interpreted testimony where four 
accredited interpreters were involved in court cases with six Spanish-speaking 
working class witnesses. Hale noticed that when translating into English the 
interpreters tend to change the syntax and the lexis, summarise the source 
utterances and omit linguistic features associated with conversational style, raising 
the level of formality. When translating into Spanish, they use “‘familiar’ language 
with the witness” (1997:49) and translate formal words in a more colloquial way so 
that this is understood by the witness. In 2001 Hale discovered that English-Spanish 
court interpreters do not always maintain the form and the content of cross-
examination and examination-in-chief questions in their interpretation, but tend to 
translate them as simple declaratives, with no rising intonation or switch prosodic 
declarative English questions into polar interrogatives in Spanish. They may also 
simply omit certain types of questions, especially those causing problems; 
declaratives questions with tags and modal interrogatives. Furthermore, in 2002 she 
also found that accredited interpreters in Sydney are inclined to accurately interpret 
only the content of witnesses’ answers, but constantly alter the style of testimony, 
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either favourably or detrimentally, thus potentially changing the outcome of the 
proceedings. In this study, she paid attention to such features as hedges and fillers, 
discourse markers and hesitations and she compared the Spanish speaking 
witnesses’ answers with interpreters’ renditions of these answers into English. Here 
again, Hale focused on examination-in-chief and cross-examinations questions. 
The results of this study showed that in interpretations there were significantly fewer 
fillers, hedges and discourse markers than in the original Spanish answers, 
revealing that the interpreters considered them irrelevant. In English answers, on 
the other hand, there were more signs of hesitation, demonstrating that the 
interpreters found some words and phrases difficult to translate and that they had 
problems with pronunciation and grammar. What Hale discovered in her studies 
above makes a valid point, which the researcher will have to explore further in the 
research data gathered for this study. It is often the case that the first language of 
the interpreter is a stronger language. This can potentially be a factor leading to 
production of hesitations, hedges and fillers in utterances when interpreting into 
English. Or it may be that the interpreter will adjust the register accordingly for the 
interviewing police officer, raising the level of formality and, presumably, lowering 
the level of formality when interpreting for the suspect.  
Although the academic publications on police and court interpreting discussed 
above have touched upon discourse analysis as well as different linguistic features 
such as types of modifications introduced by interpreters, starting with deletion, 
ending with changing the register of the speech, they are still not very 
comprehensive and they have not all focused on quality. Those studies are more 
descriptive and adopt a more sociolinguistic approach to discussing strategies, 
rather than problems and they do not provide sets of quality assessment criteria. In 
order to come up with the right set of analysis criteria for this study, it was necessary 
to look further and that is into conference interpreting. The section below presents 
papers focusing on quality assessment and the analysis criteria in conference 
interpreting with the exception of Braun (2013), who discusses remote interpreting 
in police settings, but bases the study on quality criteria and had a significant impact 
on creation of analysis criteria for the current study. 
Although Braun’s (2013) study is based on quality criteria that come from Kalina 
(2002), it is more qualitative. Braun focuses on the viability of videoconference-
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based remote interpreting in the legal context, namely at the police station in the 
UK. This study is based on simulated police interviews of detainees interpreted by 
French interpreters where each interpreter interpreted one of the interviews in 
remote interpreting, and the other one in a face-to-face setting. In order to 
investigate the quality of the performance, a set of assessment criteria, which were 
appropriate for the legal context have been developed. They covered such aspects 
as semantic content, linguistic performance and presentation of the interpreter’s 
output. In addition, a number of analytical frameworks related to legal interpreting 
were taken into account in the process. The quantitative analysis showed that there 
were more problems in remote interpreting, where interpreters struggled mainly with 
coordination of the speakers, i.e. with turn-taking as well as with paralinguistic 
aspects of interpreting, such as articulation, hesitation, repetition, false-starts and 
self-repairs. It also showed that in remote interpreting interpreters’ performance 
deteriorated much faster than in traditional interpreting. When it comes to qualitative 
aspects of interpretations, it was shown that in remote interpreting distortions were 
more common than in the face-to-face interpreting and they mainly related to 
problems with identifying misinterpretations of speakers’ intentions, illogical 
renditions and mishearing. A very common problem that was observed was a 
problem of turn-taking, which has led to omissions and overlapping speech, which 
in consequence has caused loss of information. Since the current study is also 
based on simulated police-suspect interviews of detainees at the police station in 
the UK, and since the aim of this study is also to assess the quality of the interpreter 
performance, it seems that a similar set of assessment criteria appropriate for the 
legal context could be devised. As it is a simulation, similar paralinguistic factors of 
interpreting may be present and perhaps have the same effect on communication 
as in remote interpreting.  
From conference interpreting, the scholars who have made a significant contribution 
to creation of analysis criteria for this study were Barik (1971) and Kalina (2002). 
Barik looked at the performance of different groups of simultaneous interpreters, 
namely at two professional (fully qualified), two student (graduates of an approved 
program in interpreting) and one amateur (fluently bilingual in French and English) 
interpreters; Barik also supports categorising errors in interpretation. According to 
his observations, the interpreter’s rendition may depart from the source text in three 
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general ways: (1) the interpreter may omit some material uttered by the speaker; 
(2) the interpreter may add some material to the text; (3) the interpreter may 
substitute material, resulting in his saying not quite the same thing as the speaker. 
Although his approach is often quoted in specialised literature, it was widely 
criticised (Gerver, 1976; Altman, 1994; Gile, 1994; Setton, 1999) for not taking into 
account the interpreting situation, the overall setting, the constraints these place on 
the interpreter as well as for his approach being quite prescriptive. These factors, 
however, were observed by Kalina (2002) who claims that data is not sufficient for 
drawing any conclusions on the quality of interpreting. She is in favour of 
categorisation and presents a framework for determining factors that affect quality 
in conference interpreting. She takes into consideration measurable parameters of 
output, such as semantic content, linguistic performance and presentation, but also 
looks at other prerequisites, such as interpreters’ skills and professionalism as well 
as factors in interpreting quality defined prior to the process, factors situated in the 
period immediately before and during the interpreting process, in-process 
requirements and conditions, as well as post-process efforts. Although her 
framework relates to conference interpreting, it constitutes a solid basis for 
developing and creating categories against which two-way consecutive interpreting 
in the legal context could be analysed in the current study. In addition to what Kalina 
(2002) suggests, Braun (2013) states that in order to successfully assess the quality 
of interpreting a set of assessment criteria that are appropriate for a certain type of 
interpreting, i.e. which take into consideration the specific requirements and 
different norms of legal interpreting, would have to be developed. All in all, it seems 
that although Barik was criticised for his narrowed categories and for being too 
prescriptive, these categories will always be valid and if combined with Kalina and 
Braun’s descriptive approach and their suggestions about the need to understand 
all of the potentially challenging factors before formulating sensible assessment 
criteria, they should also be taken into account when analysing quality in 
interpreting. 
Even though the above scholars have made a significant contribution to the creation 
of assessment criteria, there is also a practice-based assessment, which is well 
known and respected in the United Kingdom. It is the Diploma in Public Service 
Interpreting examination assessment criteria for Unit 1 (DPSI Handbook for 
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Candidates, 2011) and it has been taken into consideration for the purpose of this 
study. The assessment criteria have been developed by experienced linguists 
working in the public service interpreting settings and are used to assess the 
Diploma in Public Service Interpreting candidates during their exam. Those 
assessment criteria are grouped according to (1) accuracy of interpretation, 
covering such aspects as accurately conveying the sense of a message, 
transferring information without omissions, additions or distortions as well as 
demonstrating competence in conveying verbal message and familiarity with 
subject matter (2) delivery, including switching between languages effortlessly, 
interpreting smoothly and clearly, reflecting the tone of the speaker or displaying 
management strategies and (3) the use of the language comprising of correct use 
of grammar, syntax, vocabulary and specialist terminology, using appropriate 
register for the given context as well as pronouncing words clearly and distinctively.  
2.5. Conclusion 
As can be seen from the above, research studies have focused mainly on surveying 
expectations of interpreter performance and at looking at interpreters’ views of their 
role. A good effort has also been made to describe how quality can be assessed, 
showing that different approaches would have to be applied in order to measure the 
actual performance of an interpreter, but what is missing is the connection between 
implementing assessment techniques used in conference interpreting, collecting 
background information about interpreters and obtaining information about thinking 
processes taking place in interpreters’ minds as well as their views on their own 
performance in police settings. For the current research, all these perspectives will 
be implemented. First, Kalina’s (2002) framework for determining factors that affect 
quality in conference interpreting will be modified and applied in police interpreting; 
second, Braun’s (2013) comparative approach to assessment where a set of 
specifically designed criteria will be developed to meet the needs of analysing and 
assessing the interpreting performance in a police context; third, interpreters 
themselves will be asked to comment on their interpretation to understand what 
went on in their minds when interpreting and to find out about other factors that 
could have affected their projection. This way it will be possible to create a profile of 
each of the interpreters, which will then be used to understand if there is a link 
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between their background and the quality of interpreting that they deliver. This is 
how this study will fill in the gap in the currently available research. 
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3. Methodology 
This chapter will focus on presenting the aims and research questions of the current 
study. It will refer to the definition of quality in police interpreting, specifically devised 
for the purpose of this study; it will discuss the design and methods of data collection 
and will present interpreters’ professional profiles. The study will then move on to 
describing the procedure for data collection, preparation and processing as well as 
the procedure for data analysis. An overview of the pilot study will be provided, 
concluding with a discussion of the limitations of the proposed design for the current 
study.   
3.1. Aim and research questions 
As explained in Chapter 2 (Literature review), legal interpreting is a very complex 
branch of the interpreting profession, where poor performance of the interpreter may 
lead to serious repercussions causing injustice or other adverse consequences 
affecting non-majority language speakers as individuals. 
European law states that every person charged with a criminal offence “has the right 
to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of the 
nature and cause of the accusation against him” as well as “to have the free 
assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in 
court” (ECHR, 2013). Therefore, it is vital to ensure that every interpreter working 
within criminal justice “is competent and that his interpretation is of sufficient quality” 
(Van der Vlis, 2010:29) and that “the interpreter [...] maintains high standards of 
professional performance to allow for the exchange of information without 
misrepresentation, or interjection or personal bias” (Benmaman, 1995:184).  
In light of the above and based on the personal experience of the researcher, who 
also works as a legal Polish-English interpreter and interpreter trainer, this research 
project was undertaken to investigate the quality of interpreting in the legal system, 
more precisely within the police-suspect interview at the police station.  
As a practising legal interpreter, the researcher is conscious of the consequences 
that poor interpretation may bring. Furthermore, as an interpreter trainer, the 
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researcher is aware of what trainee interpreters struggle with the most, what they 
focus on when interpreting and what effects their thinking processes have on the 
quality of their work. The combination of the experiences influenced the researcher 
to undertake this study. 
The purpose is to consistently examine the performance of interpreters with different 
professional backgrounds and identify whether the quality of interpreting varies 
across three groups of interpreters with different features and characteristics and in 
what ways. In addition, the objective is to establish the factors2 that influence the 
quality of interpreting in the police setting and find links between interpreters’ 
profiles and their performance.  
As mentioned in Section 2.4.1., for the purpose of this research, a definition of 
quality in legal interpreting was devised based on already available theoretical 
frameworks. The definition is repeated here for convenience:  
Interpreting is of sufficient quality when the assessment of an interpreted 
event shows that the service users were able to communicate effectively 
and successfully, with no serious inaccuracies going undetected and 
unresolved, no essential information being omitted, and no substantive 
information being added. 
Quality of interpreting requires assessing at different levels, considering a number 
of parameters and taking certain steps: 
1. Creating interpreters’ professional profiles, covering interpreter’s 
qualifications, skills and experiences 
2. Creating assessment criteria designed for the specific situational context  
3. Conducting a role-play simulation to obtain data for assessing quality in the 
specific situational context 
4. Obtaining reflective comments from interpreters on their own performance  
Even though this project focuses on quality assessment during police-suspect 
interviews at the police station, the tools used to assess the quality of interpreting 
                                                          
2 The term ‘factor’ in this thesis is borrowed from Kalina (2002). Please see Section 2.4.3. 
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can be applied to the study of interpreting in other settings. Therefore, this thesis 
contributes to research in interpreting by deriving appropriate methodological tools, 
enabling a consistent and systematic assessment of quality in interpreting and by 
identifying factors that affect the quality of interpreting in the chosen setting. This 
thesis also highlights the relativity of the concept of quality, which is dependent on 
the context of interpreting. The Research Questions (RQs) of this project can be 
summarised as follows:  
1. How can the quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews be 
assessed? 
2. What factors influence the quality of interpreting during police-suspect 
interviews? 
3. How does the quality provided by different interpreters during police-suspect 
interviews vary in relation to their profile and what is the relation between 
interpreter profile and quality of interpreting? 
The aim of the first RQ is to establish how the quality of interpreting during police-
suspect interviews can systematically be assessed. As mentioned in Chapter 2 
(Literature review), in academic writing the focus is on the importance of high quality 
of interpreting in the legal sector and what the consequences of poor interpretation 
may be. However, those sources largely refer to assessing the quality of interpreting 
in court settings, almost completely ignoring the police settings. What is more, the 
said research publications do not really show what shapes the quality of interpreting 
in practice. Therefore, the first research question focuses on creating a model for 
assessing the quality of interpreting and testing it by means of conducting 
quantitative and qualitative analysis on the gathered research data. The specifics of 
this will be discussed further in this chapter. 
The second RQ seeks to investigate the factors that influence the quality of 
interpreting. The process involves interpreting the results of the analysed data in 
conjunction with interpreters’ profiles. These are created by conducting 
questionnaire surveys as well as collating interpreters’ comments obtained during 
the think-aloud exercise and observational notes taken by the researcher during the 
simulated role-play and think-aloud exercises. 
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The third RQ flows naturally from the answers to the first and second RQs and looks 
into the relationship between quality of interpreting and the interpreter’s profile. It 
aims at showing how the quality of performance provided by different interpreters 
varies in relation to their profile and the relationship between the interpreter’s profile 
and the quality of interpreting. 
Bearing in mind that this study addresses such a complex and multi-layered topic, 
it is not sufficient to apply a singular methodological approach as this would not 
answer all the research questions. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a mixed, multi-
method approach of qualitative and quantitative empirical investigation so that all 
the research questions can be successfully answered.  
The mixed, multi-method approach comprises of conducting research at different 
levels, using various tools and methods. The questionnaire survey will be used to 
gather background information on participating interpreters (see Section 3.1.1.1.), 
the role-play exercise will be conducted to collect comparable empirical data to be 
analysed (see Section 3.1.1.2.) and the retrospective think-aloud exercise will be 
carried out to obtain information on interpreters’ thinking processes (see Section 
3.1.1.3.). Such data will be supplemented by the researcher’s own observational 
notes taken during the role-play and the think-aloud exercises.  
The research data will then be triangulated so that the research questions can be 
answered. The questionnaire surveys will provide background information on 
interpreters, which will then be used in conjunction with the outcome of quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of the interpreters’ performance. The think-aloud exercise 
will elicit interpreters’ decision-making mechanisms, which will then be analysed 
alongside the interpreters’ profiles and the data obtained during the role-plays. 
Observational notes taken by the researcher will enable to wrap the data up, help 
with drawing conclusions and providing answers to the proposed research 
questions.    
Moreover, in view of the researcher’s professional experience, there is a possibility 
that the researcher’s position on collection, analysis and interpretation of the data 
may be affected. Thus, it is important to remain unbiased and objective when 
gathering, analysing and interpreting the data.   
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The following section will present the participants, research design and methods of 
data collection.  
3.1.1. Research design and methods of data collection 
The design of this research constitutes of a number of carefully planned phases. 
These include recruitment of suitable interpreters willing to participate in the study, 
finding a suitable role-play that could be used for the purpose of collecting data for 
analysis purposes, devising problem categories against which the performance of 
interpreters could be analysed, administering pre-experiment questionnaires and 
conducting retrospective think-aloud protocols. This section of the Methodology 
chapter will discuss all the phases systematically and will justify the reasons for 
using such a methodological approach.   
3.1.1.1. Questionnaire survey and interpreters’ profiles 
The study is based on a simulation of a police-suspect interview with a Polish-
speaking detainee. Based on the researcher’s personal experience, the police-
suspect interview is a typical scenario at the police station in England, in which the 
interpreter would be required to work. For the current study, it was decided that for 
each group of interpreters there would be an equal number of interpreters recruited. 
Having an equal number of interpreters aligned to each of the groups would enable 
the researcher to collect the same amount of data and would ensure that a 
comparable analysis could be performed. The sample size for this study was mainly 
dependent on the availability and willingness of interpreters to participate. However, 
based on the outcome of the pilot project, it was known that the numbers of 
interpreters participating in the study was not of high significance.  
Since it was assumed that the quality of interpreting produced by interpreters with 
different levels of experience would vary, it was decided that three groups of 
interpreters should be recruited. Group one would consist of trainee interpreters, i.e. 
interpreters with no professional experience. Group two would consist of qualified 
interpreters but with little professional experience. Group three would consist of 
qualified interpreters with significant experience in interpreting. It was assumed that 
recruiting three varied groups of interpreters would be sufficient to gather 
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interpreting data with different problems and different level of professionalism. 
Based on these assumptions, three groups of interpreters were recruited. 
The first group consists of student interpreters on a preparation course for the 
Diploma in Public Service Interpreting (legal path) heading towards the end of their 
course (later called Trainee Interpreters, TIs).  
The second group consists of interpreters holding interpreting qualifications but with 
little or no experience in interpreting (later called Qualified Interpreters with Little 
Experience, QI-LEs).  
The third group consists of professional interpreters specialising in law, who meet 
the NRPSI criteria, i.e. those who have gained experience of at least 400 hours and 
are holding the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting, law option (later called 
Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience, QI-SEs).  
It was important to select suitable interpreters whose background would make it 
possible to create a clear profile fitting as closely as possible into one of the three 
groups of intended participating interpreters.  
Given the researcher’s involvement in teaching, it was known that the least 
problematic group to recruit would be the one consisting of trainee interpreters. This 
group was also likely to be the most homogeneous group in terms of professional 
profile because at the time of data gathering, all group one members would be 
students and would not have any experience in interpreting, or their experience 
would be minimal. It was assumed that these interpreters needed to be on a 
preparation course for the qualification exam and therefore would not hold any 
recognised interpreting qualifications, and in turn would probably not have 
significant experience in legal interpreting; a field in which only qualified interpreters 
can work. The selected participants for this group were to sit their exam in June 
2015 and were recruited thanks to personal contacts of the researcher. One of the 
DPSI course providers was approached and asked if their students could be 
contacted regarding participation in the study. The class consisted of ten students,  
all of whom were briefed about what the study entails. They were asked to fill in the 
questionnaires and return them to the researcher via an email. They were informed 
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that based on the answers provided (i.e. those who fit in the prescribed group the 
most), will be selected and contacted by phone to organise the role-play simulation. 
Three trainee interpreters were selected based on the questionnaires. The main 
criterion for the selection was lack of experience in interpreting. The selected trainee 
interpreters had very little or did not have any experience in interpreting and also 
lacked linguistic qualifications.  
As mentioned above, the number of interpreters in each group was driven by the 
availability and willingness of all interpreters invited to partake in the study and since 
for some groups no more than three interpreters were available, the decision was 
made to create groups of three interpreters in each group. 
For the remaining two groups of interpreters, it was more difficult to ascertain which 
interpreter should be assigned to which group without having much information 
initially about the potential participants. For this reason, in 2015, in order to recruit 
suitable qualified interpreters the researcher used both the website of the National 
Register of Public Service Interpreting and its list of registered interpreters as well 
as personal contacts as a starting point in locating potential participants. 
In order to recruit interpreters for the second group, i.e. those holding professional 
qualifications but not having extensive experience in interpreting as interpreters in 
the third group, the researcher contacted former students of the DPSI preparation 
course who were meant to sit their exam between 2011 and 2014. Where possible, 
this was also cross referenced against the NRPSI list, which confirmed that they 
had relevant qualifications but their registration number indicated that they had not 
been on the list for a very long time or their NRPSI profile indicated that they were 
registered on interim basis. This meant that they did not have experience or had 
some experience but did not quite gain the minimum of 400 of hours of experience 
required to be registered on a full status. 
When it comes to the third group of interpreters, i.e. the most experienced and fully 
qualified interpreters, the researcher contacted former students of the DPSI 
preparation course who sat and passed their exam between 2006 and 2010, 
assuming that they would have had enough time to gain significant experience in 
legal interpreting. This was confirmed by their NRPSI registration number showing 
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that the particular interpreter was not recently added to the NRPSI list and that they 
were on a full status, meaning that they must have gained an experience of more 
than 400 hours.  
All together 35 qualified interpreters were contacted, of which six expressed their 
willingness to participate in the study. The low rate of available interpreters was due 
to various reasons, such as lack of time or worry about being scrutinised. Therefore, 
the researcher decided to ask those willing to participate in the study to fill in the 
questionnaire and based on the outcome of the questionnaire, align those 
interpreters to the two groups of qualified interpreters.  
The following section will discuss the contents of the questionnaire and then will 
present the formation of three groups of interpreters. 
The questionnaire survey 
One of the objectives of the study is to find out whether there is a relationship 
between participants’ background, education and experience and the quality of their 
interpretation. Also, in order to be able to assess the quality of interpreting and 
create a profile of each interpreter, it was necessary to collect background data on 
every participating interpreter. To achieve this, a questionnaire3 was designed with 
a view to collecting information that could help better characterise the professional 
profile of each interpreter involved in the study and establish the links between the 
quality of work produced by an interpreter and their qualifications and experience. 
It has been recognised (Anderson, 1998; Wilkinson et al., 2003; Denscombe, 2007) 
that one of the most often used ways of collecting information in a study is 
questionnaires. Questionnaires seem to be very popular in statistical work, however 
this was not the aim of the researcher in this study. The aim was to elicit quickly and 
effectively comparable information on participating interpreters and the 
questionnaire seemed to be able to provide this information. For this reason, a 
questionnaire consisting of 10 closed questions was designed, whereby each 
question had a fixed range of options. In addition to this, there is also an “other” 
                                                          
3 Please see Appendix 2 for the copy of the questionnaire survey. 
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option where interpreters can be more specific if their answer does not fit in within 
the suggested fields. 
In general terms the questionnaire covers four areas: 
1) Basic information about the interpreter, i.e. gender, age, native language, 
working languages and the year the interpreter started working in this 
capacity (sections a, b, c, d and e of the questionnaire).  
The aim of these questions is to collect demographic background data on the 
participating interpreters, to find out the following: whether there is a clear distinction 
between the number of women and men working in the capacity as an interpreter; 
whether those interpreters participating in the study are of similar age; whether they 
have more than two working languages, and if so, what they are; whether they are 
working as interpreters and if so, when they started working in the profession.  
2) In-depth information about the fields of specialisation 
This section is based on the criteria for entry onto the National Register for Public 
Service Interpreters (NRPSI, 2013) as they fulfil the requirements listed in the 
National Agreement on Arrangements for the Use of Interpreters, Translators and 
Language Service Professionals in Investigations and Proceedings within the 
Criminal Justice System in the United Kingdom (sections f, g and h of the 
questionnaire). 
This section of the questionnaire is aimed at investigating: a) how many hours each 
respondent worked as an interpreter in general, in the criminal justice system and 
in police interviews, separately, and when it comes to qualified interpreters, to see 
if they have significantly exceeded the threshold of 400 hours; b) in which areas 
they work, i.e. Police, Prosecution, Magistrates’ Court, Crown Court, Probation 
and/or Prison Services; c) whether they carry out other types of interpreting, i.e. 
Conference, Business and/or Medical. It is expected that the triangulation of the 
questionnaire results with the analysis of the interpreters’ performance will reveal 
the extent to which experience, specialisation and quality are linked.  
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3) In-depth information about qualifications obtained 
This section is aimed at gathering information about qualification(s) obtained by the 
interpreters, to see if they are interpreting oriented or perhaps not related to 
languages at all. This field should show if there is any correlation between the 
qualifications they hold, if any, and the quality of their interpreting performance 
(section i of the questionnaire). 
4) Information about membership of a professional association and observance 
of the Code of Conduct 
In this section the researcher wants to see if both trainee and qualified interpreters 
are members of any linguistic associations, if they are familiar with the Code of 
Conduct, and if so, whether they find it relevant to their work. By asking these 
questions the researcher wants to establish if familiarity with and observance of the 
Code of Conduct can affect the quality of their interpreting work and whether it helps 
them to remain impartial in their task (sections j, k, l and m of the questionnaire). 
The interpreters were asked to fill in the questionnaire and return it to the researcher 
by email so that based on the information from the questionnaires a decision would 
be made as to which interpreters should be invited to take part in the role-play and 
think-aloud exercises. Subsequently the groups of interpreters were formed. 
Three groups of interpreters 
The group of Trainee Interpreters is the most homogenous due to the fact that they 
all have similar professional profiles. All the interpreters in this group are female and 
all of them are of a similar age, ranging between 30 and 39 years old. For all of them 
Polish is a native language and they all have only one working language, i.e. 
English. Two of the interpreters had not started working in the profession at the time 
when the study was conducted and one declared to have started working as an 
interpreter in 2007. This means that in 2015, when the data was collected, the 
interpreter would have had 8 years of experience in interpreting. This, however, 
should not be treated as an indication of experience as the hours of experience 
worked by this interpreter (Trainee Interpreter 3, TI3) amount to less than 300 hours 
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of interpreting in only two areas: police and medicine. The other two interpreters, 
Trainee Interpreter 1 (TI1) and Trainee Interpreter 2 (TI2) had not done any 
professional interpreting before the role-play exercise was conducted. 
As for qualifications obtained, it seems that only one interpreter, TI1, had obtained 
some language-oriented qualifications prior to participating in the study. The other 
two interpreters in this group, TI2 and TI3, have not yet obtained any language-
oriented qualifications.  
As far as membership in a professional organisation is concerned, neither of these 
interpreters were members of a professional body and consequently neither of them 
were aware of the Code of Conduct for interpreters.  
In the group of Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience, all the participants 
are also female, with two interpreters being between 20 and 29 years old and one 
being between 40 and 49 years old. Similarly to the TIs, Polish is a native language 
for all of them and they all have one working language – English. In this group, one 
interpreter, Qualified Interpreter with Little Experience 2 (QI-LE2), started working 
in the profession in 2000, whereas the other two interpreters, Qualified Interpreter 
with Little Experience 1 (QI-LE1) and Qualified Interpreter with Little Experience 3 
(QI-LE3) started working in the profession more or less at the same time in 2013 
and 2014 respectively. All three interpreters in this group have had some experience 
in interpreting, with QI-LE2 being the most experienced not only in terms of years 
worked in the profession but she also had experience in specialist fields. In this 
group of interpreters QI-LE3 was the only interpreter who had not had any 
experience working in the criminal justice areas, whereas the other two interpreters 
did work for the police and probation (QI-LE1) as well as probation and the prison 
service (QI-LE2).  
All of these interpreters declared having some qualifications where QI-LE1 and QI-
LE2 were both holders of the DPSI, whereas QI-LE3 had BA qualifications partly 
studied in English with at least one interpreting and one translation component but 
no DPSI.  
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When it comes to being a member of one of the professional bodies, only QI-LE2 
was a member of the National Register of Public Service Interpreters and as such 
followed the NRPSI Code of Conduct. The interpreter stated that she was familiar 
with the Code of Conduct and that it is helpful in her job as an interpreter. 
Similarly to the TIs and QI-LEs groups of interpreters, Qualified Interpreters with 
Significant Experience were also female and two of them, Qualified Interpreter 
with Significant Experience 1 (QI-SE1) and Qualified Interpreter with Significant 
Experience 2 (QI-SE2) were from the same age bracket, ranging between 30 and 
39 years old. The third interpreter was older, i.e. over 60 years old.  For all of these 
interpreters Polish is a native language and their working language is English. In 
addition, QI-SE3 has also a second working language, which is Spanish.  Both, QI-
SE1 and QI-SE2 have started working as interpreters in 2006, whereas QI-SE3 
started working in the profession 10 years earlier than the other two interpreters, i.e. 
in 1996. All three interpreters have significant experience in interpreting with over 
1000 hours worked in the profession. They all have experience working in the 
criminal justice areas, such as police, Magistrates’ and Crown Courts, probation and 
prison service. They all also have experience doing medical interpreting and QI-
SE1 and QI-SE2 have also done work in other legal areas outside of criminal justice. 
QI-SE1 and QI-SE2 also have experience teaching on DPSI preparation courses.  
All three interpreters hold the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting qualifications, 
but only one does not have any additional qualifications, i.e. QI-SE3. QI-SE1 in 
addition to the DPSI has also passed Metropolitan Police Test, a BA partly studied 
in English with at least one interpreting and one translation component and an MA 
partly studied in English with at least one interpreting and one translation 
component. QI-SE2 on the other hand, in addition to DPSI also holds MA in Russian 
Language.  
With regard to membership of professional associations, all three interpreters 
belong to at least one organisation. QI-SE1 and QI-SE2 belong to the Chartered 
Institute of Linguists and QI-SE1 and QI-SE3 belong to the National Register of 
Public Service Interpreters. QI-SE2 is the only interpreter in this group who belongs 
to the Institute of Translation and Interpreting. When asked which Code of Conduct 
these interpreters follow, they answered pointing at the Code of Conduct from the 
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association they are members of. As far as familiarity with CoC is concerned, both 
QI-SE1 and QI-SE2 stated that they are familiar with the Codes, whereas QI-SE3 
stated that she was not familiar at all. Likewise, QI-SE1 and QI-SE2 indicated that 
they found the Codes very helpful in their day to day work, whereas QI-SE3 
indicated that she finds the CoC helpful. Table 2 below presents the Interpreters’ 
profiles. 
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 Trainee Interpreters Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience Qualified Interpreters with Significant Exp. 
TI1 TI2 TI3 QI-LE1 QI-LE2 QI-LE3 QI-SE1 QI-SE2 QI-SE3 
Gender Female Female Female Female Female Female Female Female Female 
Age range 30-39 y. o. 30-39 y. o. 30-39 y. o. 20-29 y. o. 40-49 y. o. 20-29 y. o. 30-39 y. o. 30-39 y. o. Over 60 y. o. 
Native language Polish Polish Polish Polish Polish Polish Polish Polish Polish 
Working languages English English English English English English English English English, 
Spanish 
Working as interpreter 
since: 
Not working 
yet 
Not working 
yet 
2007 2013 2000 2014 2006 2006 1996 
Hours of experience:          
- Interpreting in general 0 0 Less than 
100 hrs 
Over 1000 
hrs 
Over 1000 
hrs 
500 – 1000 
hrs 
Over 1000 
hrs 
Over 1000 
hrs 
Over 1000 
hrs 
- Interpreting in the 
criminal justice system 
0 0 Less than 
100 hrs 
Less than 
100 hrs 
Less than 
100 hrs 
Less than 
100 hrs 
500 – 1000 
hrs 
500 – 1000 
hrs 
500 – 1000 
hrs 
- Interpreting in  police 
interviews 
0 0 Less than 
100 hrs 
Less than 
100 hrs 
Less than 
100 hrs 
Less than 
100 hrs 
100 – 500 hrs Less than 
100 hrs 
100 – 500 
hrs 
Criminal justice areas 
worked in 
0 0 Police Police, 
Probation, 
Local 
Government 
Probation, 
Prison 
Service 
None Police, 
Prosecution, 
Magistrates’ 
Court, Crown 
Court, 
Probation, 
Prison 
Service  
Police, 
Magistrates’ 
Court, Prison 
Services 
Police, 
Magistrates’ 
Court, Crown 
Court, 
Probation, 
Prison 
Service 
Other type of interpreting 
carried out 
0 0 Medical Medical Other legal 
(apart from 
criminal 
justice), 
Medical, 
Insurance/ 
benefit fraud 
Conference, 
Medical 
Other legal 
(apart from 
criminal 
justice), 
Medical, 
Teaching - 
DPSI 
Other legal 
(apart from 
criminal 
justice), 
Medical, 
Teaching - 
DPSI 
Medical 
Qualifications obtained BA in 
Language 
Studies 
Other – not 
language 
related 
None DPSI, FCE DPSI BA partly 
studied in 
English with 
at least one 
interpreting 
and one 
DPSI, 
Metropolitan 
Police Test, 
BA partly 
studied in 
English with 
DPSI, MA in 
Russian 
Language 
DPSI 
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translation 
component 
at least one 
interpreting 
and one 
translation 
component, 
MA partly 
studied in 
English with 
at least one 
interpreting 
and one 
translation 
component 
Membership in 
associations 
NA NA NA NA NRPSI NA CIoL, NRPSI CIoL, ITI NRPSI 
Code of Conduct followed NA NA NA NA NRPSI NA CIoL, NRPSI CIoL, ITI NRPSI 
Familiarity with the Code 
of Conduct 
NA NA NA NA Familiar NA Familiar Familiar Not familiar 
at all 
Code of Conduct 
helpfulness 
NA NA NA NA Helpful NA Very helpful Very helpful Helpful 
Table 2: Interpreters' profiles 
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3.1.1.2. The role-play exercise  
In order to conduct an empirical investigation into the quality of interpreting it is 
necessary to collect data, which can then be analysed according to previously 
devised quality criteria. Therefore, it was decided that the best way to collect 
research data for this study would be by conducting a role-play exercise, where 
participating interpreters would play their role in a two-way consecutive mode. In 
general terms, the role-play could be either fixed, scripted or freer, non-scripted. 
Both approaches have positive as well as negative sides.  
In a freer, non-scripted role-play the interlocutors could be given a topic and a set 
of guidelines in a form of bullet points and would have to improvise (Fernández 
Pérez, 2015). This approach would bring a risk that things would not be said in 
precisely the same way for all interpreters or the interlocutors would depart from the 
main topic, hence giving different information to interpreters resulting in different 
interpretations across participants, making the research data difficult to compare. 
However, the positive aspect of using a non-scripted role-play is that it would be 
more reflective of a natural environment where interpreters would be using the same 
communicative strategies as they would in real-life situations. For example, they 
would use compensation techniques when dealing with unknown terminology, 
whereas in a fixed, scripted role-play they would most probably ask for clarification 
before attempting to render the given information (Niemants et al., 2017). 
When it comes to a fixed interview script, such scripts may not fully “reflect the way 
people use spoken language” (Tebble, 2009:204) and therefore are less natural. 
What is more, in a fixed role-play interpreters “are not using the same 
communicative strategies as they would in a real world” (Niemants et al., 2017:14). 
In the fixed, scripted role-play such factors as ungrammatical and incomplete 
utterances, false-starts or hesitations would be lost. Also, in a case where the 
interpreter does not understand what the interlocutor is saying and asks to 
paraphrase, the interlocutor may find it difficult to depart from the script, which could 
potentially result in broken communication between the speakers. 
Nevertheless, the benefit of using a scripted role-play is that the play-script would 
be highly crafted to “catch the essence of an event or of a relationship” (Tebble, 
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2009:205). It will also give the researcher a greater control over the exercise 
(Fernández Pérez, 2015:5) by providing research data that can be analysed against 
a set of criteria and be as comparable as possible. What is more, simulations have 
been applied in previous studies. Braun (2012, 2013) pointed out that one of the 
advantages of using scripted role-plays is that this approach gives more control over 
variables, which enables the researcher to conduct consistent data analysis.  
Taking the above into consideration, it was decided that a fixed, scripted role-play 
would be used in the study. The interview script used for this study addresses a 
case of physical assault and it is based on an anonymised record of an authentic 
police-suspect interview from a police constabulary in England. In the role-play the 
interviewing police officer investigates what had happened at the office of the mini 
cab company, named E-Z Mini Cabs. The detainee is a woman who was charged 
with an assault and gives her account of what happened. There is an allegation that 
she hit her colleague with a spirit level, and she had to be hospitalised due to injuries 
sustained. The role-play script includes relevant terminology and phrases used 
during police-suspect interviews, which is the police caution and some legal jargon, 
such as You are under caution (Turn 3), (…) you were arrested, and cautioned for 
assault (…) (Turn 9), For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating (…) (Turn 19), 
(…) for the purposes of the verbatim record, I’m showing (…) (Turn 45)4. 
During the authentic police-suspect interview conducted via an interpreter, in 
accordance with section 13.3 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 “the 
interviewer should allow sufficient time for the interpreter to note each question and 
answer after each is put, given and interpreted” (PACE, 2013:36). This means that 
in a real-life situation the chunks of information uttered in English are quite short so 
that interpreters can deal with the given information. On the other hand, the non-
English speakers, who may be distressed, may be producing incoherent, unclear, 
unstructured and lengthy renditions (Colin and Morris, 2001; Hale, 2007) and so this 
had to be taken into consideration as well. Therefore, the script of the role-play was 
divided into chunks so that it mirrored the natural environment – pauses in the 
speakers’ utterances were introduced in order to enable the interpreter to interpret 
the particular chunk of speech. According to Corsellis (2008:133), pauses for 
                                                          
4 Please see Appendix 1 for the full script of the role-play. 
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interpreting should be introduced “after two or three sentences, or at the end of a 
unit of information”. Considering this, the Interviewing Officer’s chunks were shorter 
(one or two sentences) and the Detainee’s chunks were slightly longer (two to three 
sentences, where appropriate). This is reflected in the script by the use of a double-
slash (//) indicating that in these places speakers need to pause so that the 
interpreter can interpret. This also ensures consistency for all participating 
interpreters in a way that they are all given the same chunks of speech to interpret 
in one turn. For ease of reference, all turns in the role-play are numbered. 
The role-play script was also altered in such a way that it was stripped of all the 
confidential information, such as names or the real name of the mini cab company, 
in order to ensure the complete anonymity of the parties. The names have been 
replaced with randomly chosen names and in case of a Polish name (Antkowiak) it 
was decided that in order to investigate how the interpreters would deal with a 
mispronounced name by the interviewing police officer (it was assumed that the 
name will be mispronounced by the native speaker of English), a name which would 
carry an extra level of complexity in pronunciation was chosen.  
In order to make the role-play as close to natural environment as possible, the role-
play was conducted in the same way that an interpreting assignment at the police 
in England is normally carried out. As is often the case in reality (Colin and Morris, 
2001), the participants in the study did not receive any background information on 
the context prior to taking part in this experiment. Moreover, the seating order in the 
role-play mirrors the one of an authentic police-suspect interview in England, i.e. 
the English speaker (Interviewing Officer) is facing the Polish speaker (Detainee) 
and the interpreter is sitting next to the detainee. The interpretation is delivered in a 
short-consecutive mode by trainee and qualified interpreters.  
The role-play is conducted by an English native speaker playing the role of an 
interviewing police officer and a Polish native speaker playing the role of a detainee. 
The instructions the role-players were given will be discussed in Section 3.1.2.2. 
below. 
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3.1.1.3. Retrospective think-aloud protocols 
With the aim of answering all research questions fully, it is necessary to find out 
what thinking processes are happening in interpreters’ minds when interpreting. In 
this respect, the retrospective think-aloud protocols (TAPs) can be of assistance. 
Think-aloud protocols have been used in translation studies for over three decades 
and proved to be a successful way of gathering information about “what goes on in 
the translator’s mind” (Jääskeläinen, 2001:266). The main concept behind this 
approach is to ask the subjects to verbalise their thoughts, while they are translating 
normally, to enable the researcher to understand their problem-solving strategies, 
criteria for decision-making and their creativity in translation (Jääskeläinen, 2001). 
Even though this method is mainly used in translation, it has also been applied in 
interpreting. Smith (2014) uses think-aloud protocols to investigate trainee 
interpreters’ inner workings of the mental processes. She argues that she cannot 
successfully teach interpreting without knowing what mental processes are taking 
place in the interpreters’ minds. What is more, she believes that think-aloud 
protocols allow one to ‘uncover and discover aspects of their work practice and 
process that they may have overlooked for some time’ (2014:140). Braun (2007, 
2012) has also implemented this method in her research on video link interpreting 
and this method turned out to be a successful way of gathering the required data, 
even though it was applied following the interpreting task. It showed that interpreters 
are able to comment on their performance and often notice things that they have 
not paid attention to in the first place or ‘hear’ chunks of speeches they have not 
heard before, on which they make comments about what they were thinking at that 
particular time.  
Based on the successful outcome of Braun’s studies, it was decided that the 
retrospective think-aloud protocol could also be used in this study. It was envisaged 
that the data elicited through thinking aloud could be incomplete or not fully reliable, 
and the researcher will have no control over what the interpreter chooses to 
comment or not comment on. Also, interpreters may provide post-hoc explanations 
for their actions, when they did it unconsciously. It was also envisaged that 
interpreters may not be able to comment on their own performance at all and that 
they may focus on the correctness of their renditions, rather than giving a 
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spontaneous account of what they thought during their interpretation. The 
researcher nevertheless decided to use this method, on the notion that some insight 
into thinking processes is better than no insight and that careful analysis and 
triangulation with other data would mitigate some shortcomings of this method.  
The reasoning behind it was that, first of all, this was not the only method that was 
applied in this research. Secondly, the researcher tried to mitigate the limitations by 
conducting the think-aloud exercise immediately after the role-play so that any 
spontaneous account could shed light on interesting inner processes and what was 
not relevant could be discarded.  
Considering the above, and remembering that the best results of using this method 
are achieved when TAPs are conducted rapidly after a thought process (Charters, 
2003), the retrospective think-aloud method was conducted in such a way that the 
interpreters participating in this research were asked to verbalise what went on in 
their minds immediately after completing the interpreting part of the experiment. 
They were informed that it was not the researcher’s objective to judge or rate their 
performance, but to see what went through their minds when they were interpreting 
and to understand how they addressed problems. Before the recording was played 
to them, the interpreters were given the script of the role-play to read and then asked 
to stop the recording whenever they saw fit in order to verbalise in a spontaneous 
way what they thought while they were interpreting.  
It was decided to show the script to the interpreters as it would make them aware of 
the full content of the role-play, and make them aware of parts that perhaps they did 
not hear during the role-play or simply forgot about after completing the interpreting 
task. At appropriate moments, the researcher stopped the recording to elicit a 
comment on a particular part of their interpretation, or asked questions according to 
the notes taken during the role-play exercise.  
Having viewed those short chunks of their interpretation, the interpreters were 
asked to verbalise the process of their work (retrospective ‘think-aloud’) and discuss 
what they thought at that particular time, what in their view went wrong or right and 
what in general terms they thought of their performance, both content and 
presentation wise.  
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The researcher contemplated conducting the retrospective think-loud protocols 
later, not straight after the role-play exercise. In this way the researcher could watch 
the recordings from the role-play on her own, conduct a brief analysis of the 
performance and prepare a list of more targeted questions for the participating 
interpreter to be asked. The risk in applying this approach was that some of the 
interpreters could become unavailable or could simply forget what went on in their 
mind when they were interpreting. Taking these factors into consideration, the 
researcher decided against this approach and conducted the retrospective think-
aloud protocols straight after the role-play exercise, as described above.  
3.1.2. Data collection procedure 
With the intention of collecting research data, a number of steps were undertaken. 
As mentioned above, only six qualified interpreters expressed their interest in 
partaking in the study. Considering this fact, and following the successful completion 
of a pilot project, it was deemed that research material obtained from three 
interpreters in every group, totalling nine interpreters, would be sufficient to answer 
the research questions.  
The data collection activities were spread across various dates. Trainee interpreters 
participated in June 2015, just before sitting their DPSI exam, and the qualified 
interpreters were invited at different times, depending on their availability, between 
June 2015 and April 2016.  
3.1.2.1. Contacting interpreters 
Once it was decided which type of interpreters should be contacted using the 
researcher’s personal contacts and on-line databases, a number of phone calls 
were made.  
Regarding the trainee interpreters, the selected candidates were no longer available 
to participate in the study due to various reasons, such as lack of time, problems 
with childcare, pre-booked holidays. The researcher had to select three new trainee 
interpreters, following the same selection criteria as before (see Section 3.1.1.1.). 
This time it was not possible to select trainee interpreters who had no experience 
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or linguistic qualifications because the remaining trainee interpreters possessed 
either very little experience, linguistic qualifications or both. The researcher 
therefore decided to recruit interpreters with either no experience but with linguistic 
qualifications or with little experience but without linguistic qualifications. In addition, 
two further selection criteria were applied, i.e. the age range and gender5.  
During the phone call, the selected interpreters (both trainee and qualified) were 
briefed of the purpose of this study as well as what their involvement would be. They 
were told that they would be taking the role of the interpreter in a simulated bi-lingual 
police interview which would be recorded on video and transcribed for the purpose 
of academic research. It was highlighted to them that their identities would be 
protected and that any personal information would be anonymised in the findings. 
They were also informed that they could withdraw from the study at any time.  
Once they had verbally confirmed their willingness to participate, a follow-up email 
was sent confirming what had been discussed over the phone, outlining all specifics, 
date and location of where the experiment was to take place, with both the 
questionnaire and the consent form being attached to the email. Those emails were 
sent in Polish. A translation of the email is included in Appendix 4.  
Only two interpreters returned the questionnaire via an email. Further two 
interpreters brought the questionnaires with them and the remaining five individuals 
filled the questionnaire in before participating in the role-play exercise. None of the 
participating interpreters returned the consent form via the email. The researcher 
was prepared for this eventuality and had some blank reserve copies ready to be 
signed prior to the experiment taking place. 
3.1.2.2. Guidelines to role-players 
While dates for the role-play exercise were being agreed with the interpreters, 
suitable role-players willing to participate in the study were identified. For this 
purpose, native speakers of Polish and English were recruited.  
                                                          
5 These two further selection criteria were chosen on the basis that all qualified interpreters were female 
and that all trainee interpreters were within the same age group. 
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Both native speakers were trained and instructed according to guidelines given to 
interlocutors on the DPSI exam paper (DPSI sample exam paper, Polish, English 
Law, 2013:3). The instructions were: to keep eye contact with the other role-player, 
not to read off the script, but make it as natural as possible and to pause after each 
speech segment (indicated by a double-slash) to allow the interpreter to interpret. 
They were also informed about what to expect and how to deal with particular 
situations, for example how to act if the interpreter asks for repetition or when to 
interrupt to seek clarification on a matter in hand. Both role-players were provided 
with the script beforehand so that they could familiarise themselves with its content.  
In addition, both interlocutors were asked to read and sign the consent forms and 
were informed that their participation in the study could be withdrawn at any time. 
The form for the English-speaking interlocutor (see Appendix 5) asked the 
interlocutor to familiarise themselves with the content of the role-play and to brief 
the interpreter about the factual content, based on what they have gathered from 
the interview transcript. They were also asked not to deviate from the script during 
the interview. The consent form for the Polish-speaking interlocutor (see Appendix 
6) also asked the interlocutor not to depart from the script and to try to act as if they 
could not speak or understand English, to ensure the authenticity of the simulation. 
Both interlocutors signed their forms before commencing the role-play exercise. 
3.1.2.3. Pre role-play exercise activities 
Before the role-play took place, recording equipment was obtained and tested and 
rooms were booked. Once all equipment and interlocutors were organised, the 
interpreters were invited to attend the venue.  
Upon arrival, all participating interpreters were asked to sign consent forms (see 
Appendix 3) and interpreters who did not provide answers to all sections of the 
questionnaire or simply misunderstood some of the sections were prompted to 
answer them and were offered help in understanding those sections of the 
questionnaire that were not understood. It turned out that some of the sections were 
not clear to them, for example section i) asking about qualifications. Some of them 
failed to report on non-interpreting qualifications as in the case of one of the qualified 
interpreters who did not include her MA in Russian Language. Based on this 
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experience, the researcher decided to discuss this matter with other participating 
interpreters beforehand and either telephoned them or asked them about their other 
qualifications when they arrived for the role-play exercise. 
3.1.2.4. Conducting the role-play exercise 
The role-play was video and sound recorded, and one of the considerations in 
designing this role-play was to obtain appropriate recordings of the verbal and non-
verbal aspects of communication. To this end, the camcorder (Sony HDR CX240 
Full HD) on a tripod was positioned in such a way that all participants were captured 
on the screen. In addition to the video recording, the sound was also recorded using 
a Voice Recorder application installed on the researcher’s smartphone. This was 
done as back-up in case the audio was not clearly recorded on the video. The video 
was recorded and saved in the MP4 format and the sound was recorded and saved 
in the MP3 format.  
During the recording, the researcher was observing the interaction and making 
notes for her own use at a later stage6. It was envisaged that participating 
interpreters may not feel comfortable having the researcher in the room, and that 
the presence of the researcher may affect the way they interpreted. Therefore, 
interpreters were told beforehand that the researcher would be present only to make 
observational notes, which would later be used as support material when analysing 
their performance. Once the interpreting part was completed, the interpreters were 
reminded about the purpose of the think-aloud protocol and instructed as to how the 
exercise would be conducted.  
3.1.2.5. Conducting the think-aloud exercise 
As explained in Section 3.1.1.3., the think-aloud exercise took place straight after 
the role-play to ensure that everything was fresh in the interpreters’ minds, which 
helped them to recall what went on in their minds when interpreting. They were 
given time to go through the role-play script and once they were ready, the recording 
                                                          
6 Observational notes taken by the researcher are not treated as the main data collection method and so are 
not treated as such. Researcher’s observational notes only supported the researcher at various stages in the 
analysis process. 
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of their performance was played to them. The interpreters were asked to stop the 
recording when they wanted to discuss or comment on what they were thinking at 
that particular time and some of them did it more often than others. Those who were 
not pausing the recording were prompted by the researcher, who stopped the 
recoding in places when an interesting or relevant occurrence took place. This 
helped to elicit information from them as well as to get them into the swing of pausing 
and commenting on their work themselves. The TAPs were video and sound 
recorded on the same equipment as the role-play exercise (see Section 3.1.2.4.).  
Upon completion of data gathering for the study, the researcher was in the position 
to start preparing the data for the analysis. The data preparation, processing and 
the analysis procedure will be discussed in the next section of this chapter. 
3.1.3. Data preparation, processing and analysis 
The following section will focus on presenting how the data was processed and 
prepared for analysis. It will also present the analysis procedure for the collected 
data by applying all three research methods: the questionnaire survey, the role-play 
exercise and the retrospective think-aloud protocols. 
3.1.3.1. The questionnaire survey 
The data obtained via the questionnaires provided the researcher with demographic 
and background information on the participating interpreters (see Section 3.1.1.1.). 
In order to systematise the responses, a table was created incorporating all the 
answers received from interpreters on the questionnaires. The next step was to 
decide how participating interpreters should be aligned to the three groups of 
interpreters with different features and characteristics. The group of trainee 
interpreters was visibly standing out from other interpreters, which was indicated by 
the lack or very limited experience in interpreting. Aligning qualified interpreters to 
two remaining groups was more complex and so the number of hours worked in the 
profession was the key factor in deciding about this. Although the questionnaires 
also provided information on the year when participating interpreters started working 
in the profession, this information was not used as an indicator because it did not 
show the true picture of interpreters’ experience.  
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Once the groups were created, the table that was prepared to systematise the 
responses was modified so that interpreters in particular groups were presented 
together. That way data became transparent and easy to review and analyse. Table 
2 presents the interpreters’ profiles. 
3.1.3.2. The role-play exercise 
Following the successful completion of the role-plays, all recordings were saved on 
an external hard drive and were labelled according to the interpreter the recording 
belonged to, for example TI1_Role Play. They were transcribed using Microsoft 
Word, and saved accordingly, bearing a similar label, i.e. TI1_Role Play Transcript.  
In the original script all turns were numbered and in the transcription process all 
interpretations were noted underneath the original, numbered turns. Should 
problems occur in one or more sentences in the given turn, that turn was further 
divided and marked accordingly: 
Extract 1: Turn 3: 
 IO  (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 4.30pm. // (3b) This 
interview is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll 
give you notice of what will happen to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that 
you are under caution. // (3e) You do not have to say anything, but it may harm 
your defence if you do not mention when questioned something that you later 
rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be given in evidence. 
In this way the researcher could easily refer to various parts in the role-play later, 
when the material was analysed. Also, for the ease of referencing, different colours 
were applied. Red was used for transcribing interpreters’ utterances and green was 
used in order to highlight the parts where the interpreter interrupted the flow of 
conversation, sought for repetition or non-verbal communication took place. If there 
was a gap in interpretation due to hesitation, for example, it was noted using the 
following symbol: (.). Any hesitations longer than one second were noted as follows: 
(1), (2) or (3), where the number indicated the length of the hesitation, i.e. one 
second, two seconds or three seconds. Based on the pilot study it was established 
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that it was not necessary to time these hesitations but only indicate the style or 
rhythm of them. Presented below are some extracts from the transcript: 
Extract 2: Turn 20: 
DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na 
nim poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  I I couldn’t push her away because there was a wall and there was a radiator 
and on the radiator there was an object like this one here [pointing at the spirit 
level on a table] // I took this object, I hit it with her, I hit her with it and I went 
to work.   
Extract 3: Turn 29: 
IO  Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
(.) The interpreter is asking for repetition. Tłumacz prosi o powtórzenie. 
INT  Dlaczego nie powiedziała nam pani o tym kiedy po raz pierwszy zapytaliśmy? 
Once the transcription process was completed, all transcripts were printed out and 
comments made by interpreters during the retrospective think-aloud protocol were 
manually added on to them.  
Having completed this part, interpreters’ performances were ready to be analysed 
against the criteria, which are discussed below. 
As shown in Chapter 2 (Literature review), although there are several approaches 
to investigating interpreting quality, the issue of quality has not been fully answered. 
Since the current study requires a quantitative approach, based on quality criteria, 
a set of categories against which interpreting performance can be analysed was 
devised. Those criteria meet the requirements for interpreting quality in the legal 
context and they have been developed by borrowing and adapting the criteria for 
assessing conference interpreters’ performance so that they could be applied in a 
two-way consecutive interpreting setting in the legal context. It was identified that 
Kalina presented the most relevant criteria in her “framework for determining factors 
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that affect quality” (2002:125). However, in order to place the criteria within the 
context of police interpreting, the researcher also used Barik’s (1971) categorisation 
of departures, Braun’s (2013) coding scheme that could be applied to the corpus as 
well as the DPSI examination assessment criteria for Unit 1 (DPSI Handbook for 
Candidates, 2011). Based on those approaches, a set of four problem categories 
enabling to systematically analyse the performance of interpreters within three 
groups were devised. The categories are as follows:  
I) Content-related problems – accuracy, additions, clarity, coherence, 
omissions, substitutions. 
This category relates to conveying the sense of an original message in full with 
clarity and accuracy, switching between the languages effortlessly and handling 
intercultural references correctly and in a consistent way throughout interpretation.  
According to Barik (1971), omissions refer to those items, which are present in one 
language but are not rendered into the other language and can be considered as 
strategies used by interpreters to “cope with the demands of the interpreting 
process” (Napier, 2015:289). Additions would be the items, which do not appear in 
one language, but are added by an interpreter. Different types of additions may 
appear in renditions, such as elaboration additions, relationship additions or closure 
additions, which are used depending on the situation (Vančura, 2017). Jacobsen 
(2001) takes a different approach to additions and distinguishes between those with 
significant impact, minimal impact and no impact, where additions with significant 
impact would be the items that have an impact on semantic and/or pragmatic 
content of the source text. Additions with minimal or low impact would not affect the 
meaning and therefore they are disregarded in the current study.  
Substitutions refer to material, which was substituted by the interpreter for 
something that was uttered by the speaker and according to Gerver it may alter the 
“meaning of a sentence in some way” (2002:54). Accuracy covers such aspects as 
correct rendition of dates, numbers, names and other information contained in the 
original utterance. Coherence and clarity refer to conveying the message logically 
and consistently, enabling the speakers to communicate without any 
misunderstanding.  
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II) Presentation problems – voice quality, hesitation, repetition, false-
start, self-repair and self-correction. 
This category relates to the delivery of interpretation. It involves linguistic 
performance, reflection of tone, emotion and non-verbal signs, pronunciation and 
self-correctness.  
In this category hesitations can be defined as “words and sounds that carry no 
substantive meaning but only fill possible pauses in speech, such as ‘um’ and ‘well’” 
(Conley and O’Barr, 1990:67).  
Repetitions, according to Straniero Sergio are “speech disfluencies typically 
occurring in interpreters’ output (…) and they fall within the category of 
‘interruptions’” (2012:29). Their function is both retrospective and prospective 
cohesive restoration of interpreters’ output. Wang states that there are two types of 
repetition: “repetition of synonymous words or phrases in target language 
expressions” and “repetition resulted from the interpreter’s self correction” 
(2012:204).  
False-starts are also considered as speech disfluencies (Straniero Sergio, 2012) 
and are used to correct what has been said immediately before. Following Tissi, 
false-starts occur when the speaker “interrupts an utterance and begins a new one 
without having completed it” (2000:114). 
Self-repairs in speech are defined in literature as the correction of an error (Laver, 
1973) and “in order to make a repair, the speaker must, firstly, notice some trouble 
and interrupt his or her flow of speech, and, secondly, create a new utterance, which 
takes care of the trouble and its potential consequences for the listener” (Levelt, 
1983:45). For the purpose of this research, this definition is broadened and includes 
not only the correction of an error, but also, for example, a change of a word or 
phrase due to a change of mind or preference without having made a mistake in the 
first place.    
III) Linguistic problems – grammar, terminology, adherence to SL/TL 
norms (idiomacy), stylistic adequacy, language mixing.  
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This category relates purely to linguistic parameters, such as grammatical 
correctness, the ability to render both languages idiomatically and naturally, the 
correct use of syntax and vocabulary, consistent and adequate use of terminology, 
the appropriate use of language and register for the given situation. It also covers 
adherence to the norms and conventions of the given language (DPSI Handbook 
for Candidates, 2011).  
As explained by Retsker, grammatical difficulties seem to be caused by “features of 
grammatical structures and constructions of sentences” in the given language and 
“all words in the text [being] used in a concrete grammatical form, and they are 
placed in the concrete syntactic sequence in the sentence” (Retsker, 2007 in 
Yeskindirova et al., 2017). Since English grammar significantly differs from Polish 
grammar, it is important to investigate how interpreters cope with producing 
grammatically correct sentences in two very different languages. 
IV) Interaction category – communication problems and overlapping talk. 
This category relates to problems where communication between the speakers is 
broken or where interpreters apply management strategies when intervention is 
necessary. It also covers ways of dealing with overlapping talk.  
It has been recognised in the literature that interpreters interact with the speakers 
by way of actively participating in verbal and non-verbal exchange. This is because 
they act as mediators and therefore their job is not only to interpret but also “to help 
create an appropriate atmosphere by performing specific actions such as 
anticipating or clarifying potential communication pitfalls, monitoring mutual 
understanding and facilitating participants’ contributions” (Ayoko et al., 2002, in 
Davitti, 2013:171). This problem category should therefore enable the researcher to 
observe and analyse the interaction between the speakers. 
As for interpreters’ interventions, Lai et al. claim that since the words used by police 
officers during police questioning are not randomly chosen, “the interpreter’s lack of 
awareness of such verbal strategies may result in them unknowingly engaging in 
unjustified linguistic intervention, thus obstructing the intended interviewing 
outcome” (2014:318). Since this is the case, it is imperative to observe whether 
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interpreters interrupt the flow of the interview and if so, whether it has an effect on 
the successful communication between the speakers. 
As far as overlapping talk is concerned, Roy states that when “primary speakers 
talk simultaneously”, the interpreter observes the overlap and he or she “makes 
linguistic choices to resolve the overlap”, deciding who will speak first (1992:21, 32). 
In that respect, although an overlapping talk cannot be observed in simulations to 
the same extent as they can be observed in real interviews, they still may occur in 
the current study. In this case, all overlapping talk occurrences will have to be 
analysed to ascertain whether the decisions made by the interpreter, as to who 
should speak first, were correct.  
3.1.3.3. Retrospective think-aloud protocols 
The retrospective think-aloud protocols supplemented the data gathered during the 
role-play exercise. This data focuses on the self-perception of interpreters, enabling 
them to “reveal the facets of a process that [they were] undertaking” (Smith, 
2014:129), and therefore no set analysis categories were applied. The interpreters 
were only prompted with simple questions, such as ‘What was going on in your 
mind?’ or ‘What do you notice about your work?’. However, it was important that a 
bottom-up approach was applied so that nothing interesting or important that the 
interpreters have to say was overlooked or neglected because of a priori categories. 
This is in contrast to the analysis categories, which are used to examine the 
interpreting performance and, as aforementioned, need to be fairly rigorous. The 
comments made by interpreters during the think-aloud sessions were transcribed 
selectively and added to the Excel spreadsheet (see Section 3.1.3.5.) so that they 
could be used as supporting information in the data analysis process.  
3.1.3.4. Researcher’s observational notes 
As stated earlier, the researcher was taking notes during both the role-play and 
think-aloud exercises. These notes were based on observations where positive and 
negative aspects of interpretation as well as speakers’ coordination techniques 
were noted. Those notes taken during the role-play exercise served as a point of 
reference for areas the researcher wanted to discuss with interpreters during the 
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think-aloud exercise. If interpreters did not discuss a relevant or interesting point on 
their own initiative, the researcher asked probing questions to encourage the 
interpreter to discuss that relevant section of their interpretation. The notes taken 
during the think-aloud exercise aided the researcher in better understanding 
interpreters’ behaviour and decision-making mechanisms when interpreting. 
3.1.3.5. Analysis procedure 
Once the recordings from the role-plays were transcribed and comments from the 
retrospective think-aloud protocols added to them, they were analysed against the 
above analysis categories and in close connection with the recordings and notes 
taken by the researcher during the role-play and think-aloud exercises. The data 
was colour-coded manually and by using the comment function in Word versions of 
the transcripts. Based on the outcome of the pilot study it appeared that manual 
analysis of the data is manageable and provides the researcher with relevant 
information.  
The data was colour-coded according to all four problem categories: 1) content-
related problems category, 2) presentation problems category, 3) linguistic 
problems category and 4) interaction problems category.  
In the content-related problems category, only the semantic content was 
considered, as it was anticipated that some additions, for instance, ‘yes’ added to 
utterances, would not change the meaning or content of utterances and would not 
bring any conclusions in the analysis. Also, for the purpose of conducting 
quantitative analysis, all occurrences of additions were counted and treated as 
potential problems, deviation from the ST, although it was anticipated that many of 
these additions would have low or no impact on the content of renditions.  
In the presentation problems category, all instances where the presentation of 
renditions was affected were highlighted. Here, the think-aloud protocols shed light 
on the causes of these problems, and revealed that there are many reasons behind, 
say self-repairs, and why they were present in the performance of the interpreters. 
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In the linguistic problems category, all occurrences of problematic renditions were 
highlighted, i.e. where inconsistent use of terminology was apparent, where 
sentences were not structured grammatically correct or where inconsistent use of 
specialised terminology was present. 
The interaction problems category enlisted occurrences where the flow of the 
interview was broken by either an interpreter seeking repetition or clarification, or 
where the overlapping talk occurred. 
Upon completion of this part, a category based approach was adopted in the form 
of creating an Excel spreadsheet for each participating interpreter, where all 
problematic occurrences were listed. The spreadsheet constituted of a number of 
columns where different types of information was captured, i.e. column (A) the turn 
number – for ease of referencing, (B) the direction into which the problematic 
rendition occurred, i.e. into EN or PL, (C) problem category, i.e. presentation, (D) 
problem sub-category, i.e. self-repair, (E) an example of a problematic rendition, (F) 
researcher’s observational notes taken during role-play exercise, (G) interpreter’s 
think-aloud comment, (H) researcher’s observational notes taken during the think-
aloud exercise. In this way, not only a good qualitative overview of the issues 
presented was achieved but also it enabled the researcher to conduct a quantitative 
comparison between the performances of interpreters.  
Based on the comments made by interpreters during the think-aloud exercise as 
well as notes taken by the researcher during the role-play task and on the basis of 
the questionnaires, and actual results of data analysis, an attempt was made to 
answer the research questions designed for this study. 
3.1.4. An overview of the pilot study in the light of changes applied to 
the main study 
The purpose of the pilot study was to test whether the proposed methodology would 
enable the researcher to answer the research questions. The pilot study involved 
the participation of a student on a public service interpreting (legal path) course 
heading towards the end of her course, and a professional public service interpreter 
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specialising in law with experience exceeding 400 hours. The same script of the 
role-pay was applied in the pilot project as in the main study.  
Although the results of the pilot study have shown that the methodology is viable, 
some changes were required to improve the quality of the data and to ensure that 
all relevant data was collected. For example, it appeared that the researcher should 
use more than one recording device in case of the camcorder failing to record. A 
small part of the student’s performance was not recorded and therefore a smaller 
amount of material to be analysed was collected. For the main study, the researcher 
used a camcorder as well as the Voice Recorder application installed on a 
smartphone. This way the researcher ensured that no data was lost.  
The second modification applied to the main study was that the researcher included 
a spirit level as a piece of evidence. The spirit level constituted a part of the role-
play and it was shown to the detainee. The absence of the spirit level in the pilot 
study caused confusion for both interpreters when they heard in Turn 45 the 
following sentence: “Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the 
purposes of the verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit 
level that you used?” In order to circumvent further confusion, the yellow metal spirit 
level was incorporated into the main study as a piece of evidence. 
A more significant adjustment was the addition of a further participant group. 
Because the difference in the quality of work between the student interpreter and 
the professional interpreter participating in the pilot project supported the decision 
to introduce an additional group of interpreters. Therefore, a group of interpreters 
with no or little experience but with professional qualifications: a group ranging 
between the original two groups of interpreters, was introduced to the main study. 
The aim was to observe how the quality of work of qualified interpreters with little 
experience varies in comparison to the quality of work in the group of trainee 
interpreters and the group of qualified interpreters with significant experience. Thus,  
the outcome of this observation incorporated a group of qualified interpreters with 
little experience into the main study.  
When thinking about how many interpreters should be invited to take part in the 
main study, one of the factors to consider was how much time it took to organise, 
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collect and then analyse the data for the pilot study. The pilot study involved two 
interpreters. On average, it took two months to organise and then process the data 
for each interpreter. Considering the time limitation of the main study and the fact 
that equal numbers of interpreters should be within each group of interpreters, it 
was envisaged that three interpreters should be recruited for each group of 
interpreters. Having three interpreters in each group would provide the researcher 
with the same body of data for each group of interpreters, which would then enable 
the researcher to answer the proposed research questions. 
With reference to the problem categories, the pilot project considered only three, 
i.e. content-related problems, linguistic problems and presentation problems. As the 
amount of data gathered for the main study was greater than the data for the pilot 
project, more problematic occurrences were discovered and the nature of these 
occurrences was also different. This in consequence led to the need of creating an 
additional problem category, namely the interaction problems category, so that 
problems of this nature could also be discussed.  
With regard to the analysis techniques, the pilot project has shown that the 
application of colour coding according to the problem categories was insufficient. 
The issue was that many problematic occurrences belonged to more than one 
category making it difficult to assign them to one particular category. Therefore, it 
was decided that separate layers of analysis categories should be applied and no 
attention should be paid to potential overlaps in these categories. 
As far as the retrospective think-aloud protocols are concerned, it was identified in 
the pilot study that interpreters did not comment on many important aspects of their 
interpretations. Therefore, it was decided that the interpreters would have to be 
prompted more to verbalise their thoughts using some basic questions, such as 
"What was going on in your head?" or "Why do you think you interpreted it that 
way?"  
What is more, it was considered in the pilot project whether analysis categories for 
the comments made by interpreters during the think-aloud protocols should be 
devised. The comments provided by interpreters in the main study partly depended 
on their background, such as education or experience, and therefore no 
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comparative level of information was provided by the interpreters and therefore no 
analysis categories for the comments were created.   
3.1.5. Limitations of the design 
As with any type of research, this project has its limitations. First of all, it is limited 
to only one language pair, English-Polish. This is because the researcher works 
only in this language pair and it has not been possible to employ translators who 
would translate the detainee’s chunks in the role-play into other languages and then 
recruit more linguists who would be willing to participate in this research but in 
various language pairs.  
The second limitation would be the fact that simulated scripted police-suspect 
interviews were conducted. Due to confidentiality reasons, it was not possible to 
obtain authentic data at the time of conducting this research. Nevertheless, using 
scripted simulation enabled the researcher to gather comparable data from nine 
interpreters, which were used to conduct a systematic assessment of interpreters’ 
performance.  
The third limitation of this study was that not all of participating interpreters fit neatly 
to these three groups of interpreters. There were some overlaps in interpreters 
aligned to the second and third group, however this was a difficult obstacle to 
overcome and it did not stop the researcher from obtaining some in-depth 
information on the participating interpreters.  
All in all, it is felt that the above limitations although present, did not have a negative 
impact on this research and only created a field for further exploration, where further 
attempts could be made in order to obtain authentic data or the sample of 
interpreters could be expanded.  
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4. Analysis 
The following chapter will present the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the 
data. It will start with presenting the distribution of problems per problem category 
and will then move on to discussing occurrences of problems in each group of 
interpreters. Quantitative comparison of problems in the three groups of interpreters 
will then be presented. Following conclusions on the quantitative analysis, 
qualitative analysis will be performed. This part of the chapter will focus on analysing 
and discussing the occurrences of problems across all problem categories 
individually, spanning all three groups of interpreters.  
4.1. Occurrences of problems – per problem category 
As mentioned in Chapter 3 (Methodology), nine interpreters participated in the 
study. There were three trainee interpreters (labelled as TI1, TI2 and TI3), three 
qualified interpreters with little experience in interpreting (labelled as QI-LE1, QI-
LE2 and QI-LE3), as well as three qualified interpreters with significant experience 
in interpreting (labelled as QI-SE1, QI-SE2 and QI-SE2). Their interpreting 
performance was analysed against four problem categories, and each problem was 
noted identifying in which language direction it was made7. Although the language 
direction was not taken into consideration in the process of qualitative analysis, it 
was used for illustrative purpose to show how many problems occurred in each 
category and in which direction.  
This section will present the distribution of problems per problem category and will 
move onto discussing occurrences of problems per interpreters’ groups. 
Based on the data, it appears that content-related and presentation problems 
categories were the most problematic for interpreters, whereas linguistic and 
interaction problems categories were the least problematic.  
Figure 1 below presents the distribution of problems per problem category. 
                                                          
7 Language direction was not taken into consideration in this study. 
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Figure 1 - Distribution of problems 
4.1.1. Content-related problems 
The content-related problems category relates to conveying the sense of an original 
message without omitting anything and with clarity and accuracy, switching between 
the languages effortlessly and handling intercultural references correctly and in a 
consistent way throughout the interpretation. It covers such aspects as omissions, 
additions, substitutions, accuracy, coherence and clarity. Overall, 297 occurrences 
of content-related problems were identified in the performance of the interpreters.   
Based on the analysis, it seems that each interpreter struggled with omissions, 
accuracy and additions. Accuracy was the most problematic category, leading to 
the production of 113 problematic occurrences, i.e. 38% of all content-related 
problems. 
The accuracy sub-category was followed by omissions, where 68 occurrences were 
noted, i.e. 23% of all content-related problems. Following from that, additions were 
produced frequently, accounting for 53 occurrences, i.e. 18% of content-related 
problems. The least problematic sub-category was coherence, where only two 
interpreters struggled with it. Figure 2 below presents the numbers of content-
related problems per each sub-category.   
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Figure 2 – Content-related problems per sub-category 
4.1.2.  Presentation problems 
The presentation problems category relates to the delivery of interpretation. It 
involves linguistic performance, reflection of tone, voice quality, hesitation, 
repetition, false-start, self-repair, emotion and non-verbal signs. 
Within the presentation problems category there were 215 problems. The vast 
majority of these problems belong to the self-repair sub-category with 156 
occurrences, i.e. 73% of all presentation problems. There were 41 repetitions 
present, i.e. 19% of all presentation problems. Some hesitations also occurred 
alongside some false-starts and self-corrections. The numbers of these however, 
were much lower when compared with the numbers of self-repairs. Figure 3 below 
presents the numbers of presentation problems per sub-category.   
 
Figure 3 - Presentation problems per sub-category 
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4.1.3. Linguistic problems 
The linguistic problems category relates purely to linguistic parameters, such as 
grammatical correctness, the ability to render both languages idiomatically and 
naturally, the correct use of syntax and vocabulary, consistent and adequate use of 
terminology, the appropriate use of language and register for the given situation as 
well as adherence to the norms and conventions of the given language. 
In the linguistic problems category there were 103 problems. Most of the problems 
were within the grammatical category, where 79 grammar problems were recorded, 
i.e. 77% of all the problems within the linguistic category. Eleven problems occurred 
within the language mixing category, i.e. 10% of all the problems. The rest of the 
problems within this category constitute 13% overall and the problems appeared in 
the following sub-categories: terminology, lexis, vocabulary, adherence to norms 
and conventions to the given language and gender. Figure 4 below presents the 
numbers of linguistic problems per each sub-category. 
 
Figure 4 - Linguistic problems per sub-category 
The linguistic problems category has shown fewer problems produced by 
interpreters, in comparison to the content-related and presentation problems 
categories. This trend continues with the interaction problems where a further 
decline in numbers was observed; a drop to just 38 occurrences was noted amongst 
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all participating interpreters. The specifics of the interaction problems will be 
discussed in the next section.  
4.1.4. Interaction problems 
The interaction problems category relates to problems where communication 
between the speakers was breaking or where interpreters applied management 
strategies when intervention was necessary. It also covers ways of dealing with 
overlapping talk.  
The interaction problems were largely related to communication problems. There 
were 36 occurrences of this type of problem, i.e. 97% of all the problems. The other 
interaction problem related to overlapping talk, and only two instances of it occurred. 
Figure 5 below presents the numbers of interaction problems per each sub-
category.  
 
Figure 5 - Interaction problems per sub-category 
4.1.5. Conclusion 
Looking at the distribution of problems within four problems categories gave an 
overview of which category was the most problematic and which one was the least 
problematic. This overview has shown that the interpreters participating in the study 
struggled with content-related problems the most and accuracy seemed to be the 
biggest problem for all interpreters. Omissions were also quite frequent and were 
followed in frequency by additions.  
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The presentation aspect of interpretation seemed to be quite problematic as well, 
causing the interpreters to produce overall 215 problematic occurrences within this 
category. Self-repairs seem to be predominant, constituting 72% of all the problems 
within this problem category.  
At this point it can be assumed that there is a link between the content-related 
problems and the presentation problems category in that whenever interpreters 
struggled with one of the sub-categories within content-related category, they 
wanted to repair their rendition and hence self-repaired or hesitated before 
repeating the corrected rendition. In consequence, the number of problems within 
the presentation category increased. As this part of the analysis focused on 
quantitative analysis, this cannot yet be confirmed and will be explored further in the 
qualitative part of the analysis. 
A significant drop in problems can be observed in the linguistic side of interpretation 
and then in the interaction side of the communication process. In the linguistic 
problems category, the most challenging area was the use of grammar, where all 
interpreters seemed to struggle. As said before, language direction was not taken 
into consideration and therefore no tendencies as to whether rendering into English 
was more problematic or not could be observed. What can be said at this point is 
that grammatical problems may have occurred because the interpreters were 
thinking in both languages and had to process a lot of information quickly and 
therefore their attention was not fully focused on the linguistic side of things. By 
conducting qualitative analysis, the researcher will be able to arrive at some 
conclusions on that.  
When it comes to interaction problems, it is apparent that the communication aspect 
was most problematic for the majority of interpreters. Overlapping talk only occurred 
twice. Although communication problems occurred only 36 times, it indicates that 
there were instances where the flow of the police-suspect interview was interrupted 
for some reason. The quantitative analysis shows only numbers of instances and 
not reasons for those and therefore more in-depth qualitative analysis will be 
performed. 
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Although quantitative analysis has shown some tendencies as to which aspects of 
interpreting were the most problematic for interpreters, it did not show what caused 
the interpreters to struggle and what is more, did not answer any of the research 
questions. Therefore, it is necessary to look further at occurrences of problems in 
each of the three groups of interpreters, and then conduct qualitative analysis of the 
data collected. 
4.2. Occurrences of problems – per interpreters’ groups  
As stated in Chapter 3 (Methodology), the interpreters participating in this study 
were divided into three groups, that is: trainee interpreters (TIs), qualified 
interpreters with little experience (QI-LEs) and qualified interpreters with significant 
experience (QI-SEs) in interpreting. The section below will focus on how these three 
groups of interpreters performed in terms of numbers of occurrences, which will then 
be compared to see if the researcher’s assumption that the most experienced and 
qualified interpreters should perform the best was validated. The performance of 
each interpreter will also be looked at in detail. 
4.2.1. Trainee Interpreters 
As far as the distribution of problems in the group of trainee interpreters is 
concerned, it appears that the content of the role-play was the most problematic 
and led to producing 131 occurrences of content-related problems, i.e. 46% of all 
problems identified within this group of interpreters. The second category, which 
was quite problematic, was the category of presentation problems. There were 79 
occurrences of presentation problems, i.e. 28% of all the problems. The linguistic 
aspect of the dialogue was less problematic and resulted in 66 problematic 
occurrences. The interaction between the speakers was well managed by TIs and 
only caused problems on nine occasions. As for language directionality, it appears 
that 157 problems occurred when interpreting into Polish and 128 problems when 
interpreting into English. The pie chart below presents the distribution of problems 
in the group of trainee interpreters. 
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Figure 6 - TIs - Distribution of problems 
Content-related problems 
Moving on to discussing the distribution of content-related problems, it appears that 
the TI2 interpreter struggled the most, producing 63 problems within this category. 
Both TI1 and TI3 produced 34 problems. 
 
Figure 7 - TIs – Distribution of content-related problems 
Presentation problems 
Within the presentation problems, the TI2 interpreter also struggled the most, 
producing 49 presentation problems. This was followed by TI1 who faced 19 
problems and by TI3 who created 11 problems in this category. 
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Figure 8 - TIs - Distribution of presentation problems 
Linguistic problems 
In the linguistic field, again, TI2 appeared to be the weakest with 40 occurrences of 
problems, whereas TI3 struggled 18 times and TI1 8 times.  
 
Figure 9 - TIs - Distribution of linguistic problems 
Interaction problems 
In the interaction category, it appears that TI1 did not face any difficulties with 
managing the speakers and so did not produce any problems at the communication 
or overlapping talk level, whereas TI2 and TI3 faced a similar number of problems; 
five and four respectively.  
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Figure 10 - TIs - Distribution of interaction problems 
Conclusion 
Looking at the performance of these three interpreters across four problem 
categories, it appears that the TI2 interpreter consistently struggled the most across 
all of the problem categories. Although TI1 struggled within the content-related area, 
she did quite well within the interaction area. While TI3 did quite well in the 
presentation aspect in her interpretations, she struggled slightly with interpreting the 
content of the role-play and the linguistic aspect of her renditions. 
The following section will present the performance of interpreters in the group of 
qualified interpreters with little experience. 
4.2.2. Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience 
As shown in the pie chart (Figure 11), it appears that this group of interpreters also 
struggled with the content-related problems category the most. Overall 63 
occurrences of problems were recorded, which represent 44% of all the problems 
in this group of interpreters. The number of occurrences within the presentation 
problem category seems to indicate that the qualified interpreters with little 
experience also struggled with the presentation aspect of their interpretations. The 
linguistic and interaction side of interpretations did not seem to cause too much of 
a problem, resulting in creating 20 occurrences of linguistic problems and 10 
occurrences of interaction problems. Overall, 89 problems occurred when 
interpreting into Polish and 55 when interpreting into English.  
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Figure 11 - QI-LEs - Distribution of problems 
Content-related problems 
Within the content-related problems category, it appears that the QI-LE3 interpreter 
struggled the most, creating 34 occurrences of problems, whereas QI-LE1 produced 
19 occurrences and was followed by QI-LE12 who produced 10 problems, the 
smallest number in this group of interpreters.  
 
Figure 12 - QI-LEs - Distribution of content-related problems 
Presentation problems 
The interpreter that was the weakest in the content-related category (QI-LE3), was 
the strongest in the presentation problem category, producing only seven 
occurrences of problems. Similarly, the interpreter who was the strongest in the 
content-related category (QI-LE2), was the weakest in the presentation category, 
producing 25 occurrences of problems. QI-LE1 produced exactly the same number 
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of occurrences in the presentation problems category (19) as in the content-related 
problems category. 
 
Figure 13 - QI-LEs - Distribution of presentation problems 
Linguistic problems 
In the linguistic problems category, although the QI-LE2 interpreter seemed to 
struggle the most, she only produced nine problems. QI-LE1 followed that 
interpreter with only eight occurrences and QI-LE3 did even better, with only three 
occurrences of linguistic problems.  
 
Figure 14 - QI-LEs - Distribution of linguistic problems 
Interaction problems 
In the interaction problems category, QI-LE1 interpreter did not seem to struggle at 
all as no problems were recorded. QI-LE3 also did well, producing only three 
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occurrences of problems, whereas QI-LE2 struggled the most producing seven 
problems.  
 
Figure 15 - QI-LEs - Distribution of interaction problems 
Conclusion 
Based on the above analysis, it seems that the performance of qualified interpreters 
with little experience is quite consistent, and the occurrences of problems range 
from 46 to 51 occurrences. Although the QI-LE2 interpreter seems to be the weakest 
in this group, she was the strongest in a content-related category. Her performance 
only falls short of the other two interpreters in the presentation aspect of interpreting. 
QI-LE3 interpreter, on the other hand, did really well in the presentation, linguistic 
and interaction problem categories, but her performance within the content of the 
role-play was the weakest in this group of interpreters. QI-LE1 interpreter’s 
performance looks quite consistent in terms of the number of problems, although 
she was the only one who did not struggle with the interaction aspect of the role-
play. 
The following section will present the performance of interpreters in the group of 
qualified interpreters with significant experience. 
4.2.3. Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience 
Looking at the pie chart below, it appears that the qualified interpreters with 
significant experience in interpreting struggled in two problem categories the most. 
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In the content-related category there were 103 occurrences of problems and in the 
presentation category there were 87 occurrences of problems. The linguistic and 
interaction categories did not appear to cause too much of a problem, they produced 
only 19 and 18 occurrences respectively. Of all the occurrences, 123 problems 
occurred when interpreting into Polish and 104 when interpreting into English. 
 
Figure 16 - QI-SEs - Distribution of problems 
Content-related problems 
There is a vast discrepancy in the numbers of problems produced by the three 
interpreters. QI-SE3 interpreter seems to be the weakest, producing 60 occurrences 
of problems, whereas QI-SE1 seems to be the strongest, producing only 13 
occurrences of problems. QI-SE2 seems to be in the middle, producing 30 
occurrences of content-related problems. 
 
Figure 17 - QI-SEs - Distribution of content-related problems 
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Presentation problems 
In the presentation problems category QI-SE3 continues to be the weakest, 
producing 46 occurrences, whereas the QI-SE1 interpreter only produced half of 
this number, 23 occurrences. QE-SE2 did even better producing 19 occurrences of 
problems.  
 
Figure 18 - QI-SEs - Distribution of presentation problems 
Linguistic problems 
The weaker performance of the QI-SE3 interpreter continues within the linguistic 
aspect of her interpretation, where she produced 13 occurrences of problems. This 
number is much higher when compared to the other two interpreters who produced 
four (QI-SE1 interpreter) and two (QI-SE2 interpreter) occurrences of problems.  
 
Figure 19 - QI-SEs - Distribution of linguistic problems 
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Interaction problems 
As in the linguistic problems category, managing the interaction between the 
speakers turned out to be problematic for QI-SE3 interpreter, where she produced 
12 occurrences of problems. QI-SE2 interpreter managed more efficiently producing 
four occurrences of problems and QI-SE1 did even better, creating only two 
occurrences of problems. 
 
Figure 20 - QI-SEs - Distribution of interaction problems 
4.2.4. Conclusion 
Based on the findings, it can be said that the performance of qualified interpreters 
with significant experience is quite heterogeneous. The performance of QI-SE3 
seems to stand out from the performance of the other two qualified interpreters in 
this group. It appears that despite being the most experienced interpreter, she 
produced the highest number of problems in each problem category. QI-SE1 and 
QI-SE2 interpreters seem to be on a parallel level, where QI-SE1 seems to be 
slightly weaker in the presentation aspect and QI-SE2 seems to be slightly weaker 
in the content-related category.  
The above analysis of occurrences of problems at interpreter level allowed the 
researcher to establish what interpreters struggled with the most. It showed that 
there may be discrepancies in performance within interpreters in the same group 
and that the most experienced interpreter may not be working to the expected 
highest standards. What the above analysis does not give, is the bigger picture on 
how interpreters in these three groups performed as a group and whether there are 
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visible differences in the standard of their work. Therefore, the next layer of 
quantitative analysis will be performed in order to observe how these three groups 
of interpreters performed against each other and whether there are any patterns 
emerging, confirming that the most experienced interpreters should perform the 
best. The outcome of such analysis may be limited due to the small number of 
participants, but it is hoped that at least a partial picture will become apparent.  
4.3. Quantitative comparison of problems in three groups of 
interpreters 
Having looked at the three groups of interpreters individually, it is worth looking at 
them in parallel to establish whether the researcher’s assumption that the 
performance of QI-SEs interpreters should be of the highest standard can be 
validated.  
This section will first look at the total number of problem occurrences in the three 
groups of interpreters. It will then compare the distribution of problems in each group 
of interpreters and look closely at each problem category. 
4.3.1. Number of problem occurrences in three groups of interpreters 
Based on the data presented in Figure 21 below, it appears that the assumption 
made by the researcher that the group of trainee interpreters (TIs) should perform 
the poorest was right, as this group of interpreters produced the highest number 
(285) of problematic occurrences. However, the other assumption made by the 
researcher, i.e. that the qualified interpreters with significant experience (QI-SEs) 
should perform the best, was unproven. These interpreters are placed in between 
trainee interpreters and qualified interpreters with little experience (QI-LEs), 
producing 228 problematic occurrences. The performance of qualified interpreters 
with little experience (QI-LEs) was the best, with 144 problematic occurrences.  
Bearing in mind that this research seeks to measure the quality of interpreters’ 
performance, it is necessary to integrate the quantitative analysis into the qualitative 
analysis of their performance, which will be conducted later in this chapter (see 
Section 4.4.).  
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The graph below (Figure 21) presents the actual numbers of problems within these 
three groups of interpreters. It shows that TIs seem to be the weakest and QI-LEs 
seem to be the strongest. 
 
Figure 21 - Number of problems in three groups of interpreters 
4.3.2. Distribution of problems in three groups of interpreters 
As stated in Section 4.1.5. of this chapter, the content-related problems category 
seems to be the most problematic for all interpreters in all three groups of 
interpreters. The presentation problems category was less problematic but still 
significantly more problematic than the linguistic and interaction categories of 
interpreting. The content-related and presentation categories seem to be less 
problematic for qualified interpreters with little experience than for the other two 
groups of interpreters, whereas the linguistic category seems to be more 
problematic for the trainee interpreters. Interaction between the speakers seems to 
create more problems for qualified interpreters with significant experience than for 
interpreters in other two groups of interpreters. The trainee interpreters performed 
the best in this category. Figure 22 below presents the distribution of problems 
across the three groups of interpreters. 
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Figure 22 - Distribution of problems in three groups of interpreters 
Content-related problems in three groups of interpreters 
It appears from Figure 22 that QI-LEs interpreters performed the best when it comes 
to the content-related problems category, creating 63 occurrences of problems. TIs 
performed the poorest with 133 occurrences of problems. The most experienced 
group of interpreters, QI-SEs, who produced 103 occurrences of problems, follows 
QI-LEs. 
 Presentation problems in three groups of interpreters 
Surprisingly, QI-SEs interpreters performed the poorest in the presentation 
problems category, producing 88 occurrences of problems. TIs with 79 occurrences 
of problems followed them. QI-LEs interpreters performed the best, with only 51 
occurrences of problems. 
Linguistic problems in three groups of interpreters 
As far as the linguistic problems category is concerned, TIs struggled the most, 
whereas QI-LEs and QI-SEs interpreters performed at a similar level, producing 20 
and 19 occurrences of problems respectively.  
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Interaction problems in three groups of interpreters 
It seems that TIs performed the best in this problem category, creating nine 
occurrences of problems, and QI-SEs performed the worst, producing 18 
occurrences of problems. QI-LEs created ten occurrences of problems. 
4.3.3. Conclusion 
Based on the above quantitative analysis, it appears that, overall, the qualified 
interpreters with little experience performed to the highest standard producing the 
lowest number of problem occurrences. As expected, the trainee interpreters 
performed the poorest, producing the highest number of problems across all four 
problem categories. The qualified interpreters with significant experience in 
interpreting are placed in between these two groups, which is against the 
researcher’s assumption. The assumption was that the qualified interpreters with 
significant experience, due to their experience, should perform at the highest 
standard. This turned out not to be the case. Although the assumption made by the 
researcher was wrong, it is important to remember that the small data sample was 
affected by the performance of one interpreter in particular and therefore it would 
distort the picture of the real quality of interpreting. This phenomenon will be 
discussed further in this chapter.  
In addition, it is worth noticing that the qualified interpreters with little experience did 
not consistently perform at the highest standard across all four categories. This 
group of interpreters performed the best in the most problematic areas; the content-
related category as well as in the presentation category. There was no category that 
they performed the worst. On the other hand, the qualified interpreters with 
significant experience turned out to be the best in the linguistic category, which gives 
an indication that their linguistic control over two languages is the strongest. 
Surprisingly, the trainee interpreters performed the best within the interaction 
category, which again gives an indication that the theory that they are taught during 
their interpreter training courses may be effectively used during the interpreting 
activity. What is also surprising is that the qualified interpreters with significant 
experience performed the poorest in the presentation and interaction problems 
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categories, but as stated before, the quality of work in this group of interpreters was 
affected by one interpreter in particular. 
Table 3 below presents how the groups of interpreters are placed against all four 
problem categories in terms of their performance, from the highest number of 
problem occurrences to the lowest. 
 
The highest number 
of occurrences 
In-between number 
of occurrences 
The lowest number 
of occurrences 
Content-related problems TIs QI-SEs QI-LEs 
Presentation problems QI-SEs TIs QI-LEs 
Linguistic problems TIs QI-LEs QI-SEs 
Interaction problems QI-SEs QI-LEs TIs 
Table 3: Groups of interpreters listed against the problem category 
Having conducted the quantitative analysis of problem occurrences from different 
angles, now is the time to move onto the qualitative analysis of occurrences of 
problems. The results of the quantitative analysis have shown that there are visible 
differences in the standard of work between the three groups of interpreters and it 
has also shown that the quality of performance of the whole group of interpreters 
can be affected by one individual. This is something that has to be borne in mind 
because one of the limitations of this study is the small size of the data and one 
interpreter lowering the standard of work is enough to distort the overall picture of 
the group of interpreters. Therefore, the qualitative analysis of the data will be 
performed, in order to investigate the performance of the interpreters further. It will 
enable the researcher to investigate if in fact all the problematic occurrences are 
really problematic and have a negative impact on the performance of interpreters 
as well as to find the underlying causes affecting the performance of the group on 
the whole and at individual level. This approach should allow the researcher to fully 
answer the research questions.  
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4.4. Qualitative analysis of occurrences of problems 
This section of the Analysis chapter will focus on the performance of three groups 
of interpreters across four problem categories and their sub-categories. It will look 
in detail at what influence these problems have on the overall communication 
between the speakers and if the problems produced by interpreters in these three 
groups have the same impact or not. The performance of interpreters will be 
compared within each problem category. 
4.4.1. Content-related problems 
The category where most of the problems occurred is the content-related problems 
category. In total there were 297 occurrences of problems. In the qualitative 
analysis, only the most problematic sub-categories will be discussed and they are 
accuracy, omissions and additions (see Figure 2). Substitution, clarity and 
coherence problems constituted only a fraction of the problems and therefore will 
not be discussed in the qualitative analysis part of the chapter. 
In Chapters 2 and 3 it was explained what factors these categories cover. For the 
ease of reference it is worth looking back at them: the accuracy sub-category will 
cover the correct rendition of dates, numbers, names and other information 
contained in the original utterance. Accuracy is important because, as has been 
shown in Perez’s et al. (2004) research, police officers consider a lack of accuracy 
and its impact on the success of the interview as one of the main areas of concern.  
Omissions are equally important, as they may have a negative effect on the 
communication. In authentic police-suspect interviews, it was noticed that 
interpreters tend to omit some parts of the caution (Nakane, 2007:106-107) or 
disregard questions that are causing too many problems (Hale, 2001:48). For Barik 
(1971), omissions are those items, which are present in one language but are not 
rendered into the other language.  
As for additions, they are considered to be the items, which do not appear in one 
language but are added by an interpreter. It was observed by Jacobsen (2001:227-
229) whose research on questioning defendants and witnesses during criminal 
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proceedings discovered that there were additions with no impact, with minimal 
impact and with significant impact on the semantic and/or pragmatic content of the 
text. 
4.4.1.1. Trainee Interpreters 
Accuracy  
The analysis of accuracy problems in the performance of trainee interpreters shows 
that these seem to have a different weight and impact on the interaction. Some 
problems can be categorised as serious in nature, which can lead to confusion or 
incorrect transfer of information, semi-serious problems, which can cause a degree 
of confusion as well as less serious problems, which do not change the meaning 
and do not cause any confusion.  
For instance, a serious accuracy problem can be considered to occur when the 
interpreter incorrectly renders the gender of the victim, changing a feminine form 
into a masculine form. Such a situation occurred in the TI1’s performance where 
rather than mentioning Miss Jones, the interpreter mentions Mr Jones:  
Example 1 - TI1, turn 5e:  
 IO: I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ 
INT: A potem zapytałam czy uderzyła pani pana Jonesa i też pani 
potwierdziła. 
BT: And then I asked whether you had hit Mr Jones and you also confirmed. 
The same interpreter further distorts the meaning of the sentence by changing the 
grammatical form from singular to plural, i.e. one person becomes a number of 
people:  
Example 2 – TI1, turn 7: 
IO: (…) and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but she was trying to kill me.’  
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INT: (…) na co pani odpowiedziała ‘tak, zrobiłam to, ponieważ oni chcieli 
mnie zabić’.  
BT: (...) to which you replied ‘yes, I did it, because they wanted to kill me’. 
On another occasion, TI2 tries to compensate for English syntax, which cannot be 
rendered in the same form into Polish. By doing so, she significantly distorts the 
meaning of the source utterance, suggesting the Detainee had only stated 
something because it was being recorded as part of the police-suspect interview 
and she would not have stated it otherwise:  
Example 3 – TI2, turn 19a:  
IO: For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating that she held your jacket 
from the back and she held your arm? 
INT: Czy czy w związku z tym to znaczy, że ona (.) trzymała panią za za 
płaszcz iii ciągła panią? Czy mówi to pani dla celów tego przesłuchania? 
BT: Does does it mean that she (.) held you by your jacket and pulled you? 
Are you saying this for the purpose of this recording?  
TI3 also does not convey the information correctly, changing the information about 
the action taken by the Detainee and Miss Jones, about who was caught by whom, 
causing a reversal of perspectives, which could be very dangerous in the given 
circumstances:  
Example 4 – TI3, turn 19a:  
IO: For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating that you were caught by 
your arm. 
INT: Na potrzebę taśmy (.) pokazała pani, że złapała pani osobę za rame... 
za ramię. 
BT: For the purposes of the tape, you are showing that you caught the person 
by the arm.  
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A semi-serious problem of accuracy can be observed when the interpreter conveys 
the message with partial accuracy, as illustrated in the following examples: 
Example 5 – TI1, turn 16c: 
DET: Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego 
samochodu. 
BT: Then this woman approached me. She said she saw a man getting out 
of my car. 
INT: Then the woman approached me and she said she saw me (.) and she 
 saw a man at the back of my car. 
In the example above, the interpreter changed the meaning of the source utterance 
from ‘a man who was getting out of my car’ into ‘a man at the back of my car.’ In 
this situation, this lack of full accuracy does not negatively change the meaning of 
the sentence because it was more important to note that it was the ‘man’ who was 
near or in the car and not a ‘woman’, in this particular instance. 
The inaccuracy in the example below lies in the fact that the interpreter’s rendition 
is more specific than the original. The rendition provided by the interpreter somehow 
restricts the Detainee to provide the responses to the asked questions, while ‘saying 
anything’, which is present in the IO’s rendition, may also refer to any spontaneous 
declaration made by the Detainee. 
Example 6 – TI2, turn 3e: 
IO: You do not have to say anything (…) 
 INT: (...) nie musi pani odpowiadać na zadawane pani pytania (...) 
 BT: (…) you do not have to answer any of the asked questions (...) 
Example 7 below shows that a hint of politeness is added to the interpreter’s 
rendition, whereby rather than ‘reminding’ the Detainee that she was under caution, 
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it appears that the IO politely ‘informs’ the DET of this fact. The Polish verb ‘pragnę’ 
carries politeness and it is typically used to highlight the desire to do something. 
The source utterance does not carry any politeness. In the source utterance the IO 
uses a modal verb ‘must’, which expresses the necessity of doing something, in this 
case ‘reminding’ the DET about being under caution. Whereas, the modal verb 
‘would like’ (Polish ‘pragnę’), seems to be more polite and therefore changes the 
pragmatic force of the source utterance.  
Example 7 – TI3, turn 3d:  
IO: I must remind you that you are under caution. 
 INT: (.) Pragnę panią poinformować, że obowiązuje panią pouczenie. 
 BT: I would like to inform you that you are under caution.  
The situation when the accuracy problem is not serious is, for example, when the 
interpreter mimics the sound of the proper name and as a result does not provide a 
fully accurate rendition. In the example below it can be seen that the interpreter 
pronounced ‘Guildford’ as ‘Guildorf’: 
Example 8 – TI3, turn 1a:  
IO: I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police 
Head Quarters. 
INT: Jestem (.) detektyw Smith (3) reprezentuję oddział (.) do spraw (.) 
kryminalnych na posterunku w Guildorf. 
BT: I am DC Smith, representing Serious Crime Unit at the police station in 
Guildorf.  
As seen above, the problems with accuracy within the group of trainee interpreters 
vary from serious to non-serious, with the majority of problems being semi-serious. 
However there was an instance where the problem could be considered as serious: 
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Example 9 – TI2, turns 31-33:  
IO: How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT: Jak długo pani zna (.) miss Jones panią Jones? 
BT: How long have you known miss Jones miss Jones? 
DET: Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
BT: Two or three months. 
INT: Two or three months. 
IO: Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT: Czy może to pani powtórzyć? Trzydzieści (30) miesięcy? 
BT: Can you repeat? Thirty (30) months?  
The example above presents an instance where the interpreter incorrectly conveyed 
the duration of time. The IO has asked if the DET has known Miss Jones for ‘13 
months’, which was rendered as ’30 months’. Such lack of accuracy could be 
considered as a serious problem at the content-related level, however the 
interpreter explained during the think-aloud exercise: ‘I have just realised that the 
Interviewing Officer had said 13 months and not 30.’ This instance can be 
considered as a classic example where the pronunciation of English numerals is 
quite similar and therefore can be easily misunderstood by the listener, thus 
affecting the quality of interpretation and leading to inaccuracies in information 
provided. 
Omissions 
In the case of the trainee interpreters participating in this study, it seems that they 
also omitted chunks of information. It appears that most omissions were of great 
significance to conveying the message correctly. Nonetheless, some omissions of 
a lesser significance were also existent.  
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Looking at the data, it appears that omissions in TI1’s renditions are of greater 
significance when compared with omissions of TI2 and TI3. It appears that TI1 has 
a tendency to omit important information, which could potentially lead to 
miscommunication or misunderstandings. For example, at the very beginning of the 
role-play the IO informs the DET that: ‘This interview is being tape-recorded.’ This 
sentence was completely omitted by TI1. This omission is quite serious because of 
the implications that it could have later in the legal process. In theory, although the 
DET could see the recording device being present in the interview room, she could 
later state that she was not informed that the interview would be tape-recorded. 
On another occasion the same interpreter omitted some key information, which 
seemed to be a trigger to the assault taking place. The extract below shows the 
exchange, which starts during an argument between the two women involved in the 
case, where one said to another not to swear at her otherwise she would get into 
trouble. The other woman then responded in a boisterous way saying ‘what trouble’ 
and ‘what are you going to do to me if I don’t stop swearing’. The example below 
shows what exactly has been said and how it was rendered by TI1:  
Example 10 – TI1, turn 38:  
DET: Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w 
tarapatach”, ona powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła. 
BT: When I said: ‘do not swear at me because you will get into trouble’, she 
answered ‘what trouble?’ and then she grabbed me.   
INT: When she was swearing at me, I told her not to swear at me because 
she would get in trouble, then (.) then she grabbed me.     
In the example above, TI1 omitted the chunk of information stating “and she said 
‘what trouble?’”. The result of this omission means, it is not known how Miss Jones 
really responded, and therefore would potentially lead to miscommunication or the 
Interviewing Officer receiving the wrong perception of the Detainee.  
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TI2 also omitted some information. When the Interviewing Officer asked the 
Detainee to explain in her own words what happened, the Detainee told the story of 
taking her husband to the surgery, for example:  
Example 11 – TI2, turns 10-13:  
DET: Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street. 
BT: I went with my husband to surgery. Yes, we went to hospital, to surgery 
in King Street. 
INT: I went with my husband to the surgery. Yes, I went to the (.) hospital 
located in King Street.   
IO: Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT: (.) Przepraszam, żeby wyjaśnić, czy poszła pani do (.) lekarza ze swoim 
mężem?  
BT: I am sorry, to clarify, did you go to the doctor’s with your husband? 
In Example 11 above, it can be seen that the Detainee is uncertain about whether 
she took her husband to surgery or to hospital. The DET once articulates that she 
went to ‘surgery’, then that she went to ‘hospital’ and then again that she went to 
‘surgery’. This uncertainty does not emerge as forceful in the rendition of TI2 as it 
does when uttered by the DET. The rendition is simplified by TI2 where she only 
verbalises the ‘surgery’, and then ‘hospital’. As a result, the Interviewing Officer may 
not realise that the Detainee is hesitant about whether she went to the hospital or 
to the surgery. Such uncertainty may send a signal to the IO about Detainee’s 
intentions and they may wish to clarify or explore further this answer with the 
Detainee.  
Further on in the role-play, TI2 omitted some significant information related to 
injuries sustained: 
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Example 12 – TI2, turn 61: 
IO: OK, for the tape, she is indicating her left upper arm and left shoulder. 
INT: Dla celów nagrania (.) podejrzana wskazuje (.) lewe ramię. 
BT: For the tape, the suspect indicates left arm.  
According to TI2’s rendition, the victim was bleeding only from the left arm, however 
according to the Detainee, the victim was bleeding not only from the left upper arm 
but also from her left shoulder. The location and the severity of injuries sustained 
have been sacrificed in TI2’s rendition.  
Apart from the serious omissions, some minor omissions were also present. Some 
of them will be illustrated to show that although they contributed to the count of the 
number of occurrences, they were harmless, having no effect on the content of 
renditions.  
Example 13 – TI3, turn 11: 
IO: Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT: Aby (.) zweryfikować, poszła pani do lekarza z pani mężem, tak? 
BT: To clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband, yes? 
Example 14 – TI2, turn 3a:  
IO: The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 5.40pm. 
INT: Dzisiejsza data to jest ósmy czerwiec 2015 roku, czas na zegarku to 
jest 5.40 po południu. 
BT: Today’s date is 8 June 2015, time by the watch is 5.40pm.  
As seen above, such tiny omissions do not distort the meaning of renditions. In case 
of Example 13, the lack of the word ‘sorry’ slightly changes the tone of IO’s speech 
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from a soft tone to a more formal tone. In case of Example 14, omitting a word ‘my’, 
does not seem to cause any major misunderstanding.  
Additions 
When it comes to additions, in order to obtain an accurate picture, all additions in 
the interpreters’ performance were counted as deviations from the Source Text, 
therefore were treated as potential problems. The total number of these additions 
was presented in the quantitative part of the analysis (see Figure 2). However, a 
closer qualitative look at such instances has shown that not all additions have the 
same impact on the content of the police-suspect interview. Therefore, in the 
qualitative part of the analysis only additions with significant and minimal impact will 
be discussed and those with no impact will be disregarded. In terms of numbers, 18 
additions were produced by TIs and these additions had either a significant or 
minimal impact on the content of the speech. Of these, the least experienced 
interpreter, the TI2 interpreter, only produced additions with significant impact.  
In the performance of trainee interpreters, it can be observed that TI1 has a 
tendency of adding the word ‘yes’ at the start of her renditions into English. The 
extracts below illustrate some of these additions: 
Example 15 – TI1, turn 10:  
DET: Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street. 
BT: I went with my husband to surgery. Yes, we went to hospital, to surgery 
in King Street. 
INT: Yes, I went to surgery. Yes, I mean to hospital, yes to surgery (.) on the 
King Street. 
Example 16 – TI1, turn 18:  
DET: Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy 
facet, który wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. 
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BT: I said ‘yes, that was my husband’. And she said any man getting out of 
your car is your husband’. 
INT: Yes, and then I said ‘it was my husband’ and then she said ‘any man 
getting out of my car is my husband’. 
These additions may be considered as having minimal impact on the 
communication. What is interesting though, is that TI1 adds the word ‘yes’ mostly at 
the beginning of her renditions into English. This may represent her way of dealing 
with the load of information she was confronted with and it seems to be added 
mainly for the benefit of the interpreter and could be considered as a way of 
confirming to herself that (1) she comprehended the given information and (2) she 
was ready to deliver the information provided. 
In the performance of trainee interpreters, there were also instances of additions 
having a significant impact on the communication: 
Example 17 – TI2, turn 7: 
IO: Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did’, and you replied, 
‘OK, I did, but she was trying to kill me’. 
INT: Osoby w biurze cab powiedziały, że uderzyła pani tą osobę, po czym 
zmieniła pani zdanie bo na początku twierdziła pani, że nie jak osoby z cab 
office’u stwierdziły, że tak, pani uderzyła tą panią (.) zmieniła pani zdanie i (.) 
powiedziała pani tak. 
BT: The people at the cab said that you did hit this person, but you then 
changed your mind because you first said that you didn’t but when the people 
at the cab office said you did, you did hit that lady, you changed your mind 
and said yes.  
In the example above, the interpreter not only added a significant amount of 
information, she also confused both the Interviewing Officer and the Detainee as 
her rendition was much longer, containing more information than the original one of 
the IO. In a real-life police-suspect interview, such delivery would have an impact 
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on how the questioning of a suspect would go from that point and perhaps would 
trigger the Detainee to respond differently. Here, however, because it was a scripted 
interview, the role-play carried on normally with interlocutors reading out their parts.  
What is also interesting in the example above, is the fact that the interpreter did 
realise that her rendition was not completely faithful to the original and commented 
on her rendition as follows: ‘I noticed that the first part of my rendition was not as it 
should have been so I decided to explain everything in my own words to catch up 
with the information.’ It seems that the interpreter had good intentions to convey the 
message correctly, however, she confused herself and rather than interrupting the 
interview to indicate that the interpreter was speaking, continued speaking in the 
voice of the Interviewing Officer.  
Earlier in the role-play, the same interpreter added some information to the caution: 
Example 18 – TI2, turns 3b-3c: 
IO: I must remind you that you are under caution. You do not have to say 
anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. Anything you do say 
may be given in evidence. 
INT: Przypomnę pani (.) pouczenie, które brzmi, że nie musi pani 
odpowiadać na zadawane pani pytania, jednakże jeżeli pani nie odpowie, nie 
wspomni coś co było pani o pani, o co pani zapytano o co została pani 
zapytana, może to zaszkodzić pani obronie, gdy (.) później pani powoła się 
na to w sądzie. Wszystko, co pani powie może zostać wykorzystane w 
postępowaniu dowodowym przeciwko pani. 
BT: I will remind you of the caution which says, that you do not have to 
answer any questions, however if you do not answer, don’t mention 
something when asked, it can harm your defence, when you will later try to 
rely on this in court. Everything you do say, may be used as evidence against 
you. 
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The example above presents two crucial additions in one turn. First the interpreter 
adds information that the Detainee does not need to answer any of the questions 
and if she decides to do so, it may harm her defence. Second, the interpreter 
renders that everything that the Detainee will say ‘can be used as evidence against’ 
her. The way the interpreter rendered the meaning of the source utterances can 
potentially affect how the Detainee is going to respond to the questions asked. The 
Detainee may decide to be selective in his/her responses so that the police may 
find it difficult to use the answers ‘against’ the Detainee, as this is what the rendered 
utterance implies, that whatever the Detainee says can be used as evidence against 
them. 
4.4.1.2. Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience 
Accuracy 
The qualified interpreters with little experience struggled with similar parts of the 
interview as trainee interpreters.  
For example, QI-LE2 also inaccurately rendered the genders, stating that it was Mr 
Jones who was hit and not Miss Jones. Although the honorific title ‘Miss’ clearly 
indicates the gender of the person who was hit, the interpreter stated that it was ‘Mr 
Jones’ who was hit. This would indicate that the interpreter may not have listened 
carefully or perhaps created a wrongful picture in their mind.  
Example 19 – QI-LE2, turn 5e: 
IO: I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ 
INT: I później zapytałam czy pani uderzyła pana Jonesa i pani powiedziała, 
że tak.  
BT: I then asked you whether you hit Mr Jones and you said yes.  
Interestingly, the interpreter did notice this inaccuracy during the think-aloud 
exercise and she made the following comment: ‘I did not accurately render the 
gender of the victim because I did not have enough context. I made a presumption 
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that the argument took place between a man and a woman because this is what 
typically happens. It did not occur to me that two women would fight.’ What is 
important to notice is that the interpreter did not ask for clarification or did not use a 
different strategy to make sure that she was completely certain about whether it was 
a man or a woman. Instead, she made her assumption and did not question this. As 
stated in Chapter 3 (Methodology), the interpreters were not given any context as 
to what to expect in the role-play. They were solely informed that it would be a 
simulated police-suspect interview. No further information was given on purpose in 
order to make the role-play as close to natural environment as possible, just like 
during real-life interviews where anything can be said.  
Also, similarly to the TIs, the interpreters were also unclear about the person who 
was exiting the Detainee’s car. For example, in turn 16, QI-LE3 stated: 
Example 20 – QI-LE3, turn 16b: 
DET: Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego 
samochodu. 
BT: Then this woman approached me. She said she saw me at the surgery. 
She said she saw a man getting out of my car. 
INT: And then that woman approached me. She said (.) she saw me in the 
surgery (.) and she saw my husband (.) getting out of the car. 
In the example above, the Detainee states that Miss Jones saw a ‘man’ who was 
exiting the Detainee’s car. However, in the interpreter’s rendition it appears that 
Miss Jones stated that it was the Detainee’s ‘husband’. It can be assumed that in 
this example the interpreter used the prior context provided, i.e. where the Detainee 
was explaining to the colleagues in the office that she was taking her husband to 
the doctor. Therefore, when interpreting, the interpreter might have drawn the 
conclusion that this would not confuse the Interviewing Officer and it would be 
understood correctly.  
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A further problematic area for both TIs and QI-LEs was around questioning who was 
‘grabbed’ by whom during the incident, i.e. whether it was the Detainee who 
‘grabbed’ Miss Jones, or whether it was Miss Jones who ‘grabbed’ the Detainee. In 
the rendition of QI-LE1, it appears that Miss Jones ‘grabbed’ the Detainee:  
Example 21 – QI-LE1, turn 19: 
IO: For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating where she grabbed you. 
INT: Czyli na poczet tego przesłuchania pokazuje pani gdzie pani ją złapała. 
BT: So, for the purpose of this interview you are indicating where you grabbed 
her. 
As seen above, the message was not decoded correctly because in the Detainee’s 
words it was Miss Jones who ‘grabbed’ the Detainee. In this example however, 
when the Interviewing Officer reiterates for the recording, it appears that the 
interpreter misinterprets the IO’s utterance, changing his words to the opposite of 
what was said. As a result, such interpretation may cause some misunderstanding 
later during the legal process, where various parties, such as defence lawyers and 
prosecution will be listening to the tapes to build their case and will find 
inconsistencies between what was said earlier in the interview and at that point.  
Omissions 
Although in the group of qualified interpreters with little experience the omissions 
were not as frequent as in the renditions of trainee interpreters, there were still some 
instances of some significant omissions. It is also shown that QI-LEs struggled with 
the same sections of the interview as trainee interpreters. For example, QI-LE3 
omitted some crucial information when rendering the section about who went to the 
surgery and with whom: 
Example 22 – QI-LE3, turn 10: 
DET: Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street. 
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BT: I went with my husband to surgery. Yes, we went to hospital, to surgery 
in King Street. 
INT: I went to the clinic to (.) the hospital, to a GP surgery in Kings Street.   
In the example above, the Detainee informs the Interviewing Officer that she went 
to the surgery with her husband. However, QI-LE3 fails to render this fact, omitting 
the phrase ‘I went with my husband’. Instead, the interpreter states that the Detainee 
went to the surgery on her own. Such omission could be potentially confusing.  
Apart from the above, QI-LEs tend to omit quite crucial information when describing 
the spirit level that was used as a weapon in this assault. Two of the three QI-LEs 
failed to articulate that the ‘stick’ that was used to hit Miss Jones was made of 
‘metal’, for example:  
Example 23 – QI-LE1, turn 45: 
IO: Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes 
of the verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit 
level that you used? 
INT: Na poczet (.) nagrania słownego (.) pokazuję pani Antkowiak 
poziomnicę, żółty kijek. Czy jest to to coś, co pani użyła do uderzenia?   
BT: For the purposes of verbatim recording, I am showing Miss Antkowiak 
the spirit level, yellow stick. Is this the item you used to hit her? 
Example 24 – QI-LE3, turn 45: 
IO: Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes 
of the verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit 
level that you used? 
INT: Wracając do żółtej poziomnicy, (.) którą pokazuję pani Antkowiak na 
potrzeby nagrania, czy to jest poziomnica, której pani użyła? 
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BT: Turning to the yellow spirit level, which I am showing to Miss Antkowiak 
for the purposes of verbatim record, is this the spirit level that you used? 
In the first instance, the interpreter only uttered the ‘spirit level’, the ‘yellow stick’, 
whereas the second interpreter only uttered the ‘yellow spirit level’. On both 
occasions the interpreters omitted a word ‘metal’, which explains what material the 
spirit level was made of. QI-LE3 commented on this during the think-aloud exercise 
stating that when she was interpreting she ‘kind of took it for granted that it will be 
known that the spirit level was made of metal’ and therefore made an informed 
decision and strategically decided to omit this detail in her rendition. 
The same interpreter later in her delivery strategically omitted a dependent clause 
‘After I’d hit her’ and gave a very similar explanation for her omission. The interpreter 
stated that she made a strategic move to apply omission in this sentence as she 
believed that it would be understood from the context, stating that it was understood 
from the context that Miss Jones ‘went downstairs after being hit’:  
Example 25 – QI-LE3, turn 63:  
DET: Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne 
osoby i ją wyprowadziły. 
BT: After I’d hit her, she went downstairs and there were other people who 
took her out.  
INT: Then she went downstairs and there were other people there who took 
her out. 
Additions 
As for qualified interpreters with little experience in interpreting, it appears that out 
of 14 additions in total, only five additions were of minimal impact and none of them 
were of significant impact. Similarly to the trainee interpreters, one interpreter (QI-
LE3) tends to add conversational discourse markers ‘yeah’ to the renditions made 
by the Detainee. The addition of this informal discourse marker seems to change 
the level of formality, i.e. making these renditions less formal:  
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Example 26 – QI-LE3, turn 8: 
 DET: Ona chciała mnie zabić. 
 BT:  She wanted to kill me.  
 INT: Yeah, because she was trying to kill me. 
Example 27 – QI-LE3, turn 18a: 
DET: Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy 
facet, który wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. 
BT: I said yes, it was my husband. She then said “every man who is getting 
out of your car is your husband”.  
INT: Then I said yes, that was my husband and she said “yeah, every man 
that is getting out of your car is your husband”. 
In this group of interpreters, one interpreter makes additions, for example, to 
highlight the interpreter’s presence or to explicitate some information in an attempt 
to avoid misunderstandings.  
Example 28 – QI-LE2, turn 1a:  
IO: This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the 
Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. 
INT: (.) Dzisiejsze przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane. (.) Nazywam się 
policjantem Smith (.) w oddział główny w Guildford police.  
BT: Today’s interview will be recorded. I am a police officer Smith. Guildford 
police head quarters. 
IO: Also present is an interpreter.  
INT: (.) Dodatkowo obecna jest też tłumacz. Dzień dobry.  
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BT: Also present is an interpreter. Good afternoon.  
In the example above, the interpreter does not only render the Interviewing Officer’s 
utterances but also acknowledges her presence to the Detainee and for the tape, 
showing that the IO is mentioning her. The interpreter highlights her presence by 
adding a conventional greeting phrase ‘Good afternoon’ as an introduction to the 
triadic exchange between the speakers. 
Further, the same interpreter adds some information to achieve full understanding 
between the speakers:   
Example 29 – QI-LE2, turns 60-62: 
DET: Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [INDICATING THE 
UPPER ARM]. 
BT: I don’t remember. And then I saw blood, here. 
INT: I can’t remember. And then I saw blood, here. 
IO: OK, for the tape, she is indicating her upper arm. 
INT: (.) Dla celów nagrania, (.) wskazuje, pokazała pani na prawą (.) górną 
część ręki, ramienia.  
BT: For the tape, you indicate, you indicated, showed the upper part of the 
hand, arm. 
IO: So there was blood coming from her arm.  
INT: Czyli krew, zauważyła pani krew na ramieniu, na górnej części ramienia, 
tak?  
BT: So blood, you noticed blood on the arm, on the upper part of the arm, 
yes?  
In the example above, the IO makes a statement in the form of a declarative 
sentence confirming that there was blood coming from the arm. QI-LE2, however, 
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rendered the declarative sentence as an interrogative sentence, ending it with the 
added question ‘yes?’. It appears that by applying this linguistic strategy the 
interpreter aims at seeking confirmation from the DET about the exact location 
where the blood was coming from to make sure that the Interviewing Officer could 
fully comprehend it. 
As can be seen from the quantitative analysis above, the qualified interpreters with 
little experience made fewer additions when compared with trainee interpreters. The 
nature of these additions was also different. The TIs, one in particular, made some 
additions, which could have had a significant impact on the communication if it were 
an authentic situation. Additions made by QI-LEs were of lesser significance and 
were mainly made to facilitate a clear communication channel, reducing the risk of 
miscommunication between all parties.  
4.4.1.3. Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience 
Accuracy 
As far as accuracy amongst qualified interpreters with significant experience is 
concerned, it appears that the most experienced interpreter was the least accurate 
in her renditions. She produced the highest number of inaccuracies of all the 
interpreters participating in the study. The other two interpreters in this group 
produced fewer problems and they were of low impact.  
QI-SE3 struggled with the same problems as the trainee interpreters, for example, 
in turn 5e, where the Interviewing Officer asked whether the Detainee hit Miss 
Jones, QI-SE3 rendered it as ‘Mr Jones’, changing the gender from feminine to 
masculine. Later, when the Detainee was explaining that she was taking her 
husband to the ‘doctor’, the interpreter rendered it as to the ‘hospital’. Further, when 
the IO asked the Detainee whether she used a ‘metal stick’ to hit Miss Jones, the 
interpreter rendered it as a ‘metal wire’.  
In addition to the instances above, it appears that the QI-SE3 interpreter struggled 
with providing correct factual information, such as dates and time at the beginning 
and at the end of the interview: 
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Example 30 – QI-SE3, turn 3a: 
IO: The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 4:35pm. 
INT: Jest szósty czerwiec. Za piętnaście piąta. 
BT: It is the sixth of June. It is a quarter to five. 
Example 31 – QI-SE3, turn 74: 
IO: Concluding the interview at 4:55pm. 
INT: Jest godzina za piętnaście piąta. 
BT: It is a quarter to five. 
In the examples above, the interpreter did not only provide inaccurate timings and 
her renditions did not reflect what the Interviewing Officer had said.  
Other problems with accuracy were related to renditions of standard phrases used 
by police officers in police-suspect interview cases, for example: 
Example 32 – QI-SE3, turn 1a:  
IO: This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the 
Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. 
INT: Tutaj jest przesłuchanie, na policji. Ja jestem policjantem, który 
przeprowadza przesłuchanie na policji.  
BT: This is a police interview, at the police station. I am a police officer, who 
is conducting the interview at the police station.  
As can be seen in Example 32, the Interviewing Officer has fully introduced himself, 
stating which police unit he is attached to and at which police station. The interpreter 
did not only fail to deliver this crucial information but also over simplified the content 
of the source utterance. At this point during the role-play, the interpreter interrupted 
the interview without warning the parties and stated ‘I usually cut this part short 
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because I do not always remember everything and this is not important anyway’, 
after which she reverted straight back into her role of an interpreter and continued 
with her interpreting task as normal.  
Although the other two interpreters did not produce inaccuracies of great 
significance, it is worth mentioning one inaccuracy produced by QI-SE2: 
Example 33 – QI-SE2, turn 18c: 
DET: I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam 
„nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz 
– o tak [DET GRABS THE INTERPRETER BY HER CLOTHES]. 
BT: And then she started calling me names and swearing at me. I said to her 
‘don’t swear at me because you will get into trouble’. She grabbed me by my 
coat – like that. 
INT: Then she started (.) shouting at me, she started swearing at me (.) and 
she (.) I told her not to swear at me because she will be in trouble and she (.) 
she touched my jacket and she started pulling me like this. 
In the example above, the interpreter inaccurately rendered the phrase ‘chwyciła 
mnie za płaszcz’ (BT: she grabbed me by my coat). During the role-play exercise 
the Detainee has physically grabbed the interpreter showing how she was grabbed 
by Miss Jones. However, from this rendition it would appear that the action taken 
by the victim was not that violent as there is a difference between ‘touching’ 
someone and ‘grabbing’ someone by their clothes. The source rendition heard by 
the interpreter made her think and later in the think-aloud exercise she commented 
on this as follows: “When the detainee grabbed me by my clothes, [showing how 
she was grabbed by the victim] I thought that it was quite unprofessional of her and 
it actually quite threw me off my flow. I had things going on in my mind, something 
like why did she grab me like that and what should I say, so in the end I came up 
with ‘touched’ for some reason and I now see that this was not correct.” This 
explanation would indicate that the performance of the interpreter was affected by 
the action executed by the Detainee. 
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Omissions 
Some of the omissions made by the qualified interpreters with significant experience 
were of a similar nature to those made by TIs and QI-LEs. However, in this group 
of interpreters a new trend started emerging, whereby it appeared that interpreters 
made conscious decisions to omit information.  
QI-SE1 for example, created the smallest number of omissions and these omissions 
were of the same nature. Similarly to TI3, the interpreter omitted the apology marker 
‘sorry’. These omissions did not affect the impact or meaning of these utterances. 
Example 34 below presents one of these omissions: 
Example 34 – QI-SE1, turns 10-11: 
DET: Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street. 
BT: I went with my husband to surgery. Yes, we went to hospital, to surgery 
in King Street. 
INT: (.) I went to the surgery (.) I went there together with my with my 
husband. We went to hospital in King Street.  
IO: Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT: Czyli poszła pani do doktora razem z mężem? 
BT: So you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
Most of the omissions made by QI-SE2 had insignificant impact. However, there 
was one instance where it seems that the interpreter made a conscious decision to 
omit a chunk of information. The example below presents this case. 
Example 35 – QI-SE2, turns 59-62: 
IO: Where did you hit her? 
INT: Gdzie pani ją uderzyła?  
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BT: Where did you hit her? 
DET: Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [INDICATING THE LEFT 
UPPER ARM]. 
BT: I don’t remember. And then I saw blood, here. 
INT: (.) I can’t remember. I only remember seeing blood here. 
IO: OK, for the tape, she is indicating her upper arm. 
INT: (.) Oskarżona wskazuje (.) lewe ramię. 
BT: The defendant is indicating her left arm. 
IO: So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what 
happened? Where did you go? 
INT: Czyli krew leciała jej z lewego ramienia. Co się później stało? Gdzie pani 
poszła? 
BT: So there was blood coming from her left arm. What happened next? 
Where did you go? 
As can be seen in Example 35, the interpreter, after a short hesitation, omitted the 
phrase ‘Ok, for the tape’, which is always used by interviewing officers during tape-
recorded interviews. In the course of the think-aloud exercise, the interpreter 
commented that she did not know how to deal with this piece of information. She 
mentioned that she was aware of the fact that this phrase was uttered by the 
Interviewing Officer so that the verbatim record of what was being gesticulated was 
recorded on a tape. The interpreter did admit that she did not know how to render 
this phrase and so decided to omit it. Although QI-SE2 omitted the phrase ‘Ok, for 
the tape’, the rendition that she provided ‘the defendant is indicating’ was uttered in 
the third person, hence having the same impact as intended. 
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Looking at omissions made by the QI-SE3 it can also be seen that she made a 
conscious decision to omit some information. The example below shows that the 
interpreter omitted a quite significant chunk of information:  
Example 36 – QI-SE3, turn 74: 
IO: Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been 
tape recorded. Concluding the interview at 5:59. 
INT: Przedstawiam pani teraz formularz (.) informację dla pani i uważam (.)  
przesłuchanie za zamknięte (.) Jest godzina piąta piećdziesąt dziewięć. 
BT: I present you with the form (.) information for you (.) I consider this 
interview as concluded (.) It’s five fifty nine. 
In the think-aloud exercise the interpreter stated the following: “I was not sure 
whether he [Interviewing Officer] is talking about this form to his own benefit, or 
what. I couldn't understand how the Detainee would benefit from the name of the 
form so I skipped it.” This comment would indicate that the interpreter purposefully 
omitted the information about the form as, in her opinion, the Detainee did not need 
to know its full name. 
Apart from this omission, the interpreter also failed to interpret accurately the first 
chunk of the interview. QI-SE3 omitted information about the interview being tape-
recorded, the name and rank of the Interviewing Officer and which Police unit the 
IO was attached to:  
Example 37 – QI-SE3, turn 1a: 
IO: This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the 
Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. 
INT: Tutaj jest przesłuchanie, na policji, jakim (.) ja jestem policjantem, który 
przeprowadza przesłuchanie na policji. 
BT: This is police interview at the police station (.) I am a police officer who 
will be conducting this interview at the police station. 
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As it was the beginning of the interview, it may appear that the interpreter was taken 
by surprise when she was provided with such heavy load of information to start with. 
As the interview progressed, the interpreter’s accuracy and completeness of 
interpretation improved, but was not free from omissions completely.  
Apart from these two turns where information was omitted significantly, the 
interpreter also made some less significant omissions. However, these omissions 
did not carry any impact in conveying the message incorrectly. 
Additions 
It appears that the group of qualified interpreters with significant experience 
produced the highest number of additions amongst the three groups of interpreters. 
However, out of 21 additions in total, 11 were with minimal impact and none with 
significant impact on the communication. 
The nature of these additions is different from the nature of additions produced by 
TIs and QI-LEs. These additions are more to clarify the situation between the 
speakers in order to avoid miscommunication and misunderstandings. It appears 
that QI-SEs’ renditions are faithful to the source utterances, however they tend to 
add information to make utterances more explicit:  
Example 38 – QI-SE2, turns 24-25:  
DET: Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i 
że pojechali do mnie do domu. // Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do 
domu. 
BT: When I returned there, people in the office told me that the police were 
looking for me and that they went to my house. // They told me to go back 
home immediately. 
INT: When I got there (.) the people in the office told me that the police was 
looking for me and that they went to my house. // They told me to get back 
home immediately.  
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IO: And did you? 
INT: I czy pani wróciła od razu do domu? 
BT: And did you get back home immediately?  
In the example above it can be seen that the interpreter, using the context given to 
her previously, made an addition that made the message explicit to the Detainee. 
Although it is possible to render ‘and did you?’ into Polish as it is, it would not make 
full sense grammatically. The rendition offered by the QI-SE2 provides a full, 
comprehensive question to the Detainee, which is also grammatically correct. In 
fact, the interpreter made a comment on it during the think-aloud exercise, stating: 
“I explained it because rendering ‘And did you?’ into ‘I zrobiła to pani?’ (BT: And did 
you?) would not sound grammatically correct and would not convey the message 
fully. I wanted to use a full sentence.” 
A similar technique was used by QI-SE3 but this time when interpreting into English. 
The interpreter added the word ‘tak’ (EN: right) at the end of her rendition in order 
to encourage the Detainee to answer positively, thus it may be considered as a 
leading question. Additions of this kind, depending on the context, may have 
significant implications in the police-suspect interview and so these should be 
considered as serious.  
Example 39 – QI-SE3, turns 21-22: 
IO: You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT: I wtedy pani poszła do pracy, tak? 
BT: And then you went to work, right? 
DET: No tak. 
BT: Well, yes. 
INT: Yes, I returned to work. 
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The same interpreter, further in the role-play delivers the information correctly, 
however in order to make sure that the message is understood by the Interviewing 
Officer, the interpreter repeats herself by emphasising the answer provided by the 
Detainee:  
Example 40 – QI-SE3, turns 31-34: 
IO: How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT: Jak długo pani zna panią Jones? 
BT: How long have you known Miss Jones? 
DET: Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
BT: Two or three months. 
INT: Two or three months. 
IO: Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT: Czy trzynaście miesięcy? 
BT: Is it 13 months? 
DET: Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
BT: Three months, not thirteen months. 
INT: Three months, not thirteen. Three. 
The other type of addition used by qualified interpreters with significant experience 
is when they add information that they were provided with earlier in the role-play but 
which was not uttered in the current turn. For example:  
Example 41 – QI-SE3, turns 10-11: 
DET: Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street. 
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BT: I went with my husband to surgery. Yes, we went to hospital, to surgery 
in King Street. 
INT: (.) I went to (.) the doctor’s with my husband, yes, we went to the 
hospital, we went to the doctor’s on King Street.    
IO: Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT: (.) Przepraszam, chciałam się upewnić, czy pani poszła do lekarza, do 
przychodni ze swoim mężem? 
BT: I am sorry, to clarify, did you go to the doctors, to the surgery with your 
husband? 
In the example above, it can be noted that the Interviewing Officer only uttered ‘the 
doctors’, however the interpreter decided to use both ‘the doctors’ and ‘surgery’. As 
she later explained in the think-aloud exercise, she decided to use both ‘the doctors’ 
and ‘surgery’ because both these terms appeared earlier in the dialogue and she 
thought that it would be better use them both again.  
Similarly, QI-SE3 also made this type of addition but unintentionally: 
Example 42 – QI-SE3, turn 64: 
IO: Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable 
thing to do? // To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman 
doesn’t have anything with her. 
INT: Czy pani się zgodzi, że uderzenie pani Jones to była akcja nie do 
przyjęcia? // Uderzenie kogokolwiek tą metalową poziomnicą jak ta druga 
osoba nie ma nic w ręku. 
BT: Would you agree that hitting Miss Jones was an inappropriate course of 
action? // To hit someone with a metal spirit level when the other woman has 
nothing in her hands.  
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In the example above it can be observed that the interpreter added information that 
the spirit level was made of ‘metal’. Although there is no mention of it in this turn, it 
is possible that the interpreter used the information that she was provided with in 
previous turns (Turns 5e and 45). It may be that the interpreter added this word 
intentionally to make the message explicit for the benefit of the Detainee and the 
fact that she did not comment on it in the think-aloud exercise may mean that she 
did not find it particularly significant that some information was added.   
It can be concluded that additions made by this group of interpreters seem to be the 
least harmful of all the additions made by all the interpreters in the study. In fact, 
these additions had a positive impact on the development of the argument as they 
make the meaning explicit and serve as clarification to the topic in hand.  
4.4.1.4. Conclusion 
In Section 4.1. it was stated that the category of content-related problems was the 
most problematic for all interpreters. Across all three groups of interpreters, it 
appeared that the trainee interpreters struggled the most with the accuracy of their 
renditions. However, within the group of qualified interpreters with significant 
experience there was one interpreter, who despite being the most experienced of 
all, produced the least accurate renditions. Qualified interpreters with little 
experience seem to have produced the least serious inaccuracies. 
It appears from the data that interpreters in all the groups had problems with 
conveying the information around the same sections of the role-play. For example, 
both trainee interpreters and qualified interpreters with little experience changed 
from feminine to masculine, from Miss Jones to Mr Jones. Not being equipped with 
preliminary information on the speakers and due to the lack of context, they 
assumed that since it was a case of a physical assault, a man must have been 
involved in the incident. Therefore, when they heard a phrase ‘I then asked you 
whether you hit Miss Jones,’ they intuitively changed Miss Jones to Mr Jones. This, 
however, did not happen to qualified interpreters with significant experience and it 
could be associated with the fact that the more experienced the interpreter is, the 
more careful they are with handling such details.  
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Another area of concern is around clarifying who grabbed who by the coat and 
whether it was just ‘touching’ or a more violent action such as ‘grabbing’. There are 
instances where both the trainee interpreter and the qualified interpreter with little 
experience distorted the utterance, saying that the Detainee grabbed Miss Jones 
and not the other way round. Conversely, the qualified interpreter with significant 
experience stated correctly that it was Miss Jones who put her hands on the 
Detainee, but she stated that it was just a ‘touch’ and not more forceful ‘grabbing’.  
When it comes to rendering the numbers correctly, it appears that only one 
interpreter provided the numbers incorrectly. Interestingly, all the problems of this 
nature were produced by the most experienced interpreter of all, the QI-SE3. 
As far as omissions are concerned, it appears that the trainee interpreters omitted 
information most frequently, as opposed to the qualified interpreters with little 
experience, who made the lowest number of omissions. The performance of 
qualified interpreters with significant experience as a group was affected by QI-SE3, 
who omitted information as frequently as the trainee interpreters. It also appears 
that the significance of omissions made by both TIs and QI-SEs is greater than 
those made by QI-LEs. What is more, in the group of qualified interpreters with 
significant experience, it appears that interpreters are aware of omitting information 
in their renditions and that they omit some information purposefully. 
Looking at the type of omissions and their significance, it appears that interpreters 
in all three groups tend to omit markers of politeness present in the English source 
utterances. This was mainly when the Interviewing Officer asked for clarification 
starting the utterance with ‘sorry’. Interpreters in all three groups omitted the word 
‘sorry’ and provided the factual content without being as polite as the IO. This can 
be explained by the fact that the Polish culture is based ‘on different principles where 
a Polish language user prefers more authoritative judgements’ (Kalisz, 1993:108) 
and that Polish speakers ‘favour direct forms’ (Ogiermann, 2012:29) and therefore 
may consider such politeness unnecessary. 
It was already noted that there is a discrepancy between the number of occurrences 
of additions in the quantitative part of the analysis and the qualitative part of this 
chapter. For the quantitative analysis all occurrences of additions have been 
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counted, but for the qualitative analysis only those with significant and minimal 
impact were discussed. When done, it appeared that only 25 additions (32% of all 
additions) amongst all three groups of interpreters should be and were considered 
as having significant and minimal impact.  
Overall, the difference between additions used by TIs and QIs is visible. The trainee 
interpreters tend to add a word ‘yes’ as a way of confirming to themselves that firstly, 
they understood the message received, and secondly, that they are getting ready 
to cascade the same information. The other type of addition is when they use the 
opportunity to interpret to clarify what they have not rendered correctly in previous 
turns of their interpretations, for instance, Example 17 – TI2, turn 7.  
Although both QI-LEs and QI-SEs use additions frequently, the nature of these 
additions is different. They tend to add information in order to fill in the differences 
in grammatical structures between English and Polish. For example, in Polish, a 
short answer such as ‘Tak, zrobiłam to’, (BT: ‘Yes, I did’) could be considered as 
grammatically incomplete. Additions can also occur in situations where full clarity is 
required.  
The following section will present qualitative analysis of presentation problems 
amongst all three groups of interpreters. 
4.4.2. Presentation problems 
Based on the quantitative analysis of the presentation problems, it appears that the 
total number of occurrences was 215. This problem category was sub-divided to 
self-repairs, repetitions, hesitations, false-starts and self-corrections (see Figure 3). 
In the qualitative analysis, only the most problematic sub-categories will be 
discussed and they are self-repairs and repetitions, where self-repairs are 
predominant. Hesitations and self-corrections were produced by only one 
interpreter in each sub-category and therefore the qualitative analysis of these sub-
categories would not bring answers to the research questions nor would it provide 
comparison between the three groups of interpreters, hence were disregarded in 
the qualitative analysis. 
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4.4.2.1. Trainee Interpreters 
The performance of the trainee interpreters indicates that most of their presentation 
problems are self-repairs. According to Levelt (1983), self-repairs occur when the 
speaker notices a problem in their rendition, interrupts the flow of their speech and 
creates a corrected utterance. This was quite common in the renditions of TIs, 
where most of self-repairs were related to correcting the term used in their 
renditions. For instance, in the example below, TI1 did not know how to render the 
name of the mini cab company and created ‘taksówkach’ (BT: the taxis). As this 
rendition was not correct, the interpreter corrected herself stating ‘w firmie 
taksówkarskiej’ (BT: taxi company) and by doing so conveyed the message 
correctly. The Example 43 presented below illustrates such an instance: 
Example 43 – TI1, turns 5c-5d: 
IO: I asked you if you were Anna Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’  
INT: Zapytałam, czy pani nazywa się Anna Antkowiak i powiedziała pani, że 
tak. 
BT: I asked if you were Anna Antkowiak and you said yes. 
IO: Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said ‘yes.’ 
INT: Później zapytałam, czy pracuje pani (.) w taksówkach w firmie (.) 
taksówkarskiej zwanej A to Z mini cabs [English pronunciation] (.) i też pani 
(.) potwierdziła to. 
BT: I then asked whether you worked in the taxis in the taxi company so 
called A to Z mini cabs and you confirmed as well.  
In the example below, the interpreter first uttered the word ‘hit’ then immediately 
realised that she applied the wrong word carrying a different meaning and repaired 
her rendition by applying the right word with the correct meaning ‘kill’.  
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Example 44 – TI3, turns 7-8: 
IO: Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, 
‘OK, I did, but she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT: Później (.) poinformowałam panią, że pracownicy (.) z pani (.)  
taksówkowej firmy powiedzieli, że tak, uderzyła pani kogoś, później pani (.) 
przyznała ‘tak, uderzyłam kogoś, ale ta osoba chciała mnie zabić’.  
BT: Then I told you that the employees in your cab office said that yes, you 
hit someone and you later stated that ‘yes, I hit someone but that person 
wanted to kill me’. 
DET: No bo ona chciała mnie zabić....  
BT: Because she did want to kill me. 
INT: Because she did want to hit, kill me. 
There were also instances where the interpreter had to correct the grammar of the 
rendition. It seems that in most of the cases, the difficulties occurred because of the 
negative interference from English. It appears that the interpreter perhaps did not 
think of the differences in the grammatical structure between English and Polish and 
started rendering sentences into Polish, applying the English grammatical structure. 
In many situations the use of incorrect syntax was noticed by the interpreter and 
then repaired: 
Example 45 – TI1, turns 3c-3d: 
IO: At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what will happen 
to the tapes. // I must remind you that you are under caution.  
INT: Pod koniec przesłuchania podam pani informację co się później stanie 
z taśmą. // Muszę pani powiedzieć, że jest pani, obowiązuje panią pouczenie. 
BT: At the end of the interview, I will give you information about what will 
happen to the tapes. // I must say that you are, the caution still applies. 
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In the example above, the interpreter started using a calque of English grammar in 
the Polish rendition. As soon as she realised that it was grammatically incorrect, she 
amended the grammatical structure so that it sounded natural for the non-English 
language speaker. 
As far as self-repairs for clarification purposes are concerned, they were not very 
common, however, when used, it was for a good reason:  
Example 46 – TI2, turn 14:  
DET: Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, 
że dorabiam na boku. 
BT: She, that is Miss Jones, she saw me. She came to the office and said 
that I was making extra money on the side. 
INT: She, Mrs (.) Miss Jones she saw me, yes, she said that she went to my 
office and she saw that I earn (.) I am earning, making extra money besides 
the work and (.) yeah. 
In the example above, the interpreter was thinking of the best way to render 
‘dorabiam na boku’ (BT: make extra money on the side). She made three attempts 
to find the most suitable equivalent, something that would convey the meaning of 
the phrase correctly, something that would clarify what sort of earning that was. In 
the think-aloud exercise she confirmed that she did not know how to correctly render 
‘dorabiam na boku’ (BT: make extra money on the side) and so made a number of 
attempts to convey the message accurately.   
Regarding repetitions, they were not very frequent and most of the occurrences 
were more of a slip of the tongue, with no significant impact on the rendition. 
However, there was one instance where the interpreter repeated the utterance, 
accentuating it more the second time, raising the intonation, thus highlighting the 
meaning of the utterance:  
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Example 47 – TI2, turns 53-54:  
IO: Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // He says 
you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day 
between the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT: Dobrze, rozmawialiśmy z (.) kierownikiem tej firmy i powiedział nam, że 
pracuje pani od pięciu do sześciu miesięcy tam, każdego dnia od siódmej 
rano do drugiej po południu. 
BT: Ok, we spoke with the manager of this company, he told us that you had 
been working there between five and six months, and that you work every 
day between 7am and 2pm.     
DET: Nie, nie! To nie tak. // Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, 
jedynie wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
BT: No, no! It is not like that. // I take my children to school, then I do various 
things at home for the family. I work there only two or three days a week, only 
when I have free time. 
INT: No, no, it isn’t like that. // ↑No, no, it isn’t like that!↑ I drop my children to 
school (.) every day and then I do other stuff for my family. I work there (.) 
two three days per week (.) and it is when I have free time. 
During the interview the Detainee heard something that was not the truth. In her 
response, she raised her intonation to highlight her disagreement. The interpreter 
failed to capture this in her first attempt, potentially lowering the impact that should 
have been made on the Interviewing Officer. It seems that the interpreter noticed 
that her rendition lacked this impact, and therefore repeated it, accentuating it more, 
highlighting that the Detainee reject the statement made by the Interviewing Officer. 
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4.4.2.2. Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience 
Similar to trainee interpreters, self-repairs could also be found in the qualified 
interpreters with little experience’s renditions. These self-repairs are of the same 
nature as the self-repairs of TIs, however there is a shift in the number and 
distribution of these repairs. The TIs’ self-repairs were more focused on the term 
level, whereas the QI-LEs’ repairs were more frequent and they were equally 
divided between term, grammatical and clarification in nature.  
Example 48 – QI-LE1, turn 54: 
DET: Nie, nie! To nie tak. // Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny.  
BT: No, no! It is not like that. // I take my children to school, then I do various 
things at home for the family. 
INT: No! That’s not right. I take my children to school, then I go back home 
and I do (.) for people, for family. 
In this example the interpreter did notice that she did not accurately render the 
message. Rather than conveying that the Detainee does various things for the 
‘family’, the interpreter stated ‘for people’. After realising that this rendition was too 
generic, the interpreter repaired her rendition applying the correct word: ‘family’.  
Example 49 – QI-LE3, turn 37: 
IO: When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
INT: (.) Kiedy (.) zaszło to dzisiejsze zdarzenie, ta awantura, czy pani Jones 
też panią uderzyła? 
BT: When the incident took place today, this argument, did Miss Jones hit 
you? 
Here, the Interviewing Officer used a word ‘argument’ indicating that there was a 
dispute between the Detainee and Miss Jones. The interpreter, however, applied 
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the word ‘incident’, which did not fully convey the same semantic message. When 
she realised that the lexical choice she made did not fully reflect the seriousness of 
the situation, she corrected herself using a more appropriate word, i.e. ‘argument’. 
She stated later that she had a mental block for a second when interpreting, not 
being able to reach the most suitable equivalent, and as a result of it she corrected 
herself, providing a better equivalent. Her response also indicates that she was 
aware of the fact that correcting herself was not an ideal solution to the problem.  
As for self-repairs used to repair grammatical problems in renditions, it emerges that 
QI-LEs had a problem of the same nature as TIs. They tend to apply English 
grammatical structure to renditions in Polish: 
Example 50 – QI-LE2, turn 7:  
IO: Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’// and you replied, 
‘OK, I did, but she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT: I później powiedziałam, że osoby w pani biurze taksówkowym, 
powiedzieli, że pani to zrobiła // I pani powiedziała wtedy wtedy powiedziała 
pani, ‘tak, rzeczywiście to zrobiłam, ale ona chciała mnie zabić’. 
BT: I then said that the people in your cab office said that you did it. // And 
you said then and then you said ‘yes I did it but she wanted to kill me’. 
In this example, the interpreter applied the English syntax into a Polish sentence. 
This did not sound grammatically correct to her and she repaired the sentence 
applying the Polish syntax, where the verb came before the noun.  
Further, the same interpreter discovered that she created a calque and again, her 
rendition did not sound grammatically correct, which she immediately repaired:  
Example 51 – QI-LE2, turn 9a: 
IO: I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’  
INT: Później zapytałem czy jest pani, pobiera pani zasiłek dla bezrobotnych 
i pani powiedziała, że tak. 
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BT: I then asked you if you are, if you receive an unemployment benefit; you 
said yes.   
During the think-aloud exercise she stated ‘I got myself into a classic catch where I 
copied the English phrase and put it in Polish. Luckily, I recovered quickly enough 
to fix the problem and carry on as normal.’  
Self-repairs used to clarify information were also quite common. They served the 
purpose of making sure that there was no misunderstanding between the parties 
and that information was conveyed with full accuracy:  
Example 52 – QI-LE2, turn 53:  
IO: Right. We spoke with your manager, // the owner of the cab firm. // He 
says you’ve been working there five or six months, // and that you work every 
day // between the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT: (.) Rozmawialiśmy z pani kierownikiem, // właścicielem firmy. // 
Powiedział nam, że pracuje tam pani pięć sześć miesięcy // i że pracuje tam 
pani codziennie // i pracuje pani w godzinach od siódmej do drugiej. Od 
siódmej rano do drugiej popołudniu. 
BT: We spoke with your manager, // the owner of the cab firm. // He said that 
you had been working there five six months // and that you work there every 
day // and that you work there between seven and two. From seven in the 
morning until two in the afternoon.  
The example above demonstrates a situation where the interpreter clarifies the 
exact working hours. In her first attempt the interpreter did not specify the time of 
the day, whether it was in the morning or at night and therefore decided to correct 
her rendition. Her corrected rendition conveys more information clarifying that it was 
between 7am and 2 pm. Later the interpreter stated that because of the type of work 
the Detainee was doing, i.e. mini cab driver, she had to correct her rendition to clarify 
the exact hours so that there was no space for confusion and potential 
misunderstanding.   
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As for repetitions, there were only two instances of a repetition in the performance 
of QI-LEs, both of them, similarly to the TIs, can be considered as meaningless and 
insignificant.  
4.4.2.3. Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience 
Looking at the data, it appears that the qualified interpreters with significant 
experience produced the highest number of presentation problems, of which the 
majority were at the self-repair level and some at the repetition level.  
This group of interpreters deviates from TIs and QI-LEs in terms of the nature of 
self-repairs. Unlike the other two groups, there were no instances of repairs used to 
correct an incorrect use of a term and the number of repairs used to correct 
grammatical problems was minimal. QI-SEs used self-repair to clarify what was 
being said and to achieve full clarity between the speakers, for example: 
Example 53 – QI-SE1, turn 5e:  
IO: I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ 
INT: Później zapytałem panią czy to pani wjechała (.) czy to pani uderzyła 
panią Jones i (.) pani potwierdziła. 
BT: I then asked you whether you drove into whether you hit Miss Jones and 
you confirmed. 
The above example shows that the interpreter did not render the information 
correctly in the first place, stating that the Detainee drove into the victim. A short 
while later, the interpreter repaired her utterance providing the right information, i.e. 
whether the Detainee had hit Miss Jones. During the think-aloud exercise the 
interpreter stated that for some reason she thought of a car accident, that the ‘hit 
Miss Jones’ phrase referred to the Detainee driving into the victim and this thought 
was triggered by the fact that earlier in the interview they spoke about mini cabs. 
She then realised that they had also spoken about an assault and therefore, to be 
completely accurate, she corrected herself adding ‘uderzyła panią Jones’ (BT: hit 
Miss Jones) to her rendition. Her conclusion was that the lack of context and 
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preliminary information led her to making a mistake and that such a mistake would 
not have happened had she had more context.  
The problem in this case was caused by the fact that in Polish, the verb ‘hit’ has 
many equivalents and the use of the right equivalent is highly dependent on the 
context of the sentence the word is used in. Since there was no context given in this 
case, the interpreter made her own assumption. 
Later in the interview, QI-SE1 corrected herself a number of times, but the most 
meaningful were the ones where she wanted to emphasise some information. 
Example 54 – QI-SE1, turn 28: 
DET: Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim 
nie biłam.  
BT: This is my first time at the police station. I had never been in a fight with 
anyone before. 
INT: It is the first time that I had been at the Police station. I had never been 
in a fight with anyone before. 
DET: Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała 
przed ludźmi.  
BT: I was so angry with her that I did not know what I was doing. She was 
accusing me in front of all the people. 
INT: I was so upset, ↑I was so angry with her↑ that I did not know what I was 
doing. She was accusing me (.) in front of all the people. 
In this situation the interpreter, hearing the voice of the Detainee, who sounded quite 
distressed, was trying to mimic the tone of the DET. As the interpreter’s rendition 
was not as forceful as the rendition of the Detainee, the interpreter added a phrase 
‘I was so angry with her’ with raised intonation, to emphasise that the Detainee was 
quite agitated.  
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Example 55 – QI-SE1, turn 63: 
DET: Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne 
osoby i ją wyprowadziły.  
BT: After I’d hit her, she went downstairs and there were other people who 
took her out. 
INT: When I hit her, when I whacked her (.) she went down the stairs (.) and 
there were other people who let her out, took her out. 
Here, QI-SE1 strengthened her rendition, adding a phrase ‘when I whacked her’, 
which she later justified in the think-aloud exercise stating: “I was looking for the 
right word to use ‘hit’ for ‘walnęłam’ (BT: hit, whack) so I gave one equivalent but 
then thought that ‘whack’ would be more appropriate in this context.” She also 
clarified the information about how the victim got out, whether someone let her out 
or actually went out with her, helping her. 
When it comes to repetitions, it appears that one interpreter in particular (QI-SE3) 
had a tendency to repeat herself but only when interpreting into English. Because 
of that, her renditions were quite blurred and difficult to understand. 
Example 56 – QI-SE3, turn 14: 
DET: Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam na boku. 
BT: She came to the office and said that I was making extra money on the 
side. 
INT: She went to the office and and she said that I earn on the side. 
Example 57 – QI-SE3, turn 18c: 
DET: I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i przeklinała na mnie. 
BT: And then she started calling me names and swearing at me. 
INT: And she and she called me the names and she was swearing at me. 
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Example 58 – QI-SE3, turn 26b: 
DET: Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
BT: I was hoping that we could get it sorted between us. 
INT: I was hoping that we were going to sort it out between each between 
each between us. 
 
4.4.2.4. Conclusion 
Based on the above qualitative analysis of the presentation problems, it appears 
that there are clear differences between three groups of interpreters and reasons 
for the appearance of these problems. The trainee interpreters tend to self-repair 
their renditions when they discover that the term that they applied was not the right 
one or to correct grammatical problems in the rendition. Qualified interpreters with 
little experience also correct renditions to repair terminology and grammatical 
problems, but they go further and provide clarification in situations where they think 
that the speakers may need such clarification. Qualified interpreters with significant 
experience on the other hand, seem to encounter fewer problems with the right use 
of a term or at the grammatical level, but go even further and repair their renditions 
in order to clarify the situation or for increased accuracy, where small details may 
have a significant impact if rendered inaccurately.   
4.4.3. Linguistic problems 
The quantitative analysis of linguistic problems has shown that the majority of 
problems within this category were of a grammatical nature. Overall, 79 occurrences 
of such problems were present, which constitutes 77% of all the problems in this 
category. The linguistic problems category also covered such aspects as language 
mixing, terminology, vocabulary, adherence to norms and conventions of the given 
language and gender mixing (see Figure 4). Because the number of occurrences in 
these sub-categories was very low, they will not be discussed and the emphasis will 
be put on describing the grammatical problems.  
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4.4.3.1. Trainee Interpreters 
It appears that most of the grammatical problems occurred in the performance of 
Trainee Interpreters. However, most of them were not of great significance and they 
did not have a negative impact on the content of the speech. Looking at the profiles 
of trainee interpreters8, the high number of grammatical problems can be explained 
by the fact that only one interpreter in this group had some qualifications in 
linguistics and perhaps they were not aware of the significance of linguistic 
correctness in interpreting.    
Looking at examples of grammatical incorrectness, some patterns are emerging. 
For example, when interpreting into Polish, it appears that the application of English 
grammatical structure is negatively affecting their renditions in Polish: 
Example 59 – TI1, turn 9c: 
IO: OK, now I want you to tell us your version of events, in your own words. 
INT: Ok, dobrze, teraz chciałabym, żeby pani nam opowiedziała swoją wersję 
wydarzeń w swoich własnych słowach.  
BT: Ok, now I would like you to tell us your version of events, in your own 
words. 
In the Polish rendition above the interpreter not only used a calque of English 
grammatical structure where the word order is typical for English grammar, but also 
did not apply declension properly, resulting in an awkward rendition in Polish. 
Example 60 – TI2, turn 11: 
IO: Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT: Przepraszam, żeby wyjaśnić, czy poszła pani do (.) lekarza ze swoim 
mężem?  
                                                          
8Interpreters’ profiles are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3 (Methodology). 
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BT: Sorry, to clarify, did you go to the doctor’s with your husband? 
In this example the interpreter also used a calque, conveying the phrase ‘to clarify’ 
literally as ‘żeby wyjaśnić’ (BT: to clarify), which sounds artificial in the rendition.  
Example 61 – TI2, turn 71: 
DET: Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko 
ustalimy i wszystko się rozwiąże. // Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że 
policja mnie szukała. 
BT: I said to the drivers that I was going to work and that when I get back we 
agree on something and we find the solution. When I came back, I learnt that 
the police were looking for me. 
INT: I said to other drivers that I am going to work and (.) and then when I 
heard that the police is looking after me (.) I went home.  
The example above shows that the interpreter used an incorrect phrasal verb ‘look 
after’ to explain that the police were looking/searching for the Detainee. Instead, 
from this rendition it seems that the Police took care of the Detainee, in which case 
the true meaning was lost. This problem with an incorrect use of a phrasal verb can 
be explained by the fact that phrasal verbs do not exist in Polish and in 
consequence, the Polish speakers struggle with understanding and rendering them 
into English.  
4.4.3.2. Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience 
As for qualified interpreters with little experience, it can be said that they also 
produced some inaccuracies in terms of linguistic correctness. When compared with 
trainee interpreters, it is clear that there are fewer instances of linguistically 
problematic renditions but the nature of the problems is similar. QI-LEs also follow 
the grammatical structure of the opposite language, for example: 
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Example 62 – QI-LE2, turn 71a: 
DET: Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko 
ustalimy i wszystko się rozwiąże. 
BT: I said to the drivers that I was going to work and when I get back we will 
talk about everything and everything will get sorted.  
INT: I said to the drivers that I’m going to work and when I come back we are 
 going to settle everything. 
In the example above the interpreter applied the indirect speech ‘I said… I’m 
going…’ in her rendition, however, she did not backshift the grammatical tense in 
the second part of her rendition. In English, in indirect speech, the verb in the 
subordinate clause is backshifted from present to past in the second sentence, 
however, this rule was not applied in this rendition. The reason behind this is 
probably because in reported speech in Polish the grammatical tense does not 
change to the past tense and the verb remains in the present tense form.  
Calques also appeared in their renditions, for example: 
Example 63 – QI-LE2, turn 9b: 
IO: At quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. 
 INT: O godzinie pierwszej piętnaście została pani zatrzymana (.) przeczytano 
 pani pouczenie o pobicie.  
 BT: At one fifteen you were arrested and caution for assault was read to you. 
On this occasion the interpreter used a calque of a phrase ‘caution for assault’, 
which makes sense in English, however when used as literal translation in Polish 
as ‘pouczenie o pobicie’ (BT: caution for assault) this did not convey the correct 
meaning and sounded awkward and artificial.  
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4.4.3.3. Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience 
It appears that the qualified interpreters with significant experience struggled the 
least with the linguistic aspect of interpreting, which may be explained by the fact 
that they were all qualified interpreters and two out of three had other qualifications 
within a linguistic domain. Neither of these problems had an adverse effect on the 
communication between the speakers and were generally of the same nature as 
problems produced by TIs and QI-LEs. Interpreters in this group consistently spoke 
of police in a singular form, for example: 
Example 64 – QI-SE3, turn 71b: 
DET: Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
BT: When I came back, I learnt that the police were looking for me. 
 INT: When I came back, I found out that the police was looking for me. 
Example 65 – QI-SE2, turn 24b: 
DET: Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i 
że pojechali do mnie do domu. 
BT: When I returned there, people in the office told me that the police were 
looking for me and that they went to my house. 
 INT: When I got there (.) the people in the office told me that the police was 
 looking for me and that they went to my house. 
Such occurrences were also present in TIs and QI-LEs’ performances and can be 
explained by the fact that in Polish, ‘the police’ is used in a singular form, whereas 
in English it is used in a plural form.   
4.4.3.4. Conclusion 
The problems within the linguistic problems category, as it appears from the 
qualitative analysis, were not serious and did not have adverse effects on the 
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communication between the speakers. Most of these problems were of a 
grammatical nature where the sentence structure was borrowed from the opposite 
language.  
What is interesting is that a clear pattern started emerging, showing that the more 
experienced the interpreter is and the more qualifications the interpreter holds, the 
fewer linguistic problems are produced by them. The trainee interpreters struggled 
the most, whereas the qualified interpreters with significant experience struggled 
the least and so produced the most grammatically correct renditions. 
4.4.4. Interaction problems 
The interaction problems category seems to be the least problematic amongst all 
categories and all interpreters. There were only two types of problems identified; 
communication problems and overlapping talk problems (see Figure 5). 
Communication problems were present where interpreters distorted the flow of 
conversation for various reasons or where they talked at the same time as one of 
the speakers. Out of 38 occurrences of interaction, only two problems were related 
to overlapping talk.  
The section below will present how the interpreters in all three groups dealt with 
interaction problems and why these problems were present in the first place. 
4.4.4.1. Trainee Interpreters 
Looking at the overall performance, it appears that the trainee interpreters did not 
struggle with interaction between the speakers significantly. The TI1 did not produce 
any interaction problems, whereas the other two interpreters distorted the flow of 
the conversation in order to seek clarification by asking for repetition. Both 
interpreters asked for repetition using the correct method of interrupting the 
conversation by announcing, i.e. ‘Interpreter speaking’ continuing with what they 
wanted to state, which is in accordance with Mulayim, et al. (2014:84). They also 
coordinated the speakers very well, stopping them, talking to one person in their 
language and then turning to the other person informing them about what was said, 
not leaving them without knowing what was being spoken about.  
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Requests for repetition were mainly made in order to avoid making errors, where 
the interpreter needed to make sure that they had understood everything correctly. 
One of such instances is presented in Example 66 below: 
Example 66 – TI2, turns 49-52:  
IO: How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT: Jak długo pani pracowała dla E-Z mini cab? 
BT: How long have you worked for E-Z mini cab? 
DET: Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli 
mam czas.  
BT: I work there two or three times a week. Sometimes more often, if I have 
time. 
INT: I work there from two to three times per week, sometimes more it 
depends if I have time. 
IO: Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT: Przepraszam, czy mogła by pani to powtórzyć? 
BT: I am sorry, could you repeat, please? 
DET: Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
BT: Maybe seven or eight weeks, once a week. 
INT: Maybe seven to eight (.) weeks [INT: Sorry, the interpreter requires 
repetition/Tłumacz prosi o powtórzenie]  
DET: Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu.  
BT: Maybe seven or eight weeks, once a week. 
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INT: (.) I’m working there I have been working there seven eight weeks (.) 
once a week. 
As can be seen in Example 66 above, the Detainee’s response was not relevant to 
the question asked, which probably did not make sense to the interpreter. This made 
the interpreter think about the rendition provided, and in order to avoid any 
miscommunication, she asked the Detainee for repetition. Following that, in the 
think-aloud exercise, the interpreter made a comment about the situation stating: ‘I 
was surprised here that the Detainee jumped from saying how many days per week 
she worked there to the number of weeks. I asked the Detainee for a repetition to 
make sure that I understood her correctly.’ 
The flow of the interview was also distorted when the interpreter struggled with the 
code-switching between English and Polish and started repeating an utterance she 
had heard in English to a Polish speaker in English, resulting in Detainee not 
knowing what was being said to her. 
Example 67 – TI3, turn 53: 
IO: Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // He says 
you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day 
between the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT: O, w porządku. Rozmawialiśmy z pani kierownikiem, który (.) jest 
właścicielem pani firmy taksówkowej. // He said you work there five to six 
months and you work there seven days a week from 7am until 2 in the 
afternoon. Aż do popołudnia. Przepraszam.  
BT: Ok, good. We spoke with your manager who is the owner of your cab 
firm. // He said you work there five to six months and you work there seven 
days a week from 7am until 2 in the afternoon. Until the afternoon. I am sorry.   
In this example the interpreter started off well, rendering into Polish and then she 
repeated the heard message in English in her own words and when she realised 
what she had done, she continued with Polish, ending with an apology 
‘przepraszam’ (BT: I am sorry). When watching the recording of her performance, 
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the interpreter commented on it as follows: ‘Frankly speaking, I did not notice that I 
spoke in English. I think it was because I was thinking about the whole confusion 
and it automatically came out of my mouth in English. I am quite surprised that I 
didn't notice that.’ As it was a simulation, the interlocutors in this role-play did not 
pay any attention to this and carried on as normal. The situation was not ratified by 
any of the role-players, they simply moved on with their roles. 
4.4.4.2. Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience 
Interaction problems in the group of qualified interpreters with little experience are 
of the same nature as the ones of the TIs, namely they are at the communication 
level. However, they vary in terms of how they are dealt with. QI-LEs not only ask 
for repetition, but also interrupt the speakers in order to cope with shorter chunks of 
utterances and they do so without proper warning.  
Unlike TIs, QI-LEs showed variation in the approach adopted to ask for repetition; 
for instance, they did not always state that it was the interpreter speaking. This is a 
case where the interpreter relays the content of a dyadic sequence to the party that 
was not involved, with a view to including the latter in the participatory framework, 
for example: 
Example 68 – QI-LE2, turn 1a:  
IO: This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the 
Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. 
INT: (.) Dzisiejsze przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane. (.) Nazywam się DC 
policjantem Smith (.) [INT: Can you repeat where exactly from?] (.) oddział 
główny w Guildford police.  
BT: Today’s interview will be recorded. My name is DC police officer Smith. 
[INT: Can you repeat where exactly from?] Head Quarters in Guildford.  
In this example, the interpreter, in the middle of rendering into Polish, asked the 
Interviewing Officer for repetition. She did not use any of the interruption techniques, 
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nor did she inform the Detainee about what she had just said, the interpreter simply 
continued with her interpretation into Polish.  
On another occasion, the interpreter ‘forces’ the Detainee to speak in shorter chunks 
by simply interrupting the Detainee in the middle of the sentence, which in 
consequence created an overlapping talk:  
Example 69 – QI-LE2, turn 10: 
DET: Pojechałam z mężem      do przychodni. 
BT:  I went with my husband    to surgery. 
INT: I went with my husband    to the GP surgery. 
It was noticeable that QI-LE2 took a different approach in her interruptions when 
turning into the English speaker than when turning to the Detainee, the non-English 
speaker. She tended to interrupt the Detainee in the middle of her sentence so that 
she could start interpreting, but this did not happen when she wanted to interrupt 
the Interviewing Officer. She let the IO finish his sentence and then asked for 
repetition. When she was asked to comment about this during the think-aloud 
exercise, she stated: “It was accidental. It is easier for me to interpret into English 
and that's why I wanted to interpret it in the same time. It has nothing to do with the 
person, honestly.” 
An interesting situation occurred when an interpreter heard ‘I want you to tell us your 
version of events, in your own words’ and started interpreting simultaneously, 
thinking that this would be the best approach in this situation, which resulted in an 
overlapping talk: 
Example 70 – QI-LE3, turns 9-10: 
IO: I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // OK, now I 
want you to tell us your version of events, in your own words. // 
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INT: Później zapytałam czy jest pani na zasiłku dla bezrobotnych i 
powiedziała pani, że tak. // (.) O pierwszej piętnaście została pani 
aresztowana i (.) dostała (.) ostrzeżenie za napaść. // W porządku. Teraz 
chciałabym aby pani powiedziała swoją wersję wydarzeń własnymi słowami. 
DET: Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, 
do przychodni na King Street. 
BT: I went with my husband  to surgery. Yes, we went to hospital, to 
surgery in King Street. 
INT:  I went to the clinic to (.) the hospital, to the 
hospital, to a GP surgery in Kings Street. 
The interpreter later stated that this happened because when she was studying for 
her Diploma in Public Service Interpreting (DPSI) exam earlier in the year, there 
was always a phrase saying: ‘do you want to say it in your own words?’ This meant 
that she should start interpreting simultaneously and this was something that she 
wanted to apply in that situation as well. When she realised that she should not 
interpret simultaneously, she immediately reverted to the consecutive mode of 
interpreting. It is worth noticing that this interpreter in particular has just become a 
qualified interpreter, having passed her DPSI exam just before participating in the 
study.  
4.4.4.3. Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience 
From the quantitative analysis, it appears that the qualified interpreters with 
significant experience produced the highest number of interaction problems. The 
number of problems is high because of one interpreter in particular, whose 
renditions were often not very clear and difficult to comprehend. They were often 
distorted by her interruptions and several occurrences of code-switching. Similarly 
to the situation in the content-related problems category, this was quite surprising 
because this interpreter, QI-SE3, was the most experienced amongst all interpreters 
participating in the study.  
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The other two interpreters interrupted the flow of the interview in order to ask for 
repetition to make sure that they have understood information correctly. Both of 
them used techniques for interrupting the speaker described by Mulayim et al. 
(2014), i.e. asking for repetition and repeating the same to inform the other speaker 
of what was being said. One of the interpreters also applied overlapping talk and 
that was when the caution was being read to the Detainee. The Qualified Interpreter 
with Significant Experience 2 when she heard the Interviewing Officer saying ‘You 
do not have to say anything…’ started interpreting simultaneously. When she 
realised that the Interviewing Officer was not going to divide the caution into chunks, 
she let him finish the caution and then repeated the whole caution in Polish. She 
later stated the following: ‘I know I jumped in straight to interpreting, interrupting the 
IO and this is because this is my experience from real-life assignments at the police 
station. Police officers usually stop after uttering the first sentence and I sort of 
expected it to happen here as well.’ 
As said earlier, the Qualified Interpreter with Significant Experience 3 often 
produced renditions that did not convey the correct meaning and were difficult to 
comprehend by the listener, for example: 
Example 71 – QI-SE3, turn 20: 
DET: Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na 
nim leżała poziomnica. // Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do 
pracy.  
BT: I couldn’t push her away. There was a radiator by the wall and there was 
a spirit level on it. // I took it, I hit her with it and then I went to work. 
INT asking DET: ‘Ona nie mogła pani odepchnąć od siebie?’   
BT: ‘She couldn’t push you away?’ 
DET repeats: ‘Ja nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie’ 
BT: ‘I couldn’t push her away’ 
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INT: I couldn’t push her away from me. // (.)There was (.) heater by the wall 
and poziomnica, was it poziomnica? Something was called, something like 
that [pointing at the spirit level on the desk], something like this.  
INT speaks to IO in English: I do not know what it is in Polish. // And so I took 
this and with my hands I hit her with this. And then I went to work. 
As seen above, QI-SE3 asked the Detainee for clarification to which she had a 
response. She then continued with rendering this utterance into English in which 
she applied code-switching, using a Polish word ‘poziomnica’ (BT: spirit level) and 
towards the end of her rendition she added a question ‘Was it poziomnica?’ Then 
she continued with her flow of thoughts stating ‘something was called, something 
like that’. Then she spoke in the first person to the Interviewing Officer stating ‘I don’t 
know what it is in Polish’ after which she continued interpreting into English. In the 
think-aloud exercise she did not see anything wrong in the way she handled the 
situation and only commented on the fact that she did not know the English 
equivalent to ‘poziomnica’ (EN: spirit level). Because of that, she wanted to point at 
the spirit level, to show the Interviewing Officer that this was what the Detainee has 
mentioned.  
As seen above, it appears that the interpreter was thinking aloud when rendering 
into English. It seems that she did not consider the fact that the participants in the 
role-play were listening and that they were trying to make sense of her deliberations. 
Because of her approach, her renditions were unusable. This had a negative effect 
on the flow of the interview and it appeared as if the interpreter was incompetent to 
manage the situation, let alone creating a bridge of communication.    
4.4.4.4. Conclusion 
Looking at the performance of interpreters within all three groups, it appears that 
the trainee interpreters dealt with interaction situations in the most efficient and 
appropriate way. When they interrupted the flow of the conversation, they informed 
both parties of the reasons for that and managed the situation according to 
interruption techniques. This could be because training has put emphasis on such 
aspects as interactional dimension that have not been historically accounted for and 
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it seems that it has been taken on board mostly by the ‘newly trained generations’ 
of interpreters. The qualified interpreters with little experience also dealt 
appropriately with situations requiring clarifications, but the use of interruption 
techniques was not systematically applied. The performance of qualified 
interpreters with significant experience was somewhat lowered overall by one 
interpreter in particular, who did not apply any interruption techniques and created 
renditions that were quite difficult to comprehend.  
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5. Discussion 
The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the quality of interpreting in the legal 
system, namely during police-suspect interviews. The specific objectives were to 
systematically explore the performance of interpreters and to examine if and how 
the quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews varies across three 
groups of interpreters with different features and characteristics. The objective was 
also to establish the factors that actually influence the quality of interpreting in the 
police setting and find links between interpreters’ profiles and their performance. In 
order to meet these aims and objectives, a number of research questions were 
posed: 
1. How can the quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews be 
assessed? 
2. What factors influence the quality of interpreting during police-suspect 
interviews? 
3. How does the quality provided by different interpreters during police-suspect 
interviews vary in relation to their profile and what is the relation between 
interpreter profile and quality of interpreting? 
This chapter will focus on critically discussing to what extent the researcher was 
able to answer the research questions, what the answers are and the broader 
meaning of the findings. Section 5.1. will discuss which theoretical frameworks were 
used for this study and why as well as the rationale for adopting a multi-method 
approach to answer the first research question. Section 5.2. will focus on factors 
that influence the quality of interpreting and Section 5.3. will show the relationship 
between interpreters’ profiles and the quality of their work. 
5.1. Assessing quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews 
Research on Interpreting Quality has shown that quality is a very complex 
phenomenon. Different approaches to describing and assessing quality have been 
adopted; some scholars focus on conducting empirical investigation, while others 
attempt a broader conceptualisation of interpreting quality. Nevertheless, the 
consensus is that different perspectives need to be considered. As stated in Chapter 
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2 (Literature review), quality has been approached from different angles, i.e. through 
the self-perception of interpreters (Bühler, 1986; Pöchhacker, 2000; Chiaro et al., 
2004; Martin et al., 2009a, 2009b), through surveying user expectations (Kurz, 
1993, 1994, 2001; Kopczyński, 1994; Fowler, 1995; Garber et al., 1995; Moser, 
1995; Pöchhacker, 2000; Collados Aís, 2002; Perez et al., 2004; Christensen, 2010) 
and finally through assessing interpreting performance (Barik, 1971; Hale, 1997, 
2001, 2002; Krouglov, 1999; Pym, 1999; Jacobsen, 2001; Russell, 2002; Nakane, 
2007; Braun, 2013). 
Due to the majority of existing research on quality focusing on conference 
interpreting, and not on public service interpreting, more specifically, legal 
interpreting, the current study adapted existing approaches of quality to the legal 
setting. A number of studies contributed to the creation of analysis criteria. They 
were Barik’s (1971) categorisation of departures, Kalina’s (2002) framework for 
determining factors that affect quality of interpreting and Braun’s (2013) approach 
to assessing the quality of interpreting. These theoretical frameworks are further 
discussed in Section 5.1.2. of this chapter. 
Considering the scarcity of research focusing on quality in legal interpreting, the first 
research question was in fact linked to the methodological approach itself, that is, it 
aimed at assessing the approach chosen for this study. 
Due to the complexity of interpreting quality, an empirical study of quality required 
a multi-method approach and therefore the current project combined survey-based, 
observation-based and introspective methods. In particular, a mixed method 
approach combining qualitative and quantitative empirical investigation was 
developed and applied to this study. The mixed method approach is encouraged by 
Pöchhacker (2011), Hale and Napier (2013) in order to better capture the complexity 
of interpreting and was successfully applied in this study. The questionnaire survey 
was used as an instrument to collect demographic background information on the 
interpreters who participated in the study. A simulation of a police-suspect interview 
was performed in order to collect empirical data for analysis and a set of problem 
categories against which the gathered data could be analysed was devised, which 
was based on selected quality criteria to meet the requirements for interpreting 
quality in the legal context. Retrospective think-aloud protocol was performed in the 
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reflective sessions in order to investigate the process of thinking whilst interpreting 
and decision-making mechanisms. 
Overall, the results were not fully in line with what the researcher had expected to 
see and have shown that finding answers to research questions is not 
straightforward, but also that the findings do not give a clear cut picture. Although 
the proposed model for assessing the quality appears to serve its purpose, it is not 
free of shortcomings.   
The following section will evaluate each of the methods and will demonstrate the 
strengths and weaknesses of applying them in this study. 
5.1.1. The questionnaire survey 
Questionnaire surveys have been used in research for quite a long time and have 
been recognised as an effective way of collecting information in a study (Anderson, 
1998; Wilkinson et al., 2003; Denscombe, 2007). Chapter 3 (Methodology) stated 
that in order to assess the quality of interpreting, it is necessary to collect 
demographic background information on each participating interpreter so that an 
interpreter profile can be created. It was envisaged that this would enable the 
researcher to establish the link between the quality of work produced by an 
interpreter and their qualifications and experience.  
The questionnaire that was used in this study (see Appendix 2) allowed the 
researcher to quickly and effectively elicit comparable information on participating 
interpreters. It provided basic information on interpreters’ backgrounds and 
experience, their working languages, areas of work, an estimate of numbers of 
hours worked as an interpreter, qualifications and memberships of professional 
bodies, as well as some basic information on observance of a professional Code of 
Conduct. This information was used in conjunction with think-aloud comments and 
the researcher’s observations when analysing interpreters’ performance.  
When analysing the performance, it was noticed that some aspects of the 
questionnaire could have been developed further. For example, section d) of the 
questionnaire asks for interpreters’ working languages. The interpreters could list 
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up to three languages as language A, B, C. In most of the cases, interpreters stated 
only one language, i.e. English, which indicated that they work in the English-Polish 
language combination. However, one interpreter, QI-SE3, stated that in addition to 
Polish she has two working languages, namely English and Spanish. From the 
questionnaire it was not entirely clear whether the experience that she stated in 
sections f), g), and h) related to interpreting between English and Polish or perhaps 
English and Spanish or even Polish and Spanish. Therefore, the researcher 
assumed that the interpreter meant English-Polish combination, although this may 
not be the case and the experience stated in those sections may cover interpreting 
into Spanish as well. This in principle, however, should not have an impact on the 
findings of this study as the same interpreting techniques should be applied 
regardless of the language combination. 
Another area that would possibly require some amendments is section i) of the 
questionnaire. In this section, interpreters are asked to rate their familiarity with 
professional Codes of Conduct. For those interpreters who stated that they are 
familiar with the CoC it is not clear how familiar they are. Therefore, perhaps in 
future a scale presenting the level of their familiarity, i.e. from 1 to 5 could be added 
to this section of the questionnaire so that the level of familiarity is better defined. 
Likewise, section m) of the questionnaire asks interpreters to what extent they think 
the CoC is helpful. Such answers as ‘very helpful’, ‘helpful’, ‘not too helpful’, ‘not 
helpful at all’ do not indicate what is helpful or unhelpful in the given CoC. Therefore, 
a revised version of the questionnaire could have an open-ended section for 
interpreters to elaborate further on the usefulness/uselessness of the CoC they are 
abiding by.  
Also, the questionnaire seems to be lacking a question on whether the participating 
interpreters attended a preparatory course before sitting their DPSI exam and if so, 
when it took place. It is known that trainee interpreters attended the course because 
they were recruited whilst studying but this piece of information is unknown when it 
comes to the qualified interpreters. The analysis has shown that trainee interpreters 
dealt more efficiently with coordinating the speakers during the role-play exercise 
and this is associated with them being recently trained on coordination techniques. 
Therefore, knowing whether qualified interpreters attended a similar course and if 
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so, when, would hopefully shed some light on why they struggled with coordinating 
the speakers when interpreting.  
Overall, despite a number of shortcomings being identified, it is felt that these did 
not influence the findings as the questionnaire served its instrumental purpose of 
collecting demographic background information on interpreters as per its prescribed 
function. 
5.1.2. The role-play exercise and problem categories 
In order to obtain data that could be systematically analysed, a fixed, scripted role-
play was used for this study (see Appendix 1). The same role-play was used for all 
participating interpreters to elicit a comparable set of data, which could be analysed 
in different ways. The gathered data was sorted and filtered in such a way that each 
problem category within the set of criteria was looked at from different angles 
individually, per interpreter and as a group of interpreters. 
Although the data does not come from a natural environment, i.e. authentic police-
suspect interviews, the content of the role-play was adapted from an authentic 
encounter giving an element of realism. In addition, since the role-play exercise was 
conducted under experimental conditions, it was also possible to control all 
variables. A similar approach, building on simulated police interviews was 
previously applied by Braun (2013) with great success and therefore it was decided 
that such approach would be the most appropriate in terms of achieving the required 
comparable set of data, which could only be collected this way.  
Data obtained from real-life interviews would not provide the researcher with data, 
which could be easily compared as no two police-suspect interviews are the same. 
Also, in order to analyse real-life interviews, a significant amount of data would have 
to be gathered. This would be impossible to achieve because of confidentiality and 
also because such data would not be fully comparable. 
Another positive aspect of using scripted interviews was that the scripts were 
available for reference for the reflective sessions of the current study. The think-
aloud exercise will be described in Section 5.1.3. below. 
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Since a scripted role-play was used for the study, and since the content of the role-
play was divided into chunks, interlocutors were able to pause their delivery at 
similar points in the transcript to keep the conditions comparable. This was also 
helpful for analytical purposes, when looking at and comparing specific chunks and 
their renditions more closely. It also enabled the researcher to identify the areas 
where quality of interpreting seemed to be challenged and to compare these areas 
amongst individuals as well as groups of interpreters.  
As for the shortcomings of using a fixed, scripted interview role-play, it was noticed 
that using a fixed script often resulted in a less natural interaction. Even though the 
role-players were trained and instructed to keep eye contact, not to read the script 
and stop when the text required them to do so (indicated by a double-slash), they 
did not always follow these instructions and sometimes even changed the structure 
of the sentence. Perhaps in future simulations, the interlocutors could be better 
instructed to speak at the same pace, follow instructions on when to pause their 
delivery and be more natural in order to make data even more comparable. 
Another problem arose when TI2 added a significant amount of information to her 
rendition. In a real-life situation, such interpretation would have an impact on how 
the questioning would go from that point onwards and perhaps would trigger the 
Interviewing Officer or the Detainee to respond differently. However, given the 
scripted nature of the role-play, the interlocutors carried on with their turns.  
As far as analysis criteria are concerned, and following from what has been said 
above, different approaches to investigating interpreting quality are available. Most 
of them, however, apply to conference interpreting and not to the legal setting. In 
order to assess quality in interpreting in the legal setting, those theoretical 
approaches expounded in Chapter 2 (Literature review) had to be adapted in order 
to create analysis criteria suitable for this study. The main contributors to these 
criteria were Barik (1971), Kalina (2002) and Braun (2013), whose prescriptive and 
descriptive approaches linked with DPSI examination assessment criteria for Unit 1 
examination, were used to create a set of categories against which interpreting 
performance in the chosen legal setting could be analysed. Although Barik was 
criticised for being prescriptive and for not taking into account the interpreting 
situation, his approach was balanced out by the descriptive approach taken by 
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Kalina and Braun, who did consider the interpreting setting. The DPSI examination 
assessment criteria for Unit 1 were also very useful in the process of deriving 
problem categories. These categories were developed by experienced linguists who 
work in public service interpreting settings, and are used to assess candidates 
taking the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting exam. 
The set of criteria that was derived consisted of four macro-level problem categories 
against which the performance of individual interpreters, as well as of groups of 
interpreters were looked at and analysed systematically. These problem categories 
were content-related, linguistic, presentation and interaction and they provided 
comparable data. Although quality assessment conducted from the problem 
categories perspective is quite common in conference interpreting (Moser-Mercer, 
1996; Clifford, 2001; Kurz, 2001; Pöchhacker, 2001; Kalina, 2002, 2005; Niska, 
2005), no previous studies in dialogue interpreting have looked at the quality from 
that angle. Therefore, the categorisation of problems conducted in this study 
enabled the researcher to capture matters that have not been captured before.  
Although there have been situations where one problem overlapped across different 
problem categories, this was resolved by counting these problems twice, as two 
different problems, and discussed as such. For instance, Example 45 shows a 
situation where QI-LE3 corrects herself by adding a more appropriate word. This 
could be considered as an addition, which belongs to a group of content-related 
problems, or as self-repair, which belongs to a group of presentation problems. The 
categorisation of problems was also suitable in that it allowed the researcher to 
count, sort and filter data for ease of analysing the occurrences.  
The approach of devising problem categories may not be considered as objective, 
however it showed some tendencies and it helped to arrive at some general 
conclusions. For example, it was discovered that there is a link between content-
related problems and presentation problems. When an interpreter, for instance, 
inaccurately rendered a meaning, a content-related problem was produced. Then 
the interpreter realised this inaccuracy, and corrected her rendition, thus producing 
a presentation problem. This illustrates that the interpreter was making a strategic 
effort aimed at resolving a difficulty and therefore such a method should not be 
treated as a problem.  
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What is more, it was discovered that although the number of occurrences in the 
content-related problems category was high, not all of these occurrences were 
problematic with a negative effect on communication but served a specific purpose 
(self-repair) in conveying the message correctly and could be a result of double 
counting of problems. Nevertheless, these problem categories were consistently 
applied throughout the study and relevant examples were discussed, which helped 
to achieve consistency.  
As for the negative aspects of using problem categories it can be said that 
categorising problems may blur the bigger picture of quality as quality is presented 
at each problem category level and so does not give a clear picture of quality on the 
whole. This, on the other hand, proved to be useful as it clearly showed at which 
problem categories interpreters struggle the most. Also, as indicated above, 
considering the small set of data that was used in this research, this was the best 
approach to categorise the problems and analyse them accordingly.  
A further area that can be considered as problematic was the lack of consideration 
of language directionality. Given the size of the data and time limitations, it was 
decided that taking into account language directionality was not necessary and 
therefore was not applied in the study. Nonetheless, language direction was noted 
when analysing the data and could easily be analysed to a greater extent as the 
direction into which the rendition was made was recorded at the analysis stage (see 
Section 3.1.3.5). Overall, the lack of language directionality did not appear to have 
a negative effect on the success of conducting this research and so the decision of 
not applying language directionality proved to be right. 
Another aspect that may be considered as an area for improvement was having 
only four problem categories. These categories were divided into sub-categories 
and they were derived from the scholarly literature. Considering the time limitations 
of this study as well as the limited size of the dataset, it is believed that the available 
four problem categories are sufficient to answer the first research question. What is 
more, even though each category was divided into a number of sub-categories, 
some of these did not occur in the given set of data. 
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The following section will look at all four problem categories individually to illustrate 
how they contributed to answering the first research question. 
Content-related problems category 
The content-related problems category was introduced in order to explore how 
interpreters would cope with conveying the sense of the original message with 
clarity and accuracy and how they would handle intercultural references. This 
category was sub divided into the following six sub-categories: accuracy, additions, 
clarity, coherence, omissions and substitutions.  
Application of this category proved to be successful as it clearly showed where 
problems lay; thanks to sub-categories, these problems were classified accordingly, 
thus giving a clear picture of the most problematic areas within the content-related 
problems category, i.e. with accuracy, omissions and additions.  
One aspect that could be considered for future studies is how additions are treated 
in terms of counting them. As it was stated in Chapter 3 (Methodology), all 
occurrences of additions were treated as potential problems, i.e. as deviations from 
the source text, but in practice, only 32% of all additions had significant or minimal 
impact. Jacobsen (2001) also observed that additions made by interpreters carry 
various levels of impact and that not all of them have a negative effect on 
communication. Therefore, counting all additions as potential problems results in 
having an inflated view of this phenomenon and therefore the way the additions are 
counted should be improved.  
It is believed that the types of omissions made by interpreters could be further 
investigated. According to Napier, interpreters use omissions “proactively, making 
conscious strategic decisions” (2004:136) and that there are different types of 
omissions. She states that many factors can influence the rate and types of 
omissions being made; one example being familiarity with the discourse 
environment or context of situation. Therefore, a deeper analysis of omissions 
would shed light on whether omissions made by interpreters participating in the 
study were made consciously or unconsciously and whether the type of these 
omissions was influenced by situational context, for example. The outcome of such 
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analysis would support the researcher in establishing the factors that influence the 
quality of interpreting. 
Presentation problems category 
The presentation problems category was used in order to analyse the delivery of 
interpretation: the reflection of tone, emotion and non-verbal signs, pronunciation, 
false-starts, hesitation, repetitions and self-correctness. This category was sub-
divided into the following sub-categories: false-starts, hesitations, repetitions, self-
corrections and self-repairs.  
Thanks to this problem category it was possible to capture what factors distort 
presentation and why, and if it has any impact on other factors in the process of 
interpreting, i.e. whether it creates confusion between the speakers, leads to 
miscommunication or distorts the flow of communication.  
Although a small set of data was used for this study, it showed some relevant 
tendencies that supported the researcher in answering all the research questions. 
For instance, it was discovered that trainee interpreters who participated in the study 
used self-repairs to correct unclear renditions. Qualified interpreters with little 
experience correct their unsuccessful renditions and repeat or rephrase their 
renditions to clarify the situation for the benefit of the speakers. Qualified interpreters 
with significant experience, on the other hand, do not correct their renditions, but 
rephrase them for clarification purposes where they think that small details may 
have a significant impact on conveying the message with full accuracy. It may seem 
that this problem category is not clearly defined but this is not the case. These were 
strategic decisions made by interpreters in order to achieve full clarity for the benefit 
of the speakers and were treated as such. 
Linguistic problems category  
The linguistic problems category was applied in order to explore how interpreters 
cope in terms of grammatical correctness, their ability to render both languages 
idiomatically and naturally. This explores whether they use correct syntax and 
vocabulary, if they are consistent with the use of terminology, if appropriate 
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language and register for the given situation are applied and whether they adhere 
to the norms and conventions of the given language. 
The use of this problem category revealed that the grammatical aspect of 
interpretation was the most problematic in the given set of data. This outcome is 
quite interesting and it could lead to further development of research in this area. 
Since grammar seems to be considered as problematic, the outcome of future 
studies could lead to the development of training courses for interpreters focusing 
on tackling this problem. 
The linguistic problems category also revealed that the more experienced the 
interpreter is, the more qualifications the interpreter holds, the fewer linguistic 
problems occur. This raises a valid point and greatly supports the researcher in 
answering research questions.  
In Section 4.1. it was said that language directionality was not taken into 
consideration for this study. This may be treated as a drawback of the current 
approach where it would be interesting to see if these grammatical problems are 
language direction dependent; however, considering the size and time limitations of 
this study this is not treated as such. 
Interaction problems category 
Interaction problems category covered aspects of communication being broken 
between the speakers, problems related to applying management strategies when 
the interpreter’s intervention was necessary, problems related to overlapping talk 
as well as problems with coordinating the flow of the interview. 
Although the number of occurrences of problems in this category was relatively 
small in comparison with other problem categories, this category has greatly 
contributed to answering the research questions.  
The interaction problem category has clearly shown how interpreters intervene 
when clarification is needed, what techniques they use to coordinate the flow of the 
interview and how they cope with overlapping talk. More importantly, it has shown 
that despite the lack of experience and qualification, trainee interpreters dealt with 
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interaction situations in the most efficient and appropriate way amongst all groups 
of interpreters, which indicates that professional training prepares them well for such 
situations. 
5.1.3. Retrospective think-aloud protocols 
According to Jääskeläinen (2001), retrospective think-aloud protocols allow the 
researcher to gather information about what the translator is thinking whilst 
translating a text. The TAPs have also been successfully applied in interpreting 
studies to gather the required data (Braun, 2007, 2012).  
For the purpose of this study, in order to answer the research questions, the 
researcher wanted to investigate how participating interpreters would comment on 
their performance, what aspects of their interpretation they would discuss and more 
importantly, what went on in their minds whilst interpreting. In order to support them 
with this task, prior to watching a recording of their own performance, interpreters 
were provided with a copy of the role-play script for their reference. This in many 
cases seemed to support interpreters in the task of retrieving what went on in their 
minds during the think-aloud exercise. 
Their comments have also provided the researcher with examples of decision-
making mechanisms. It was observed that this task was also beneficial to 
interpreters themselves as it made them think about what they said, how they 
behaved, what they omitted intentionally or unintentionally. Most of all, it showed 
them how careful they have to be whilst interpreting in order not to omit, change, 
add, substitute or break the flow of communication between the speakers in general, 
not just in the police-suspect interview.  
The think-aloud exercise has also shown an interesting phenomenon. It 
demonstrated how differently interpreters in these three groups think. It was 
observed that trainee interpreters were thinking more about how to improve their 
own renditions, whereas experienced interpreters were linking facts that they had 
been exposed to, making connections between them. Those interpreters who are 
also teachers (two out of three in the group of QI-SEs) provided much more 
information on their thinking processes and their performance, to the extent that 
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they were surprised by how many processes took place in the head of an interpreter 
and how many aspects required attention.  
All in all this method was very successful and so it is difficult to find limitations of 
this technique. A point to note though is that not all interpreters were equally pro-
active in commenting on their thinking processes. Even if the researcher prompted 
interpreters to comment on areas that required attention, i.e. where it was apparent 
that something must have gone in interpreters’ minds, some interpreters did not see 
anything to comment on and did not want to discuss it with the researcher. This, on 
the other hand, shows that TAP can give cues to different levels of self-awareness, 
which is clearly illustrated by the comments made by interpreters in these three 
groups of interpreters. 
5.1.4. Conclusion 
According to Article 6(3) of the European Convention on Human Rights, it is a legal 
requirement that every person charged with a criminal offence has the right “to have 
the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language 
used in court” (ECHR, 2013:10). What is more, the Directive 2010/64/EU of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 20 October 2010 puts strong emphasis 
on quality, stating that it should be “sufficient to safeguard the fairness of the 
proceedings, in particular by ensuring that suspected or accused persons have 
knowledge of the case against them and are able to exercise their right to defence” 
(EUR-Lex, 2013). With this in mind, one of the objectives of this study was to 
investigate how quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews could be 
assessed to make sure that the rights of those non-English speakers involved in 
legal proceedings are not compromised.  
Considering the complexity of the subject matter and the lack of empirical research 
into quality in public service interpreting, and more specifically, legal interpreting, 
the current project was undertaken. Since most existing academic publications 
concentrate on conference interpreting, this study adapted existing approaches so 
that they could be used for the above-described purpose. 
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Looking back at the first research question about the ways of assessing quality of 
interpreting during police-suspect interviews, it can be concluded that despite some 
limitations and areas requiring improvement, the proposed model for assessing the 
quality of interpreting served its purpose. 
The mixed, multi-method approach combining qualitative and quantitative empirical 
investigation enabled the researcher to collect and triangulate data of different 
natures. The questionnaires provided the researcher with background information 
on participants. The role-play simulation provided a good source of data for 
analytical purposes and enabled the testing of the taxonomy developed. The 
problem categories that were developed based on previous research provided 
criteria against which interpreters’ performance was analysed. Retrospective think-
aloud exercises allowed the researcher to shed some light on the interpreter’s 
approach to interpreting and elucidate the reasons behind the occurrence of certain 
problems. 
The following section will focus on discussing factors that influence the quality of 
interpreting. It will look at interpreters’ profiles and other factors influencing 
interpreters’ performance. 
5.2. Factors that influence the quality of interpreting 
As explained in Chapter 3 (Methodology), in order to answer the research question 
related to factors that influence the quality of interpreting it was necessary to create 
a profile of each interpreter (see Table 2) and then analyse it in connection with their 
performance, comments obtained during think-aloud exercise and observational 
notes taken by the researcher during the role-play exercise. This multi-method 
approach enabled the researcher to identify a comprehensive range of factors that 
influence the quality, especially through the analysis of the interpreters’ profiles and 
TAPs. 
The analysis of interpreters’ profiles revealed that these three groups of interpreters 
are not homogenous. There are visible differences between these groups, starting 
with the group of trainee interpreters showing a lack of professional experience and 
qualifications, ending with the group of qualified interpreters with significant 
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experience being far more advanced in every aspect from number of hours worked 
in the industry, to qualifications obtained, and familiarity with the Code of Conduct. 
The following section will first discuss interpreters’ profiles and links between the 
profiles and quality of their work. Then it will focus on factors that affected the 
performance of interpreters. 
5.2.1. Trainee Interpreters 
In Chapter 4 (Analysis), it was shown that the performance of trainee interpreters 
overall seems to be of the poorest quality amongst all three groups of interpreters. 
This is evidenced by their professional profiles, which indicate that the factors 
contributing to producing the poorest quality are a lack of experience and 
interpreting qualifications that would enable them to produce work of a better quality. 
Interpreters’ professional profiles also display a lack of familiarity with interpreters’ 
Code of Conduct, which directs interpreters about how they should act and how 
they should interpret, what, if anything, can be omitted, what register should be 
used, if they should create cultural links between the speakers and so on. Therefore, 
this can also be considered as a factor negatively affecting the quality of their work. 
There were also factors present in their work that positively affected the quality of 
their interpretations. It appeared that TIs seem to be the strongest when it comes to 
interaction problems category. According to their profiles, all three interpreters were 
students on an interpreting course when they participated in the study and it appears 
that the newly acquired knowledge and skills on speaker coordination techniques 
during dyadic exchanges were fresh in their minds and well-rehearsed. Therefore, 
they did not seem to find coordinating speakers challenging and managed it well. 
Consequently, the quality of their work at the interaction level was of a good 
standard. This was interesting to observe as according to Russell, interventions that 
the interpreter makes may have “far-reaching effects on both the process and the 
outcomes of the investigative interview” and can have “negative effect upon the 
production of a clear tape-recording for transcription” (2002:124). This was not the 
case in the current study as interventions made by trainee interpreters had a positive 
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effect on the quality of their work and facilitated a clear channel of communication 
between the speakers. 
The quality of these interpreters’ performance was also quite good in terms of the 
presentation of their renditions. Contributing factors to this would be the fact that 
they must practice interpreting a lot during their courses, where they are not 
exposed to stress and a lack of familiarity with the situation and work in a secured 
and safe environment. The good level of interpreting at the presentation level was 
however compromised by problems that occurred at the content-related category 
level. This again could be linked to their profiles where the contributing factor may 
be the fact that due to a lack of experience, they did not listen for nuances or did 
not pay much attention to detail in renditions produced by the speakers. 
An interesting tendency started emerging in this group of interpreters whereby the 
interpreter (TI1) who had some prior qualifications in language studies produced the 
lowest number of problems in the linguistic problems category. This would suggest 
that interpreters having linguistic qualifications of any sort are more inclined to pay 
attention to linguistic accuracy. This was also the case with the profiles and 
performances of interpreters from the other two groups of interpreters, but this will 
be discussed later.  
5.2.2. Qualified Interpreters with Little Experience 
In the group of qualified interpreters with little experience, it appeared that the 
interpreter (QI-LE2), who presented a good quality of work at the content-related 
level was the weakest in the presentation and interaction aspects of interpreting.  
Based on her profile, it may be assumed that the years she worked in the profession 
(15 by the time the study was conducted) gave her enough experience to be 
sensitive to listening for nuances, not to omit or add anything and to make sure that 
information is conveyed with full accuracy. At the same time this may have affected 
her presentation as, based on the data gathered during the exercise as well as her 
think-aloud comments, she often self-repaired her renditions to provide the content 
of the speech correctly, by adding information that she missed or that she did not 
render with full accuracy. Such behaviour was also observed by Jacobsen (2001) 
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who noticed that interpreters do modify their target renditions in an attempt to 
provide effective communication between the speakers.  
Also, QI-LE2’s adherence to NRPSI’s Code of Conduct may have contributed to the 
high quality of work being produced as she does find it helpful and admits adhering 
to it. The code states that “[p]ractitioners shall interpret truly and faithfully what is 
uttered, without adding, omitting or changing anything” (NRPSI Code of Conduct, 
2016) and adherence to this section of the code is observed in her performance 
throughout. Her adherence to the Code of Conduct is also observed in her 
interaction with speakers.  
According to the code, interpreters are allowed to intervene to ask for clarification 
or to point out potential misunderstandings. QI-LE2 asked for repetition and 
interrupted the flow of conversation to clarify or seek explanation but the way she 
did it would indicate that she had forgotten about the coordination techniques taught 
at DPSI preparation courses.  
Similarly to TIs, in this group of interpreters it was discovered that linguistic 
qualifications may constitute a factor that influence the quality of interpreters’ work. 
Within the group of QI-LEs the profile of QI-LE3 indicated that she had studied on a 
course taught in English with at least one interpreting and one translation 
component. This made her the strongest interpreter in this group in terms of good 
quality of work produced at the linguistic level.  
However, her limited experience in interpreting was visible in her performance at 
the content-related category level. Her profile also shows that she was the least 
experienced in interpreting within the legal system and does not have the DPSI, 
which in turn may explain why the quality of accuracy in terms of content was limited 
in her performance. 
This assertion may also be backed up by the fact that QI-LE3 is not a member of a 
professional translation and interpreting body. Therefore, she may not be aware of 
the fact that the professional Code of Conduct, which members of professional 
organisations are required to follow, forbids public service interpreters to add, omit 
or change anything and in her case it seems that she compromised the quality 
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related to content, for flawless renditions produced both ways. This way she showed 
her strength in terms of presentation, which again links to her fluency in both 
languages and switching between them seamlessly. 
Another factor that may influence the quality of work may be the type of experience 
the interpreter possesses. QI-LE1 was the only interpreter in this group of 
interpreters who has ever worked with the police and she seems to be the strongest 
interpreter within this group.  
It may be that her familiarity with the layout and the dynamics of the police-suspect 
interviews played a crucial role in providing a high standard of work that would 
potentially satisfy police officers who require an interpreter to be accurate, faithful 
and able to keep conversational flow of the interview (Perez et al., 2004). What is 
more, she was the only interpreter in the group who paid attention to the form of 
how police caution was uttered to the detainee. In the role-play exercise, the 
interlocutor who played the Investigation Officer split the caution into chunks. This 
interpreter was the only one in this group who in the think-aloud exercise 
commented on it stating that in a real-life situation police officers would usually read 
out the caution in one chunk and that she was prepared to hear and render it in one 
chunk too.  
5.2.3. Qualified Interpreters with Significant Experience 
It was expected that the group of qualified interpreters with significant experience 
would provide the highest standards of interpretation amongst all three groups of 
interpreters. It turned out not to be the case. The quality of interpreting in this group 
was lowered by one interpreter in particular. The other two interpreters presented 
work at a high standard. Based on their profiles and think-aloud comments some 
interesting factors that influence the quality of interpreting also emerged. 
The quality of work of QI-SE1 seems to be at the highest level not only within this 
group of interpreters but amongst all participants. Her profile backs up this assertion 
as it presents that she was the most educated and experienced, considering the 
number of areas she worked in and courses that she completed (see Table 2). 
Interestingly, Ortega Herráez et al. (2008:142) observed that it was recognised by 
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interpreters themselves that “good background in translation and interpreting” is an 
essential quality to work as an interpreter.  
What is more, QI-SE1 is also a member of the Chartered Institute of Linguists and 
the National Register of Public Service Interpreters. This leads to adherence to 
Codes of Conduct of these professional bodies and familiarity with them. The 
interpreter has also stated that she finds these codes very helpful and declared 
adherence to them. 
When it comes to her comments made during the think-aloud exercise, these have 
also shown her thorough understanding of the complexity of legal interpreting as 
well as her extensive experience as an interpreter. Her approach to interpreting was 
different in comparison to other interpreters. She discussed her decision-making 
processes where, for example, she had to make a decision about whether it was 
best to keep the flow of the interview or to look for a better equivalent to a word that 
did not make a difference in the given context. She also talked about nuances that 
she thought about during interpreting, which showed her multi-layered way of 
thinking. 
Looking at the profile of QI-SE2, it can be stated that it also shows some factors that 
may have influenced the quality of her work. She too not only possesses interpreting 
qualifications but also additional language related qualifications, namely an MA in 
Russian Language. It is believed that the fact that she holds other linguistic 
qualifications, in this postgraduate degree in another foreign language can be linked 
to her advanced analytical approach towards interpreting. Amongst all interpreters 
participating in this study, her linguistic performance was of the highest standard. 
Her think-aloud comments revealed that when she was interpreting, she was 
analysing linguistically the renditions uttered by the speakers. She was looking at 
the grammatical structure of these renditions and at English phrasal verbs, which 
would have numerous equivalents in Polish depending on the context. She was 
thinking hard on how to render these grammatical structures in the most accurate 
way, which in turn created some hesitations or self-corrections. In her think-aloud 
comments she also mentioned not being given any context prior to taking part in the 
exercise. The problem of interpreters not being briefed or prepared in terms of 
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context, often due to short notice for assignments, was also highlighted by Perez et 
al. (2004). 
Similarly to QI-SE1, she also was anticipating what would come next and in the 
think-aloud exercise stated that this is what she had learned when she was 
interpreting for the police in real life. When it comes to police caution, she made an 
interesting observation, which is not in line with what QI-LE1 had said. QI-SE2 
stated that in a real-life situation police officers usually stop after uttering the first 
sentence allowing an interpreter to render the given chunk. This would mean that 
police officers are not consistent with their approach either (this phenomenon will 
be discussed in the next section of this chapter). 
The clear picture of factors that positively influence the quality of interpreting in the 
group of QI-SEs was distorted by the profile and performance of QI-SE3. According 
to her profile, this interpreter has over 20 years and 2000 hours of interpreting 
experience and so in theory her performance should be of the best quality. However, 
this was not the case. Her profile also shows that she has three working languages, 
however, as has been said in Section 5.1.1. of this chapter, it is not clear whether 
her experience covers English-Polish combination only or perhaps English-Spanish 
as well.  
Factors that could have an impact on her poor performance could be the fact that 
she had only achieved the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting certificate, which 
is a first degree-level qualification in terms of language skills required (CIoL, 2018). 
Her profile also reveals that although being registered with the National Register of 
Public Service Interpreters, she is not familiar with the NRPSI Code of Conduct. 
QI-SE3 in the think-aloud exercise stated that she no longer interprets for the police 
on a regular basis and therefore was out of sync. She stated that police-suspect 
interviews are routinely performed by police officers and that they do not understand 
the interpreting process, do not know how to work with interpreters and do not 
always consider interpreters and work at their own pace, not considering 
interpreters. This is in line with Perez et al.’s (2004) observations, although Section 
13.3 of the PACE states that the “interviewer should allow sufficient time for the 
interpreter to note each question and answer after each is put, given and 
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interpreted” (PACE, 2015:51). Her justification partially explains her poor 
performance but more importantly, it sheds some light on a bigger picture, i.e. that 
there are also other factors influencing the quality of interpreting.  
The following section will focus on those factors that have influenced the quality of 
work of participating interpreters. 
5.2.4. Other factors affecting the quality of interpreters’ performance 
When thinking about the quality of work produced by interpreters in these three 
groups, not only their profiles and think-aloud comments need to be taken into 
account, but also other factors that may have affected their performance. 
In the examined data, it was observed that the lack of context or preliminary 
information led to some inaccuracies in interpretation or forced interpreters to make 
a strategic decision on how to interpret best. For example, in turn five of the role-
play the IO said: ‘I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones’. QI-SE1 commented 
on that stating that since she was not provided with any information about the role-
play, she had to think twice about how to render this sentence as the word ‘hit’ in 
Polish has many meanings and different equivalents could be used depending on 
the context. She then stated the first thing she had in mind was that someone was 
‘hit by a car’ as earlier in the role-play it was said about taxi drivers. In her mind she 
produced a picture of a car hitting the victim. This also caused her to correct herself 
a second later as she realised that it was a case of an assault and therefore the 
Polish equivalent of the word ‘hit’ that she used was the wrong one in the given 
context.  
The problem of not providing interpreters with the context of situation or preliminary 
information has been discussed in academic publications worldwide (Perez et al., 
2004; Giambruno, 2014; Nakane, 2014; Määttä, 2015; Mikkelson, 2017; Tipton, 
2017). This study also shows that a lack of briefing has a negative effect on the 
quality of interpreters’ work and leads to problems that could have been avoided 
should preliminary information have been provided to the interpreter before starting 
the interpreting task. 
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Pronunciation is another factor that may influence the quality of interpreting. It 
appears that unclear pronunciation or speaking at a fast pace have a negative effect 
on interpreters. They tend to struggle with comprehending what is being said and 
sometimes build up a message, which in their minds makes sense based on the 
information they have already been given. For example, interpreters struggled with 
turn 32 of the role-play where IO asks DET for clarification: ‘Sorry, can you repeat 
that? 13 months?’ A number of interpreters was unsure whether IO had said 
‘thirteen’ or ‘thirty’ and therefore had to ask for repetition or clarification.  
A variation of quality levels can also be observed when the police caution is being 
rendered by interpreters. This section of the interview tends to be interpreted with 
different levels of accuracy, hence presenting different levels of quality. According 
to Hale (2007), interpreters who have not been trained in legal interpreting and have 
not analysed the caution and arrived at a correct translation, will find it difficult to 
adequately interpret this standard piece of the police-suspect interview when 
confronted with it at a police station. In the current research, the problem with 
uttering the caution was mainly related to the way it was put out to the interpreter, 
whether it is presented in one long piece of information or in small chunks. It appears 
that interpreters who memorised the translation of the caution in their languages 
struggled with interpreting it when provided in small chunks and found it easier to 
render when provided in one piece. In reverse, those who did not memorise the 
caution in their languages struggled with the caution being uttered in one piece and 
coped with it better when split into small chunks. This would be in line with Nakane’s 
(2007) findings where her interpreters have shown that caution provided in chunks 
is managed better than when provided in one block. 
It was also observed and confirmed by some interpreters that they were thrown off 
the flow of the interview when they were ‘grabbed’ by the Detainee who was 
illustrating to the Interviewing Officer how she was grabbed by the victim. Many of 
the interpreters were taken by a surprise by being grabbed and discovered that their 
flow of thinking was broken when it happened. As a result, either they have forgotten 
what the Detainee had said or facts were mixed in their minds, in which case they 
needed to interrupt the flow of the interview in order to seek clarification or repetition.  
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Another factor that seemed to have affected the performance of the interpreter was 
when a third party entered the room where the interview was taking place. The 
interpreter stopped interpreting and later stated that such interruption distracted her 
attention. Consequently, she started making mistakes of which she was fully aware.   
5.2.5. Conclusion  
According to Dean and Pollard (2007) and their demand-control schema, the 
interpreting profession is driven by demands and controls. They discovered that 
many factors, such as environmental, interpersonal, paralinguistic and intrapersonal 
demands can affect decision-making in interpreting and that various controls, such 
as skills, decisions or resources available during the assignment can impact on 
interpreters’ work. This project also has shown that many factors can influence the 
quality of interpreting. These factors vary from those observed in interpreters’ 
performance to those over which interpreters do not have much control. It appeared 
that familiarity with the Code of Conduct affects the quality of interpreting as much 
as their linguistic background. It also appeared that limited experience working at a 
police station and unfamiliarity with the settings may influence the quality too. The 
lack of preliminary information, poor pronunciation of the speakers or someone 
entering the interview room may also affect the quality.  
Concluding what has been said above, it is safe to state that thanks to the mixed, 
multi-method approach of qualitative and quantitative empirical investigation it was 
possible to derive a relatively comprehensive range of factors that influence the 
quality of interpreting. Without the combination of different methods, it would 
probably not be possible to identify such a rich set of influencing factors. The next 
step then is to investigate the relationship between interpreters’ profiles and the 
quality of their interpreting. This will be the focus of the following section. 
5.3. Relationship between interpreter profile and quality of interpreting 
As previously noted, the relationship between quality of interpreting and interpreter 
profile is more complex than might have been expected. Throughout this research, 
a number of links between interpreters’ profiles and the quality of their work were 
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discovered. Some of them are specific to a particular group of interpreters some 
show more general tendencies. The following section will discuss these links. 
Based on the combination of different research methods, it was possible to establish 
that, for example, trainee interpreters doubt in their skills and knowledge and always 
seek to improve their renditions. Such behaviour is clearly linked to their profiles as 
the lack of experience, the lack of knowing the dynamics of the authentic police-
suspect interview and more importantly the willingness to improve their performance 
somehow force them to improve the quality of their work.  
What is also characteristic for this group of interpreters is the fact that they are more 
concerned about the quality of their work at a word level, making sure that they use 
the right one-to-one equivalent, not focusing on a broader meaning and picture of 
the given situation. This in a way may be treated as a negative aspect of their work, 
however, as pointed out by Pym (1999), using different variants to describe one 
word can lead to evidence being refused by legal representatives. Therefore, 
looking for one-to-one equivalents and consistent applications of that equivalent can 
actually be considered as a successful strategy in overcoming misunderstandings 
and having evidence being refused. 
What came as a surprise in this group of interpreters was the fact that coordination 
between the speakers during the role-play exercise was managed quite well by 
these interpreters. This attribute appears to be considered positively by respondents 
that took part in Christensen’s (2010) investigation, who unanimously stated that 
asking for repetition or clarification as well as pointing out misunderstandings 
between the parties is rather expected of interpreters. As stated above, trainee 
interpreters might have been taught about coordination techniques during their 
training courses and therefore apply these techniques when interpreting. It can also 
be assumed that qualified interpreters who participated in the study and who gained 
their qualifications some time ago did not have the opportunity to learn such 
techniques during their interpreting preparatory courses, but this cannot be 
determined as it is not known if or when they attended their preparatory courses.  
As already mentioned above, trainee interpreters focused on correctness at the 
word level. Qualified interpreters on the other hand, were more concerned about 
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correctness at the meaning level rather than at word level. Qualified interpreters did 
not pay specific attention to the words that they uttered, instead, they listened more 
for the meaning and then their word choice was made depending on the given 
context. They seemed to be more confident in their linguistic capacity of choosing 
words, but were more concerned about placing correct words in the situation.  
Another aspect that comes to light in the performance of experienced interpreters 
is that when these interpreters work, they anticipate what will be said next or the 
direction the interview is heading to. They ‘imagine’ the situation so that it makes it 
easier for them to interpret. It is possible that such a skill comes with experience as 
trainee interpreters were unable to anticipate what will be said next and were more 
focused on the ‘here and now’. 
The current study has also shown that the most experienced interpreters do not 
have to be the strongest. The fact that an interpreter has 20 years of experience 
would not necessarily mean that the quality of his or her work would be of the 
highest standard. On the contrary, it may mean that if someone does the same job 
for such a long time then they should consider attending refresher courses so that 
they are reminded about the necessity to pay attention to various aspects of 
interpretation, such as clarity, attention to detail or speakers’ coordination.  
Some aspects are common for all interpreters, regardless of their experience or 
qualifications. For instance, all interpreters struggle with maintaining the accuracy 
levels of their interpretations. All of them are also eager to correct shortcomings in 
their interpretations. The techniques they use to ratify such problems largely depend 
on the situation, their confidence and the type of problematic situation.  
It has been recognised that the police caution is characterised by complex grammar 
and concepts that are “not easily translated from English to another language” 
(Laster and Taylor, 1994:134) as well as that, interpreters struggle with rendering 
the caution out of English (Nakane, 2007, 2014). An interesting phenomenon was 
observed in how interpreters dealt with rendering police caution and what their 
comments were about how the caution was read out to them and how they dealt 
with it. Trainee interpreters were frustrated by the fact that although they knew the 
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caution by heart, when it came to rendering it, they failed to do so properly because 
of stress and pressure linked to interlocutors waiting for them to render it.  
Those who had some experience in interpreting commented on the fact that the 
caution was read out in chunks, which made it more difficult for them to render it. 
Their explanation was that they memorised the Polish version of the caution and it 
would have been easier to render it in one chunk. Other interpreters with little 
experience who had some prior experience working with the police stated that 
usually the caution is read out in one piece by police officers and that they were 
taken by a surprise when they were required to render it in one chunk. 
The most experienced interpreters, on the other hand, commented on the fact that 
the caution was read out to them in one chunk. Based on their experience, 
Interviewing Officers tend to split the caution into sentences and that is what they 
expected. They also commented that such police-suspect interviews are routinely 
conducted by police officers and so they do not pay much attention to how and 
whether interpreters are coping. 
Another interesting phenomenon that shows the relationship between interpreters’ 
profiles and the quality of their work is the fact that those interpreters who had some 
qualifications in language studies coped with the linguistic side of interpreting much 
better than those who did not have such qualifications. When interpreting, these 
interpreters paid more attention to the grammatical structures of source renditions 
in both languages, which allowed them to analyse them and make informed 
linguistic decisions before rendering them to target language. 
Likewise, it was also observed that those interpreters who are familiar and abide by 
the Code of Conduct of one or more professional translation and interpreting body, 
interpret truly and faithfully what is uttered. Additions in their renditions were applied 
in order to convey pragmatic meaning of the speeches and were with no or low 
impact. The same was observed by Jacobsen (2001) where Danish court 
interpreters also altered their renditions by including additional words and those 
additions had different impact too. Also, those interpreters who observe the CoC did 
not omit or change anything of great significance in their renditions, which is in line 
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with the outcome of Ortega Herráez et al. (2008) investigation on the role of 
interpreting in police settings. 
As previously noted, the relationship between interpreters’ profiles and the quality 
of their work is not straightforward. There are many factors affecting their 
performance regardless of their profiles. The weakest interpreter from one group of 
interpreters may be stronger in a particular problem category then the strongest 
interpreter in the group of the most experienced interpreters. The most experienced 
interpreter may produce the poorest quality of work. This indicates that neither 
experience nor training alone are enough to arrive at conclusions as to what factors 
affect the quality.  
Further adjustments to the present approach may be required when examining the 
links and relationship between interpreters’ profiles and the quality of their work. 
This falls under the limitations of the current study. Despite these limitations, the 
findings of this study can be used as directions for further research in assessing 
quality of interpreting. These will be discussed in the following chapter.   
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6. Concluding remarks 
As explained in the introduction of this thesis, this project was inspired by personal 
observations made by the researcher after translating a transcript from an authentic 
police-suspect interview. The transcript revealed that due to poor interpretation, the 
detainee and the police officer could not communicate with each other successfully, 
which indicates that the quality of the interpreter’s work was not sufficient to 
“safeguard the fairness of the proceedings” (EUR-Lex, 2013). This also indicated 
that although the EU Directive 2010/64/EU stresses the importance of quality, this 
is not always guaranteed. 
Despite the fact that many attempts with different approaches have been made to 
assess the quality of interpreting, most of the proposed models apply to conference 
interpreting and not to face-to-face dialogue interpreting within the legal sector. 
Legal interpreting and police interpreting in particular seem to be an under-
researched area of investigation. Considering this current gap in research, this 
project was undertaken.  
Because of this current gap in research, the researcher decided to investigate the 
quality of interpreting in the police setting. The study aimed at finding answers to a 
set of specific research questions and sought to create a model for assessing the 
quality of work produced by interpreters working with the police. By doing so, a 
contribution was made to raising quality standards by fulfilling the requirements 
outlined by the EU Law that are beneficial to the interviewing officer, the detainee 
and the whole legal community involved in legal proceedings.  
Although raising quality standards of interpreting in legal settings is the ultimate aim, 
in order to achieve this, it is important to understand what triggers interpreters to 
make particular choices when interpreting, which factors affect their performance 
and if there is a relationship between their professional profile and the quality of 
their work. This thesis investigated the problem by posing a number of research 
questions. 
The first research question was about how the quality of interpreting during police-
suspect interviews could be assessed. It was answered by creating a model for 
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assessing the quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews. The model 
was created by adapting existing approaches in a way that they could be used in 
the legal setting. The proposed model is problem category oriented where the 
performance of interpreters is analysed against a set of criteria that were devised to 
meet the requirements for interpreting quality in the legal context. The quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of interpreters’ performance has shown that this model 
works well in the legal setting. It is also anticipated that this model can also be 
applied in investigating the quality of interpreting in other public service interpreting 
settings, such as medical or local government settings. 
Thanks to the application of this model, it was possible to observe that, for example, 
the more experienced the interpreter is, the more careful when handling detailed 
information provided by one of the speakers and, as a result, produces more 
accurate renditions. Conducting the analysis by using the model also resulted in 
fleshing out that those interpreters who recently completed training are more 
competent in coordinating the speakers than those interpreters who completed their 
training a long time ago.  
Moreover, as a result of using the model, it was observed that the lack of briefing 
had a negative effect on the accuracy of interpreted renditions. This is especially 
important in light of the current situation not only in England but also in other 
countries, where the delivery of preliminary information is often refused or limited to 
a minimum (Perez et al., 2004; Nakane, 2014; Määttä, 2015; Mikkelson, 2017; 
Tipton, 2017).  
The aim of the second research question was to investigate what factors influence 
the quality of interpreting during police-suspect interviews. In this respect, the 
research has shown that many factors can affect the quality of interpreters’ work. 
Some of these factors are linked to interpreters’ profiles and some are not. With 
regard to interpreters’ profiles, the research has shown that there is a link between 
the quality of interpreters’ work and their experience in general and in specific 
settings, for example, in the police setting - the more the interpreter is familiar with 
the setting, the more confident they are interpreting in that setting. It has also shown 
that interpreters’ qualifications can influence the quality of their work, especially 
those qualifications which are obtained within the linguistic field. What is more, 
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observance of the professional Code of Conduct was also recognised to have 
influenced the quality of interpreting. These findings would suggest that in order to 
guarantee high standards of interpreters’ work, only those interpreters who are 
members of a professional body and those who have gained a significant 
experience in interpreting should be permitted to work as interpreters in the criminal 
justice system.  
Apart from factors linked to interpreters’ profiles, the study highlighted that there 
were also many factors affecting the performance that are not linked to the profiles 
and are dependent on the situation or how the speaker utters the message. For 
example, someone entering the interview room may distort the flow of the interview, 
the interpreter’s concentration in particular. Similarly, an interviewing officer’s 
pronunciation may be difficult to understand for the interpreter, causing a range of 
comprehension and production problems. These findings would indicate that legal 
representatives who work with interpreters should make sure that the setting in 
which the interpreter is required to work is as free from any distractions as possible 
and that their pronunciation is clear and easy to understand and follow.  
However, it is also important to remember that some of these findings may be similar 
to findings in other types of interpreting, such as in healthcare settings (Guelman et 
al., 2014; Hadziabdic et al., 2016; Laws et al., 2002), since the environment, working 
conditions or interpreter’s qualifications are not specific or exclusive to police 
interpreting.   
The third research question sought to investigate the relationship between 
interpreters’ profiles and the quality of their work. When an attempt was made to 
answer RQ3, it was discovered that it is difficult to establish a clear cut, 
straightforward relationship between those two. It was expected that the 
performance of trainee interpreters would be the weakest overall, but the results 
seem to indicate that this is not necessarily the case. TIs appear to be the weakest 
in the content-related problems category but this was expected given their lack of 
experience. However, as mentioned in various sections above, they seem to be the 
strongest in the interaction problems category. Therefore, it cannot be stated that 
because of the lack of experience, as indicated by their profiles, these interpreters 
are the weakest. 
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Similarly, the relationship between the profiles of qualified interpreters with 
significant experience and the quality of their work could not be clearly established 
either. It was expected that this group of interpreters would perform the best and so 
the quality of their work would be of the highest standards, but as the analysis has 
shown, this is not the case. The analysis has shown that their performance in the 
majority of problem categories was actually poorer than the performance of qualified 
interpreters with little experience. Although some links between interpreter profile 
and the quality of work have been established, it is felt that further research into that 
area would be required.  
Limitations of the study and directions for future research 
As mentioned in Chapter 3 (Methodology), this project is not free from limitations. 
Some of these limitations are within the researcher’s control but could not be 
rectified due to the restricted time of this study and some are beyond researcher’s 
control. This section will focus on those limitations that are beyond researcher’s 
control and which, when overcome, would constitute avenues for further research. 
One of the limitation concerns is the type of interpreters that participated in this 
study. This research was limited to having only female interpreters taking part, as 
firstly, according to the NRPSI list of interpreters, more female interpreters work in 
the field and secondly, only female interpreters expressed their interest to partake.  
The researcher tried to mitigate this limitation by conducting an in-depth analysis of 
each of the nine female participants, i.e. by gathering a rich set of data for each 
interpreter by means of using questionnaires as well as using think-aloud protocols. 
This has enabled the researcher to identify important tendencies in interpreting 
quality, which may or may not be gender specific, and the factors influencing them. 
Therefore, even if it is not possible to generalise the observations beyond the 
sample, the tendencies that they revealed provide interesting points for future 
research.  
Furthermore, it is believed that a mixture of male and female participating 
interpreters in each group of interpreters would provide a more varied set of data 
for analysis, and so, some more interesting observations on the quality of work could 
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be made. It would be desirable to recruit both, male and female interpreters, so that 
a balance between the genders would be kept. Having both male and female 
interpreters participating in the study would also allow the researcher to take a more 
nuanced approach to experience and perhaps devise different groups based on the 
features of their gender, background and qualifications. 
A second limitation of this project may be perceived to be the use of a fixed interview 
script, which is acted out by trained role-players. It is believed that the dynamics of 
a real-life police-suspect interview conducted by trained police officers with 
authentic subjects is different to the one achieved in the current study. In real life, 
interviewing officers are trained on interviewing techniques through advanced 
trainings and practical experience (Browne, 2018) and so “develop the ability to 
‘read’ the signs” (McGurk et al., 1993:4) such as eye contact, hesitations in speech 
or by comparing the verbal and non-verbal responses of interviewees to specific 
questions. In real-life interviews, interviewing officers would structure the questions 
on the basis of these signs to “obtain accurate, relevant and complete accounts 
from the subject of the interview” (McGurk et al., 1993:1). Because of this, real 
detainees would in return provide spontaneous responses to the questions asked. 
Because the role-play in the current study was scripted and because role-players 
participating in the study were not real police officers and real detainees, the 
spontaneous communicative interaction between the role-players is not present. 
This in turn limits the possibility of observing interpreters’ approach to such 
interaction and ways of dealing with this.     
One way of overcoming this limitation would be to involve a real police officer who 
would play his or her role of the interviewing officer, applying the same interviewing 
techniques and observations as in real life [this approach has been employed in 
Braun’s (2013) study with great success]. To play a role of the detainee, a 
professional actor could be recruited, to make the role of the detainee more natural 
and spontaneous.  
This option, however, was not open to the researcher at the time and therefore could 
not be applied. Despite this, it is important to emphasise that the data is still valid. 
The researcher focused on the quality of the semantic and communicative content 
of the message, which could still be observed very well in the simulations. Also the 
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performance of interpreters was compared on the basis of the same material as the 
researcher’s interest was to some extent observe differences between the 
interpreters, and it was possible to achieve this with the simulation.  
A further point to note refers to the validity of findings related to observance of and 
familiarity with the professional Code of Conduct. The findings in this research 
indicate that there is a link between the quality of interpreters’ work and their 
observance of the Code. However, as it was stated in Section 5.1.1., the questions 
that were used in the questionnaire about the Code of Conduct [sections i) and m)] 
did not fully elicit the required level of information and the answers provided by 
interpreters could be interpreted in different ways. What is more, although there is 
belief in the importance of the answers provided, the actual evidence in interpreting 
performance could not be clearly aligned to those beliefs.  
This limitation could be mitigated by having a more structured approach to the think-
aloud protocol sessions where specifically designed questions relating to the Code 
of Conduct could be asked, which then could be analysed along with the answers 
provided in the improved questionnaires.   
Another limitation that was beyond researcher’s control was the number of language 
combinations. Since the researcher works in English-Polish language combination 
only and was the only person working on this project, it was not possible to apply 
more language combinations. Having more language combinations involved in this 
research would enrich the findings by highlighting differences between interpreters 
working with other languages and how these interpreters deal with various aspects 
of interpretation. This approach would also help establish a clear relationship 
between interpreters’ profiles and the quality of their work. 
Nonetheless, considering the fact that Polish is the second most spoken language 
in England and that there is a great demand for Polish interpreters, the findings of 
this study could be used to develop language oriented continuous professional 
development programmes aimed at tackling specific issues in interpreting in the 
English-Polish language pair. 
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When thinking about establishing the relationship between interpreter profile and 
the quality of work, it is believed that this could be achieved more successfully by 
looking at each problem category, rather than on the whole.  
For example, it has been observed that qualified interpreters with significant 
experience performed the poorest at the interaction problem category level. 
Therefore, more work is required to establish why this is the case and what triggers 
it. Considering that QI-SEs are very experienced, in theory they should know how 
to coordinate the speakers, what techniques to use to, for example, seek 
clarification, yet their performance does not show it. Therefore, looking at each 
problem category individually would flesh out the strengths and weaknesses of 
interpreters at various levels and would allow the development of tailor made 
training tackling those weaknesses.  
For instance, it has been revealed that one of the weaknesses for trainee 
interpreters is that they focus more on the quality of their work at the word level, 
making sure that equivalents that they use are correct and therefore do not focus 
on a broader meaning and picture of the situation. Considering this as a weakness 
of trainee interpreters, continuing professional development programmes and 
modules could be designed to specifically tackle these weaknesses by training 
those interpreters to listen for the broader meaning and make terminological choices 
depending on the context.  
Similarly, as stated above, it was established that qualified interpreters do not 
always use interruption techniques appropriately or do not use them at all. A tailor 
made professional development programme would then focus on tackling these 
issues and (re)training those interpreters on coordination techniques in a two-way 
consecutive interpreting. 
To sum up, the study contributed to the current body of research on legal and more 
specifically police interpreting in different ways. First, this project offers a model for 
assessing the quality of interpreting that can be used within various public service 
interpreting settings, especially in the police setting, which complies with the 
requirements issued by the European Union on quality in interpreting. 
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Second, it suggests that tailor made courses and modules tackling specific areas of 
concern in police interpreting should be introduced in order to support interpreters 
in their professional development. 
Third, it emphasises the need to make interpreters aware of the consequences poor 
interpretation may bring. 
Fourth, it highlights the need to make both interpreters and police officers aware of 
the fact that many factors can affect the quality of interpreting and that the factors 
that negatively affect the quality should be reduced to a minimum by all parties 
concerned. 
Fifth, it calls for the development of training programmes and creation of practical 
guidance for police officers and interpreters to work together more effectively during 
police-suspect interviews. 
Finally, it confirms that poor interpretation can greatly affect those vulnerable non-
English speakers who are dependent on the interpreter who acts as a bridge 
between two different languages and cultures.   
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Role-play script 
IO=Interviewing Officer; DET=Detainee 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, 
attached to the Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head 
Quarters. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the interpreter]. // 
(1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am 
interviewing. // (1d) Can you please state your full name please? // 
2.  DET Anna Antkowiak 
3.  IO (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 4.30pm. 
// (3b) This interview is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the 
conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what will happen 
to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. 
// (3e) You do not have to say anything, but it may harm your 
defence if you do not mention when questioned something that you 
later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be given in 
evidence. // (3g) Do you understand? 
4.  DET Tak. 
5.  IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve 
been to the hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want 
to confirm what happened. // (5b) We attended the mini cab office 
where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here we 
spoke to your husband, and then you turned up. // (5c) I asked you 
if you were Anna Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if 
you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said ‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked 
you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you 
understand all of this? 
6.  DET Tak. 
7.  IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you 
replied, ‘OK, I did, but she was trying to kill me.’ 
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8.  DET Ona chciała mnie zabić.... 
9.  IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said 
‘yes.’ // (9b) At quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned 
for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you to tell us your version of 
events, in your own words. 
10.  DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do 
szpitala, do przychodni na King Street. 
11.  IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
12.  DET Tak. 
13.  IO  What happened when you got to the surgery? 
14.  DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i 
powiedziała, że dorabiam na boku. 
15.  IO What happened next? 
16.  DET (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze 
powiedzieli, “skoro dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec 
kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc na początku 
kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do 
lekarza. Nie dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta 
podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w przychodni. 
Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego 
samochodu. 
17.  IO How did you react? 
18.  DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała 
„każdy facet, który wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // 
(18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie i że 
dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać 
i przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo 
będziesz w tarapatach”. Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż 
jak]. 
19.  IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating… // (19b) 
Then what did you do? 
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20.  DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był 
grzejnik, a na nim leżała poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i 
walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy. 
21.  IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
22.  DET No tak. 
23.  IO Then what? 
24.  DET (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja 
mnie szuka i że pojechali do mnie do domu. // (24b) Powiedzieli 
mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
25.  IO And did you? 
26.  DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi. // (26b) To był mój 
błąd, mój własny błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między 
sobą. 
27.  IO OK. 
28.  DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej 
się z nikim nie biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie 
wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed ludźmi. 
29.  IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
30.  DET Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś 
nie rozumie? 
31.  IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
32.  DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
33.  IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
34.  DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
35.  IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
36.  DET Tak 
37.  IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
38.  DET Kiedy powiedziałam “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w 
tarapatach”, ona powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie 
chwyciła. 
39.  IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
40.  DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
41.  IO OK. 
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42.  DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie 
to jest mi jej żal, bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
43.  IO Were you hurt? 
44.  DET Nie. 
45.  IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the 
purposes of the verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak 
now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
46.  DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się 
rzecz, więc chwyciłam ją. 
47.  IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
48.  DET Nie. 
49.  IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs? 
50.  DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, 
jeśli mam czas. 
51.  IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
52.  DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
53.  IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab 
firm. // (53b) He says you’ve been working there five or six months, 
and that you work every day between the hours of seven in the 
morning and two in the afternoon. 
54.  DET (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem 
robię różne rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam 
jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
55.  IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
56.  DET Tylko raz. 
57.  IO And that was with the spirit level? 
58.  DET Tak. 
59.  IO Where did you hit her? 
60.  DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na 
ramię]. 
61.  IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her [left/right] upper arm [or 
wherever] 
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62.  IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what 
happened? Where did you go? 
63.  DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne 
osoby i ją wyprowadziły. 
64.  IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a 
reasonable thing to do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, 
when the other woman doesn’t have anything with her. 
65.  DET Tak, rozumiem. 
66.  IO You agree with me? 
67.  DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
68.  IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
69.  DET Tak. 
70.  IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
71.  DET (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to 
wszystko ustalimy i wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, 
dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
72.  IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. 
// (72b) Do you have any questions? 
73.  DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk 
i było to pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że 
popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że uda mi się to rozwiązać. 
74.  IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has 
been tape recorded. Concluding the interview at [time…]. 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire  
 
 
Background Information – Interpreter 
 
a) Please indicate your sex: Female   Male   
 
b) Please indicate your age range: 
20-29 years old 30-39 years old 40-49 years old 50-59 years old 60 and over 
     
 
c) What is your native language? 
 
 
d) What are your working languages? 
A:   B:   C:  
 
e) When (in which year) did you start working as an interpreter? 
 
 
f) How many hours of interpreting have you carried out? 
 
 
1000 or more 
hours 
500-1000 
hours 
500-100 
hours 100-50 hours 
Less than 50 
hours 
Interpreting in general      
Interpreting in the criminal justice 
system     
 
Interpreting in  police interviews      
 
g) In which area(s) of criminal justice do you work? 
Police  Other (please specify): 
Prosecution  
Magistrates’ court  
Crown court  
Probation  
Prison Services  
 
h) Which other type(s) of work do you carry out? 
 Other legal (apart from criminal 
justice)  
 Other (please specify): 
Conference   
Business   
Medical   
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i) Which qualification(s) have you obtained? 
Diploma in Public Service Interpreting  An undergraduate degree (BA) partly studied in 
English with at least one interpreting and one 
translation component 
 
Metropolitan Police Test 
 
   
Interpreting qualification at Honours 
Degree level (BA)  
 
 A postgraduate degree (MA) partly studied in 
English with at least one interpreting and one 
translation component 
 
Interpreting qualification at Masters 
Degree level (MA) 
 Other (please specify):  
 
j)  Are you a member of any of the following associations?  
 Associate Member Fellow Honorary 
Chartered Institute of Linguists (CIoL)     
Institute of Translation and Interpreting (ITI)     
Association of Police and Court Interpreters (APCI)     
Society of Metropolitan Interpreters (SOMI)     
Other (please specify):     
 
k) Which Code of Conduct do you abide by? 
Chartered Institute of Linguists (CIoL)  
Institute of Translation and Interpreting (ITI)  
Association of Police and Court Interpreters (APCI)  
Society of Metropolitan Interpreters (SOMI)  
Other (please specify):  
None  
 
l) How would you rate your familiarity with the Code of Conduct? 
Very familiar  
Familiar  
Not too familiar  
Not familiar at all  
Not applicable  
 
m) To what extent do you think the Code of Conduct is helpful? 
Very helpful  
Helpful  
Not too helpful  
Not helpful at all  
Not applicable  
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Appendix 3: Brief and consent form for the interpreter 
  
Assessment of Police Interpreting 
in the Criminal Justice Services in England 
 
Preamble 
Thank you for indicating that you are willing to participate in my research. The following 
information details the background and aim of my research, and what your participation 
will involve.  
 
Information about my research 
Background and aim 
My research addresses the use of interpreters in criminal proceedings such as police   
interviews.  
I believe that the quality of interpreting relates to the experience and the qualifications of 
an interpreter and the settings they are required to work. Therefore, the main objective of 
my research is to find out to what extent an interpreter’s performance depends on 
experience, qualifications, interview situation and linguistic context.  
Research team 
The research is being conducted by Marta Gabrych, PhD student at the Centre for 
Translation Studies (CTS), University of Surrey under the supervision of Dr Sabine Braun, 
director of CTS and Dr Elena Davitti, Senior Lecturer in Translation Studies. 
 
 
 
Contact details: 
Marta Gabrych 
Email: m.gabrych@surrey.ac.uk 
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About your participation 
Your participation involves taking the role of the interpreter in a simulated bi-lingual police 
interview that will be recorded on video and transcribed for the purpose of academic 
research. The simulations will involve an English-speaking interlocutor acting as a police 
officer and a Polish-speaking person acting as a detainee. You will carry out a face-to-
face interpreting.  
Before the interview simulation begins, you will be given a briefing on the case by the 
English-speaking interlocutor. The interview involves a case of an assault. 
The interview will last roughly 20 minutes. At the end of the interview, the researcher will 
be interested to hear your views on how you felt the simulation went.  
 
Anonymity and confidentiality 
The research will be conducted in accordance with the Code on Good Research Practice 
of the University of Surrey 
(http://www.surrey.ac.uk/fahs/staffandstudents/ethicalprocedures/documents/code_on_go
od_research_practice.htm).  
For the purposes of analysis and with your permission, the interview will be recorded so 
that there is a video copy of the interaction and interpretation, and it will subsequently be 
transcribed for research purposes. In addition, an audio recording will be made of the 
feedback sessions. Your participation in the research will be anonymous, and the record 
of the interview will be treated as private and confidential. It will be kept securely at the 
University of Surrey and access given only to the members of the research team for 
analysis. 
The interviews and, where applicable, the subsequent discussions with the participants 
will be analysed with regard to interpreting performance. In academic publications, 
quotations and extracts may be used to illustrate any issues arising. I would like to assure 
you that all participants’ identities will be protected and any personal information will be 
anonymised in the findings and publications. A summary of findings will be made 
available to respondents upon request.   
The material will also be preserved as a research resource for use in further research 
projects in compliance with the University’s Code on Good Research Practice. Once 
again, your confidentiality and anonymity will be protected in any further use of the data. 
 
If you agree to participate in our research, please read and sign the consent form below. 
 
I am grateful for your participation. If you have further questions, do not hesitate to 
contact me.  
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Assessment of Police Interpreting 
in the Criminal Justice Services in England 
 
Consent Form 
I have been given information in this pack about the research project and the way in 
which the interpreted police interview will be used in this research. 
I understand that the material will be preserved as a research resource for use in 
research and publication under a set of terms and conditions, explained in the information 
pack. 
I give my permission for use of the anonymised transcripts in teaching. 
My contribution will be kept safely and securely with access only to those with permission 
from the researcher. 
I understand that my identity will not be revealed in any publication, any other output from 
the research, or in any other way. 
I understand that I can ask the researcher any questions concerning the study. 
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can withdraw my consent at any 
time during the study by contacting the research team. 
I give my informed consent to participate in this study. 
 
Signed: Name (please print): 
Date: Contact telephone number: 
 
Countersigned on behalf of the University of Surrey: 
 
Date: 
 
 
 
Thank you for your time and help. 
This information will be retained separately and securely from the research data.  
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Appendix 4: Content of the email sent to participating interpreters 
 
Dear XXX, 
It was a pleasure speaking with you over the phone.  
Thank you for confirming your willingness to participate in my study. Below I will 
summarise what we have discussed over the phone. 
My research consists of three parts: 
1. Role-play simulation during which you will act as an interpreter. Attached you 
may find the brief and the consent form. This document fully explains the purpose 
of my research and how your personal data will be dealt with. Please read and sign 
this document. Without your consent, I will not be able to use your research data for 
my study. You can sign the document electronically and email the form back to me 
at your earliest convenience.  
2. An informal talk about your interpreting performance. We will watch the 
recording of your performance together and I will ask you to stop the recording any 
time when you want to discuss what went on in your mind when you were 
interpreting. I will also stop the recording to ask you some prompt questions, i.e. 
“What was going on in your head when you were interpreting?” This part will also 
be recorded because your answers will be used for the analysis purposes. 
3. Filling in the questionnaire (attached). You can fill the questionnaire in 
electronically and email it back to me.  
The whole activity should take no more than an hour.  
As we have discussed over the phone, this study will take place on XXX at XXX in 
XXX. I will confirm room number once it has been booked.  
I emphasise the fact that you can withdraw your willingness to participate at any 
time. 
Please do let me know if you have any questions regarding the above.  
Kind regards, 
Marta 
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Appendix 5: Brief and consent form for English-speaking interlocutor 
Assessment of Police Interpreting 
in the Criminal Justice Services in England 
 
Preamble 
Thank you for indicating that you are willing to participate in my research. The following 
information details the background and aim of my research, and what your participation will 
involve.  
Information about my research 
Background and aim 
My research addresses the use of interpreters in criminal proceedings such as police 
interviews.  
I believe that the quality of interpreting relates to the experience and the qualifications of an 
interpreter and the settings they are required to work. Therefore, the main objective of my 
research is to find out to what extent an interpreter’s performance depends on experience, 
qualifications, interview situation and linguistic context.  
Research team 
The research is being conducted by Marta Gabrych, PhD student at the Centre for 
Translation Studies (CTS), University of Surrey under the supervision of Dr Sabine Braun, 
Director of CTS and Dr Elena Davitti, Senior Lecturer in Translation Studies. 
 
 
Contact details: 
Marta Gabrych 
Email: m.gabrych@surrey.ac.uk 
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About your participation 
Your participation will involve taking the role of an investigating police officer in a simulated 
bi-lingual police interview. The simulation will be recorded on video and transcribed for the 
purpose of academic research.  
You will follow one script, which is enclosed with this brief. Please read it carefully and 
familiarise yourself with it before the day of the simulation. The script is based on real police 
interview, though these have been anonymised. The interview involves an assault. Because 
I require continuity across the simulation, I would ask you to try not to deviate from the script 
during the interview. 
At the beginning of the interview, please brief the interpreter about the factual content, 
based on what you have gathered from the interview transcript. 
The interview will last roughly 20 minutes. At the end of the interview, the researcher will 
be interested to hear your views on how you felt the simulation went.  
Anonymity and confidentiality 
The research will be conducted in accordance with the Code on Good Research Practice 
of the University of Surrey  
(http://www.surrey.ac.uk/fahs/staffandstudents/ethicalprocedures/documents/code_on_go
od_research_practice.htm).  
For the purposes of analysis and with your permission, the interview will be recorded so 
that there is a video copy of the interaction and interpretation, and it will subsequently be 
transcribed for research purposes. In addition, an audio recording will be made of the 
feedback sessions. Your participation in the research will be anonymous, and the record of 
the interview will be treated as private and confidential. It will be kept securely at the 
University of Surrey and access given only to the members of the research team for 
analysis. 
The interview and, where applicable, the subsequent discussions with the participants will 
be analysed with regard to interpreting performance. In academic publications, quotations 
and extracts may be used to illustrate any issues arising. I would like to assure you that all 
participants’ identities will be protected and any personal information will be anonymised in 
the findings and publications. A summary of findings will be made available to respondents 
upon request.  
The material will also be preserved as a research resource for use in further research 
projects in compliance with the University’s Code on Good Research Practice. Once again, 
your confidentiality and anonymity will be protected in any further use of the data. 
If you agree to participate in our research, please read and sign the consent form below. 
I am grateful for your participation. If you have further questions, do not hesitate to 
contact me.  
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Assessment of Police Interpreting 
in the Criminal Justice Services in England 
 
Consent Form 
I have been given information in this pack about the research project and the way in which 
the interpreted police interview will be used in this research. 
I understand that the material will be preserved as a research resource for use in research 
and publication under a set of terms and conditions, explained in the information pack. 
I give my permission for use of the anonymised transcripts in teaching. 
My contribution will be kept safely and securely with access only to those with permission 
from the researcher. 
I understand that my identity will not be revealed in any publication, any other output from 
the research, or in any other way. 
I understand that I can ask the University of Surrey’s research team any questions 
concerning the study. 
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can withdraw my consent at any 
time during the study by contacting the research team. 
I give my informed consent to participate in this study. 
 
Signed: 
 
Name (please print): 
Date: 
 
Contact telephone number: 
 
Countersigned on behalf of the University of Surrey: 
 
Date: 
 
Thank you for your time and help. 
 
This information will be retained separately and securely from the research data.  
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Appendix 6: Brief and consent form for Polish-speaking interlocutor 
Assessment of Police Interpreting 
in the Criminal Justice Services in England 
 
Preamble 
Thank you for indicating that you are willing to participate in my research. The following 
information details the background and aim of my research, and what your participation will 
involve.  
 
Information about my research 
Background and aim 
My research addresses the use of interpreters in criminal proceedings such as police 
interviews.  
I believe that the quality of interpreting relates to the experience and the qualifications of an 
interpreter and the settings they are required to work. Therefore, the main objective of my 
research is to find out to what extent an interpreter’s performance depends on experience, 
qualifications, interview situation and linguistic context.  
 
Research team 
The research is being conducted by Marta Gabrych, PhD student at the Centre for 
Translation Studies (CTS), University of Surrey under the supervision of Dr Sabine Braun, 
Director of CTS and Dr Elena Davitti, Senior Lecturer in Translation Studies. 
 
 
Contact details: 
Marta Gabrych  
Email: martagabrych@yahoo.co.uk 
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About your participation 
Your participation involves taking the role of a detainee in a simulated bi-lingual police 
interview that will be recorded on video and transcribed for the purpose of academic 
research.  
You will follow a script, which is enclosed with this brief. Please read this carefully and 
familiarise yourself with it before the day of the simulation. In order to make the simulation 
as realistic as possible, the script is based on a real police interview, though these have 
been anonymised. The interview involves an assault. Because I require continuity across 
the simulation, I would ask you to try not to deviate from the script during the interview.  
During the simulation, please try to be as natural to the role as possible. For the role of the 
detainee, the idea is that you are unable to speak or understand English (hence the 
presence of the interpreter) – please try to act as if you cannot, even if you can, otherwise 
the simulation will not have the required realism.  
The interview will last roughly 20 minutes. At the end of the interview, the researcher will 
be interested to hear your views on how you felt the simulation went.  
Anonymity and confidentiality 
The research will be conducted in accordance with the Code on Good Research Practice 
of the University of Surrey  
(http://www.surrey.ac.uk/fahs/staffandstudents/ethicalprocedures/documents/code_on_go
od_research_practice.htm).  
For the purposes of analysis and with your permission, the interview will be recorded so 
that there is a video copy of the interaction and interpretation, and it will subsequently be 
transcribed for research purposes. In addition, an audio recording will be made of the 
feedback sessions. Your participation in the research will be anonymous, and the record of 
the interview will be treated as private and confidential. It will be kept securely at the 
University of Surrey and access given only to the members of the research team for 
analysis. 
The interviews and, where applicable, the subsequent discussions with the participants will 
be analysed with regard to interpreting performance. In academic publications, quotations 
and extracts may be used to illustrate any issues arising. I would like to assure you that all 
participants’ identities will be protected and any personal information will be anonymised in 
the findings and publications. A summary of findings will be made available to respondents 
upon request.   
The material will also be preserved as a research resource for use in further research 
projects in compliance with the University’s Code on Good Research Practice. Once again, 
your confidentiality and anonymity will be protected in any further use of the data. 
If you agree to participate in our research, please read and sign the consent form below. 
I am grateful for your participation. If you have further questions, do not hesitate to 
contact me.  
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Assessment of Police Interpreting 
in the Criminal Justice Services in England 
 
Consent Form 
I have been given information in this pack about the research project and the way in which 
the interpreted police interview will be used in this research. 
I understand that the material will be preserved as a research resource for use in research 
and publication under a set of terms and conditions, explained in the information pack. 
I give my permission for use of the anonymised transcripts in teaching. 
My contribution will be kept safely and securely with access only to those with permission 
from the researcher. 
I understand that my identity will not be revealed in any publication, any other output from 
the research, or in any other way. 
I understand that I can ask the University of Surrey’s research team any questions 
concerning the study. 
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can withdraw my consent at any 
time during the study by contacting the research team. 
I give my informed consent to participate in this study. 
 
 
Signed: Name (please print): 
 
Date: 
 
Contact telephone number: 
 
 
Countersigned on behalf of the University of Surrey: 
 
Date: 
 
Thank you for your time and help. 
 
This information will be retained separately and securely from the research data.  
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Appendix 7: Role-play transcript – TI1 
   TI1 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  (.) nazywam się porucz.. funkcjonariusz Smith (.) Odbywam służbę przy posterunku 
policji (.) w Guildford (.) i należę, podlegam pod specjalistyczną jednostkę specjalizującą 
się (.) poważnym poważnymi przestępstwami. (.) Jesteśmy w pokoju numer 4 (.) Obecna 
tutaj jest też pani tłumacz XXX (.) i będziemy rozmawiać z panią Anią Antkowiak. 
IO: repeats the question: Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  Czy może pani podać swoje imię i nazwisko?  
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT  Anna Antkowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 1 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 5.40. // (3b) This interview 
is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what 
will happen to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) You 
do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence. // (3g) Do you understand? 
INT   (.) Dzisiejszy dzień to pierwszy czerwiec dwutysięcznego piętn dwutysięcznego 
piętnastego roku. Zgodnie z moim zegarkiem jest piąta czterdzieści i to przesłuchanie jest 
nagrywane na taśmę, na taśmę [indicating end of utterance]. // Pod koniec przesłuchania 
(.) podam pani informację co się później stanie z taśmą. // Muszę pani powiedzieć, że jest 
pani, obowiązuje panią pouczenie. // Ma pani prawo zachować milczenie, (.) jednak muszę 
panią ostrzec, że jeżeli padnie pytanie (.) może to zabro.. zaszkodzić pani obronie jeśli 
padnie pytanie i nie odpowie pani na coś, na co później powoła się pani w sądzie. // 
Cokolwiek pani powie, może zostać użyte jako dowód. // Czy pani rozumie? 
4. DET Tak. 
 INT  Yes 
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5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. //I want to confirm what happened. //  (5b) 
We attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. 
Here we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up.// (5c) I asked you if you were 
Anna Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’// (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You 
said ‘yes.’// (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’// (5f) I asked 
if you’d used a metal stick, and you replied,‘no.’// (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT  Chciałbym zaznaczyć, że będzie to ważne (.) po wizycie w szpitala w szpitalu, żeby 
porozmawiać z ofiarą. Chciałbym chciałabym potwierdzić co się stało. // Przyjechaliśmy do 
biura (.) mini taksówek, gdzie pani pracuje a potem też pojechaliśmy na adres domowy 
pani. Rozmawialiśmy z pani mężem a później się pani zjawiła. // Zapytałam, czy pani 
nazywa się Anna Antkowiak i powiedziała pani, że tak. // Później zapytałam, czy pracuje 
pani (.) w taksówkach w firmie tak.. (.) taksówkarskiej zwanej A to Z mini cabs (English 
pronunciation) (.) i też pani (.) potwierdziła to.// A potem zapytałam czy uderzyła pani pana 
Jonesa i też pani potwierdziła. // Zapytałam pani czy użyła pani (.) tego metalowego 
narzędzia, a pani odpowiedziała, że nie. // Czy rozumie pani to wszystko?   
6. DET Tak. 
 INT  Yes.  
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, 
but she was trying to kill me.’ 
 INT  Później powiedziałam, że ludzie (.) w firmie, pańskiej firmie (.) powiedzieli (.), że 
jednak pani to zrobiła, (.) na co pani odpowiedziała ‘tak, zrobiłam to, ponieważ oni chcieli 
mnie zabić’.  
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
 INT  She wanted to kill me. 
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you 
to tell us your version of events, in your own words.// 
 INT  Później zapytałam, czy pobiera pani zasiłek dla bezrobotnych, (.) powiedziała pani, 
że tak. // Piętnaście po pierwszej została pani zaaresztowana i pouczenie policyjne zostało 
(.) odczytane (.) dotyczące napaści.// Ok., dobrze, teraz chciałabym, żeby pani nam 
opowiedziała swoją wersję wydarzeń w swoich własnych słowach.   
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10. DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
 INT  Yes, I went to surgery, yes, I mean to hospital, yes to surgery (.) on the King Street.  
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
 INT  Przepraszam, chciałbym chciałabym to wyjaśnić (.) czy pojechała pani (.) do 
przychodni ze swoim mężem? 
12. DET Tak. 
 INT  Yes.  
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
 INT  Co stało się, gdy przybyła pani do przychodni? 
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku. 
 INT  She, (.) this is Mrs Jones she saw me and she came to the office and she said that 
I was (.) making money on the side.   
15. IO What happened next? 
 INT  A co się stało później? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
 INT  Then the rest of the drivers said if you are making money on the side, go to the end 
of the queue. You are not going to stand in the front of the queue if you are making money 
on the side. // Then I answered ‘no I wasn’t making money on the side, I was just taking my 
husband to the doctors’. // Then the woman approached me and she said she saw me (.) 
and she saw a man at the back of my car.  
17. IO How did you react? 
INT  I co pani wtedy powiedziała? 
18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, który 
wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, 
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że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
 INT  Yes, and then I said ‘it was my husband’ and then she said ‘any man getting out of 
my car is my husband’. // Then we argued. She then said that she saw me and that I was 
making money on the side. // (.) Then she was shouting and swearing at me. (.) I said to 
her ‘don’t don’t swear at me’ so she grabbed me at my (.) arm, just like that.    
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating…. // (19b) Then what did you 
do? 
 INT   (Skipped, not translated) A co później pani zrobiła?  
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
 INT  I couldn’t push her away from me. (.) Behind there was a radiator and there was a 
level (.) level levelling tool on it. // I grabbed it and I hit her with it and then I went to work.  
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
 INT  Uderzyła ją pani i wróciła pani później do pracy?  
22. DET  No tak. 
 INT   Oh yes.  
23. IO  Then what? 
 INT   A co się później stało? 
24. DET (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu. // (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
 INT  When I came back (.) the people from my work told me that the police was looking 
for me and they went (.) to my home address. // They told me to go back home straight 
away.  
25. IO And did you? 
 INT  Czy tak pani zrobiła? 
26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi.// (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
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 INT  Yes. That was an argument between (.) friends. // It was my mistake, my own 
mistake. I was hoping we get it sorted in between us.  
27. IO OK. 
 INT  Dobrze. 
28. DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie 
biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed 
ludźmi. 
 INT  It’s my first time at the police station. (.) I never got into a fight with anyone. // I was 
so upset with her that I didn’t know what I was doing. (.) She was offending me in front of 
people.  
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  Ale dlaczego nam pani tego nie powiedziała, kiedy pierwszy raz o to pytaliśmy? 
30. DET Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
 INT  I didn’t understand. What’s the point of saying anything if you don’t understand it? 
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
 INT  Jak długo znała pani panią Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
 INT  Two or three months. 
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
 INT  Przepraszam, czy mogłaby pani to powtórzyć? Czy to było 13 miesięcy? 
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirteen months. 
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
 INT  Dobrze. Czy pracujecie panie razem w tej samej firmie taksówkarskiej? 
36. DET Tak. 
 INT  Yes. 
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
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 INT  Gdy dzisiaj (.) wdałyście się panie w kłótnię, czy pani Jones uderzyła panią? 
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła. 
 INT  When she was swearing at me I told her not to swear at me because sh woo she 
would get in trouble, then (.) then she grabbed me.    
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
 INT  Więc chwyciła panią, czy to prawda?  
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
 INT  Yes, and she said ‘what (.) what are you going to do to me if I am going to keep 
swearing?’ 
41. IO OK. 
 INT  Dobrze. 
42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
 INT  But I must say she is a good human being. (.) Actually, I feel sorry for her (.) she 
has got problem with her speech and she can’t get the words out.   
43. IO Were you hurt? 
 INT  Czy była pani zraniona? 
44. DET Nie. 
 INT  No. 
45. IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
 INT  Mówiąc o żółtym (.) metalowym narzędziu, chodzi tu właśnie o poziomnicę. 
Pokazują ją pani Antkowiak, czy to jest to narzędzie, proszę potwierdzić, którego pani 
użyła?   
46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
 INT   (.) The level (.) was (.) lying on a radiator. That was the closest (.) thing to me (.) so 
I grabbed it. 
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47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
 INT  Dobrze, a czy pani Jones miała coś w swoich rękach? 
48. DET Nie. 
 INT  No. 
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
 INT  Jak długo pani pracuje dla firny EjZet mini cabs? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
 INT  I work there two, three times a week. Sometimes (.) even more frequently, it 
depends on my time.  
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
 INT  Przepraszam, czy może pani to powtórzyć? 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
 INT  Maybe seven, eight weeks, once a week. 
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He 
says you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between 
the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
 INT  Rozmawialiśmy z kierownikiem (.), pani firmy taksówkarskiej. // On twierdzi, że 
pracuje tam pani pięć lub sześć miesięcy i pracuje pani każdego ranka od siódmej (.) do 
drugiej po południu.  
54. DET (54a)  Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
 INT  No, no, it’s not the way. // I’m taking my kids to school and then I am doing all 
different stuff for my family in the house. // I only work there two, three days a week, (.) just 
when I have time.  
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
 INT  No dobrze, proszę mi powiedzieć, ile razy, tak właściwie, uderzyła pani panią 
Jones?  
56. DET Tylko raz. 
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 INT  Just once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
 INT  I to było poziomnicą, tak? 
58. DET Tak. 
 INT  Yes.  
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
 INT  Gdzie ją pani uderzyła? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
 INT  I don’t remember. I then saw blood, just here.   
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her left upper arm. 
 INT  Okay, (.) dla celów taśmy, pani pokazuje na (.) lewe ramię. 
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? Where 
did you go? 
 INT  Więc to krew (.) lała się z jej ramienia. (.) Jak ją już pani uderzyła, to gdzie pani 
poszła?  
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
 INT  When I hit her, I went downstairs and there were other people there and these 
people (.) took her out. 
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing to 
do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have anything 
with her. 
 INT  Czy zgodziłaby się pani ze mną, że uderzenie pani Jones to nie było (.) rozważnym 
ruchem? // Uderzyć kogoś poziomnicą w momencie kiedy druga osoba nie ma nic w rękach.  
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
 INT  Yes, I understand. 
66. IO You agree with me? 
 INT  Czy zgadza się pani ze mną? 
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67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
 INT  Yes, I agree with you.  
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
 INT  Czy zrobiła to pani, ponieważ straciła pani panowanie nad sobą? 
69. DET Tak. 
 INT  Yes. 
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
 INT  Ale za b za bardzo panią poniosło, prawda? 
71. DET  (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT  I said to the drivers that I was going to work and when I come when I come back, 
everything will be sorted. // When I returned I found out that (.) the police had been looking 
for me.  
72. IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) 
 Do you have any questions? 
  INT  Dobrze, myślę, że to dosyć pytań dotyczących (.) bójki. // Czy ma pani jakieś 
pytania? 
73. DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
 INT  No but I wanted to ss point out that was my first (.) incident like that and it was 
between the friends. // I realised that I made a mistake and I do hope I will be able to sort it 
out. 
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at 5:59. 
 INT  Przedstawiam pani teraz formularz 987 (.) informację dla pani i uważam (.) 
przesłuchanie za zamknięte (.) Jest godzina piąta pięćdziesiąt dziewięć. 
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   TI2 – role-play transcript  
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. // (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  (.) Dobrze. (2) Jest to nagranie (.) Rozmowa ta jest nagrywana. // (.) Jestem (.) 
sierżantem śledczym (.). Mam na nazwisko Smith. // Nagranie to ma miejsce w głównym 
komisariacie policji w Guildford w pokoju numer cztery. // Czy mogłaby pani powiedzieć 
pani pełne imię i nazwisko? 
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT  Anna Ankowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 5.40pm. // (3b) This 
interview is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice 
of what will happen to the tapes.// (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. (3e) 
You do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. (3f) Anything you do say may be given 
in evidence. // (3g) Do you understand? 
INT  Dzisiejsza data to jest ósmy czerwiec 2015 roku, czas na zegarku to jest 5.40 po 
południu. // Nagr jest to nagr rozmowa ta jest nagrywana i później poinformuję panią co 
stanie się z nagraniem. // Przypomnę pani (.) pani pouczenie, które brzmi, że nie musi pani 
odpowiadać na zadawane pani pytania, jednakże cokol jeż jeż jeżeli pani nie odpowie, nie 
wspomni coś co było pani o pani, o co pani zapytano o co została pani zapytana, może to 
zaszkodzić pani obronie, gdy (.) w pu pu później pani powoła się na to w sądzie. Wszystko, 
co pani powie może zostać wykorzystane w postępowaniu dowodowym przeciwko pani. 
Czy rozumie to pani?    
4. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
5. IO  (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened.// (5b) We 
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attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up.// (5c) I asked you if you were Anna 
Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said 
‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT  Chiałabym poruszyć tutaj (.) sprawę oświadczenia ofiary, ofiary napaści i teraz (.) 
przywołamy to. Pierwsze, udaliśmy się do (.) biu mini cab office mini cab office, gdzie pani 
pracuje. Następnie (.) udaliśmy się do do pani, gdzie pani mieszka, rozmawialiśmy z pani 
mężem i teraz z panią. Zapytałam panią czy jest pani (.) czy jest pani panią Anną Antoniak 
i czy pani pracuje w (.) E-Z mini cab i powiedziała pani ‘tak’. // Zapytałam się pani (.) czy 
uderzyła pani panią Jones, powiedziała pani ‘tak’ i zapytałam się panią czy uderzyła pani 
ją metalowym prętem i odpowiedź była ‘nie’. // Czy rozumie to pani? 
6. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, 
but she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT  Osoby wyyy biurze cab powiedziały pan.. powiedziały, że że uderzyła pani tą osobę, 
po czym zmieniła pani zdanie bo na początku twierdziła pani, że nie jak osoby z cab office’u 
stwierdziły, że tak, pani uderzyła tą panią (.) zmieniła pani zdanie iii (.) powiedziała pani tak.  
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT  He wanted to kill me [DET corrects INT that it was a woman] She wanted kill to kill 
me.  
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you 
to tell us your version of events, in your own words. 
INT   [INT: The interpreter requires repetition/ tłumacz ustny potrzebuje powtórzenia] 
Zapytałam się panią czy jest pani na świadczeniach związanych z bezrobociem. 
Odpowiedź była ‘tak’. O godzinie pierwszej piętnaście została pani ar.. zatrzymana, 
pouczona odnośnie (.) napaści. Dobrze, proszę teraz powiedzieć pani pan pańską pani 
wersję wydarzeń.     
10. DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
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INT  I went with my husband to the surgery, yes, I went to the (.) hospital to located in 
King Street.   
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT   (.) Przepraszam, żeby wyjaśnić, czy poszła pani do (.) lekarza ze swoim mężem?  
12. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT  Co się stało, gdy udała się pani do przychodni? 
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku. 
INT  She, Mrs (.) Miss Jones she saw me, yes, she said that she went to my office and 
she saw that I earn (.) that I am earning, making extra money besides the work and (.) yeah.  
15. IO What happened next? 
INT  Co się stało później? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT   [INT: Proszę powtórzyć, the interpreter needs a repetition] (.) And then other drivers 
working in the office they said if I’m earning extra money then I should go at the end of the 
queue and I don’t get any work if I will be in the beginning. (.) // Then I said, I said ‘no, I was 
driving my husband to to the doctor and no, I don’t go to the end of the queue. [Here the IO 
started taking her turn but the DET said ‘Jeszcze nie skończyłam mówić’, then the INT: I 
did not finish my sentence]. I said that I do not have extra job and I said that it was my 
husband who I dropped to the doctor but then she said she saw me (.) in the surgery.    
17. IO How did you react? 
INT  I jak pani zareagowała? 
18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. // (18b) Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, 
który wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, że 
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widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT  I said ‘yes, it was my husband’. // She said that every men that is leaving my car it’s 
my husband and (.) she said that I’m earning extra money behind.// (.) She said that she 
shee she (.) saw me (.) and she start screaming at me sw (.) she was swearing at me (.) 
and then I said no, you didn’t and then she (.) she hold my jacket and she was pulling it. 
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating that she held your jacket from 
the back and she held your arm? // (19b) Then what did you do?  
INT  Czy czy w związku z tym to znaczy, że ona (.) trzymała panią za za płaszcz iii ciągła 
panią? Czy mówi to pani dla celów tego przesłuchania? I co pani zrobiła wtedy? 
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. // (20b) Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim 
leżała poziomnica. Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  I couldn’t pu push her from me. // On the wall there was a radiator and on this 
radiator there was the (.) the thing that we can see on the table. And then I hit her and then 
I went to work. 
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT  Uderzyła ją pani i poszła pani do s pracy? 
22. DET No tak. 
INT  Yes.  
23. IO Then what? 
INT  I co dalej? 
24. DET  (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu.// (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
INT  When I came back to work, people from office said that police was looking for me 
and that they (.) are at home. // And they told me that I, It’s better if I go straight away home.   
25. IO And did you? 
INT  I czy poszła pani? 
26. DET  (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi.// (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
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INT  Yes (.). It was argument (.) between (.) friends.// It was mistake, it was my mistake. 
I thought we can deal (.) between us.  
27. IO OK. 
INT  Dobrze. 
28. DET  (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie 
biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed 
ludźmi. 
INT  It my It is my first time that I’m in the police station, I I have never had this kind of 
argument.// I was so angry at her. She was she was accusing me in front of other people. 
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  Dlaczego nie powiedziała pani pierwszy to za pierwszym razem, kiedy pytaliśmy się 
panią o to? 
30. DET Nie rozumiałam. //Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT  I didn’t understand.// (.) I (.) didn’t know if I should say because (.) how you can say 
something if you can’t understand. 
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT  Jak długo pani zna (.) miss Jones panią Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT  Two or three months. 
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT  Czy może to pani powtórzyć? Trzydzieści miesięcy?  
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirty. 
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT  Czy pracuje pani z nią w tej samej firmie mini company? 
36. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
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INT   (.) [INT: The interpreter requires repetition – only in English] Kiedy argum kiedy 
kłótnia (.) miała miejsce dzisiaj, czy pani Jones uderzyła panią? 
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT  When I said don’t swear, when I said to her ‘don’t swear at me because you will get 
in trouble’ then she (.) she hold me.  
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT  Czy ona cię chwyciła? To jest poprawnie? 
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT   (.) Yes, and then she said ‘what you can do when I will (.) swear at you?’ 
41. IO OK. 
INT  Dobrze. 
42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT  I would like to said that she is a good person. She has problem with an articulation 
(.) but I feel sorry to her. 
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT  Czy jest pani ranna? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
45. IO Turning to the silver metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antoniak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT   (.) Czy (.) dla celów tego przesłuchania (.) wspomnę o metalowym pręcie, którego 
pani użyła. Czy jest to (.) czy przedmiot ten jest tym, którego pani użyła do uderzenia... 
pani?  
46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
INT  Yes, this (.) verben silver stick was on a radiator and I used this to hit her.  
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47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT  Czy pani Jones miała coś w swoich rękach? 
48. DET Nie. 
INT  No.  
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT  Jak długo pani pracowała dla E-Z mini cab? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT  I work there from two to three times per week, sometimes more it depend if I have 
time. 
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT  Przepraszam, czy mogłaby pani to powtórzyć? 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT  Maybe seven to eight (.) weeks [INT: Sorry, the interpreter requires 
repetition/Tłumacz prosi o powtórzenie] S.. (.) I I’m working there I have been working there 
seven eight weeks (.) once a week.   
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He says 
you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between the 
hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT  Dobrze, rozmawialiśmy z (.) kierownikiem tej firmy i powiedział nam, że pracuje pani 
od pięciu do sześciu miesięcy tam, każdego dnia od siódmej rano do drugiej po południu.    
54. DET  (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT  No, no, it isn’t like that. // No, no, it isn’t like that. I drop my children to school (.) 
every day and then I do other stuffs for my family. I work there (.) two three days per week 
(.) and wtedy it is when I have free time.   
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
INT  Dobrze, powiedz (.) proszę powiedzieć mi ile pani razy uderzyła panią Jones? 
56. DET Tylko raz. 
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INT  Only once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT  Czy to było z tą poziomnicą? 
58. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT  Gdzie uderzyła ją pani? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
INT  I I don’t remember. After that I saw blood here. 
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her left upper arm and left shoulder. 
INT  Dla celów nagrania (.) podejrzana wskazuje (.) lewe lewe ramię. 
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? Where 
did you go? 
INT  Więc pojawiła się stamtąd przez to uderzenie pojawiła się krew i co później się stało, 
gdzie później pani poszła? 
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszłam po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT   (.) After that I went downstairs (.) using staircase and there were ot other people 
and they helped her. 
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing to 
do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have anything 
with her. 
INT  Czy zgodzi się pani zemną, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było to rozsądnym 
zachowaniem?// Uderzając kogoś poziomnicą, gdy druga osoba nie ma nic w ręku. 
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  Yes, I understand. 
66. IO You agree with me? 
INT  Czy zgadza się pani ze mną? 
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67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
INT  Yes, I agree ... with you. 
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT  Czy zrobiła to pani, ponieważ straciła pani cierpliwość? 
69. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
INT  Ale posunęła się pani za daleko, nieprawdaż? 
71. DET  (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT  I said to other drivers that I am going to work and (.) and then when I heard that the 
police is looking after me (.) I went home.  
72. IO Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. Do you have any 
questions? 
INT  Dobrze, to tyle pytań odnośnie (.) bójki. Czy ma pani jakieś pytania?  
73. DET  (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT  No, but I would like to point out that this is the first time that I am in such a situation 
and this this happened between friends.// (.) I know I made mistakes and I hope that I can 
find solution. 
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at 6:10. 
INT   (.) Dobrze, przekazuję formę o numerze 987 odnośnie dzisiejszego nagrania. (.) 
Jest godzina szósta dziesięć.  
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TI3 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. // (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT   (.) Dzień dobry. Jestem (.) detektyw Smith (3) reprezentuję oddział (.) do spraw (.) 
kryminalnych na posterunku w Gildorf. Obecny jest również tłumacz. (.) Przesłuchanie 
odbywa się w pokoju nr 4 w Guildford (.) na posterun na posterunku policji (2) w pokoju Ha 
ha (.) Q (.) Ja będę panią przesłuchiwał. Czy może pani podać pani pełne imię i nazwisko? 
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT  Anna Antkowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 1 June 2015 and the time by my watch is… (3b) This interview is 
being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what 
will happen to the tapes.// (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) You do 
not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence.// (3g) Do you understand?  
INT  Dzisiejsza data (.) to pierwszy czerwca 2015 roku. Czas według mojego zegarka to 
piąta trzydzieści jeden po południu. To przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane na... nagrywane. 
(.) Jako dodatkowe informacje podam pani co stanie się z tymi (.) nagraniami później. (.) 
Pragnę panią poinformować, że obowiązuje panią pouczenie. (.)  Może pani zachować 
milczenie, ale cokolwiek (.)  o co zostanie pani tutaj zapytana pani tego nie powie, może (.) 
osłabić pani obronę w sądzie, jeśli będzie pani chciała powołać się na to pytanie. (.) 
Wszystko co pani powie (.) może zostać użyte jako dowód. Czy rozumie pani? 
4. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened.// (5b) We 
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attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up.// (5c)  I asked you if you were Anna 
Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said 
‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT   (.) Pragnę powołać się na (.) zeznanie, które jest bardzo ważne, zeznanie świadka 
(.) po wizycie w szpitalu (.), które dotyczyło na... napaści. Chciałabym potwierdzić, co 
takiego się wydarzyło. Udaliśmy się do miejsca, gdzie pani pracuje z (.) taksówkami. 
Później udaliśmy się do pani (.) domu, gdzie zastaliśmy pani męża i później pani się tam 
pojawiła. Zapytałam się pani czy nazywa się pani Anna Antkowiak i potwierdziła pani. // 
Później zapytałam panią czy pracuje pani dla firmy (.) z taksówkami o nazwie A [in English] 
A to Zet i potwierdziła to pani. // Później zapytałam panią czy uderzyła pani panią (.) pannę 
Jones i potwierdziła pani. // Zapytałam panią czy użyła pani metalowego patyka i pani 
powiedziała, że nie. // Czy rozumie pani to wszystko? 
6. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but 
she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT  Później (.) poinformowałam panią, że pracownicy (4) z pani (.) taksówkowej firmy 
powiedzieli, że tak, uderzyła pani kogoś, później pani (.) przyznała tak, uderzyłam kogoś, 
ale ta osoba chciała mnie zabić.  
8. DET No bo ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT  Because she did want to hit, kill me.  
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault.// (9c) OK, now I want you to 
tell us your version of events, in your own words.// 
INT  Później zapytałam panią czy jest pani na zasiłku dla bezrobotnych i pani 
powiedziała, że tak. // O pierwszej piętnaście została pani aresztowana i dostała pani 
ostrz... pouczenie dotyczące napaści, jakiej się pani dopuściła. // W porządku, teraz 
chcielibyśmy się dowiedzieć jaka jest pani wersja zdarzeń w pani własnych słowach.  
10. DET  Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
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INT   (.) I went (.) with my husband to the surgery, yes we went to the surgery in the 
hospital (.) in King Street.  
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT  Aby (.) zweryfikować, poszła pani do lekarza z pani mężem, tak? 
12. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT  Co stało się jak (.) dojechaliście do przychodni, państwo?  
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku. 
INT   (.) She, Miss Jones she entered the office and she said that I am trying to make 
some money unlawfully. 
15. IO What happened next? 
INT  Co stało się później? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT  Then the other drivers said that I have to go to the end of the till (.) to queue there 
(.) because I won’t get any job if I am working illegally (.) being the first in the queue. // I 
answered to it ‘no, because I was driving (.) my husband to the doctor first, I didn’t wanna 
make the money on the side.’// And then this woman approached me (.) in the surgery and 
she said she saw a man (2) walking out of my car.   
17. IO How did you react? 
INT  Jak pani zareagowała? 
18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, który 
wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, 
że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
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przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT  I said ‘yes, that was my husband’ and then she replied ‘yes, every men who is 
walking out of your car is your husband’.// Then we had an argument, she said that she saw 
me and that I am trying to make some money on the side. // And then she started to talking, 
cursing on me saying (.) rude words towards me (.) and I said to her ‘don’t do this because 
you will be in trouble’ and then she grabbed me by my coat like that.  
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating that you were caught by your 
arm. // (19b) Then what did you do? 
INT  Na potrzebę taśmy (.) pokazała pani, że złapała pani osobę za rame... za ramię. I 
co wtedy pani zrobiła?  
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  I couldn’t push her away from me (.) by the wall there was a radiator and on it there 
was a spirit level. // I took it and I hit it, I hit her with it and then I went to work.  
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT  Uderzyła pani ją i poszła pani do pracy?  
22. DET No tak. 
INT  Yes.  
23. IO Then what? 
INT  I co wtedy się stało? 
24. DET  (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu.// (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
INT   (.) When I went back (.) at the office I was informed that the police was looking for 
me (.) and I left home. // They said to me (.) to go back home straight away.  
25. IO And did you? 
INT  I wróciła pani? 
26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi.// (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
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INT  Yes, but that was an argument between (.) friends. It was my mistake, my own 
mistake. I was hoping that we can resolve it between each other.   
27. IO OK. 
INT  W porządku [with a delay]. 
28. DET  (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie 
biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed 
ludźmi. 
INT  I am first time at the police station. There was my first time I (.) was (3) an argument 
with something with the use of force. // I was so very angry with her (.) she was accusing 
me in front of other people.  
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  Dlaczego pani tego nie powiedziała gdy po raz pierwszy panią o to zapytano? 
30. DET  Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT  I didn’t understand. (.) There is no reason to say anything if you do not understand. 
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT  Jak długo zna pani panią Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT  Two or three months. 
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT  Przepraszam, czy może pani to powtórzyć? 13 miesięcy?  
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirteen months. 
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT  Więc w porządku. Czy pracują panie razem w tej samej firmie taksówkowej? 
36. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
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INT   (.) Podczas kłótni (.) pani z panią Jones, czy uderzyła ona panią? 
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT  When I said to her to not curse at me because you will be in trouble (.) she said 
‘what sort of trouble’ and then she grabbed my jacket. 
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT   (.) Więc złapała (.) za panią. Czy to się zgadza? 
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT  Yes, and then she said ‘what will you do if I will curson you?’ 
41. IO OK. 
INT  W porządku [with a delay] 
42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT  She is a good person and to be honest, I feel sorry for her because she is she has 
a difficulty with her speech and she cannot say clearly what she wants.  
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT  Czy doznała pani jakichś obrażeń? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
45. IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT  Wracając do (.) waserwagi, do różowej waserwagi, na potrzeby taśmy zostaje 
przedstawi przedstawiona ta waserwaga pani w tym momencie... czy to jest ta waserwaga, 
która została użyta? 
46. DET Ta poziomnica waserwaga (changed by DET to mirror the word used by the INT) 
leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc chwyciłam ją.  
INT  This spirit level was (.) on the radiator. It was the closest thing I could reach for 
and so I grabbed it.  
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47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT  W porządku. Czy pani Jones (.) miała coś w swoich rękach? 
48. DET Nie. 
INT  No.  
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT  Jak długo pani pracuje dla firmy (.) taksówkowej A do Z? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT  I work there two or three days per week, sometimes even often if I have time.  
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT  Przepraszam, czy może pani to powtórzyć? 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT  Maybe seven or eight weeks (.). Maybe once a week. 
53. IO  (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He 
says you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between 
the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT  O, w porządku. Rozmawialiśmy z pani kierownikiem, który (.) jest właścicielem pani 
firmy taksówkowej.// [Repeats in English what was to be interpreted into Polish]. He said 
you work there five to six months and you work there seven days a week from 7am until 2 
in the afternoon. [Realises that spoke English and is trying to fix this]. Aż do mo… aż do 
popołudnia. Przepraszam.   
54. DET (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT  No, it’s not like that. I am dropping my kids off to school, then I’m doing some things 
for the family. // I work there two or three days per week, only when I have time.  
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
INT  W porządku. Proszę mi powiedzieć ile razy właściwie uderzyła pani panią Jones? 
56. DET Tylko raz. 
INT  Just once. 
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57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT  I to było przy użyciu waserwagi? 
58. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT  Gdzie pani uderzyła panią Jones? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
INT  I do not remember. After that I saw blood, right here.  
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her [left/right] upper arm [or wherever] 
INT  Na potrzebę taśmy, wskazuje pani (.) górną część pani przedramienia. 
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? Where 
did you go? 
INT  Widziała pani krew wypływającą z jej (.) ramienia. Jak to się stało, gdzie pani później 
poszła?  
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT  After I hit her, she went downstairs where the other people were and they walked 
her out.  
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing 
to do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have 
anything with her. 
INT  Czy zgodzi się pani ze mną, że (.) uderzenie pani panny Jones nie było (.) mądrym 
posunięciem? // Uderzyć kogoś waserwagą podczas, gdy ta druga osoba nie ma nic ze 
sobą.  
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  Yes, I understand.  
66. IO You agree with me? 
INT  Czy zgodzi się pani ze mną? 
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67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
INT  Yes, I agree with you.  
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT  Czy zrobiła pani to, ponieważ (.) puściły pani nerwy? 
69. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
INT  Ale posunęła się pani trochę za daleko, prawda? 
71. DET (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT  I said to other drivers that I am going to work and when I am back I will resolve the 
problem. // When I came back (.) I got an information that the police was looking for me. 
72. IO  (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) Do you 
have any questions? 
INT  W porządku. Uważam, że to wystarczająca ilość pytań odnośnie tej bójki.// Czy ma 
pani jakieś pytania? 
73. DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT  No, but I would like to indicate that it was (.) my first wrongdoing and that it was 
between friends. // I understand that I made a mistake and I hope I can resolve that. 
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at [time…]. 
INT   [An interpreter asks for repetition/Tłumacz prosi o powtórzenie]. (.) Podaję pani 
formularz 987 dla osoby, która była na przesłuchaniu nagrywanym na taśmie. (.) Kończę to 
przesłuchanie o godzinie (.) piątej pięćdziesiąt.   
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QI-LE1 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  (.) To przesłuchanie jest nagrywane na (.) taśmę, (.) ja jestem detektyw śledczy 
Smith (.) przebywamy obecnie w biurze głównym  (3) wydziału do spr.. spraw poważnych 
przestępstw w Guildford  (.). Tutaj jest tłumacz także, moje imię i nazwisko XXX. 
Jesteśmy w pokoju przesłuchań numer 4 na (.) na posterunku policji głównym w Guildford 
(.) i pani imię i nazwisko Anna Antkowiak.  
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT Anna Antkowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 4.30pm. // (3b) This 
interview is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice 
of what will happen to the tapes.// (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) 
You do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence.// (3g) Do you understand? 
INT  Dzisiaj mamy dzień 1 czerwca 2015 roku i godzina na moim zegarku jest 4.30. // 
Przesłuchanie jest nagrywane. // Po zakończeniu przesłuchania ja dam pani informacje 
dotyczącą tego co się będzie działo z taśmami nagra… nagrania. // Muszę panią (.) pani 
przypomnieć, że nadal podlega pani (.) pouczeniu. // Może pani za (.) może pani zachować 
milczenie, ale może mieć to zły wpływ na pańsk… na pani obronę, jeśli nie wspomni pani 
czegoś gdy o tym pytana będzie a później będzie chciała pani polegać w sądzie. // 
Wszystko co pani powie może zostać użyte jako dowód w sądzie. // Wszystko co pani powie 
może zostać użyte jako dowód w sądzie. // Czy rozumie pani? 
4. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes 
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5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. (5b) I want to confirm what happened.// (5c) 
We attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. 
Here we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up.// (5d) I asked you if you were 
Anna Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5e) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You 
said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ //I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT  Chciałabym zaznaczyć ważność oświadczenia, (.) które zostało zebrane po naszej 
wizycie w szpitalu (.) jak pojechaliśmy odwiedzić (.) ofiarę napa.. napaści. // Chciałabym 
potwierdzić (.) co się wydarzyło. // (1.5) Porze.. (.) udaliśmy się na do biura (.) taksówek, 
gdzie pani  pracuje. Później udaliśmy się do pani miejsca zamieszkania, gdzie 
rozmawialiśmy z pani małżonkiem i wtedy pani się zjawiła. // Zapytałam, czy pani jest Anna 
Antkowiak i odpowiedziała pani ‘tak’. // Potem zapytałam czy pracuje pani dla A do Z 
taksówki i powiedziała  pani że ‘tak’. // (.) Później zapytałem czy uderzyła pani panią 
Jones i pani odpowiedź była  ‘tak’. (.) Zapytałem, czy użyła pani (.) metalowego (.) kijka i 
powiedziała  pani ‘nie’. // Czy rozumie pani wszystko? 
6. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes, I do. 
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but 
she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT   (.) Gdy zapytaliśmy o to zdarzenie osób przebywających w pani miejscu pracy w 
biurze taksówek (.) powiedzieli, że tak, wtedy powiedziała pani ‘tak, ale ona próbowała mnie 
zabić’. 
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT  Because she tried to kill me.  
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault.// (9c) OK, now I want you to 
tell us your version of events, in your own words.// 
INT  Potem zapytałem się, jest pani na zasiłku dla osób niezatrudnionych i powiedziała 
pani ‘tak’. // O godzinie 1.15 została pani aresztowana oraz (.) otrzymała pani (.) pouczenie 
w sprawie napaści. // Teraz chciałabym by pani opisała nam (.) wydarzenia w swoich 
własnych słowach.  
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10. DET  Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
INT   (.) I went with my husband to surgery, yes we went to hospital to surgery on King 
Street?   
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT  Czy mogę tylko potwierdzić, pani pojechała do lekarza z pani małżonkiem? 
12. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT  Co się wydarzyło gdy dostała się pani, dojechała pani do przychodni? 
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku. 
INT   (.) She, I mean Mrs Jones she saw me and she (.) knew that I am doing some odd 
jobs on the side. 
15. IO What happened next? 
INT  Co się potem wydarzyło? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT   (.) Then the other drivers in the office, who were present in the office (.) told me that 
if you doing some odd jobs on the side, you have to go (.) to the end of the queue, you are 
not getting any assignments quicker. // So I said ‘no, I am taking my husband to see a 
doctor, I am not getting an extra income on the side.’ // Then that woman approached me 
(.) and she sa.. she said that she saw me at the surgery and a male who was getting into 
the car.    
17. IO How did you react? 
INT  Jak pani zareagowała? 
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18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, który 
wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, 
że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT   (.) I said it he was my husband, he she replied any male that gets into your car can 
be your husband. // Then we had an argument, she told me that she saw me and that I am 
getting extra income on the side. // (.) Then she started to (.) swear at me and use offensive 
words, I told her don’t do not swear at me because you will get into trouble then she grabbed 
me like this.   
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating where she grabbed you. // (19b) 
Then what did you do? 
INT  Czyli na poczet tego przesłuchania pokazuje pani gdzie pani ją złapała. // A później 
co pani zrobiła?  
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  I couldn’t push her away from me, (.) I was standing by the wall and there was a 
radiator and there was (.) spirit level on the radiator. // I took the spirit level and I hit her with 
it and then I went to work.  
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT  Uderzyła ją pani i potem wróciła pani do pracy?  
22. DET No tak. 
INT  Yes. 
23. IO Then what? 
INT  A później co?  
24. DET (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu.// (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
INT  When I came back people at the office told me that the police was looking for me 
and they went to my house. // They told me (.) to go home straight away.  
25. IO And did you? 
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INT  I czy zrobiła pani to? 
26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi.// (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
INT  Yes, I did but that was argument between friends. // That was my mistake and my 
mistake only. I hoped that we could sort this out between ourselves.  
27. IO OK. 
INT  Dobrze 
28. DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie 
biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed 
ludźmi. 
INT  It is my first time at the police station. I never (.) had (.) a fight with anyone before. 
// I was so angry at hers that I did not know what I was doing, she was accusing me in front 
of other people.   
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  Dlaczego pani nam tego nie powiedziała gdy pierwszy raz pytaliśmy?  
30. DET  Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT  I did not understand. I (.) don’t see the point of saying something if you don’t 
understand it.  
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT  Jak długo zna pani panią Jones?  
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT  Two or three months. 
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT  Przepraszam, czy mogłaby pani powtórzyć? Trzynaście miesięcy?  
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirteen months. 
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT  Dobrze. Czy panie pracują razem w tym samym biurze taksówek?  
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36. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
INT   (.) Jak zaszła (.) kłótnia dzisiejszego popołudnia, czy pani Jones panią uderzyła? 
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT   (.) When I told her ‘do not swear at me because you will get in trouble’, she told me: 
‘what trouble?’ and then she grabbed me.  
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT  Więc ona panią chwyciła, czy zgadza się?  
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT  Yes, and she told me also ‘what can you do to me if I am going to swear?’ 
41. IO OK. 
INT  Dobrze. 
42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT   (.) But I have to say that she is a good person and to be honest, I feel a bit sorry for 
her because she (.) is a stutter, she has troubles with speaking.   
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT  Czy była pani ranna? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT  No.  
45. IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT   (2) Na poczet (.) nagrania słownego (.) poka pokazuję pani Antkowiak poziomnicę, 
żółty kijek. Czy jest to to coś, co pani użyła do uderzenia?   
46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
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INT   (.) This spirit level was laying on the radiator, it was the closest (.) thing to me so I 
grabbed it.  
47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT  A czy pani Jones miała cokolwiek w swoich rękach? 
48. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT  Jak długo pani pracuje dla A to Z (.) biura taksówek? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT  I am working there two, three times a week, sometimes even (.) more frequently, if 
I have time.   
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT  Przepraszam, czy może pani powtórzyć?  
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT  Maybe seven or eight week, eight weeks, once a week.   
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He 
says you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between 
the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT   (.) Dobrze. My rozmawialiśmy z pani (.) kierownikiem, z właścicielem (.) firmy 
przewozowej. // (.) On mówi, że pracuje pani dla niego pięć do sześciu miesięcy, każdego 
dnia w godzinach o siódmej rano do drugiej po południu.    
54. DET  (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT  No, that’s not right. I take my children to school, then I go back home and I do some 
(.) homework for people, for for family. I work there only two or three days a week, only 
when I have spare time.   
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
INT  Dobrze. Proszę powiedzieć ile razy rzeczywiście uderzyła pani panią Jones?  
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56. DET Tylko raz. 
INT  Only once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT  I to było za pomocą poziomnicy. 
58. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT  W którym miejscu pani ją uderzyła? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
INT  I don’t remember but then I saw blood, here.   
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her [left/right] upper arm [or wherever] 
INT   (.) Dobrze, na poczet nagrania pani pokazuje górną część lewego przed.. lewe 
lewego ramienia. 
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? Where 
did you go? 
INT   (.) Więc (.) była krew z lewego ramienia. Potem jak ja pani uderzyła, co sie 
wydarzyło? Gdzie pani poszła?  
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT   (.) After I hit her (.) I went downstairs. There were other people and they (.) took her 
out.   
64. IO  (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing to 
do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have anything 
with her. 
INT  Czy zgadza się pani ze mną, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było to rozsądna rzecz? 
// (.) Uderzenie innej osoby za pomocą posie poziomnicy gdy (.) nie ma ona niczego innego 
ze sobą. 
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  Yes, I understand.  
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66. IO You agree with me? 
INT  Zgadza się pani ze mną? 
67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
INT  Yes, I do agree with you. 
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT   (.) Czy zrobiła pani (.) bo puściły pani nerwy?  
69. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
INT  Ale (.) podeszła pani zbyt daleko, prawda?  
71. DET (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (72b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT  I told drivers that I am going for work and when I come back, everything will be 
solved. And when I came back, I find out that police is looking after me.  
72. IO Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // Do you have any 
questions? 
INT   (.) Dobrze, wydaje mi się, że jest to wystarczająca ilość pytań w sprawie (.) bójki. 
Czy ma pani jakieś pytania?  
73. DET  (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT   (.) No, but I would like to outline that was my (.) first think like that and that it was 
between friends. // I realised, I realise that I made a mistake and I hope that there is a way 
to solve it.  
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at [time…]. 
INT   (.) Dobrze, teraz otrzyma pani formularz o numerze 987 (.) z informacją dla osoby 
przesłuchanej o zawartości informacji dotyczącej taśm. Kończę to przesłuchanie. Jest 
godzina czwarta czterdzieści pięć.  
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QI-LE2 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  (.) Dzisiejsze przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane. (.) Nazywam się disi DC 
policjantem Smith (.) Can you repeat where exactly from? [INT asks IO for repetition]. (.) w 
oddział główny w Guildford police. // (.) Dodatkowo obecna jest też tłumacz. Dzień dobry. // 
(.) pokój przesłuchań numer cztery w siedzibie Guildford Police. Jest osoba przesłuchująca. 
// Proszę powiedzieć pani imię i nazwisko.    
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
[INT did not repeat but let the DET to introduce herself] 
3. IO (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 5:08. // (3b) This interview 
is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what 
will happen to the tapes.// (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) You do 
not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence.// (3g) Do you understand? 
INT  (.) Data dzisiejsza 8 lipiec 2015 roku, godzina piąta zero osiem. // (.) Dzisiejsze 
przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane. // Przed zakończeniem przesłuchania (.) powiem pani 
dokładnie, co stanie się z nagraniem. // (.) Chciałabym przypomnieć też, że jest to 
przesłuchanie z pouczeniem. // Nie musi pani nic mówić, // (.) jednakże, może to zaszkodzić 
pani obronie, jeśli // jeżeli podczas dzisiejszego przesłuchania nie wspomni pani o czymś, 
(.)  na co o co o czym, na co później powoła się pani w sądzie. // (.) Cokolwiek pani powie 
(.) może być użyte (.) jako w postępowaniu dochodowym, przepraszam, dowodowym. // 
Rozumie pani? 
4. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
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5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened.// (5b) We 
attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up.// (5c) I asked you if you were Anna 
Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said 
‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT  (.) Chciałam przybliżyć pani wagę (.) oświadczenia (.) po pobycie w szpitalu z 
ofiarą. [IO says: ‘Do you want me to repeat?’ and INT answers ‘Can you just say it again?’ 
and IO repeats]. Ok, powtórzę pani jeszcze raz, że chciałam (.) powiedzieć pani jak, o jaki, 
jakiej wagi jest to (.) oświadczenie ofiary po naszej wizycie w szpitalu. // Chciałam 
potwierdzić co (.) wydarzyło się. // Udaliśmy się do (.) biura minikabu, tam, gdzie pani 
pracuje i później udaliśmy się pod pani adres zamieszkania. Rozmawialiśmy z pani mężem 
i później pani się pojawiła. // Zapytałem panią, czy jest pani Anną Antkowiak, pani 
powiedziała, że tak. // (.)  I później zapytałem, czy pani pracuje w firmie Izet minikabs i pani 
potwierdziła, że tak, pani pracuje tam. // I później zapytałem, zapytałam czy pani uderzyła 
pana Jonesa i pani powiedziała, że tak.// Zapytałem też, czy użyła pani metalowego drąga 
i powiedziała pani, że nie. // Rozumie pani, co powiedziałem do tej pory?   
6. DET   Tak, ale to była pani. Miss Jones. [DET corrects the IO and INT handles it well] 
INT  Yes, but it was a lady, miss. It was Miss Jones. 
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but 
she was trying to kill me.’ 
[INT speaks to the IO: ‘Can you just say it again? Can you just take shorter chunks?’] I 
później powiedziałam, że osoby w pani biurze taksówkowym, powiedzieli, że pani to zrobiła. 
I pani powiedziała wtedy p wtedy powiedziała pani, ‘tak, rzeczywiście to zrobiłam, ale ona 
chciała mnie zabić’.   
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT  She did try to kill me. 
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault.// (9c) OK, now I want you to 
tell us your version of events, in your own words. 
INT  Później zapytałem czy jest pani, pobiera pani zasiłek dla bezrobotnych i pani 
powiedziała, że tak. // (.) O godzinie pierwszej piętnaście została pani zatrzymana (.) 
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przeczytano pani pouczenie o pobicie. // (.) Chciałabym, aby pani powiedziała mi swoją 
wersję wydarzeń swoimi własnymi słowami. Dobrze?  
10. DET  Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
[INT forces the DET to speak in short chunks by interrupting her] I went with my husband 
to the GP surgery. Yes, we went to the hospital (.) to the surgery on King Street. 
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT  (.) Chciałam tylko wyjaśnić jedną sprawę. Czy pani pojechała do przychodni ze 
swoim mężem? 
12. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT  Co się stało jak pani do pojechała do tej przychodni? 
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku. 
INT  She, and I mean Mrs Jones, saw me. She came to the office and said that I am 
doing some extra work on the side.  
15. IO What happened next? 
INT  Co się później wydarzyło? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT  Then the remaining drivers who were actually in the office said that ‘If you doing if 
you are doing a bit on the side, you should go to the end of the queue. // You are not going 
to be given any work if you are actually at the front of the queue. // And then I said to that: 
No, I was taking my husband to the to the doctors. I don’t do anything on the side.// And 
then this woman came up to me. She said that she saw me at the surgery. She said she 
saw a man (.) leaving my car. 
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17. IO How did you react? 
INT  I jak pani zareagowała na to? 
18. DET  (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, który 
wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, 
że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT  Yes I said ‘that was my husband’. And then she said ‘every man who gets out of 
your car is your husband. And then we had an argument. She said that she saw me and 
that I actually do some extra work on the side. // She was she started calling me names 
and she was swearing at me. I said to her ‘don’t swear at me, you are going to get into 
trouble’. She grabbed me by the coat just like that. 
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating…. // (19b) Then what did you 
do? 
INT  (.) W celu (3) jeśli chodzi o nagra nagrywanie, chce pani powiedzieć, że ona zła.. 
że ona złapała za płaszcz, tak? [DET says ‘yes’ and INT says: ’She is indicating the pull by 
the coat’] // I później co pani zrobiła? 
20. DET  (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  I couldn’t push her away from me. There was a radiator next to the wall, and there 
was a spirit level on the radiator.// I grabbed it, I hit it, I hit her with it and then I went to work.   
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT  Uderzyła ją pani i potem wróciła do pracy? 
22. DET No tak. 
INT  Yes. 
23. IO Then what? 
INT  A później co się stało? 
24. DET  (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu.// (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
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INT  When I came back people in the office told me that the police was looking after me 
looking for me and that they went ss to my home address.// They told me to go home 
straight away. 
25. IO And did you? 
INT  I wróciła pani? 
26. DET  (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi. // (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
INT  Yes. It was an argument between some mates. // It was my mistake my personal 
mistake. I was hoping we could deal with it ourselves. 
27. IO OK. 
INT  W porządku. 
28. DET  (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie 
biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed 
ludźmi. 
INT  It’s the first time I am at the police station. I’ve never had any fight with anyone 
before.// I was so angry with her I didn’t know what I was doing. She was calling me names 
in front of other people. 
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  A dlaczego pani nam tego nie powiedziała, kiedy pierwszy raz panią o to 
poprosiliśmy? 
30. DET  Nie rozumiałam. //Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT  I didn’t understand. //What’s the point of saying anything if you don’t understand 
something? 
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT Jak długo zna pani miss Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT Two or three months. 
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT  Może pani to powtórzyć? 13 miesięcy? 
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34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirteen months. 
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT  Czy pracują panie razem w tej samej firmie taksówkowej? 
36. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
INT  (.) Jak ta kłótnia miała miejsce dzisiaj, czy pani Jones uderzyła panią? 
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT  When I said to her ‘don’t swear at me because it may get you into trouble’ she said 
‘what trouble’ and then she grabbed me. 
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT  I wtedy panią chwyciła? Na prawdę? 
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT  Yes. And then she said ‘what are you going to do if I keep swearing?’ 
41. IO OK. 
[After quite a long gap in participation for more into] W porządku. 
42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT  I need to say she is a good person. To be quite honest I feel pity for her. She is 
stammering and she cannot (.) make a proper sentence. 
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT  Czy pani była… odniosła pani jakieś obrażenia? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
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45. IO  Turning to the silver metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT  Wracając do tego metalowego drąga, poziomnicy.  Jeżeli chodzi o nasze nagranie 
słowo po słowie, że tak powiem. Pokazuję teraz (.) pani Antowiak, czy to jest ta poziomnica, 
którą pani użyła?  
46. DET  Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
INT  This spirit level was lying on the radiator. It was the closest lying thing so I grabbed, 
got hold of it.  
47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT  Czy pani Jones miała coś w swoich własnych rękach? Czy coś trzymała w rękach? 
48. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT  Jak długo pracuje pani dla firmy Izet minikabs? 
50. DET  Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT  I work there two or three times a week. Sometimes even often, when I have time. 
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT  Może pani to powtórzyć? 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT  Maybe seven or eight weeks, once a week.  
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He says 
you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between the 
hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT  (.) Rozmawialiśmy z pani kierownikiem, właścicielem firmy. // Powiedział nam, że 
pracuje tam pani pięć sześć miesięcy i że pracuje tam pani codziennie I pracuje pani w 
godzinach od siódmej do drugiej. Od siódmej rano do drugiej popołudniu. 
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54. DET  (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT  No, no. That’s not the way it is. // I drop my children at school Then I do things 
different things at home for family.// I work there two maybe three days a week and only 
when I have time. 
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
INT  Proszę mi powiedzieć ile razy uderzyła pani miss Jones? 
56. DET Tylko raz. 
INT  Only once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT  I to było z tą poziomnicą? 
58. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT  Gdzie pani ją uderzyła? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
INT  I can’t remember. And then I saw blood, here. 
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her [left/right] upper arm [or wherever] 
INT  (2) Dla celów nagrania, (.) wskazuje, pokazała pani na prawą (.) górną część ręki, 
ramienia.  
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? Where 
did you go? 
INT  Czyli krew, zauważyła pani krew na ramieniu, na górnej części ramienia, tak? Jak 
pani ją wydarzyła jak pani ją uderzyła to, co się stało? Gdzie pani poszła? 
63. DET  Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT  When I hit her, after I hit her there were I went downstairs and there were other 
people there and they took her out. 
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64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing to 
do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have anything 
with her. 
INT  Czy zgodziłaby się pani ze mną, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było odpowiednią, 
odpowiedzialną rzeczą, którą pani zrobiła?// (.) Uderzyła pani ją poziomnicą w sytuacji, 
kiedy druga osoba druga kobieta nie miała przy sobie niczego. [INT asking IO:  ‘Is it a 
question or is it just a statement?’. IO answers: ‘It is a question but it has an added 
statement, I will repeat. Then the INT says to DET: ‘to jest pytanie ale również zdanie 
twierdzące’] Czy zgodzi się pani, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było rzeczą odpowiedzialną? 
Zgodzi się pani z tym? Że uderzyła pani ją poziomnicą w sytuacji, kiedy ona nie miała 
niczego przy sobie.  
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  Yes, I understand. 
66. IO You agree with me? 
INT  Zgodzi się pani ze mną? 
67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z tą panią. 
INT  Yes, I agree with this lady. 
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT  Czy zrobiła to pani, ponieważ straciła pani panowanie nad sobą? 
69. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
INT  Ale posunęła się pani za daleko? 
71. DET  (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT  I said to the drivers that I’m going to work and when I come back we are going to 
settle everything and everything will be solved. // When I came back I found out that the 
police was looking after me. 
72. IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) Do you 
have any questions? 
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INT  (.) W chwili obecnej wystarcz mamy wystarczającą ilość informacji odnośnie pani 
bójki. // Ma pani jakieś pytania? 
73. DET  (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT  No but I wanted to say I wanted to stress out that it was the first time that something 
like that happened but it was between friends, between mates.// I do realise that I made a 
mistake. I hope it can be solved sorted out.  
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at 5:27. 
INT  (.) Przekazuję pani formularz 987 (.) dla osoby, której przesłuchanie było 
nagrywane. Kończymy przesłuchanie o godzinie piątej dwadzieścia siedem.  
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QI-LE3 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. // (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  The interpreter is asking for repetition. Tłumacz prosi o powtórzenie. 
INT (.) Ta rozmowa jest nagrywana. (.) Nazywam się detektyw Smith (.) znajdujemy się 
(.) Pracuję dla działu przestępstw poważnych. // Znajdujemy się (.) w bazie policji Guildford 
(.) w pokoju numer cztery (.) i ja pracuję dla tego posterunku. // Czy mogłaby pani podać 
swoje imię i nazwisko? 
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT Anna Antkowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 1 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 4:56 // (3b) This interview 
is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what 
will happen to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) You 
do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence. // (3g) Do you understand? 
INT Mamy dzisiaj pierwszy czerwca 2015, godzina czwarta pięćdziesiąt sześć na moim 
zegarku. // Ta rozmowa jest nagrywana. // Pod koniec rozmowy (.) podam pani informacje 
(.) na temat tego, co stanie się z nagraniem. // (.) Muszę pani przypomnieć, że obowiązuje 
panią pouczenie. // Nie musi pani nic mówić jednak jeżeli wykorzysta pani coś co nie 
zostanie powiedziane kiedy zostanie pani o to zapytana w sądzie, może to zaszkodzić 
obronie. // Wszystko, co pani powie może zostać wykorzystane jako dowód. // Czy rozumie 
pani? 
4. DET Tak. 
INT Yes. 
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5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened. // (5b) We 
attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up. // (5c) I asked you if you were Anna 
Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said 
‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT (.) Chciałabym tutaj (.) położyć nacisk na (.) powagę (.) zeznania, które (.) zostało 
(.) przytoczone w szpitalu przez ofiarę w związku z napaścią. // Chciałabym potwierdzić co 
się stało. // Byliśmy w stacji taksówek, w której pani pracuje. Później (.) poszliśmy do pani 
(.) domu, gdzie zastaliśmy męża i później pani się pojawiła. // Zapytałam czy nazywa się 
pani Anna Antkowiak i powiedziała pani, że tak. // Potem zapytałam czy pracuje pani dla 
EteZet (.) mini cabs, czyli taksówek EteZet i powiedziała pani, że tak. // Później zapytałam 
czy uderzyła pani panią Jones i powiedziała pani, że tak. // Zapytałam czy użyła pani 
metalowego kija i powiedziała pani, że nie. // Czy zrozumiała pani to wszystko? 
6. DET Tak. 
INT Yes. 
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but 
she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT (.) Później powiedziałam, że pani w stacji taksówek powiedziała, że użyła pani 
metalowego metalowego kija i (.) wtedy powiedziała pani, że tak, jednak ona chciała mnie 
zabić.  
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT Yeah, because she was trying to kill me. 
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you 
to tell us your version of events, in your own words.// 
INT Później zapytałam czy jest pani na zasiłku dla bezrobotnych i powiedziała pani, że 
tak. // (.) O pierwszej piętnaście została pani aresztowana i (.) dostała (.) ostrzeżenie za 
napaść. // W porządku. Teraz chciałabym, aby pani powiedziała swoją wersję wydarzeń 
własnymi słowami. 
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10. DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
[INT starts interpreting simultaneously, thinking that this simultaneous part] I went to the 
clinic to (.) the hospital, to a GP surgery in Kings Street.   
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT (.) Przepraszam, chciałabym to zweryfikować. Czy pojechała pani (.) do lekarza z 
mężem?  
12. DET Tak. 
INT Yes.  
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT Co się stało kiedy dotarła pani do przychodni? 
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku. 
INT She (.) I mean miss Jones (.) came up to me (.) and said she went to the office and 
said that she found out that I was (.) making some money on the side.  
15. IO What happened next? 
INT Co się stało dalej? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT (.) Then (.) the remaining drivers told me to go to the end of the queue because they 
said that if (.) I am making money on the side (.) I wouldn’t get any (.) booking if I was at the 
front of the queue. They told me to go back at the back. // (.) Then I replied, no, I was taking 
my husband to the doctors. I am not making any money on the side. // And then that woman 
approached me. She said (.) she saw me in the surgery (.) and she saw my husband (.) 
getting out of the car. 
17. IO How did you react? 
INT Jak pani zareagowała? 
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18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, który 
wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, 
że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT (.) Then I said ‘yes, that was my husband’ and she said ‘yeah, every man that is 
getting out of your car is your husband.’ // (.) Then we had an argument. (.) She said that 
(.) I have been (.) making money on the side. // Then she started calling me names and 
swearing at me and I said ‘don’t swear at me because you will get into trouble’ and then 
she grabbed my coat, just like this.   
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating…. // (19b) Then what did you 
do? 
INT Więc na potrzeby tego nagrania pociągnęła panią za rękaw. // I później co zrobiła? 
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT (.) I couldn’t push her back, (.) away from me and (.) there was a heater next to the 
wall and (.) contour line was laying on it. // I took it, hit her with it and I went to work. 
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT Uderzyła ją pani i później wróciła do pracy? 
22. DET No tak. 
INT Yeah, that’s right.  
23. IO Then what? 
INT Co później? 
24. DET (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu. // (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
INT (.) Then, when I came back (.) the people in the office told me that the police were 
looking for me and that they went to my house. // They told me to go straight home. 
25. IO And did you? 
INT I czy pani wróciła? 
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26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi. // (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą. 
INT Yes, but that was an argument between (.) friends. // That was my mistake, my own 
mistake. I thought we would be able to sort it out (.) within the group. 
27. IO OK. 
INT W porządku. 
28. DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie biłam. 
// (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed ludźmi. 
INT (.) It’s my first time at the (.) Police station (.) I’ve never had a fight with anyone 
before. // I was so angry with her that I didn’t know what I was doing. She was accusing me 
in front of people.  
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
[The interpreter is asking for repetition. Tłumacz prosi o powtórzenie.] Dlaczego nie 
powiedziała nam pani o tym kiedy po raz pierwszy zapytaliśmy? 
30. DET  Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT (.) I didn’t understand what the point was of saying something (.) if one doesn’t 
understand it. 
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT Od jak dawna zna pani panią Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT Two, three months.  
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT Przepraszam, mogłaby pani powtórzyć? Trzynaście miesięcy? 
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT Three months, not thirteen.  
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT W porządku. Czy pracujecie panie w tej samej stacji taksówek? 
36. DET Tak. 
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INT Yes.  
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
INT (.) Kiedy (.) zaszło to dzisiejsze zdarzenie, ta awantura, czy pani Jones też panią 
uderzyła? 
38. DET  Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT (.) When I Said to Her ‘don’t swear at me because you will get in trouble’ (.) she 
asked me (.) what type of trouble and she grabbed me. 
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT Więc chwyciła panią? 
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT Yes and she said (.) ‘what are you going to do if I (.) carry on swearing?’ 
41. IO OK. 
[Omitted] 
42. DET  Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT (.) But I have to say that (.) she has a good character (.) I feel sorry for her sometimes 
because (.) she stammers and she finds it difficult to say words sometimes. 
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT Czy coś pani się stało? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT No. 
45. IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT Wracając do żółtej poziomnicy, (.) którą pokazuję pani Antkowiak na potrzeby 
nagrania, czy to jest poziomnica, której pani użyła? 
46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
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INT The spirit level was on the heater and (.) that was the closest object to me and so I 
grabbed it.  
47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT W porządku. Czy pani Jones miała coś w ręku?  
48. DET Nie. 
INT No.  
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT (.) Ja.. jak długo pracuje pani dla (.) AteZet taksówek? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT I work there two, three times a week. Sometimes even more often if I have time. 
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT Przepraszam, czy mogła pani powtórzyć? 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT (.) Maybe seven or eight weeks, once a week. 
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He says 
you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between the 
hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT W porządku. Rozmawialiśmy z pani kierownikiem, właścicielem stacji taksówek. // 
(.) Powiedział, że pracuje pani tam (.) od sześciu miesięcy, codziennie (.) od siódmej rano 
do drugiej po południu. 
54. DET  (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT No, no, that’s not the case. // (.) I take my children to school, and then I am doing a 
lot of different things for the family. // I only work there two to three days a week (.) when I 
have time. 
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
INT W porządku. Proszę w takim razie powiedzieć ile razy właściwie uderzyła pani panią 
Jones? 
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56. DET Tylko raz. 
INT Only once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT (.) I to było poziomnicą.  
58. DET Tak. 
INT Yes. 
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT Gdzie pani ją uderzyła? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
INT I don’t remember but then I saw blood, here. 
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her [left/right] upper arm [or wherever] 
INT (.) W porządku, na potrzeby nagrania (.) wskazuje (.) lewą (.) górną część lewej ręki. 
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? Where 
did you go? 
INT (.) W takim razie leciała jej krew z ręki (.) a potem jak pani ją uderzyła, co się stało 
dalej [niezrozumiałe] poszło?  
63. DET  Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT Then she went downstairs and there were other people there who took her out. 
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing to 
do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have anything 
with her. 
INT Czy zgodziłaby się (.) pani ze mną, jeśli powiem, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było 
rozsądną rzeczą? // (.) Uderzenie (.) kogoś poziomnicą, kiedy (.) ta kobieta nie miała nic w 
swoich rękach. 
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT Yes, I understand. 
66. IO You agree with me? 
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INT Zgadza się pani? 
67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
INT Yes, I do agree with you. 
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT (.) Czy zrobiła to pani bo puściły pani nerwy? 
69. DET Tak. 
INT Yes. 
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
INT Ale to poszło za daleko, prawda? 
71. DET  (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT I said to the drivers that I’m going to work and when I come back we are going to 
sort everything out and the problem is going to be solved. // When I came back I found out 
that the police were looking for me. 
72. IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) Do you 
have any questions? 
INT W porządku, myślę, że wystarczy już pytań na temat bójki. // Czy ma pani jakieś 
pytania? 
73. DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT No (.) but I wanted to emphasize that it was my (.) first foolish escapade and it was 
within a group of friends. // (.) I realised that I made a mistake and I hope (.) that I will be 
able to (.) sort it out. 
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at 5:12pm. 
INT W porządku. Wypisuję w takim razie formularz 987 dla osoby ktt.. z którą rozmowa 
była nagrywana. Czas na moim zegarku piąta dwanaście. 
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QI-SE1 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police HQ. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter … [the interpreter]. 
// (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // (1d) Can you 
please state your full name please? 
INT  To przesłuchanie jest nagrywane na (.) kasetę. Ja nazywam się detektyw (.) Smith, 
który pracuje na posterunku (.) na Guildford, na posterunku policji na Guildford w wydziale 
poważnych poważnych przestępstw. // Również obecna jest tłumaczka xxx // My jesteśmy 
w sali przesłuchań numer cztery na posterunku (.) policji w głównej siedzibie w Guildford i 
ja przesłuchuję. // Czy może się pani przedstawić, podać pełne imię i nazwisko? 
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT  Anna Antkowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 1 May 2013 and the time by my watch is exactly 09:30. // (3b) This 
interview is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice 
of what will happen to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) 
You do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence. // (3g) Do you understand? 
INT (.) Data (.) to pierwszy maja dwa tysiące trzynaście i według  mojego zegarka 
godzina jest dziewiąta trzydzieści dokładnie. // To przesłuchanie jest nagrywane na kasetę. 
// Na zakończenie tego przesłuchania dam pani informacje, co stanie się z tymi kasetami. 
// Ja przypominam pani, że obowiązuje panią pouczenie. // Ma pani prawo zachować 
milczenie, ale jeżeli padnie pytanie i nie powie pani o czymś, na czym później będzie się 
chciała pani powołać w sądzie, może to zaszkodzić pani obronie. // A wszystko co pani 
powie, może być użyte jako dowód. // Czy rozumie pani? 
4. DET Tak.  
INT Yes, I do.  
5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened. // (5b) We 
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attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up.// (5c) I asked you if you were Anna 
Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said 
‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT Ja chciałbym tutaj przedstawić powagę zeznania (.), które zostało sporządzone po 
wizycie w szpitalu (.) po tym, jak ooododwiedziliśmy tam (.) ofiarę napaści. Ja chciałbym 
potwierdzić co się stało. // Najpierw poszliśmy (.) do biura taksówek, tam gdzie pani pa (.) 
pracuje, (.) później udaliśmy się do (.) do domu, rozmawialiśmy z pani mężem i później pani 
się pojawiła. // Ja zapytałem czy (.) nazywa się pani Anna Antkowiak i pani potwierdziła.// 
Później (.) zapytałem się czy pracuje pani (.) w firmie taksówek E-Zet minicabs i pani 
potwierdziła. // Później zapytałem panią czy to pani wjechała (.) czy to pani uderzyła panią 
Jones i (.) pani potwierdziła. // Ja zapytałem panią, czy użyła pani (.) drążka metalowego i 
(.) pani powiedziała, że nie. // Czy pani rozumie (.) to wszystko?  
6. DET Tak.  
INT  Yes 
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but 
she was trying to kill me.’  
INT  Później ja powiedziałem, że osoby, które (.) pracowały w tym biurze taksówek 
powiedziały, że jednak pani to zrobiła. (.) Pani wtedy powiedziała, że tak, zrobiła (.) to pani, 
‘ale (.) ona próbowała mnie zabić’. Tak pani powiedziała.  
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić.... 
INT  Yes, she wanted to kill me.  
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At quarter 
past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you to tell us 
your version of events, in your own words. 
INT  Później ja zapytałem panią, czy pobiera pani zasiłek dla (.) bezrobotnych i 
powiedziała pani, że tak. // (.) Piętnaście minut po pierwszej została pani (.) aresztowana 
(.) i (.) pouczona (.) w na podejrz.. w zz ze względu na napaść. // Teraz chciałabym aby 
pani odpowiedziała opowiedziała swoją wersję wydarzeń swoimi słowami. 
10. DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
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INT  (.) I went to the surgery (.) I went there together with my with my husband. We went 
to hospital in King Street. 
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT Czyli poszła pani do doktora razem z mężem?  
12. DET Tak.  
INT  Yes 
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery?  
INT  I co się stało, (.) jak pani dotarła do tej przychodni?  
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam 
na boku.  
INT  [INT] Could you repeat, please? Czy mogłaby pani powtórzyć? [Polish speaker 
repeats] Interpreter asks for clarification: Nie widziała? [Polish speaker says ‘mnie widziała’, 
Interpreter repeats ‘mnie widziała’]. (.) She, I mean (.) Mrs Jones (.) saw me (.) she went to 
the office and (.) said that I was working (.) taking a ma money cash in hand. 
15. IO What happened next?  
INT  I co pani i co się następnie (.) wydarzyło?  
16. IO   (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu. 
INT  (.) Then, the other drivers who were present in the office said ‘if you are working 
illegally, if you are taking (.) cash in hand, then you would have to go back to the end of the 
line (.) you won’t get any (.) new job, you would have to go at the end of the line. // I said 
‘no’ (.), it is it is not the case, I am not (.) working illegally, I am not (.) taking cash in hand 
(.), I was taking my husband to hospital. // Then, this woman came up, she said that she 
had seen me in the surgery, she said that she had seen a man getting out of my car.  
17. IO How did you react?  
INT  I jak pani zareagowała? 
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18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, który 
wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. Powiedziała, 
że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie wyzywać i 
przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. 
Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak]. 
INT  I said ‘yes, it was my husband, and she said that every guy that every guy who (.) 
get out who get out of your car is your husband, is it?’ // Then, we had an argument and 
she said that she saw me and that I am just working (.) illegally.// Then she started calling 
me names and swearing. I said ‘don’t swear because otherwise you would have you would 
would be in trouble and then she just grabbed me by the coat like that [showing how].  
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating your upper left arm. // (19b) Then 
what did you do? 
INT  Na potrzebę kasety wskazuje pani gór.. przedramię lewe. // Co pani później zrobiła? 
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy. 
INT  (.) I couldn’t (.) push her off me, couldn’t push her away (.) there was a heater (.) by 
the wall and there was (.) a level device laying on it. // I took it and I hit her with it and then 
I went to work.  
IO adding text: Could I ask you more about this level device on the heater? Can you 
describe exactly what you mean by level device?  
INT  (.) Czy mogłaby pani, czy mogę się panią zapytać jeszcze o tą poziomnicę, którą 
leżała na grzejniku? Czy może pani powiedzieć, co pani miała na myśli?  
DET added: Tak, to jest taki przyrząd do mierzenia czy ściany są równe, jest to taki 
metalowy drążek.  
INT  Yes, it is (.) a metal stick. It is a device (.) used to, (.) to see, to make sure that the 
walls are level.  
IO added: Ah, okay. I think it is called a spirit level.  
INT  Chyba to się nazywa spirit level po angielsku.  
IO added. OK., that that corresponds with an item of evidence we have.  
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INT   I to w takim razie (.) odpowiada (.) temu (.) przedmiotowi, który mamy jako dowód 
rzeczowy.   
21. IO So You hit her with the spirit level, and then you went back to work?  
INT  Czyli w takim razie uderzyła (.) pani ją (.) tą poziomnicą, a później wróciła pani do 
pracy.  
22. DET No tak.  
INT  Yes, yes.  
23. IO Then what?  
INT  I później co?  
24. DET (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu. // (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu.  
INT  When I got back (.) people in the office said that the police were looking for me and 
that they have gone to (.) my house. // (.) They told me to go home straight away.  
25. IO And did you?  
INT  I poszła pani?  
26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi. // (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą. 
INT  Yes, there was an argument just amongst friends. // It was (.) my mistake, my own 
mistake and I was hoping that we could sort it out among ourselves.   
27. IO OK.  
INT  Okay.  
28. DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie biłam. 
// (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed ludźmi. 
INT  It is the first time that I had been at the Police station. I had never been in a fight 
with anyone before. // I was so upset, I was so angry with her that I did not know what I was 
doing. She was accusing me (.) in front of all the people.   
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you?  
INT  Czemu pani nam o tym nie powiedziała, gdy zapytaliśmy panią o to po raz pierwszy?  
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30. DET Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT  I did not understand. I did not know what was the point (.) saying anything while I 
did not understand something.  
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones?  
INT  Jak długo pani zna panią Jones?  
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące.  
INT  (.) Two or three months.  
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months?  
INT  Czy pani powiedziała trzynaście miesięcy? Mogłaby pani powtórzyć?  
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy.  
INT  No, three months, not thirteen months.  
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company?  
INT  Czy pracujecie razem w tej samej firmie taksówkowej? 
36. DET Tak.  
INT  Yes.  
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you?  
INT  Gdy dzisiaj miał miejsce (.) miała miejsce ta kłótnia, czy pani Jones panią uderzyła?  
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT  When I told her „do not swear at me because otherwise you would be in trouble,” 
she said „what trouble” and then it was when she grabbed me.   
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct?  
INT  Ona panią schwyciła, zgadza się?  
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?”  
INT  Yes and she Said „what are you doing, what are you going to do to me if I if I swear?” 
41. IO OK.  
INT  Okay. 
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42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej żal, 
bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić.  
INT  But actually she is a good person, she is (.) a kind person. Actually (.) I feel sorry 
for her because she stammers and she cannot really express herself fully.  
43. IO Were you hurt?  
INT  Czy była pani ranna?  
44. DET Nie.  
INT  No.  
45. IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used?  
INT  (.) Dobrze, to w takim razie (.) teraz odnieśmy się do tego żółtego (2) metalowego 
drążka (.) tej poziomnicy, (.) i teraz, którą (2) teraz tutaj pokazuję pani Antkowiak (.) tutaj 
odpowiedzialny (.) to (.) na poczet kasety. Czy to jest ten (.) ta poziomnica, którą pani 
używała?   
46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
INT  This spirit level was on the heater; it was (.) the object that was the nearest to me 
so I grabbed the hold of it.   
IO added: Could I clarify something with you? When you say ‘heater’ what sort of heater do 
you mean? Was it a fan heater or radiator or describe the heater, please.  
INT  Jak pani mówi ‘na grzejniku’ niech pani powie jaki to był rodzaj grzejnika? Czy to 
był kaloryfer? Czy to był DET interrupting. 
DET added: Kaloryfer  
INT  Yes, it was a radiator.  
IO dodał: Ah, I see, okay, thank you.  
INT  Acha, rozumiem, kaloryfer, dobrze. 
47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands?  
INT  Czy pani Jones miała coś w ręce? 
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48. DET Nie.  
INT  No. 
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT  Jak długo pani pracuje dla firmy E-Z mini cabs? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT  I work there twice or three times a week, sometimes even more often if I have time.  
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that?  
INT  Czy może pani to powtórzyć? 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu.  
INT  For seven or eight weeks, once a week.  
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He says 
you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between the 
hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT  My rozmawialiśmy z kierownikiem u pani w pracy, z właścicielem tej firmy (.) 
taksówkowej. // On mówi, że pracowała pan tam, pani tam przez pięć lub sześć miesięcy i 
pracuje pani w każdy dzień od siódmej rano do drugiej po południu. 
54. DET (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne rzeczy 
w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie wtedy, 
gdy mam czas. 
INT  No, no that’s not the case. // I take my children to school (.) and then I do different 
(.) things different (.) things for the family. // I only work there two or three times a week, 
only when I have time.   
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones?  
INT  Dobrze, no to w takim razie proszę mi powiedzieć ile razy pani uderzyła panią 
Jones?  
56. DET Tylko raz.  
INT  Only once.  
57. IO And that was with the spirit level?  
INT  I to była ss.. it to było tą poziomnicą? 
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58. DET Tak.  
INT  Yes 
59. IO Where did you hit her?  
INT  Gdzie pani ją uderzyła?  
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię].  
INT  I can’t remember, but then I just saw some blood over here [showing the right arm].  
61. IO OK, for the purpose of the tape, she is indicating her left upper arm.  
INT  Tutaj, ż.. (.) na poczet kasety, żeby się nagrało na kasetę (.) pani wskazuje (.) lewą 
rękę na górze.  
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? 
Where did you go?  
INT  Czyli była krew, leciała jej zz ręki (.) jak pani ją uderzyła, to co się później stało? 
Gdzie pani poszła?   
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT  I’m sorry, could you repeat that? DET repeats In Polish.  
INT  Am, well, when I hit her, when I whacked her (.) she went down the stairs (.) and 
there were other people who let her out, took her out.  
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing to 
do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have anything 
with her. 
INT  Czy zgodzi się pani ze mną, że to, że pani uderzyła panią Jones (.) to nie była 
odpowiednia rzecz, którą należało zrobić? // To znaczy mam na myśli uderzyć kogoś 
poziomnicą, gdy ta druga kobieta nic nie ma przy sobie.   
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  Yes, I I (.) understand.  
66. IO You agree with me?  
INT  Czyli zgadza się pani ze mną? 
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67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem.  
INT  Yes, I agree with you.  
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper?  
INT  Czy zrobiła pani to, ponieważ straciła pani kontrolę nad sobą, panowanie? 
69. DET Tak.  
INT  Yes. 
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you?  
INT  Czy posunęła się pani za daleko, prawda?  
71. DET (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała.  
INT  I said to the drivers that I was going to work and (.) that when (.) I will be back we 
agree on something and we find the solution. // When I (.) came back I found out that the 
police were looking for me.  
72. IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) Do you 
have any questions? 
INT  Dobrze, to wydaje mi się, że to (.) na tyle pytań jeżeli chodzi o (.) tą bójkę. // Czy 
pani ma jakieś pytania?  
73. DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to pomiędzy 
znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że uda mi się 
to rozwiązać. 
INT  No, but I’d like to underline that it was the first (.) situation like that for me and that 
was all among friends. // I realised that I have made a mistake and I hope that I’d be able 
to (.) sort it out. 
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape recorded. 
Concluding the interview at time 9:51.  
INT  W takim razie (.) tutaj wydaję (.) informację 987 (.) tutaj dotyczy osoby, która była 
przesłuchiwana i kończę to przesłuchanie o godzinie dziewiątej pięćdziesiąt jeden.  
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QI-SE2 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. // (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
INT  (.) To przesłuchanie jest nagrywane. (.) Nazywam się detektyw Smith (.) pracuję dla 
jednostki poważnych przestępstw w (.) na posterunku w Guildford. // Również obecny jest 
tłumacz. // Znajdujemy sie w pokoju numer cztery w na posterunku w Guildford. Zaczynamy 
przesłuchanie. // Proszę podać pełne imię i nazwisko. 
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
INT  Anna Antkowiak 
3. IO (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 5.30. // (3b) This interview 
is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what 
will happen to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) You 
do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. // (3f) Anything you do say may be 
given in evidence. // (3g) Do you understand? 
INT   Jest dzisiaj ósmy czerwca 2015 roku i według mojego zegarka jest 5.30. // INT 
 Przesłuchanie jest nagrywane na taśmie. // (.) Na końcu przesłuchania otrzyma pani 
informację na temat tego co będzie działo się z tymi z tym nagraniem. // (.) Zostanie pani 
teraz pouczona na temat swoich (.) praw i odpowiedzialności karnej. // Nie musi pani nic 
mówić. // Ale może zaszkodzić to pani obronie, jeżeli (.) dzisiaj nie wspomni pani o czymś, 
na czym później będzie pani polegała w sądzie. // (.) Cokolwiek pani powie może zostać 
użyte jako dowód. // Czy rozumie pani?  
4. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened. // (5b) We 
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attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up. // (5c) I asked you if you were Anna 
Antoniak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said ‘yes.’ 
// (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if you’d 
used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT   (.) Chciałabym wspomnieć o (.) znaczeniu pani (.) zeznania, pani (.) po wiz po 
wizycie w szpitalu (.) [INT asking for repetition: Sorry, could you repeat this?] (.) Chciałabym 
wspo porozmawiać na temat (.) zeznania po wizycie w szpitalu (.) po wizycie w szpitalu, w 
którym znajduje się ofiara napaści. // Chcę (.) dowiedzieć się, co się stało. // (.) Byliśmy w 
(.) firmie taksówkowej, w której pani pracuje, a później przyszliśmy do pani do domu. // Tutaj 
rozmawialiśmy już z pani mężem i później pani się tutaj stawiła. // Zapytałam się pani czy 
nazywa się pani Anna Antoniak i pani powiedziała tak. // I później spytałam się pani czy 
pracuje pani w E-Z mini cabs, co pani potwierdziła. // Później zapytałam panią czy uderzyła 
pani panią Jones i pani potwierdziła, że tak. // (.) Spytałam panią czy użyła pani metalowego 
kijka, pala i pani powiedziała, że nie. // Czy pani wszystko rozumie? 
6. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but 
she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT   (.) Później powiedziałam pani, że spytałam ludzi w pani pracy czy pani to zrobiła (.) 
i oni potwierdzili, że tak, i pani powiedziała wtedy ‘tak, ja to zrobiłam, ale ona próbowała 
mnie zabić’.  
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT  She wanted to kill me.  
9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you 
to tell us your version of events, in your own words. 
INT  Spytałam później panią czy otrzymuje pani zasiłek dla bezrobotnych i pani 
powiedziała, że tak. // (.) O pierwszej piętnaście została pani aresztowana, została pani 
pouczona i (.) został pani postawiony zarzut napaści. // Teraz chciałabym żeby pani 
powiedziała jak to wygląda z pani punktu widzenia, pani własnymi słowami.  
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10. DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni 
na King Street. 
INT   (.) I went to (.) the doctor’s with my husband, yes, we went to the hospital, we went 
to the doctor’s on King Street.    
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT   (.) Przepraszam, chciałam się upewnić, czy pani poszła do lekarza, do przychodni 
ze swoim mężem? 
12. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT   (.) Co się stało kiedy z.. poszła pani ... kiedy doszła pani do przychodni?  
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że 
dorabiam na boku. 
INT   (.) Her, Miss Jones, she saw me and she went to the office and she said (.) I am 
having a job on … illegal job.  
15. IO What happened next? 
INT  Co się później stało? 
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT   (.) Then the rest of the drivers who were in the office told me to go to the end of the 
queue and then said they said I’m not gonna get any jobs at the beginning of the queue 
[INT trying to say something but then stops not to make a mess with her rendition] // Then 
I said ‘no, I’m taking my husband to the doctors and I don’t have an illegal job’.// (.) Then 
this woman, she came up to me and she said that she saw me at the surgery, she saw a 
man tak.. coming out of my car.   
17. IO How did you react? 
INT  Jak pani zareagowała? 
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18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, 
który wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. //(18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. 
Powiedziała, że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie 
wyzywać i przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w 
tarapatach”. Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT   (.) I said ‘yes, that man was my husband’ and she said ‘so, every man that comes 
out of your car is your husband’. // (.) Then we argued, she said (.) she said I am having 
illegal job, I’m taking illegal jobs on. // Then she started (.) shouting at me, she started 
swearing at me (.) and she (.) I told her not to swear at me because she will be in trouble 
and she (.) she touched my jacket and she started pulling me like this.    
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating… – This was omitted by the IO. 
// (19b) Then what did you do? 
INT  Co pani zrobiła?  
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim 
leżała poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  I I couldn’t push her away because there was a wall and there was a radiator and 
on the radiator there was an object like this one here [pointing at the spirit level on a table.] 
// I took this object, I hit it with her, I hit her with it and I went to work.   
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT  Pani ją uderzyła i później poszła do pracy?  
22. DET No tak. 
INT  Yes.  
23. IO Then what? 
INT  I co później?  
24. DET  (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu. // (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
INT  When I got (.) When I got there (.) the people in the office told me that the police 
was looking for me and that they went to my house. // They told me to get back home 
immediately.  
25. IO And did you? 
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INT  I czy pani wróciła od razu do domu? 
26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi. // (26b) To był mój błąd, mój własny 
błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
INT  Yes. It was just an argument between two frie between friends. // It was my mistake 
and I hoped I had hoped that we would solve it between ourselves.  
27. IO OK. 
INT  Dobrze.  
28. DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie biłam. 
// (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed ludźmi. 
INT  It’s the first time that I’ve been to the police station and I’ve never been in a fight 
with anyone. // (.) I was angry with her. I did not know what to do. She was accusing me in 
front of people.  
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  Dlaczego powie [INT to IO Proszę powtórzyć. Sorry, can you repeat that?] Dlaczego 
nie powiedziała nam pani tego, kiedy pierwszy raz panią spytaliśmy?  
30. DET Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT   (.) I couldn’t I did not understand. I did I didn’t think there was a point in talking 
about something if I didn’t understand.   
31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT  Od jak dawna zna pani panią Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT  Two or three months.  
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT   (.) Proszę powtórzyć. Trzynaście miesięcy? 
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirteen months.  
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT  Czy pracują panie w tym samym tej samej firmie z taksówkami?  
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36. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
INT   (.) Kiedy doszło do kłótni dzisiaj, czy pani Jones panią uderzyła?   
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT   (.) When I told her don’t not to swear at me because she will be in trouble, she said 
‘what trouble’ and that’s when she grabbed me.  
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT  Czyli panią złapała, tak?  
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT   (.) Yes, and she said ‘what can you do to me if I swear at you?’  
41. IO OK. 
INT  Dobrze. 
42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem. Właściwie to jest mi jej 
żal, bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT   (.) In fact, she is a good person. I kind of feel sorry for her because she stutters and 
she doesn’t always, she cannot always express herself clearly.   
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT   [INT: Could you repeat, please?] (.) Czy była pani, czy doznała pani jakichś 
obrażeń? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT  No.  
45. IO Turning to the silver metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT   (.) Jeżeli chodzi o tą metalową, metalowy kijek, czyli tą poziomnicę, (1) [INT: 
indicating to IO to continue, IO is repeating the speech] (.) Jeżeli chodzi o tą poziomnicę, 
(1) dla nagrania, teraz, którą wskazuję teraz pani Antoniak, czy to jest ta poziomnica, którą 
pani użyła?  
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46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
INT   (.) This spirit level was on the radiator and because it was the closest thing to me, 
I grabbed it.  
47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT  Czy pani Jones trzymała coś w ręce? 
48. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs?  
INT  Od jak dawna pracuje pani dla E-Z mini cabs? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT  I work there two to three times a week, sometimes more often if I have time.  
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
INT   (.) Przepraszam, proszę powtórzyć. 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT  Maybe seven to eight weeks (.) once a week. 
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He 
says you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between 
the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT  Rozmawialiśmy z pani kierownikiem, właścicielem firmy. // (.) Powiedział on, że 
pracuje tam pani od około pięciu, sześciu miesięcy. (.) I powiedział, że pracuje tam pani 
każdego dnia od siódmej rano do czternastej po południu. 
54. DET (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT  No, no, that’s not true. // (.) First, I take children to school and then I do various 
things at home for the family. // I only work there two, three times a week, only when I have 
time. 
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
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INT   (.) Dobrze, proszę mi powiedzieć ile razy dokładnie uderzyła pani panią Jones? 
56. DET Tylko raz. 
INT  Only once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT   (.) I uderzyła ją pani poziomnicą? 
58. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT  Gdzie pani ją uderzyła? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
INT   (.) I can’t remember. I only remember seeing blood here.  
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her upper arm. 
INT   (.) Oskarżona wskazuje (.) lewe ramię. 
62. IO So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? 
Where did you go? 
INT  Czyli krew leciała jej z lewego ramienia. Co się później stało? Gdzie pani poszła? 
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszłam po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT   (.) After I hit her, I went down the stairs and there were some other people and they 
took her.  
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing 
to do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have 
anything with her. 
INT  Czy zgadza się pani ze mną w stwierdzeniu, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było 
rozsądną rzeczą? // (.) Uderzenie kobiety poziomnicą, kiedy ona nie ma ze sobą niczego?  
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  Yes, I understand.  
66. IO You agree with me? 
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INT  Zgadza się pani ze mną? 
67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
INT  Yes, I agree.  
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT   (.) Czy (.) zrobiła to pani, ponieważ panią poniosło?  
69. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
INT  Ale zaszło to trochę za daleko, tak? 
71. DET (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy 
i wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT   (.) I told the drivers that when I get back to work we will discuss everything and we 
will take care of everything. // When I came back, I found out that (.) the police is looking 
for me.  
72. IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) Do you 
have any questions? 
INT  Dobrze, rozumiem. Myślę, że pytań na temat kłótni już wystarczy. // Czy ma pani 
jakieś pytania? 
73. DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT   (.) I would like to stress that this is my first incident or offence like this and it was 
between two friends. // I realised that it was a mistake but I hoped that we can resolve this.  
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape 
recorded. // Concluding the interview at [time…]. 
INT   (.) Dobrze, rozumiem. (.) Wystawiam (.) pani formularz 987 dla osoby, której 
przesłuchanie było nagrane na taśmę. // Koniec przesłuchania o godzinie piątej czterdzieści 
sześć.   
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QI-SE2 – role-play transcript 
IO=Interviewing officer; DET=detained person 
1. IO (1a) This interview is being tape-recorded. I am DC Smith, attached to the Serious 
Crime Unit at Guildford Police Head Quarters. // (1b) Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. // (1c) We are in interview room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I am interviewing. // 
(1d) Can you please state your full name please? 
[INT: Ale ja to tak wszystko obcinam, tak żeby pamiętać, ja tak wszystkiego nie pamiętam 
ale tutaj jest – and jumps  into interpreting without any  warning] 
INT  Tutaj jest przesłuchanie, na policji, jakim tu.. ja jestem policjantem, który 
przeprowadza przesłuchanie na policji, w której to jest? [It seems she is asking the IO for 
repetition but is doing it in Polish, when she realises he does not understand, then she says: 
W.. What police station is this?] // W pokoju prze.. przesłuchiwania, w jakim pokoju się prze.. 
prze.. przesłuchuje, numer 4. Ten policjant będzie panią przesłuchiwać. [Speaks in the third 
person to the DET] // Proszę powiedzieć swoje imię i nazwisko. 
2. DET Anna Antkowiak 
[INT does not repeat the name but only points at the DET] 
3. IO (3a) The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my watch is 4:35. // (3b) This interview 
is being tape-recorded. // (3c) At the conclusion of the interview, I’ll give you notice of what 
will happen to the tapes. // (3d) I must remind you that you are under caution. // (3e) You 
do not have to say anything, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something that you later rely on in court. Anything you do say may be given in 
evidence. // (3f) Do you understand? 
INT  Jest szós…szóst… szósty czerwiec (.) którego roku? [asks IO a question in Polish 
looking at IO, then says What year and turns into DET when saying this, there is no 
response, so she skips that and says and the time is four fourty five (in English) then in 
Polish:] Za piętnaście piąta. // To prze.. to przesłuchanie jest nagrane na taśmę. // I (.) 
później jak się skończy przesłuchanie, to pani powiem co się stanie z tym... tymmmi 
taśmami. // Muszę (1) przypomnieć pani, że jest pani pod pod ostrzeżeniem. // Pani, pani 
nie musi odpowiadać na pytania, ale jeśli pani na żadne pytanie nie odpowie, a na to samo 
będzie odpowiadać w sądzie, to się to to się [impossible to understand] wszystko przeciwko 
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pani odwróci i to co pani to co pani powie, może być traktowane jako dowód. // Czy pan, 
pani to rozumie? 
4. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
5. IO (5a) I want to bring up the significance of the statement after we’ve been to the 
hospital to speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm what happened.// (5b) We 
attended the mini cab office where you work, and then we went to your home address. Here 
we spoke to your husband, and then you turned up. // (5c) I asked you if you were Anna 
Antkowiak. You said ‘yes.’ // (5d) Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini cabs. You said 
‘yes.’ // (5e) I then asked you whether you hit Miss Jones. You said ‘yes.’ // (5f) I asked if 
you’d used a metal stick, and you replied, ‘no.’ // (5g) Do you understand all of this? 
INT  Chciałem powiedzieć, że byliśmy właśnie (.) ważność tej sytuacji po tym jak poszli 
poszliśmy do szpitala zobaczyć tego ofiarę. // Chciałem powttt... potwierdzić co się stało. // 
[INT: Would you please repeat again – says the INT only in Eng.] Byliśmy byliśmy w mini 
mini cab w domu gdzie pani pracuje. Poszliśmy do pani do domu. I spotkaliśmy się z (.) 
pani męża i wtedy pani się zjawiła. // Zapytałem się czy się pani nazywa Anna Antkowiak i 
powiedziała pani pani powiedziała, że tak. // Zapytałem się czy pani pracuje w tym Izi 
minikab i powiedziała pani tak. // Zapytałem czy uderzyła pani pana Jonesa i pani 
powiedziała, że tak. // Zapytałem się czy pani użyła (.) drut metalowy i pani powiedziała 
‘nie’. // Czy pani rozumie te wszystkie pytania? 
6. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
7. IO Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, 
but she was trying to kill me.’ 
INT  (.) Ludzie w tym w (.) tej taksówce powiedzieli, że pani to zrobiła na co pani 
powiedziała, tak to pani zrobiła ale ona chciała mnie ude.. zabić.  
8. DET Ona chciała mnie zabić....  
INT  Ona chciała mnie zabić [INT repeats in Polish, then DET repeats ‘Ona chciała mnie 
zabić’ and then INT No tak, ona chciała ją zabić, tak to zrozumiałam, She was trying to kill 
me (time: 4:20mins), then the conversation between an INT and DET. INT speaks in English 
to Polish DET, ‘She wants to kill him, not him but her’, after receiving clarification she finally 
speaks to the IO ‘She she wanted to kill me’]   
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9. IO (9a) I then asked if you were on unemployment benefit. You said ‘yes.’ // (9b) At 
quarter past one you were arrested, and cautioned for assault. // (9c) OK, now I want you 
to tell us your version of events, in your own words.// 
INT  Zapytałem się czy pani jest na zp na zasiłku (.) pracowniczym i powiedziała pani, 
że tak. // I (.) piętnaście po p pierwszej pani była zaareszto zaaresztowana za to że pani, 
za napad fizyczny. // Teraz chcę żeby pani powiedziała własnymi słowami co się stało. //  
10. DET Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street. 
INT  I went to with my husband to the doctor’s surgery. Yeah, we went to the hospital in 
King Street. [INT keeps interrupting DET who is forced to break the sentence to tiny chunks] 
Surgery in in King Street.  
11. IO Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s with your husband? 
INT  Pani poszła do mę… pani pojechała z mężem do doktora. 
12. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes, yes, I did. 
13. IO What happened when you got to the surgery? 
INT  Co co się stało jak pani do tej przychodni przyszła? 
14. DET Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i powiedziała, że 
dorabiam na boku. 
INT  O, this lej lej lady Jones, this lady Mrs Jones she saw me. She went to the office 
and and she said that I earn on the side. 
15. IO What happened next? 
INT  A co co się a co się potem stało?  
16. DET  (16a) Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, “skoro 
dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz żadnego zlecenia będąc 
na początku kolejki”. // (16b) Na to odpowiedziałam “nie, wiozłam męża do lekarza. Nie 
dorabiam na boku”. // (16c) Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni. Powiedziała, że widziała mężczyznę wysiadającego z mojego samochodu.  
INT  Then d d d the mini drivers who were at at the office, they said. And they said 
because you you earn on the side, you are not entitled to be in the queue. You have to go 
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to the end of the queue. // And then I said ‘I don’t earn on the side. I was taking my husband 
to the hospital. // And then the woman came up to me. She said she saw me in the in the 
doctor’s surgery. And she saw a gentleman (.) getting out of my car.       
17. IO How did you react? 
INT  I jak pani na to zareagowała? 
18. DET (18a) Powiedziałam “tak, to był mój mąż”. Ona na to powiedziała „każdy facet, 
który wysiada z twojego samochodu to twój mąż”. // (18b) Potem się pokłóciłyśmy. 
Powiedziała, że widziała mnie i że dorabiam sobie na lewo. // (18c) I wtedy zaczęła na mnie 
wyzywać i przeklinała na mnie. Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w 
tarapatach”. Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz – o tak [pokaż jak].  
INT  I said ‘yes, that was my husband’. And then she said ‘any man who leaves your car 
is is your husband’. // And then he had an argument. We had an argument. // she said to 
me that she saw me that I’m earning on the side. // And she and she called me the names 
and she was swearing at me. I said don’t swear because you go you go you going to be in 
trouble and she took mm mmy coat and she started to shake me like that.   
19. IO (19a) For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating where she grabbed you. // 
(19b) Then what did you do? 
INT  Jak to było, że ona wzięła na na na tym przemówieniu na tym (.) an tej taśmie, że 
ona panią wzięła tutaj za ten za ten płaszcz i zaczęła panią i szarpała. // (.) Aha, a potem 
co się stało po tym szarpaniu? 
20. DET (20a) Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie. Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim 
leżała poziomnica. // (20b) Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a potem poszłam do pracy.  
INT  [INT asking DET: ‘Ona nie mogła pani odepchnąć od siebie’ and the DET repeats: 
‘Ja nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie] I couldn’t push her away from me. // (.) There was 
(.) heater by the wall and poziomnica was it poziomnica [INT uses a Polish word looking at 
the DET, hoping that they would use an English word for the ‘poziomnica’.] Something was 
called, something like that (pointing at the spirit level on the desk), something like this. [INT 
speaks to the IO in English: I do not know what it is in Polish]. // And so I took this and with 
my hands I hit her with this. And then I went to work. 
21. IO You hit her, and then you went back to work? 
INT  I wtedy pani poszła do pracy, tak? 
22. DET No tak. 
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INT  Yes, I I I returned to work. 
23. IO Then what? 
INT  A potem? 
24. DET (24a) Kiedy wróciłam, ludzie w biurze powiedzieli mi, że policja mnie szuka i że 
pojechali do mnie do domu. // (24b) Powiedzieli mi, żebym od razu wróciła do domu. 
INT  When I came back, my colleagues at work told me (.) that the Police is looking for 
me. [DET repeats part of the sentence, chich was not interpreted in the first place ‘i pojechali 
do mnie do domu’] that they went to my house. // And they told me that I should go should 
go straight away.  
25. IO And did you? 
INT  I pani to do, i poszła pani od razu? 
26. DET (26a) Tak. To była kłótnia pomiędzy znajomymi. // (26b) To był mój błąd, mój 
własny błąd. Miałam nadzieję, że załatwimy to między sobą.  
INT  Yees, it that no it that yes it was an argument between people who knew each other. 
// It was my mistake, my own mistake. I was hoping that we were going to sort it out between 
in between each between us.   
27. IO OK. 
INT  Yeah. 
28. DET (28a) Pierwszy raz jestem na posterunku policji. Nigdy wcześniej się z nikim nie 
biłam. // (28b) Byłam tak zła na nią, że nie wiedziałam, co robię. Ona mnie oskarżała przed 
ludźmi. 
INT  I am the first time at the police station. I I never had any fight before with anyone. // 
I I was so cross with her that I simply did not know what what I was doing. (.) [INT talking 
to herself, ‘oskarżała’, trying to find a relevant word] She was (.) she was telling about me 
about my wrongdoing in front of other people. 
29. IO Why didn’t you tell us this when we first asked you? 
INT  Dlaczego pani nie powiedziała o tym od początku? 
30. DET Nie rozumiałam. Jaki jest sens mówić cokolwiek, jeśli się czegoś nie rozumie? 
INT  I didn’t understand. Who who what is the sense of talking about something you do 
not understand? 
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31. IO How long have you known Miss Jones? 
INT  Jak długo pani zna panią Jones? 
32. DET Dwa lub trzy miesiące. 
INT  Two or three months. 
33. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? 
INT  Czy trzynaście miesięcy? 
34. DET Trzy miesiące, nie trzynaście miesięcy. 
INT  Three months, not thirteen. Three. 
35. IO OK. Do you work together in the same mini cab company? 
INT  Czy pani pracuje dla tej samej tej samej (.) kompanii minikab? 
36. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes. 
37. IO When the argument took place today, did Miss Jones hit you? 
INT  Czy czy jak dzisiaj na przykład była ta awantura, kłótnia, czy pani miss miss, pani 
Jones panią uderzyła?   
38. DET Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona 
powiedziała „w jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.  
INT  When I told her ‘don’t swear at me because you are going to be in trouble”, she told 
me ‘what kind of of trouble?’ And and then she grabbed me. 
39. IO So she grabbed you, is that correct? 
INT  To jest prawda, że ona panią złapała, panią chwyciła?  
40. DET Tak. I powiedziała, “co mi zrobisz, jak będę przeklinać?” 
INT  Yes. [INT keeps interrupting DET] And and she asked me ‘wh wh what are you 
going to do do to me if I swear?’ 
41. IO OK. 
[No rendition] 
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42. DET Ale muszę powiedzieć, że ona jest dobrym człowiekiem.// Właściwie to jest mi jej 
żal, bo ona się jąka i nie może się do końca wysłowić. 
INT  I have to say she she is a good woman, she is a good person.// Truly, I feel sorry 
for her. // Because she stammers and she cannot explain herself properly.  
43. IO Were you hurt? 
INT  Czy pani, czy tamta pani miała jakieś obrażenia cielesne? 
44. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
45. IO Turning to the yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antkowiak now…is this the spirit level that you used? 
INT  Czy to właśnie patrząc na to tu [indicating with a finger] na tą poziomnicę, to, czy to 
właśnie ta poziomnica, którą pani użyła?  
46. DET Ta poziomnica leżała na grzejniku. To była najbliżej znajdująca się rzecz, więc 
chwyciłam ją.  
INT  This this (.) whatever is the name, she was lying on the top of the of the heater. That 
was that was the item that was the closest to me so I so I grabbed it. 
47. IO OK. Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? 
INT  Czy pani Jones miała cokolwiek w swoim ręku? 
48. DET Nie. 
INT  No. 
49. IO How long have you worked for E-Z mini cabs? 
INT  Jak długo pani pracuje dla tych Izi minikabs? 
50. DET Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w tygodniu. Czasami nawet częściej, jeśli mam czas.  
INT   (.) Two or three times a week, but the question was how long tam pani pracowała 
[INT indicates to the DET that she did not provide the answer to the question by repeating 
‘how long’ but in English, which will not be understood by the Polish DET]. Sometimes I 
[pause] work more often if if I have the time. I I work more often than two or three times a 
week. 
51. IO Sorry, can you repeat that? 
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INT  Żeby pani jeszcze raz powtórzyła, bo on się pyta bo on się pyta jak długo pani tam 
pracowała [INT gives an explanation to the DET] jak, jak długo pani pracowała w tej firmie. 
Takie było pytanie. 
52. DET Może siedem lub osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
INT  Mey maybe seven or eight week once a week. 
53. IO (53a) Right. We spoke with your manager, the owner of the cab firm. // (53b) He 
says you’ve been working there five or six months, and that you work every day between 
the hours of seven in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
INT  Rozmawialiśmy z pani z pani kierownikiem, z właści właścicielem właśnie tej firmy. 
// On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie sie osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje 
codziennie od godziny siódmej do tam do po do popołudnia. [INT asks IO ‘what time in the 
afternoon?’] Od od siódmej do drugiej godziny. 
54. DET (54a) Nie, nie! To nie tak. // (54b) Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, potem robię różne 
rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny. // (54c) Pracuję tam jedynie twa lub trzy dni w tygodniu, jedynie 
wtedy, gdy mam czas. 
INT  No no, it’s not like that. // I take my kids to sko, my children to school then I do my 
housework. // I work there two or three weeks, two or three days a week and only when I 
have a time. 
55. IO OK. Tell me, how many times did you actually hit Miss Jones? 
INT  Tell, czy pani może powiedzieć, ile razy uderzyła pani panią Jones? 
56. DET Tylko raz. 
INT  Just once. 
57. IO And that was with the spirit level? 
INT  I to było właśnie z tą poziomnicą.  
58. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes 
59. IO Where did you hit her? 
INT  Gdzie pani ją uderzyła? 
60. DET Nie pamiętam. Potem widziałam tylko krew, o tutaj [wskazuje na ramię]. 
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INT  I don’t remember. Then I saw I saw some blood, here. 
61. IO OK, for the tape, she is indicating her [left/right] upper arm [or wherever] 
INT  Tam na tej taśmie ona pokazuje pra pra prawe ramię. 
62. IO  So there was blood coming from her arm. Once you’d hit her, what happened? 
Where did you go? 
INT  I tak, leciała jej krew z tego z tej pra prawej ręki. Jak pani ją uderzyła, to co dalej się 
stało? Gdzie pani poszła?  
63. DET Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby i ją 
wyprowadziły. 
INT  After I I hit her, I went down the stairs and there were aaa other people and they 
took her out.  
64. IO (64a) Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing 
to do? // (64b) To hit someone with a spirit level, when the other woman doesn’t have 
anything with her. 
INT  Czy pani się zgodzi, że że że uderzenie pani Jones to było to była akcja nie do 
przyjęcia? // Ude ude uderzenie kogokolwiek a tym tą metalową poziomnicą jak ta druga 
osoba nie ma nic w ręku.  
65. DET Tak, rozumiem. 
INT  I understand. 
66. IO You agree with me? 
INT  Pani się zgadza, pani się zgadza na to samo? 
67. DET Tak, zgadzam się z panem. 
INT  Yes, yes, I agree with you. 
68. IO Did you do this because you lost your temper? 
INT  Czy pani to zro czy pani to zrobiła, ponieważ pani straciła (.) panowanie nad sobą? 
69. DET Tak. 
INT  Yes.  
70. IO But you went too far, didn’t you? 
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INT  Ale troszkę się pani zapędziła, za za za daleko? 
71. DET (71a) Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. // (71b) Kiedy wróciłam, dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała. 
INT  I told I told the other drivers that I am going to work and that I am going to sort it out 
and every everything is going to be sorted out. // When I came back, I found out that the 
police was was looking for me. 
72. IO (72a) Right. OK. I think that’s enough questions regarding the fight. // (72b) Do you 
have any questions? 
INT  Jak na razie to wystarczająco dużo pytań na temat awantury. // Czy ma pani jakieś 
pytania? 
73. DET (73a) Nie, ale chciałabym podkreślić, że to był mój pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. // (73b) Zdaję sobie sprawę, że popełniłam błąd. Mam nadzieję, że 
uda mi się to rozwiązać.  
INT  No, but I have to underline that it was my first offence and it was between the people 
which knew each other. // I do realise that I made a mistake. I hope that this is going to be 
sorted out. 
74. IO Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose interview has been tape 
recorded. Concluding the interview at 4:55. 
INT  Tutaj na moim o godzinie (.) już zakończone jest zakończone jest to przesłuchanie 
[INT asking IO ‘what time?’] Czwarta czterdzie, jest godzina za piętnaście piąta. 
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Appendix 16: Analysis – TI1 
 
Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of problem Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
1 pl Content related Omission  This interview is being tape-recorded' was 
omitted by the INT 
  
1 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Nazywam się porucz.. funkcjonariusz Smith (.) In the ST it was: 'I am DC Smith, attached to 
the Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police 
Head Quarters. The INT corrected herself 
but her rendition was still not perfect. 
  
1 pl Content related Accuracy (.) Nazywam się porucz.. funkcjonariusz Smith (.) In the ST it was: 'I am DC Smith' The term 
has not been accurately translated. 
When the IO was talking, I 
thought that she said PC, not DC, 
that's why I interpreted it as 
'funkcjonariusz'. Only later, when 
I listened to my recording again, I 
realised that the IO had indeed 
said 'DC'. 
 
1 pl Presentation Self-repair Odbywam służbę przy posterunku policji (.) w Guildford (.) i 
należę, podlegam pod specjalistyczną jednostkę 
specjalizującą się (.) poważnym poważnymi przestępstwami. 
The INT was trying to find a better 
equivalent. 
  
1 pl Presentation Self-repair Odbywam służbę przy posterunku policji (.) w Guildford (.) i 
należę, podlegam pod specjalistyczną jednostkę 
specjalizującą się (.) poważnym poważnymi 
przestępstwami. 
The INT noticed that the grammatical 
structure was not right and she corrected 
herself. 
  
3 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Dzisiejszy dzień to pierwszy czerwiec dwutysięcznego 
piętn dwutysięcznego piętnastego roku. 
The INT corrected herself.   
3a pl Presentation Repetition Zgodnie z moim zegarkiem jest piąta czterdzieści i to 
przesłuchanie jest nagrywane na taśmę, na taśmę. 
The INT repeated herself and changed the 
tone of her voice to indicate the endo of her 
utterance. Also see line 9. 
I wasn't pleased with myself here 
because my intonation was 
showing that there will be 
something else added and then I 
realised that that was the end of 
utterance and therefore I 
repeated 'na taśmę' indicating 
that it was the end of the 
utterance. I think it was quite 
unprofessional to do something 
like this. 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of problem Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
3a pl Presentation Reflection of tone Zgodnie z moim zegarkiem jest piąta czterdzieści i 
to przesłuchanie jest nagrywane na taśmę, na 
taśmę. 
The INT repeated herself and changed the 
tone of her voice to indicate the endo of her 
utterance. Also see line 8. 
I wasn't pleased with myself here 
because my intonation was 
showing that there will be 
something else added and then I 
realised that that was the end of 
utterance and therefore I 
repeated 'na taśmę' indicating 
that it was the end of the 
utterance. I think it was quite 
unprofessional to do something 
like this. 
 
3b pl Linguistic Grammar Pod koniec przesłuchania (.) podam pani informację 
co się później stanie z taśmą. 
In the ST it was 'tapes', in plural.   
3b pl Presentation Self-repair Muszę pani powiedzieć, że jest pani, obowiązuje 
panią pouczenie. 
The INT corrected herself when she realised 
that she copied English grammatical 
structure producing a calque. 
  
3b pl Content related Clarity Ma pani prawo zachować milczenie, (.) jednak 
muszę panią ostrzec, że jeżeli padnie pytanie (.) 
może to zabro.. zaszkodzić pani obronie jeśli padnie 
pytanie i nie odpowie pani na coś, na co później 
powoła się pani w sądzie. 
The INT knows the caution by heart and 
when she wanted to say everything in one 
go, she messed it up and tried to fix it but as 
a result her rendition was not clear. 
I thought I did quite well here. We 
have practiced caution during my 
preparation course and I exactly 
knew what was going to be said 
so I am quite happy with my 
rendition here. 
 
3b pl Presentation Self-repair Ma pani prawo zachować milczenie, (.) jednak 
muszę panią ostrzec, że jeżeli padnie pytanie (.) 
może to zabro.. zaszkodzić pani obronie jeśli 
padnie pytanie i nie odpowie pani na coś, na co 
później powoła się pani w sądzie. 
The INT started uttering the wrong word so 
she stopped and provided the correct word. 
  
5a pl Linguistic Grammar Chciałbym zaznaczyć, że będzie to ważne (.) po 
wizycie w szpitala w szpitalu, żeby porozmawiać z 
ofiarą. 
The INT used the masculine form even 
though the IO was a woman. 
  
5a pl Content related Clarity Chciałbym zaznaczyć, że będzie to ważne (.) po 
wizycie w szpitala w szpitalu, żeby porozmawiać z 
ofiarą. 
From this rendition it is not clear what is 
'important'. The INT omitted a part of the 
speech and this caused that her rendition 
was not clear. Also see line 15. 
  
5a pl Content related Omission Chciałbym zaznaczyć, że będzie to ważne (.) po 
wizycie w szpitala w szpitalu, żeby porozmawiać z 
ofiarą. 
In the ST it was: 'I want to bring up the 
significance of the statement after we’ve 
been to the hospital to speak with the victim 
of an assault.'. The INT does not say 
anything about the statement or the police 
talking to the victim. Also see line 14. 
  
5a pl Presentation Self-repair Chciałbym zaznaczyć, że będzie to ważne (.) po 
wizycie w szpitala w szpitalu, żeby porozmawiać z 
ofiarą. 
The INT uses incorrect grammatical form of 
a word and corrects herself. 
  
5a pl Presentation Self-repair Chciałbym chciałabym potwierdzić co się stało. The INT noticed that she used the masculine 
form and corrected it to feminine form. 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of problem Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
5b pl Linguistic Grammar Przyjechaliśmy do biura (.) mini taksówek, gdzie pani 
pracuje a potem też pojechaliśmy na adres 
domowy pani. 
The INT used the wrong preposition. Rather 
than saying 'pod adres' she said 'na adres'. 
  
5c pl Presentation Self-repair Później zapytałam, czy pracuje pani (.) w 
taksówkach w firmie tak.. (.) taksówkarskiej 
zwanej A to Z mini cabs (.) i też pani (.) 
potwierdziła to. 
At first the INT did not know how to render 
the phrase 'E-Z mini cabs' correctly and so 
she changed her first rendition to something 
she thought was more appropriate. 
  
5c pl Linguistic Language mixing Później zapytałam, czy pracuje pani (.) w 
taksówkach w firmie tak.. (.) taksówkarskiej zwanej 
A to Z mini cabs (.) i też pani (.) potwierdziła to. 
The INT probably used the EN pronunciation 
in order to avoid unambiguity. 
  
5c pl Content related Accuracy A potem zapytałam czy uderzyła pani pana 
Jonesa i też pani potwierdziła. 
The INT said that it was Mr Jones not Miss 
Jones, possibly because it is more probable 
that two women wouldn't fight. Also see line 
25. 
  
5c pl Content related Substitution Zapytałam pani czy użyła pani (.) tego 
metalowego narzędzia, a pani 
odpowiedziała, że nie. 
Metal stick' was substituted by 'metal tool' 
perhaps because the INT saw the tool on a 
desk. 
I was quite confused when I 
heard 'metal stick'. Stick is usually 
wooden but it did not make sense 
here and because I saw a spirit 
level on a desk I thought that the 
best rendition would be 'metal 
tool'. I was not sure if this 
rendition was correct and I 
wondered how would a 
professional interpreter render it. 
 
7 pl Presentation Self-repair Później powiedziałam, że ludzie (.) w firmie, 
pańskiej firmie (.) powiedzieli (.), że jednak pani to 
zrobiła, (.) na co pani odpowiedziała ‘tak, zrobiłam 
to, ponieważ oni chcieli mnie zabić’. 
The INT corrected her rendition perhaps in 
order to achieve a better understanding. 
  
7 pl Content related Omission Później powiedziałam, że ludzie (.) w firmie, 
pańskiej firmie (.) powiedzieli (.), że jednak pani to 
zrobiła, (.) na co pani odpowiedziała ‘tak, zrobiłam 
to, ponieważ oni chcieli mnie zabić’. 
In the ST it was: 'in the cab office' and the 
INT said in the office. 
I noticed that I missed the cab 
thing, I only said about the office 
but nothing that it was a cab 
office. 
 
7 pl Linguistic Grammar Później powiedziałam, że ludzie (.) w firmie, 
pańskiej firmie (.) powiedzieli (.), że jednak pani to 
zrobiła, (.) na co pani odpowiedziała ‘tak, zrobiłam 
to, ponieważ oni chcieli mnie zabić’. 
The INT uses masculine form even though 
the DET was a woman. 
  
7 pl Content related Accuracy Później powiedziałam, że ludzie (.) w firmie, 
pańskiej firmie (.) powiedzieli (.), że jednak pani to 
zrobiła, (.) na co pani odpowiedziała ‘tak, zrobiłam 
to, ponieważ oni chcieli mnie zabić’. 
The INT said 'they wanted to kill me' but in 
the ST it was 'she wanted to kill me'. This is 
possibly because it is unlikely that 2 women 
would fight. Also see line 21. 
I do not know why I said 'they 
wanted to kill me' if it is clear that 
in the ST it was 'she wanted to kill 
me'. I don't know why this 
happened 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of problem Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
9 pl Linguistic Grammar Ok., dobrze, teraz chciałabym, żeby pani nam opowiedziała 
swoją wersję wydarzeń w swoich własnych słowach. 
This is a calque of EN grammar structure. In 
POL that would be 'własnymi słowami'. 
  
10 en Content related Omission Yes, I went to surgery, yes, I mean to hospital, yes to 
surgery (.) on the King Street. 
The INT omitted saying that the DET went to 
the surgery with her husband. 
I see I missed saying 'we went to 
surgery'. I was focused on 
keeping order of surgery, 
hospital, surgery that I missed 
this first part. 27:10 
 
10 en Content related Addition Yes, I went to surgery, yes, I mean to hospital, yes to 
surgery (.) on the King Street. 
The INT added 'yes' twice possibly in order 
confirm to herself that she understood the 
utterance correctly. Also see line 35. 
  
10 en Linguistic Grammar Yes, I went to surgery, yes, I mean to hospital, yes to surgery 
(.) on the King Street. 
The article 'the' is unnecessary. Not very 
important problem. 
  
11 pl Presentation Self-repair Przepraszam, chciałbym chciałaby to wyjaśnić (.) czy 
pojechała pani (.) do przychodni ze swoim mężem? 
The INT realised she used the wrong form 
and corrected herself. 
  
16 en Content related Omission Then the rest of the drivers said if you are making money on 
the side, go to the end of the queue. 
In the ST it was: 'Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, 
którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli' The 
INT omitted 'who were in the office at that 
moment'. 
I missed 'who were in the office'. I 
don't know why I missed it but I 
believe it was not that important 
anyhow. 
 
16 en Content related Accuracy You are not going to stand in the front of the queue if you are 
making money on the side. 
In the ST it was: 'Nie dostaniesz żadnego 
zlecenia będąc na początku kolejki', which 
should be uttered to 'you are not going to get 
any job if you stay at the front of the queue. 
I realised that I missed a little of 
the text and also, it would be nice 
to show that I know the equivalent 
to Polish 'zlecenie'. 
 
16 en Content related Accuracy Then the woman approached me and she said she saw me 
(.) and she saw a man at the back of my car. 
In the ST it was: ', że widziała mężczyznę 
wysiadającego z mojego samochodu'. It 
should be rendered as 'a man getting off my 
car'. 
  
16 en Content related Omission Then the woman approached me and she said she saw me 
(.) and she saw a man at the back of my car. 
In the ST it was: 'Wtedy ta kobieta podeszła. 
Powiedziała, że widziała mnie w 
przychodni.' 
I realised that I missed that the 
person was seen in the surgery 
and I think this was quite 
important. I think that when it 
comes to giving the facts at the 
police station, that this is 
important. 
 
17 pl Content related Accuracy I co pani wtedy powiedziała? In the ST it was: 'How did you react?'.   
18 en Content related Addition Yes, and then I said ‘it was my husband’ and then she said 
‘any man getting out of my car is my husband’. 
Yes' added again. Also see line 28.   
18 en Content related Accuracy Yes, and then I said ‘it was my husband’ and then she said 
‘any man getting out of my car is my husband’. 
This is a quote and therefore it should be ' 
any man getting out of your car is my 
husband'. 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of problem Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
18 en Content related Omission  In the ST it was: 'Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na mnie, 
bo będziesz w tarapatach”.' This part was missed. 
I just noticed that I skipped 'bo 
dędziesz w tarapatach'. When I 
was interpreting, I knew that I 
missed something. I somehow 
managed to skip it. Perhaps I 
need to take better notes. 
 
19 pl Content related Omission  In the ST it was: 'For the purposes of the tape, you are 
indicating….' This was completely skipped by the INT. 
I have only noticed this that 
during the interview I somehow 
managed to skip this part. I only 
indicated the arm but did not utter 
it. I know that as an INT I need to 
interpret everything. I believe I 
was more focussed on indicating 
the arm rather than uttering it. 
 
20 en Content related Substitution (.) Behind there was a radiator and there was a 
level (.) level levelling tool on it. 
In the ST it was: 'Przy ścianie był grzejnik, a na nim 
leżała poziomnica.' The INT substituted 'by the wall' with 
'behind'. 
There was a description that by 
the wall there was a radiator and I 
changed it to 'behind the wall'. 
 
20 en Presentation Self-repair (.) Behind there was a radiator and there was a 
level (.) level levelling tool on it. 
The INT was looking for the best equivalent and could not 
come up with anything. 
  
20 en Content related Substitution (.) Behind there was a radiator and there was a 
level (.) level levelling tool on it. 
The INT substituted the term 'spirit level' with 'levelling 
tool' perhaps because she could not find an equivalent. 
Here was the spirit level and 
although I hear about building 
tools everyday at home I could 
not come up with the right 
equivalent and started creating 
something just to save the 
situation. 
 
38 en Content related Omission  In the ST it was: 'Kiedy powiedziałam: “nie przeklinaj na 
mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”, ona powiedziała „w 
jakich tarapatach?” i wtedy mnie chwyciła.' The 
highlighted bit was missed. 
I noticed that I missed 'w jakich 
tarapatach' but I don't know why. 
 
38 en Presentation Repetition When she was swearing at me I told her not to 
swear at me because sh woo she would get in 
trouble, then (.) then she grabbed me. 
   
38 en Presentation Self-repair When she was swearing at me I told her not to 
swear at me because sh woo she would get 
in trouble, then (.) then she grabbed me. 
   
40 en Presentation Repetition Yes, and she said ‘what (.) what are you going 
to do to me if I am going to keep swearing?’ 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of problem Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
42 en Content related Substitution (.) Actually, I feel sorry for her (.) she has got problem with 
her speech and she can’t get the words out. 
The INT couldn't find an equivalent for 'jąkać' 
(to stammer) and substituted it with 
something else. 
I forgot the equivalent to 'jąkać' 
but because I had to express the 
meaning, I decided to substitute 
this with something of a similar 
meaning, just to get the message 
across. I did not want to omit this 
part. 
 
45 pl Content related Omission Mówiąc o żółtym (.) metalowym narzędziu, chodzi tu właśnie 
o poziomnicę. 
In the ST it was: 'Turning to the yellow metal 
stick, the spirit level…which, for the 
purposes of the verbatim record, I’m 
showing Miss Antkowiak now' The INT 
omitted the highlighted bit. 
I missed 'for the purposes of the 
verbatim record'. I shipped it 
completely. This is my problem, I 
am so focused on conveying the 
message and maybe because I 
take to extensive notes I omit 
parts. I think I should work on my 
note-taking skills. 
 
45 pl Content related Addition Mówiąc o żółtym (.) metalowym narzędziu, chodzi tu właśnie 
o poziomnicę. Pokazują ją pani Antkowiak, czy to jest to 
narzędzie, proszę potwierdzić, którego pani użyła? 
The INT added 'please confirm' to 
emphasise what answer the IO wanted to 
hear. 
  
46 en Content related Accuracy (.) The level (.) was (.) lying on a radiator. Rather than saying 'the spirit level' the INT 
only said 'the level', which is not 100% 
accurate. 
I understand that when the first 
time the term 'spirit level' 
occurred, I could not render it 
correctly but here again this term 
was provided again I yet again 
did not render it fully. 
 
53 pl Content related Omission He says you’ve been working there five or six months, and 
that you work every day between the hours of seven in the 
morning and two in the afternoon. 
The INT said: 'you work every morning' 
rather than 'every day'. 
I said every morning rather than 
every day. I don't know why. 
 
54 en Content related Addition I’m taking my kids to school and then I am doing all different 
stuff for my family in the house. 
The INT added a word 'my' indicating that 
they were her kids that she took to school. 
The DET did not say if they were her kids. 
Also see line 49. 
  
54 en Content related Accuracy I’m taking my kids to school and then I am doing all different 
stuff for my family in the house. 
It is not known if the kids were the DET kids. 
The INT assumed that they were. Also see 
line 48. 
  
57 en Content related Addition I to było poziomnicą, tak? The INT added 'tak' to invoke the correct 
answer. In the ST it was: 'And that was with 
the spirit level?'. 
  
61 pl Content related Accuracy Okay, (.) dla celów taśmy, pani pokazuje na (.) lewe ramię. In the ST it was: 'OK, for the tape, she is 
indicating her left upper arm.' The INT 
rendition is not completely accurate. Her 
rendition does not make it clear what the 
purpose of the tape is. Her rendition is more 
word for word. 
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EN/PL 
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Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
62 pl Content related Omission  In the ST it was: 'Once you’d hit her, what 
happened? Where did you go?' The 
highlighted part was omitted. 
Once again, with no particular 
reason, I missed some text. This 
may feel tiny but it is still 
omission. 
 
70 pl Presentation Self-repair Ale za b za bardzo panią poniosło, prawda?    
71 en Presentation Repetition I said to the drivers that I was going to work and when I 
come when I come back, everything will be sorted. 
 I think I used an incorrect tense 
here. I should have used the past 
perfect tense here. 
 
74 pl Content related Omission Przedstawiam pani teraz formularz 987 (.) informację dla 
pani i uważam (.) przesłuchanie za zamknięte (.) Jest 
godzina piąta pięćdziesąt dziewięć. 
In the ST it was: 'I’m issuing form 987 Note 
to Person whose interview has been tape 
recorded. Concluding the interview at 5:59.' 
The highlighted part was omitted by the INT. 
Somehow I managed to skip 
'whose interview has been type 
recorded'. I don't know why. 
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 TI1 – additional commnets 
 I missed some words or phrases. For instance the 'spirit level'. I knew it was something with 'level' 
but I got lost at this one. 
 
 
1 
When I looked at the script from the interview following the recording, I realised that the first part 
was not that long. When I was interpreting it was going on for ever. I could not wait for the IO to 
stop reading. 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
Problem 
Actual 
problem 
Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional 
comments 
1 pl Content related Addition (.) Dobrze. (2) Jest to nagranie INT adding 'dobrze' as if showing to herself that she 
is ready to start interpreting 
  
1 pl Presentation Hesitation (.) Dobrze. (2) Jest to nagranie Before she started interpreting, had a short pause to 
compose herself. 
  
1 pl Presentation Self-repair Jest to nagranie (.) Rozmowa ta jest 
nagrywana. 
INT realised that her rendition wasn't going in the 
right direction 
  
1 pl Content related Omission Jestem (.) sierżantem śledczym (.). Mam na 
nazwisko Smith. Nagranie to ma miejsce w 
głównym komisariacie policji w Guildford w 
pokoju numer cztery. 
Attached to the Serious Crime Unit at Guildford 
Police Head Quarters' omitted. 
  
1 pl Content related Omission  Also present is an interpreter…[the interpreter].' 
omitted. 
  
1 pl Presentation Repetition Czy mogłaby pani powiedzieć pani pełne 
imię i nazwisko? 
   
2 en Content related Accuracy Anna Ankowiak Misspelled name. The real name was 'Antkowiak'   
3a pl Presentation Self-repair Nagr jest to nagr rozmowa ta jest nagrywana INT realised that her rendition wasn't going in the 
right direction 
  
3a pl Content related Omission czas na zegarku In the ST it was "the time by my watch"   
3a pl Content related Substituti on później poinformuję panią co stanie się z 
nagraniem. 
In the ST it was 'At the conclusion of the 
interview, I’ll give you notice of what will happen 
to the tapes.' 
I did not know how to render 'At the 
conclusion of the interview'. I had it noted 
but had to carry on with my speech. 
 
3a pl Content related Accuracy poinformuję panią co stanie się z nagraniem In the ST it was "what will happen to the tapes"   
3b pl Presentation Self-repair Przypomnę pani (.) pani pouczenie    
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3b pl Content related Coherence Przypomnę pani (.) pani pouczenie, które brzmi, 
że nie musi pani odpowiadać na zadawane pani 
pytania, jednakże cokol jeż jeż jeżeli pani nie 
odpowie, nie wspomni coś co było pani o pani, o 
co pani zapytano o co została pani zapytana, 
może to zaszkodzić pani obronie, gdy (0.5) w pu 
pu później pani powoła się na to w sądzie. 
Wszystko, co pani powie może zostać 
wykorzystane w postępowaniu dowodowym 
przeciwko pani. 
The caution is not translated accurately, there 
is a lot of hesitation, self-repairs, the grammar 
is incorrect, which causes that it is not 
coherent. 
I messed up the middle part of the caution. I 
got stressed. I know the caution by heart and 
wanted to render it as I remembered it but 
got stresses for a split second and I messed 
up the middle part of it. I was expecting to 
hear the caution but then everything went 
wrong. 
 
3b pl Content related Accuracy nie musi pani odpowiadać na zadawane pani 
pytania 
The ST says: 'you don't have to say anything' 
but here the INT says 'you don't have to answer 
any questions'. 
I messed up the middle part of the caution. I 
got stressed. I know the caution by heart and 
wanted to render it as I remembered it but 
got stresses for a split second and I messed 
up the middle part of it. I was expecting to 
hear the caution but then everything went 
wrong. 
 
3b pl Presentation Self-repair jednakże cokol jeż jeż jeżeli pani nie odpowie  I messed up the middle part of the caution. I 
got stressed. I know the caution by heart and 
wanted to render it as I remembered it but 
got stresses for a split second and I messed 
up the middle part of it. I was expecting to 
hear the caution but then  everything went 
wrong. 
 
3b pl Presentation Self- repair gdy (0.5) w pu pu później pani powoła się na to 
w sądzie. 
 I messed up the middle part of the caution. I 
got stressed. I know the caution by heart and 
wanted to render it as I remembered it but 
got stresses for a split second and I messed 
up the middle part of it. I was expecting to 
hear the caution but theneverything went 
wrong. 
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3b pl Content related Clarity nie wspomni coś co było pani o pani, o 
co pani zapytano o co została pani 
zapytana 
The INT is looking for the best rendition by 
providing various options, which in consequence 
leads to the message being unclear. 
I messed up the middle part of the caution. I 
got stressed. I know the caution by heart and 
wanted to render it as I remembered it but 
got stresses for a split second and I messed 
up the middle part of it. I was expecting to 
hear the caution but then everything went 
wrong. 
 
3b pl Content related Addition Wszystko, co pani powie może zostać 
wykorzystane w postępowaniu 
dowodowym przeciwko pani 
The INT added that 'everything that is going to be 
said can be used against the detainee'. 
I messed up the middle part of the caution. I 
got stressed. I know the caution by heart and 
wanted to render it as I remembered it but 
got stresses for a split second and I messed 
up the middle part of it. I was expecting to 
hear the caution but then everything went 
wrong. 
 
5a pl Content related Accuracy Chciałabym poruszyć tutaj (.) sprawę 
oświadczenia ofiary, ofiary napaści i 
teraz (.) przywołamy to. 
The ST was: "I want to bring up the significance of 
the statement after we’ve been to the hospital to 
speak with the victim of an assault. I want to confirm 
what happened." This rendition doesn't say 
anything about a visit to the hospital or speaking 
with the victim. 
I understood what the IO had said but in that 
particular moment but when it was my time 
to render it I sort of froze and lost track and 
instead of asking for repetition as the 
professional interpreter would do, I carried 
on improvising. 
 
5a pl Content related Omission Chciałabym poruszyć tutaj (.) sprawę 
oświadczenia ofiary, ofiary napaści i 
teraz (.) przywołamy to. 
The ST sentence ' I want to confirm what 
happened.' was omitted. 
I understood what the IO had said but in that 
particular moment but when it was my time 
to render it I sort of froze and lost track and 
instead of asking for repetition as the 
professional interpreter would do, I carried 
on improvising. 
 
5b pl Content related Addition Pierwsze, udaliśmy się do...    
5b pl Linguistic Grammar Pierwsze, udaliśmy się do... A sentence in Polish cannot start as "Pierwsze…". 
"Po pierwsze" would be correct. 
  
5b pl Presentation Self-repair … biu mini cab office mini cab office The INT was looking for the best rendition and as 
couldn't come up with nothing in Polish, she 
decided to keep it in English. 
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5b pl Presentation Repetition … udaliśmy się do do pani…    
5b pl Content related Accuracy … rozmawialiśmy z pani mężem i 
teraz z panią… 
The ST says: "Here we spoke to your husband, and 
then you turned up". In INT rendition there is nothing 
about the detainee turning up at home but about 
talking to her. 
  
5b pl Linguistic Language mixing udaliśmy się do (.) biu mini cab office 
mini cab office, gdzie pani pracuje 
This term was not translated. I left it as 'mini cab office' because the 
action is taking place in Great Britain and 
the DET was working for the mini cab 
office and knows this place as such. I think 
she would get confused more if I translated 
it to Polish. 
 
5c pl Presentation Self-repair ...czy jest pani (.) czy jest pani panią 
Anną 
   
5c pl Content related Omission Czy rozumie to pani? In the ST it was: "Do you understand all of this?"   
7 pl Content related Omission Osoby wyyy ::: biurze cab powiedziały "Then I said" was omitted in this rendition.   
7 pl Presentation Hesitation Osoby wyyy ::: biurze cab powiedziały    
7 pl Presentation Self-repair Osoby wyyy ::: biurze cab 
powiedziały pan.. powiedziały, że że 
uderzyła 
   
7 pl Content related Addition Osoby wyyy ::: biurze cab powiedziały 
pan.. powiedziały, że że uderzyła pani 
tą osobę, po czym zmieniła pani 
zdanie bo na początku twierdziła 
pani, że nie jak osoby z cab office’u 
stwierdziły, że tak, pani uderzyła tą 
panią (.) zmieniła pani zdanie iii (.) 
powiedziała pani tak 
The ST was: "Then I said, ‘the people at the 
cab office said you did,’ and you replied, ‘OK, I did, 
but she was trying to kill me.’. This rendition only 
slightly reflects the content of the ST. 
I noticed that the first part of my 
rendition wasn't as it should have been 
so I decided to explain everything in my 
own words and catch up with the 
information. 
 
8 en Linguistic Gender He wanted to kill me In the ST it was: "Ona chciała mnie zabić" I didn't realise that I said 'he' but the 
DET corrected me, luckily. 
 
9 pl Interaction Communi cation [INT: The interpreter requires 
repetition/ tłumacz ustny potrzebuje 
powtórzenia] 
The INT after hearing a sentence, asks for 
repetition. 
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9 pl Linguistic Terminology jest pani na świadczeniach 
związanych z bezrobociem 
The ST term was: "you were on unemployment 
benefit" 
I should have said 'zasiłek dla 
bezrobotnych' but at that time it did not 
come to my mind so I decided to convey the 
message in this way. 
 
9 pl Presentation Self-repair została pani ar.. zatrzymana  Here I started saying 'arrested' but then I 
stopped because in Poland we can say 
'arrested' but in the UK it means being 
'detained'. 
 
9 pl Linguistic Grammar pouczona odnośnie (.) napaści    
9 pl Presentation Hesitation pouczona odnośnie (.) napaści    
9 pl Presentation Self-repair pani pan pańską pani wersję    
10 en Linguistic Grammar I went to the (.) hospital to located in 
King Street 
‘To' unnecessary   
10 en Content related Omission I went to the (.) hospital to located in 
King Street 
In the ST it was 'Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do 
przychodni na King Street'. The second 'do 
przychodni' is missing. 
After my prompt the INT said: I did not 
notice that I missed the second 'surgery' in 
my rendition. I was more focused on 'King 
Street' to provide 
correct location. 
 
11 pl Linguistic Grammar Przepraszam, żeby wyjaśnić, czy 
poszła pani do (.) do lekarza ze 
swoim mężem? 
Incorrect grammar structure   
14 en Presentation Self-repair She, Mrs (.) Miss Jones she saw me First said 'Mrs' but then realised her mistake 
and corrected herself to 'miss'. 
  
14 en Content related Accuracy she said that she went to my office In the ST it was that she went to the office.   
14 en Presentation Self-repair I earn (.) that I am earning, making 
extra money besides the work 
the INT is correcting herself looking for the 
best grammatical option? 
I did not know how to correctly render 
'dorabiać na boku' and I was trying to convey 
the message accurately, 
hence so many attempts. 
 
14 en Linguistic Grammar making extra money besides the work The' is unnecessary. 'Besides work' - in this 
context these two words don't collocate with each 
other. 
  
14 en Content related Addition making extra money besides the work 
and (.) yeah 
and yeah' added at the end to indicate that 
she has finished with her rendition. 
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16 en Interaction Communication [INT: Proszę powtórzyć, the interpreter 
needs a repetition] 
The INT asks for repetition as it seem to be too 
much information for her to grasp. 
In this part the DET provided a lot of 
important information. At that point I also 
realised who the DET was. I understood her 
role, of which I was not aware before. At this 
point I was trying to put all the information I 
received in order. Also, in order not to miss 
any important information, I decided to ask 
for repetition. She had said something about 
a queue and I was trying to imagine what 
queue it was, what she was queuing for. 
 
16 en Linguistic Grammar And then other drivers working The' is missing before 'other drivers'   
16 en Content related Accuracy other drivers working in the office The drivers were not working in the office, they just 
were there. 
  
16 en Content related Accuracy if I’m earning extra money then I 
should go at the end of the queue and 
I don’t get any work if I will be in the 
beginning. 
Change of grammatical structure. In the ST it was 
reported speech, in here the INT says in the 1st 
person. 
  
16 en Presentation Repetition Then I said, I said ‘no, I was driving    
16 en Presentation Repetition I was driving my husband to to the 
doctor 
   
16 en Content related Accuracy I don’t go to the end of the queue In the ST was 'I do not earn any money on the side'. 
Could it be mishearing? 
I don't know what I have done there.  
16 en Interaction Communication And then other drivers working in the 
office they said if I’m earning extra 
money then I should go at the end of 
the queue and I don’t get any work if I 
will be in the beginning. (.)// Then I 
said, I said ‘no, I was driving my 
husband to to the doctor and no, I 
don’t go to the end of the queue. 
[Here the IO started talking her turn 
but the DET said ‘Jeszcze nie 
skończyłam mówić’, then the INT: I 
did not finish my sentence]. I said that 
I do not have extra job (.) and I said 
that (.) it was my husband who I 
dropped to (.) the doctor but then she 
said she saw me (4) in the surgery. 
   
16 en Content related Addition I said that I do not have extra job and 
I said that it was my husband who I 
dropped to the doctor but then she 
said she saw me (4) in the surgery. 
This does not appear in the text.   
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16 en Presentation Hesitation I said that it was my husband who I 
dropped to the doctor but then she  
said she saw me (4) in the surgery. 
   
18 en Linguistic Grammar every men that is leaving my car Incorrect number   
18 en Linguistic Grammar every men that is leaving my car Incorrect tense   
18 en Linguistic Grammar every men that is leaving my car it’s 
my husband 
Incorrect grammar   
18 en Content related Omission  The sentence 'Potem się pokłóciłyśmy.' was omitted. Only now I noticed that I missed this 
sentence. 
 
18 en Content related Accuracy that I’m earning extra money behind This rendition does not correctly convey the message 
of the ST 
  
18 en Linguistic Grammar that I’m earning extra money behind There is no such an expression as 'earning extra 
money behind' 
  
18 en Presentation Self-repair She said that she shee she (2) saw 
me 
   
18 en Presentation Hesitation She said that she shee she (2) saw 
me 
   
18 en Linguistic Grammar and she start screaming at me Incorrect tense   
18 en Content related Accuracy and she start screaming at me There is nothing about screaming in this chunk of 
information 
  
18 en Presentation Self-repair she start screaming at me sw (2) she 
was swearing at me 
   
18 en Presentation Hesitation she start screaming at me sw (2) she 
was swearing at me 
   
18 en Content related Substitution  The sentence 'Powiedziałam „nie przeklinaj na 
mnie, bo będziesz w tarapatach”. ' was substituted 
by 'I said no, you didn’t…' 
When the DET started pulling my top, I got 
lost in my notes and here I was trying to 
recover and in consequence I produced this 
rendition. 
 
18 en Presentation Repetition and then she (3) she hold my jacket    
18 en Presentation Hesitation and then she (3) she hold my jacket    
18 en Content related Substitution she hold my jacket and she was 
pulling it. 
In the ST the DET showed that she was pulled by 
her jacket saying 'like this'. Here the INT used 
words to describe the motion that had occurred. 
  
19 pl Content related Addition Czy czy w związku z tym to znaczy, 
że ona (.)] trzymała panią za za 
płaszcz iii ciągła panią? 
The bolded part was added. The ST was 'For the 
purposes of the tape, you are indicating that she held 
your jacket from the back and she held your arm?' 
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19 pl Content related Accuracy Czy czy w związku z tym to znaczy, 
że ona (.) trzymała panią za za 
płaszcz iii ciągła panią? Czy mówi to 
pani dla celów tego przesłuchania? 
The ST was 'For the purposes of the tape, you are 
indicating that she held your jacket from the back and 
she held your arm?' The INT rendered this sentence 
here but she changed the meaning of it. From her 
rendition it seems that the DET is saying about 
pulling her only for the purpose of this interview. The 
true meaning of it was that the IO wanted to record 
on the tape the non- verbal interaction at the 
interview. 
Here I should have said that this is the 
recording but I described the situation 
Totally inaccurate. 
19 pl Content related Omission Czy czy w związku z tym to znaczy, 
że ona (.) trzymała panią za za 
płaszcz iii ciągła panią? 
'For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating that 
she held your jacket from the back and she held 
your arm?' This part is skipped. 
  
19 pl Linguistic Grammar Czy czy w związku z tym to znaczy, 
że ona (.) trzymała panią za za 
płaszcz iii ciągła panią? 
This word is incorrect in Polish. It should have been 
'ciągnęła'. 
  
20 en Presentation Self- repair I couldn’t pu push her from me  In here I was observing the DET not 
knowing if she wanted to add something or 
if I could carry on with my rendition. 
 
20 en Content related Substituti on on this radiator there was the (3) the 
thing that we can see on the table 
The INT does not know the word 'spirit level' and 
decides to substitute it with a rendition pointing the 
speakers to the object on a table, which is the spirit 
level. 
I did not know the equivalent for the word 
'poziomnica' but because I saw it on the 
table, I decided to point at it and say that 
this is the object, just to save the situation. 
 
24 en Linguistic Grammar people from office said that 
police was looking for me 
These grammatical errors don't have a negative 
impact on the meaning of the  sentence. 
  
24 en Content related Accuracy that they (.) are at home This rendition does not say that the police went to the 
DET home. 
  
24 en Presentation Self- repair And they told me that I, It’s better if 
Igo straight away home 
   
24 en Linguistic Grammar It’s better if I go straight away home The word 'away' is unnecessary here   
26 en Content related Accuracy It was argument (.) between (.) 
friends. 
In the ST it was 'To była kłótnia pomiędzy 
znajomymi'. Here the INT said friends rather than 
colleagues. 
I used a word 'friends' because someone 
once told me that at work there are 
'colleagues' and I thought that it will be 
better to render it as'friends'. 
But it was at work so 
shouldn't it be 
'colleagues'? 
26 en Linguistic Grammar It was argument An article is missing - not important.   
26 en Linguistic Grammar It was mistake An article is missing - not important.   
26 en Linguistic Grammar I thought we can deal (.) between us.    
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28 en Presentation Self-repair It my It is my first time    
28 en Presentation Hesitation I I have never had this kind of 
argument 
This appears as a hesitation on the 
recording. 
  
28 en Linguistic Grammar I I have never had this kind of 
argument 
An article is missing - not important.   
28 en Presentation Repetition She was she was accusing me in 
front of other people 
   
29 pl Presentation Self-repair Dlaczego nie powiedziała pani 
pierwszy to za pierwszym razem 
   
30 en Presentation Hesitation (3) I (2) didn’t know if I should say 
because (3) how you can say 
something if you can’t understand. 
The INT hesitated at first trying to figure out the 
best grammatical structure of the sentence. 
I noticed that my rendition is not that 
accurate but when I was interpreting, I 
wondered how I could render 'Jaki jest sens 
mówić cokolwiek' and then realised that I do 
not have to stick 100% to the ST and that I 
can render the meaning using different 
words. 
 
31 pl Presentation Self-repair Jak długo pani zna (3) miss Jones 
panią Jones? 
   
31 pl Presentation Hesitation Jak długo pani zna (3) miss Jones 
panią Jones? 
  Need to check how 
long this hesitation 
lasted for 
33 pl Content related Omission Czy może to pani powtórzyć ST was: 'Sorry, can you repeat that?'. 'Sorry' was 
skipped. 
  
33 pl Content related Accuracy Trzydzieści (30) miesięcy? In the ST it was 13 months. The reason for that 
may be that she did not hear properly. 
I have just realised that the IO had 
said 13 months and not 30. The first time I 
heard 30 months. 
 
34 en Content related Accuracy Three months, not thirty. In the ST it was 13 months. This consistence with the 
number (see line 84) confirms that  she did not hear 
that properly. 
I have just realised that the IO had said 13 
months and not 30. The first time I heard 30 
months. 
 
35 pl Content related Omission Czy pracuje pani z nią w tej samej 
firmie mini company? 
Ok' was skipped from the ST.   
35 pl Linguistic Language mixing Czy pracuje pani z nią w tej samej 
firmie mini company? 
The ST was 'Ok. Do you work together in the same 
mini cab company?'. 
The 'mini company' rendition was accidental.  
37 pl Interaction Communi cation (3) [INT: The interpreter requires 
repetition – only in English] Kiedy 
argum kiedy kłótnia (2) miała miejsce 
dzisiaj, czy pani Jones udeżyła 
panią? 
 At that moment I could not understand what 
the IO was saying. Did she mean that Miss 
Jones was hit today, or what? I preferred 
asking her for repetition rather than getting it 
wrong. 
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37 pl Presentation Self- repair Kiedy argum kiedy kłótnia (2) miała 
miejsce dzisiaj, czy pani Jones 
uderzyła panią? 
The INT started using an English word but then 
she corrected herself. 
  
37 pl Linguistic Grammar Kiedy argum kiedy kłótnia (2) miała 
miejsce dzisiaj, czy pani Jones 
udeżyła panią? 
English sentence structure   
38 pl Presentation Self-repair When I said 'don’t swear', when I 
said to her ‘don’t swear' 
The INT corrected herself indicating that this 
is what she had said to the victim. 
  
38 pl Linguistic Grammar When I said 'don’t swear', when I said 
to her ‘don’t swear at me because you 
will get in trouble’ then she (3) she 
hold me. 
Wrong tense - not important.   
38 pl Content related Accuracy When I said 'don’t swear', when I said 
to her ‘don’t swear at me because you 
will get in trouble’ then she (3) she 
hold me. 
In the ST it was' she grabbed me'. I have just noticed that I kept saying 'she 
hold me' but in fact I should have said 'she 
grabbed me'. 
 
39 pl Linguistic Adherence to 
norms and 
conventions 
Czy ona cię chwyciła? This is not polite in Polish. The correct version would 
be 'Czy ona Panią chwyciła?'. Interestingly, this 
problem did not occur before. Perhaps INT is getting 
tired. 
I did not notice this mistake because I was 
more focused in rendering 'she hold you' and 
I forgot about not being allowed to use the 
1st person. 
 
39 pl Linguistic Grammar To jest poprawnie? This is a calque of the ST 'is that correct?'.   
40 en Linguistic Grammar Yes, and then she said ‘what you 
can do when I will (.) swear at you?’ 
Incorrect grammar   
42 en Content related Accuracy I would like to said that she is a good 
person. 
In the ST it was 'I must tell'. I see that I said 'I would like to' but In 
fact I should have said 'I must'. 
 
42 en Linguistic Grammar I would like to said that she is a good 
person. 
Incorrect tense - but not important as it does 
not have a negative impact on the 
conversation. 
  
42 en Presentation Hesitation She has problem with an articulation 
(2) but I feel sorry to her. 
The INT realised that she missed the first 
part of utterance and is trying to make it up. 
I shouldn't have said 'I am sorry', I 
should have said 'I pity her'. 
 
42 en Linguistic Grammar She has problem with an articulation 
(2) but I feel sorry to her. 
An article added unnecessarily - not 
important. 
  
42 en Content related Substituti on She has problem with an 
articulation (2) but I feel sorry to her. 
The INT couldn't find a word 'jąka' in English 
(to stammer) and decided to substitute it. 
I did not know how better say that she 
stammers and I decided to use a 
word I was sure of. 
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42 en Linguistic Grammar She has problem with an articulation 
(2) but I feel sorry to her. 
An article missing - not important.   
43 pl Linguistic Grammar Czy jest pani ranna? Incorrect tense. The ST was 'Were you hurt?' and 
INT used present tense. 
  
45 pl Linguistic Grammar (.) Czy (2) dla celów tego 
przesłuchania (.) wspomnę o 
metalowym pręcie, którego pani użyła. 
Czy jest to (.) czy przedmiot ten jest 
tym, którego pani użyła do 
uderzenia... pani? 
The word 'Czy' indicates that it will be a 
question sentence but it isn't. 
  
45 pl Content related Substituti on (.) Czy (2) dla celów tego 
przesłuchania (.) wspomnę o 
metalowym pręcie, którego pani użyła. 
Czy jest to (.) czy przedmiot ten jest 
tym, którego pani użyła do 
uderzenia... pani? 
In ST it was 'Turning to the silver metal stick, the 
spirit level…which, for the purposes of the 
verbatim record, I’m showing Miss Antoniak 
now…is this the spirit level that you used?'. It seems 
that the INT did not understand the highlighted part 
above and rendered it as good as she could, but it 
doesn't give the same meaning. 
At this moment I thought that the phrase 
'verbatim record' is more related to 
describing this object, the spirit level and 
this is why I omitted it. 
 
45 pl Content related Omission (.) Czy (2) dla celów tego 
przesłuchania (.) wspomnę o 
metalowym pręcie, którego pani 
użyła. Czy jest to (.) czy przedmiot ten 
jest tym, którego pani użyła do 
uderzenia... pani? 
In ST it was 'silver metal stick' and here it is 'silver 
stick'. 
  
45 pl Content related Omission  I’m showing Miss Antoniak now' was skipped 
in her rendition. 
  
45 pl Presentation Self- repair Czy jest to (.) czy przedmiot ten jest 
tym, którego pani użyła do 
uderzenia... pani? 
The INT noticed that the sentence that she started 
to utter would not give the right 
meaning and she corrected herself. 
  
45 pl Content related Substituti on Czy jest to (.) czy przedmiot ten jest 
tym, którego pani użyła do 
uderzenia... pani? 
The |INT substituted the word 'spirit level' with an 
'object' in the sentence: 'is this the 
spirit level that you used?' 
  
46 en Content related Clarity Yes, this (.) verben silver stick was 
on a radiator and I used this to hit her. 
In the ST it was: 'This spirit level was on a radiator'. 
Here she created a word 'verben' possibly because 
in the previous turn she had heard something about 
'verbatim' and because she did not understand the 
meaning she decided to use a similarly sounding 
word in here just to be on the safe 
side not to omit anything. 
I wasn't sure whether the 'spirit level' is the 
right phrase to describe 'poziomnica' and 
because I thought that 'verbatim record' 
was to describe the object, I tried to use it 
here. 
See turn 45 for additional 
comment. VERY 
FASCINATING 
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46 en Content related Substituti on Yes, this (.) verben silver stick was 
on a radiator and I used this to hit her. 
The INT substituted a word 'spirit level' with a 'silver 
stick'. 
 See turns 45 and 46 
for more comments. 
46 en Content related Accuracy Yes, this (.) verben silver stick was on 
a radiator and I used this to hit her. 
The ST was 'This spirit level was on a radiator. This 
was the nearest thing so I grabbed it'. The INT 
assumed that this is the object that was used to hit 
the victim and changed the tone of this turn 
completely, adding 'yes' at the beginning to confirm 
that yes, in fact the DET used this to hit the victim, 
even though this is not mentioned in 
the ST. 
  
49 pl Linguistic Language mixing Jak długo pani pracowała dla E-Z 
mini cab? 
   
50 en Content related Addition I work there from two to three times 
per week 
In the ST it was 'Pracuję tam dwa lub trzy razy w 
tygodniu'. In her rendition it seems that she wanted 
to say that the DET works 
there from two days to three days. 
  
52 en Interaction Communi cation Maybe seven to eight (.) weeks [INT: 
Sorry, the interpreter requires 
repetition/Tłumacz prosi o 
powtórzenie] S.. (2) I I’m working 
there I have been working there 
seven eight weeks (.) once a week. 
 I was surprised here that the DET jumped 
from saying how many days per week she 
worked there to the number of weeks. I 
asked IO for repetition to make sure that I 
understood it correctly. 
 
52 en Presentation Hesitation S.. (2) I I’m working there This hesitation occurred maybe because she was 
looking for the best grammatical 
structure. 
  
52 en Presentation Self-repair I I’m working there I have been 
working there seven eight weeks 
The INT corrects herself to provide a more 
accurate rendition in terms of grammar. 
  
53 pl Linguistic Grammar że pracuje pani od pięciu do sześciu 
miesięcy tam 
Sentence structure is incorrect and this distorts the 
understanding of this sentence. The word 'tam' 
(there) should have been positioned after the verb 
'pracuje' to indicate 
that this work relates to that place. 
  
54 en Presentation Repetition No, no, it isn’t like that. // No, no, it 
isn’t like that. 
The sentence is rendered twice, the second time 
possibly to keep the rendition more 
meaningful. 
  
54 en Linguistic Grammar I do other stuffs for my family The word 'stuff' does not exist in plural.   
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54 en Linguistic Language 
mixing 
I work there (.) two three days per week (.) 
and wtedy it is when I have free time. 
A Polish word 'wtedy' sneaked in. I must have noticed it right then because I 
corrected myself but I didn't give much 
though to that. 
 
55 en Presentation Self- 
repair 
Dobrze, powiedz (.) proszę powiedzieć mi 
ile pani razy uderzyła panią Jones? 
The INT used not very polite form in Polish and 
after a short hesitation she corrected 
herself. 
  
55 en Presentation Hesitation Dobrze, powiedz (.) proszę powiedzieć mi 
ile pani razy uderzyła panią Jones? 
   
57 pl Linguistic Grammar Czy to było z tą poziomnicą? This is a calque of the ST 'And that was with 
the spirit level?'. 
Here I used a word 'poziomica' because in 
turn 45 I realised that the equivalent term to 
the 'spirit level' is 'poziomnica' and so I used 
it here with full confidence. 
 
60 en Presentation Repetition I I don’t remember.    
61 pl Presentation Repetition lewe lewe ramię    
61 pl Content related Omission Dla celów nagrania (2) podejrzana wskazuje 
(.) lewe lewe ramię 
In the ST it was 'she is indicating her left upper arm 
and left shoulder' in her rendition 'left shoulder is 
missing'. 
I now think that I should have rendered 
everything here, and not only the left arm. 
Even though the location when she was hit 
was shown, I think I should have rendered 
everything for the benefit of the tape. 
 
61 pl Content related Substituti 
on 
Dla celów nagrania (2) podejrzana wskazuje 
(.) lewe lewe ramię 
In the ST it was 'she is indicating her left upper arm 
and left shoulder'. The int substituted the 'she' with 
'the suspect', which 
sounds better, more polite in Polish. 
  
62 pl Presentation Self-repair Więc pojawiła się stamtąd przez to uderzenie 
pojawiła się krew 
The INT corrects her rendition   
62 pl Content related Omission Więc pojawiła się stamtąd przez to uderzenie 
pojawiła się krew 
In the ST it was 'So there was blood coming 
from her arm'. The INT omitted 'the arm'. 
  
62 pl Content related Omission i co później się stało, gdzie później pani 
poszła? 
In the ST yi was 'Once you’d hit her, what 
happened? Where did you go?'. The INT 
omitted the part 'Once you’d hit her'. 
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63 en Content related Accuracy After that I went downstairs (.) using 
stair case and there were ot other 
people and they helped her. 
In the ST it was that other people let her out rather 
than helped her. 
  
63 en Content related Addition After that I went downstairs (.) using 
stair case. 
The INT added 'using staircase' I added 'using staircase' to make it 
clear how she got downstairs. 
 
64 pl Content related Substituti on Uderzając kogoś poziomnicą, gdy 
druga osoba nie ma nic w ręku. 
In the ST it was 'To hit someone with a spirit level, 
when the other woman doesn’t have anything with 
her.' The word 'woman' was substituted with a word 
'person'. 
  
71 en Content related Omission I said to other drivers that I am going 
to work and (3) and then when I heard 
that the police is looking after me (.) I 
went home. 
In the ST it was 'Powiedziałam kierowcom, że idę 
do pracy i jak wrócę, to wszystko ustalimy i 
wszystko się rozwiąże. Kiedy wróciłam, 
dowiedziałam się, że policja mnie szukała.' Bolded 
part was omitted. 
  
71 en Presentation Repetition I said to other drivers that I am going 
to work and (3) and then when I 
heard that the police is looking after 
me (.) I went home. 
   
71 en Linguistic Grammar I said to other drivers that I am going 
to work and (3) and then when I heard 
that the police is looking after me (.) I 
went home. 
Incorrect phrasal verb is used changing the 
meaning of the sentence. 
  
71 en Linguistic Grammar I said to other drivers that I am going 
to work and (3) and then when I heard 
that the police is looking after me (.) I 
went home. 
Should be 'the police were looking'.   
73 en Presentation Repetition I am in such a situation and this this 
happened between friends 
   
73 en Content related Accuracy I know I made mistakes and I hope 
that I can find solution 
In the ST the DET mentioned one mistake, 
not a number of mistakes. 
  
74 pl Linguistic Language mixing Dobrze, przekazuję formę o numerze 
987 
This is an English word adapted 
grammatically to fit into Polish. 
  
74 pl Content related Omission przekazuję formę o numerze 987 The 'Note to Person' has been omitted. I was surprised to hear the name of this 
form. I have never heard of it before and I 
didn't know how to 
render it. 
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74 pl Content related Substitution odnośnie dzisiejszego nagrania The ST 'whose interview has been tape 
recorded' has been substituted with 
'regarding today's interview'. 
  
74 pl Content related Omission Jest godzina szósta dziesięć. The ST 'Concluding the interview' is omitted. The INT 
went straight into informing what the time it was. 
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1 pl This interview is being tape-
recorded. I am DC Smith, attached 
to the Serious Crime Unit at 
Guildford Police Head Quarters. 
Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. We are in interview 
room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I 
am interviewing. // Can you please 
state your full name please? 
(.) Dobrze. (2) Jest to nagranie (.) 
Rozmowa ta jest nagrywana. (.) 
Jestem (.) sierżantem śledczym (.). 
Mam na nazwisko Smith. 
Nagranie to ma miejsce w głównym 
komisariacie policji w Guildford w 
pokoju numer cztery. Czy mogłaby 
pani powiedzieć pani pełne imię i 
nazwisko? 
 There was quite a lot of information in this chunk. 
Also, it would be good to know where this police 
station was located. This would aid me with  
providing accurate rendition. 
1 pl I am DC Smith, attached to the 
Serious Crime Unit at Guildford 
Police Head Quarters. 
(.) Jestem (.) sierżantem śledczym 
(.). Mam na 
nazwisko Smith. 
 Instead of saying that he is an ordinary police 
constable I said that he is an investigating police 
officer. 
1 pl This interview is being tape-
recorded. I am DC Smith, attached 
to the Serious Crime Unit at 
Guildford Police Head Quarters. 
Also present is an interpreter…[the 
interpreter]. We are in interview 
room 4 at Guildford Police HQ. I 
am interviewing. // Can you please 
state your full name please? 
(.) Dobrze. (2) Jest to nagranie (.) 
Rozmowa ta jest nagrywana. (.) 
Jestem (.) sierżantem śledczym (.). 
Mam na nazwisko Smith. 
Nagranie to ma miejsce w głównym 
komisariacie policji w Guildford w 
pokoju numer cztery. Czy mogłaby 
pani powiedzieć pani pełne imię i 
nazwisko? 
Did you notice that you 
omitted 'Also present is an 
interpreter…'? 
No, I did not notice but during the interview I had a 
feeling that I missed something but I focused on 
more important aspects of this chunk. 
9 pl OK, now I want you to tell us your 
version of events, in your own 
words. 
 There was this sentence 
'OK, now I want you to tell 
us your version of events, 
in your own words.' Did it 
cross your mind that it can 
be simultaneous 
interpreting next? 
Yes, I did think about it and I thought that it would 
be best if I sat next to IO. 
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1 pl Content related Substitution Dzień dobry. Good morning' substituted 'This interview is 
being tape-recorded' making the interview 
more friendly. 
  
1 pl Content related Accuracy Jestem (.) detektyw Smith (3) reprezentuję oddział 
(.) do spraw (.) kryminalnych na posterunku w 
Gildorf. 
Representing' is not the best word explaining 
where this DC is from. 
  
1 pl Content related Accuracy Jestem (.) detektyw Smith (3) reprezentuję 
oddział (.) do spraw (.) kryminalnych na 
posterunku w Gildorf. 
Literal rendition, which does not make full 
sense. 
I am not quite please with my 
rendition here. The name of the 
unit was not rendered 
correctly. 
 
1 pl Content related Accuracy Jestem (.) detektyw Smith (3) reprezentuję oddział 
(.) do spraw (.) kryminalnych na  posterunku w 
Gildorf. 
The INT mimics the sound of the place.   
1 pl Presentation Self-repair Przesłuchanie odbywa się w pokoju nr 4 w Guildford 
(.) na posterun na posterunku policji (2) w pokoju 
H h (.) Q. 
  
1 pl Content related Accuracy Przesłuchanie odbywa się w pokoju nr 4 w 
Guildford (.) na posterun na posterunku policji 
(2) w pokoju H h (.) Q. 
The INT did not understand what HQ was and 
was trying to render it as a room number. 
I had a feeling that I did not 
translate the room number 
correctly. I knew that 
something went wrong but 
didn't want to ask for repetition 
not to distort the flow of the 
interview. 
 
1 pl Linguistic Grammar Ja będę panią przesłuchiwał Masculine form used even thought it was a 
woman acting as an IO. 
  
3a pl Presentation Self-repair To przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane na... 
nagrywane. 
   
3b pl Linguistic Grammar To przesłuchanie będzie nagrywane na... 
nagrywane. 
In the ST it was: 'This interview is being tape-
recorded.' The INT said that it 'will be' 
recorded. 
  
3b pl Content related Substitution (.) Jako dodatkowe informacje podam pani co 
stanie się z tymi (.) nagraniami później. 
In the ST it was: 'At the conclusion of the 
interview, I’ll give you notice of what will 
happen to the tapes'. The INT substituted 
bolded part with 'As an additional 
information I will tell you what...' 
  
3b pl Linguistic Grammar (.) Jako dodatkowe informacje podam pani co 
stanie się z tymi (.) nagraniami później. 
Wrong sentence structure, the time determiner 
should not be at the end of the 
sentence. 
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3c pl Content related Accuracy (.) Pragnę panią poinformować, że obowiązuje 
panią pouczenie. 
In the ST it was: 'I must remind you that you 
are under caution.'. By saying 'I'd like to inform 
you' the INT added politeness to this 
rendition. 
  
5a pl Content related Accuracy (.) Pragnę powołać się na (.) zeznanie As in line 13, the INT added politeness, 
changing 'I want to ' to 'I'd like to'. 
  
5a pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Pragnę powołać się na (.) zeznanie, które jest 
bardzo ważne, zeznanie świadka (2) po wizycie w 
szpitalu (.), które dotyczyło na... napaści. 
It seems that the INT considered the 
correct word to be used. 
I was thinking hard how to 
render 'significance' to indicate 
the significance of the 
statement. 
 
5b pl Content related Accuracy Udaliśmy się do miejsca, gdzie pani pracuje z (.) 
taksówkami. 
Mini cab office' was not fully rendered, only 
mentioning mini cabs. 
  
5b pl Linguistic Grammar Udaliśmy się do miejsca, gdzie pani pracuje z (.) 
taksówkami. 
The sentence is not structured correctly in 
Polish. It says about working with the cabs. 
  
5c pl Content related Substitution Zapytałam się pani czy nazywa się pani Anna 
Antkowiak i potwierdziła pani. 
In the ST the answers are provided as a 
quote, i.e. ' you said 'yes''. Here the INT says 
'and you confirmed'. 
  
5c pl Content related Substitution Później zapytałam panią czy pracuje pani dla firmy 
(.) z taksówkami o nazwie A A to Zet i 
potwierdziła to pani. 
As in line 18 In the ST the answers are 
provided as a quote, i.e. ' you said 'yes''. Here 
the INT says 'and you confirmed'. 
  
5c pl Presentation Self-repair Później zapytałam panią czy pracuje pani dla firmy 
(.) z taksówkami o nazwie A A to Zet i 
potwierdziła to pani. 
The INT started uttering the name of the 
company in English but then changed to 
Polish. 
  
5c pl Content related Substitution Później zapytałam panią czy uderzyła pani panią (.) 
pannę Jones i potwierdziła pani. 
As in lines 18 and 19 In the ST the answers 
are provided as a quote, i.e. ' you said 'yes''. 
Here the INT says 'and you 
confirmed'. 
  
7 pl Linguistic Grammar Później (.) poinformowałam panią, że pracownicy 
(4) z pani (.) taksówkowej firmy powiedzieli, że 
tak, uderzyła pani kogoś... 
This is a calque from English. The word order 
is not correct. 
  
7 pl Content related Accuracy Później (.) poinformowałam panią, że pracownicy 
(4) z pani (.) taksówkowej firmy powiedzieli, że 
tak, uderzyła pani kogoś... 
From this rendition it is not clear who the 
DET had hit as it says 'they said that you hit 
someone'. 
  
7 pl Content related Substitution później pani (.) przyznała tak, uderzyłam kogoś, 
ale ta osoba chciała mnie zabić. 
In the ST it was: 'and you replied, ‘OK, I 
did, but she was trying to kill me.’'. The INT 
substituted 'replied' with 'confirmed'. 
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7 pl Content related Accuracy później pani (.) przyznała tak, uderzyłam kogoś, 
ale ta osoba chciała mnie zabić. 
As in line 23, the INT continues with 'someone' 
saying, 'yes, I hit someone but this person 
wanted to kill me' without indicating who this 
person was. 
  
8 en Presentation Self-repair Because she did want to hit, kill me.    
9 pl Presentation Self-repair O pierwszej piętnaście została pani aresztowana i 
dostała pani ostrz... pouczenie dotyczące 
napaści, jakiej się pani dopuściła. 
The INT wanted to say 'warning' but in time 
corrected herself. 
  
9 pl Linguistic Grammar O pierwszej piętnaście została pani aresztowana i 
dostała pani ostrz... pouczenie dotyczące 
napaści, jakiej się pani dopuściła. 
The INT said that the DET 'received' caution, 
which does not work in Polish. 
  
10 en Content related Accuracy (.) I went (.) with my husband to the surgery, yes 
we went to the surgery in the hospital (.) in King 
Street. 
Change of meaning. According to this 
rendition the surgery was in the hospital, 
which is not the case. 
  
11 pl Content related Omission Aby (.) zweryfikować, poszła pani do lekarza z 
pani mężem, tak? 
Sorry' from the beginning is missing.   
11 pl Content related Addition Aby (.) zweryfikować, poszła pani do lekarza z 
pani mężem, tak? 
A word 'tak' was added in the end to prompt 
the DET to respond. 
  
13 pl Content related Addition Co stało się jak (.) dojechaliście do przychodni, 
państwo? 
At the end a word indicating that the IO 
refers to the couple was added. The INT 
possibly wanted to avoid any ambiguity. 
  
14 en Content related Omission (.) She, Miss Jones she entered the office and she 
said that I am trying to make some money 
unlawfully. 
In the ST it was: 'Ona, to jest pani Jones, 
mnie widziała. Przyszła do biura i 
powiedziała, że dorabiam na boku.' The 
part about 'she saw me' was skipped. 
  
16 en Linguistic Lexical Then the other drivers said that I have to go to 
the end of the till (.) to queue there 
A word 'till' appeared here with no particular 
reason. 
Lexical issue - perhaps 'tail'? 
Interference? Lexical mix up 
 
16 en Content related Accuracy I won’t get any job if I am working illegally (.) being 
the first in the queue. 
The INT had said 'illegally' but actually it 
was 'having jobs on the side'. 
  
16 en Content related Addition I was driving (.) my husband to the doctor first, I 
didn’t wanna make the money on the side. 
A word 'first' was added here, indicating that 
this was the first activity the DET had taken 
and that it was followed by something 
else. 
  
16 en Content related Accuracy And then this woman approached me (.) in the 
surgery and she said she saw a man (2) walking out 
of my car. 
Change of meaning. In the ST it was that 
'this woman have seen me' but nothing 
about seeing her in the surgery. 
  
18 en Linguistic Grammar she replied ‘yes, every men who is walking out 
of your car is your husband’ 
Plural used unnecessarily.   
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18 en Content related Accuracy Then we had an argument, she said that she 
saw me and that I am trying to make some 
money on the side. 
In the ST it was nothing about 'trying' but an 
accusation that she was making money on the 
side. 
  
18 en Linguistic Grammar And then she started to talking, cursing on me 
saying (.) rude words towards me 
Not important?   
18 en Presentation Self-repair And then she started to talking, cursing on me 
saying (.) rude words towards me 
It seems that the INT was trying to be as 
clear as possible about what was said. 
  
18 en Content related Accuracy I said to her ‘don’t do this because you will be 
in trouble’ 
In the ST it was "do not swear at me".   
19 pl Content related Accuracy Na potrzebę taśmy (.) pokazała pani, że złapała 
pani osobę za rame... za ramię. 
In the ST it was ', you are indicating that you 
were caught by your arm' and here it seems 
that the DET caught someone by 
the arm. 
  
19 pl Presentation Self-repair Na potrzebę taśmy (.) pokazała pani, że złapała 
pani osobę za rame... za ramię. 
   
20 en Presentation Self-repair I took it and I hit it, I hit her with it and then I 
went to work. 
   
24 en Linguistic Grammar (.) When I went back (.) at the office I was 
informed that the police was looking for me (.) and I 
left home. 
Not important?   
24 en Linguistic Grammar (.) When I went back (.) at the office I was 
informed that the police was looking for me (.) 
and I left home. 
Not important?   
24 en Content related Accuracy (.) When I went back (.) at the office I was informed 
that the police was looking for me (.) and I left 
home. 
In the ST it was 'and they went to my home'. I did not understand, didn't 
hear it properly so my rendition 
was not correct. 
 
27 pl Interaction Communication OK In the ST the IO had said 'OK', the INT did not 
render it straight away but when she noticed 
that there is a gap in 
communication, she decided to render it. 
  
28 en Linguistic Lexical There was my first time I (.) was (3) an argument 
with something with the use of force. 
Not knowing how to express it I couldn't find an equivalent to 
'biłam'. I did not want them to 
wait for me, I wanted to move on 
so I paraphrased it here. 
 
38 en Linguistic Grammar When I said to her to not curson me because 
you will be in trouble (.) she said ‘what sort of 
trouble’ and then she grabbed my jacket. 
Not important?   
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38 en Linguistic Lexical When I said to her to not curson me because 
you will be in trouble (.) she said ‘what sort of 
trouble’ and then she grabbed my jacket. 
The INT should have said 'curse' but 
created something else. 
Lack of self-monitoring? Slip of 
the tongue. 
 
38 en Linguistic Grammar When I said to her to not curson me because 
you will be in trouble (.) she said ‘what sort of 
trouble’ and then she grabbed my jacket. 
Reported speech   
41 pl Interaction Communication OK In the ST the IO had said 'OK', the INT did not 
render it straight away but when she noticed 
that there is a gap in 
communication, she decided to render it. 
  
42 en Content related Omission  First part of the sentence is skipped: 'But I 
have to say that…' 
  
42 en Content related Substitution I feel sorry for her because she is she has a 
difficulty with her speech and she cannot say 
clearly what she wants. 
In the ST it was 'she stammers' but probably 
the INT could not recall the equivalent in Pol 
and decided to substitute it. 
I discovered that I do not know 
the equivalent to 'jąka się'. I 
think I rendered it as good as I 
only could in that 
particular moment. 
 
45 pl Content related Accuracy Wracając do (..) waserwagi, do różowej 
waserwagi 
It was not a 'pink' spirit level, but yellow.   
45 pl Content related Omission Wracając do (..) waserwagi, do różowej 
waserwagi 
A word 'metal' was skipped.   
45 pl Presentation Self-repair na potrzeby taśmy zostaje przedstawi 
przedstawiona ta waserwaga pani w tym 
momencie 
   
45 pl Linguistic Grammar czy to jest ta waserwaga, która została użyta? The INT changed an active voice to passive 
voice, slightly changing the tone of this chunk. 
  
50 en Linguistic Grammar I work there two or three days per week, 
sometimes even often if I have time. 
   
52 en Content related Addition Maybe seven or eight weeks (.). Maybe once a 
week. 
This addition changes the tone, giving more 
hesitation than in the ST. 
  
53 pl Interaction Communication O, w porządku. Rozmawialiśmy z pani 
kierownikiem, który (.) jest właścicielem pani firmy 
taksówkowej.//Repeats in English what was to be 
interpreted into Polish. He said you work there five 
to six months and you work there seven days a 
week from 7am until 2 in the afternoon. Realises 
that spoke in English and is trying to fix this. Aż do 
mo… aż do popołudnia. Przepraszam. 
In here the INT also added 'przepraszam' as if 
it was a part of her rendition but in fact this is 
her addition, where she apologises for 
repeating an utterance in English rather than 
rendering it to Polish. 
Frankly speaking, I did not 
notice that I spoke in English. I 
think it was because I was 
thinking about the whole 
confusion and it automatically 
came out of my mouth in 
English. I am quite surprised 
that I didn't notice that. 
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54 en Content related Omission I am dropping my kids off to school, then I’m doing 
some things for the family. 
The INT omitted a word 'at home', the DET 
does some things at home for the family. 
I omitted something here but I 
don't know why. 
 
64 pl Presentation Self-repair Czy zgodzi się pani ze mną, że (.) uderzenie 
pani panny Jones nie było (.) mądrym 
posunięciem? 
Through out the role-play the INT kept saying 
'pani Jones'. In here she realises it was 'Miss 
Jones', which in theory should be 'panna'. 
However, in Polish we don't distinguish 
between 'pani' as Mrs and 
'panna' as Miss and call women 'pani'. 
  
64 pl Content related Accuracy Uderzyć kogoś waserwagą podczas, gdy ta 
druga osoba nie ma nic ze sobą. 
The INT says ' when the other person does 
not have', but in the ST it was 'when the 
other woman doesn't have'. 
  
71 en Linguistic Grammar I got an information that the police was looking 
for me. 
Not important?   
74 pl Interaction Communication An interpreter asks for repetition/Tłumacz prosi o 
powtórzenie. 
The INT did not comprehend the given 
information and so before she started 
interpreting, she asked for repetition. 
I only heard the number here 
and didn't know what it relates 
to so I asked for repetition. 
But I noticed that the IO did not 
know what I meant so I 
indicated with my voice that I 
want them to repeat. 
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Turn TI3 - Additional comments 
 My behaviour was very unprofessional. It is obvious that I was quite nervous. 
 I did not hear some things, so I couldn't interpret it correctly. 
3 I knew that it will be a standard caution and although I had one prepared because we covered it in the 
course, I somehow did not manage to utter it the way I learnt. I only focused on conveying the 
message accurately. 
5c There was something about a 'metal stick' and I wondered if my rendition of 'metalowy patyk' was 
correct because the word 'patyk' may indicate that this was made of wood and not something of this 
shape and texture. A 'stick' seem to be a wooden stick. 
16 There were quite long sentences so I took notes. When I watched the recording, I wasn't feeling 
comfortable watching it because everybody was waiting for me to finish taking the notes, which added 
extra pressure. 
34 The DET said '13 months'. For a short moment I wondered whether I made a mistake but then I 
thought that no, I did not hear it incorrectly and that it was not my mistake but it caught my attention for 
a short moment. 
50 - 54 The IO said 'Sorry, can you repeat that'. I was not sure whether she was asking this question because I 
said something that she couldn't comprehend but then I had accurate notes so I didn't think it was my 
mistake. The text that I was provided with did not make much sense. I wondered whether it was me not 
understanding or if it this person mixing something in her speech. I also thought that perhaps the DET 
is inventing something because I was sure that my notes were accurate. 
73 I did not know how to say 'podkreślić' in English so I came up with 'indicate' and I hoped that this would 
be sufficient. 
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Appendix 19: Analysis – QI-LE1 
 
Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
1a pl Presentation Self-repair przebywamy obecnie w biurze głównym (3) 
wydziału do spr.. spraw poważnych 
przestępstw w Guildford 
 When I heard 'Head Quarters' for a 
split second I did not know what to do 
with it, hence my hesitation. But I think 
I managed to convey it, by looking at 
my notes. 
 
1b pl Presentation Repetition Jesteśmy w pokoju przesłuchań numer 4 na 
(.) na posterunku policji głównym w Guildford 
   
3b pl Presentation Self-repair Po zakończeniu przesłuchania ja dam pani 
informacje dotyczącą tego co się będzie 
działo z taśmami nagra… nagrania. 
   
3c pl Presentation Self-repair Muszę panią (.) pani przypomnieć, że nadal 
podlega pani (.) pouczeniu 
The INT started and then realised that 
this rendition will not be grammatically 
structured and she corrected herself. 
  
3c pl Presentation Self-repair Może pani za (.) może pani zachować 
milczenie 
   
3c pl Content related Addition Wszystko co pani powie może zostać użyte 
jako dowód w sądzie. 
This sentence was not said by the IO. 
The INT knew the caution by heart and 
said it all in one go, without realising that 
this was not yet rendered by the IO. 
I realised I went ahead even though 
this sentence was not said. The thing is 
that I know the caution by heart and it 
is easier for me to say it in one chunk. 
 
5a pl Presentation Self-repair jak pojechaliśmy odwiedzić (.) ofiarę  napa.. 
napaści. 
   
5c pl Presentation False start (1.5) Porze.. (.) udaliśmy się na do biura (.) 
taksówek 
This does not represent any word that 
would make sense here, hence false 
start. 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
7 pl Content related Substitution Gdy zapytaliśmy o to zdarzenie osób 
przebywających w pani miejscu pracy w biurze 
taksówek (.) powiedzieli, że tak. 
In the ST it was: 'Then I said, ‘the 
people at the cab office said you did,’. 
The INT substituted the ST utterance 
with a different rendition but conveying 
the same message and keeping the 
conversation coherent. 
  
9c pl Content related Omission Teraz chciałabym by pani opisała nam ... In the ST it was: 'OK, now I want you 
to tell us'. OK is skipped in the 
rendition. 
  
11 pl Content related Omission Czy mogę tylko potwierdzić, pani pojechała ... In the ST it was: 'Sorry, to clarify, you 
went to' Sorry is skipped in the 
rendition. 
  
13 pl Presentation Self-repair Co się wydarzyło gdy dostała się pani, 
dojechała pani do przychodni? 
The INT clarified the message to 
indicate that the DET got there by car 
rather than anything else. 
  
14 en Content related Accuracy She, I mean Mrs Jones It was Miss not Mrs   
14 en Content related Accuracy She, I mean Mrs Jones she saw me and she (.) 
knew that I am doing some odd jobs on the 
side. 
In the ST it was: 'Przyszła do biura i 
powiedziała, że dorabiam na boku.' so 
it should be 'She came to the office 
and said that I am doing odd jobs on 
the side' rather than saying that Miss 
Jones knew she was doing it. 
  
16 en Presentation Self-repair (.) Then the other drivers in the office, who were 
present in the office 
The INT clarifies that these drivers 
were in the office. 
  
16 en Linguistic Grammar So I said ‘no, I am taking my husband to see a 
doctor.. 
Reported speech. Should be 'I was 
taking...' 
  
16 en Presentation Self-repair Then that woman approached me (.) and she 
sa.. she said that she saw 
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
16 en Content related Accuracy ...a male who was getting into the car. change of meaning. In the ST it 
was getting out of my car. 
I got it wrong there. I thought that 
the man was getting into the car but 
he was getting out of the car. I think 
it happened because there was 
quite a lot of information 
provided. 
 
18 en Presentation Self-repair I said it, he was my husband The INT corrected herself.   
18 en Presentation Self-repair ... he she replied any male that gets into your car ... The INT corrected herself.   
18 en Presentation Self-repair I told her don’t do not swear at me The INT corrected herself, emphasizing 
'do not' to get the message across. 
  
19 pl Content related Accuracy Czyli na poczet tego przesłuchania pokazuje pani 
gdzie pani ją złapała. 
In the ST it was: 'For the purposes of 
the tape'. The INT said 'for the 
purposes of this interview'. 
  
19 pl Content related Accuracy Czyli na poczet tego przesłuchania pokazuje pani 
gdzie pani ją złapała. 
It was not 'where you grabbed her' but 
'where she grabbed you'. 
  
20 en Content related Addition I was standing by the wall and there was a radiator The highlighted part was added 
perhaps to put the person in place. 
I don't know why I rendered it in that 
way. 
 
24 en Linguistic Grammar When I came back people at the office told me that 
the police was looking for me and they went to 
my house 
police were' Not important.   
26 en Content related Accuracy Yes, I did but that was argument between friends. The more appropriate equivalent 
should be 'acquaintance'. 
  
45 pl Linguistic Vocabulary (.) Na poczet (.) nagrania słownego (.) poka 
pokazuję pani Antkowiak poziomnicę, żółty kijek. 
These two words do not collocate.   
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
45 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Na poczet (.) nagrania słownego (.) poka 
pokazuję pani Antkowiak poziomnicę, żółty kijek. 
   
45 pl Content related Omission (.) Na poczet (.) nagrania słownego (.) poka 
pokazuję pani Antkowiak poziomnicę, żółty kijek. 
A word 'metal' is omitted.   
45 pl Content related Substitution Czy jest to to coś, co pani użyła do udeżenia? The INT substituted a word 'spirit level' 
with 'something'. 
  
47 pl Content related Omission A czy pani Jones miała cokolwiek w swoich 
rękach? 
Ok' at the front of the ST utterance is 
missing. 
  
52 en Presentation Self-repair Maybe seven or eight week, eight weeks, once a 
week. 
   
53 pl Content related Accuracy My rozmawialiśmi z pani (.) kierownikiem, z 
właścicielem (.) firmy przewozowej. 
The word used here is misleading. This 
can be connoted with a hauling 
company. 
  
54 en Linguistic Vocabulary I go back home and I do some (.) homework for 
people, for for family. 
Wrong g word used. It should 
be 'housework'. 
  
54 en Presentation Self-repair I go back home and I do some (.) homework for 
people, for for family. 
The INT realised that she didn't convey 
the message and corrected herself. 
  
54 en Content related Addition I work there only two or three days a week, only 
when I have spare time. 
Unnecessary addition.   
61 pl Presentation Self-repair Dobrze, na poczet nagrania pani pokazuje górną 
część lewego przed.. lewe lewego ramienia. 
 I think I should have said 'hand' 
rather than 'arm'. I thought it would 
sound better. There was a moment 
that I wanted to say 'przedramię' 
and in the end I got lost in my 
rendition and had to recover 
somehow. 
 
62 pl Linguistic Grammar (.) Więc (.) była krew z lewego ramienia. We do not say 'there was blood'.   
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64 pl Presentation Self-repair Uderzenie innej osoby za pomocą 
posie poziomnicy gdy (.) nie ma ona niczego 
innego ze sobą. 
   
70 pl Linguistic Vocabulary Ale (.) podeszła pani zbyt daleko, prawda? Literal translation changing the 
meaning. 
  
71 en Linguistic Grammar And when I came back, I find out that 
police is looking after me. 
   
71 en Linguistic Grammar And when I came back, I find out that 
police is looking after me. 
   
72 pl Content related Accuracy Dobrze, wydaje mi się, że jest to 
wystarczająca ilość pytań w sprawie (.) bójki. 
In the ST it was: 'I think that’s enough 
questions regarding the fight.' The INT 
had said 'it seems to be enough 
questions' as if the IO was not sure of 
that. 
  
73 en Content related Accuracy No, but I would like to outline that was my (.) 
first thing like that and that it 
was between friends. 
The more appropriate equivalent 
should be 
'acquaintance'. 
  
73 en Content related Accuracy No, but I would like to outline that was my (.) 
first thing like that and that it was between 
friends. 
In the ST it was 'wybryk'. I did not know how to render 
'wybryk' and decided to paraphrase. 
I was trying to omit the word I did 
not know 
the equivalent for. 
 
73 en Presentation Self-repair I realised, I realise that I made a 
mistake and I hope that there is a way to solve 
it. 
The INT spotted using the wrong tense 
and corrected 
herself. 
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Turn QI-LE 1 - Additional comments 
 
 
 
9b 
There was 'cautioned for assault'. I hesitated there for a split 
second because I know that there are two equivalents to 
'caution' and I had to think twice in which meaning I should use 
which equivalent 
 
 
10 
there was something about hospital and surgery and it made 
me think which one it was but then I decided to trust my 
instincts and render it as I had it noted. 
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Appendix 20: Analysis – QI-LE2 
 
Turn Into 
EN/P
L 
Type of problem Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
1 pl Content related Accuracy Nazywam się disi DC policjantem Smith (.) INT does not explain what DC stands 
for. 
At the beginning of the role play 
there were quite a lot of proper 
names and I always want to 
render them accurately but then I 
do not have time and I get stuck. 
 
1 pl Content related Omission (.) w oddział główny w Guildford police. After asking for repetition, the INT does 
not fully convey the ST, giving just a 
gist rendition. 
  
1 pl Content related Addition Also present is an interpreter…[the interpreter]. / (.) 
Dodatkowo obecna jest też tłumacz. Dzień dobry 
INT does not provide her name but 
confirms her presence by adding 'dzień 
dobry' so that the DET knows that she 
is the INT. 
  
1 pl Linguistic Grammar (.) pokój przesłuchań numer cztery w siedzibie 
Guildford Police. 
This rendition is cut and it makes it 
grammatically incorrect. 
  
1 pl Linguistic Grammar Jest osoba przesłuchująca This sentence does not make sense 
grammatically. It was the IO 
introducing himself and from this 
rendition it is not known who is 
interviewing. 
  
1 pl Interaction Communication Nazywam się disi DC policjantem Smith (.) Can you 
repeat where exactly from? [INT asks IO for 
repetition]. (.) w oddział główny w Guildford police. 
   
3a pl Content related Accuracy Data dzisiejsza 8 lipiec 2015 roku ST it was June not July. I have a problem with dates. If 
there are too many dates provided 
I need to write them down not to 
forget anything. Here I didn't write 
it down and made a mistake. 
 
3c pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Cokolwiek pani powie (.) może być użyte (.) jako 
w postępowaniu dochodowym, przepraszam, 
dowodowym. 
INT noticed that she used wrong term 
and quickly corrected herself. 
  
3c pl Presentation Self-repair 'jeżeli podczas dzisiejszego przesłuchania nie 
wspomni pani o czymś, [aa] na co o co o czym, na 
co później powoła się pani w sądzie. 
INT is looking for the best way of 
conveying the message grammatically 
correct. 
  
5a pl Content related Accuracy (.)Chciałam przybliżyć pani wagę (.) oświadczenia 
(.) po pobycie w szpitalu z ofiarą. 
The rendition is incomplete and 
inaccurate. It is unclear who was in the 
hospital and for what purpose. 
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5a pl Interaction Communication (.) Chciałam przybliżyć pani wagę (.) oświadczenia (.) 
po pobycie w szpitalu z ofiarą. [IO says: ‘Do you 
want me to repeat?’ and INT answers ‘Can you just 
say it again?’ and IO repeats]. Ok, powtórzę pani 
jeszcze raz, że chciałam (.) powiedzieć pani jak, o 
jaki, jakiej wagi jest to (.)oświadczenie ofiary po 
naszej wizycie w szpitalu. // Chciałam potwierdzić 
co (.) wydarzyło się. 
IO noticed that the INT is not 
convinced about her rendition and 
offered repetition, which the INT 
accepts. Then, the INT says to the 
DET 'Ok, I will repeat for you once 
again'. The DET was not informed of 
what the conversation was about. 
I did not listen carefully enough 
and missed some bits and then I 
realised how important that part 
was and so I asked for repetition 
and informed the DET that for her 
benefit I will render it again. My 
understanding was that the whole 
accusation was based on whatever 
has been said in the hospital, when 
the police went to see 
the victim. 
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5c pl Content related Accuracy Zapytałem panią, czy jest pani Anną Antkowiak, 
pani powiedziała, że tak. // (.) I później zapytałem, 
czy pani pracuje w firmie Izet minikabs i pani 
potwierdziła, że tak, pani pracuje tam. // I później 
zapytałem, zapytałam czy pani uderzyła pana 
Jonesa i pani powiedziała, że tak.// Zapytałem też, 
czy użyła pani metalowego drąga i powiedziała 
pani, że nie. 
The IO was a woman, yet, the INT 
used masculine form and then jumps 
back to feminine and then masculine 
again. 
I think I did not accurately 
rendered the name of the 
company and this was due to the 
lack of context, but then, when I 
received more information about it, 
I was able to fix my rendition 
whenever it appeared in the role-
play again. I was not sure whether 
I rendered the surname correctly 
and this was because the IO could 
not pronounce it. Usually people 
bring their IDs with them and I 
am able to confirm their name. 
 
5c pl Content related Addition I później zapytałem, czy pani pracuje w firmie Izet 
minikabs i pani potwierdziła, że tak, pani pracuje 
tam. 
This was added possibly to emphasise 
the answer given. 
  
6 en Interaction Communication Tak, ale to była pani. Miss Jones. [DET corrects the 
IO and INT handles it well] Yes, but it was a lady, 
miss. It was Miss Jones. 
The INT correct her rendition as if the 
mistake was made by the IO and not 
herself. 
  
7 pl Linguistic Grammar I później powiedziałam, że osoby w pani biurze 
taksówkowym, powiedzieli, że pani to zrobiła. 
Incorrect grammar structure.   
7 pl Presentation Self-repair pani powiedziała wtedy p wtedy powiedziała 
pani, ‘tak, rzeczywiście to zrobiłam, ale ona chciała 
mnie zabić’. 
INT is looking for the best way of 
conveying the message. 
  
7 pl Interaction Communication Then I said, ‘the people at the cab office said you 
did,’// and you replied, ‘OK, I did, but she was trying 
to kill me.’ [INT speaks to the IO: ‘Can you just say it 
again? Can you just take shorter chunks?’] 
INT asks for repetition but does not 
inform the DET of what is being said. 
  
9 pl Linguistic Terminology (.) O godzinie pierwszej piętnaście została pani 
zatrzymana (.) przeczytano pani pouczenie o 
pobicie. 
… you were arrested, and cautioned 
for assault' is incorrectly rendered. 
  
9 pl Linguistic Grammar Później zapytałem czy jest pani, pobiera pani zasiłek 
dla bezrobotnych i pani powiedziała, że tak. 
Wrong gender. INT uses masculine 
even though the IO was a woman. 
  
9 pl Presentation Self-repair Później zapytałem czy jest pani, pobiera pani 
zasiłek dla bezrobotnych i pani powiedziała, że tak. 
INT corrects herself once noticing that 
is making a calque of ST sentence 
structure. 
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10 en Interaction Communication Pojechałam z mężem do przychodni. Tak, 
pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni na King 
Street. [INT forces the DET to speak in short chunks 
by interrupting her] I went with my husband to the 
GP surgery.// Yes, we went to the hospital// (.) to 
the surgery on King Street. 
 The DET was providing quite a lot 
of information here and it turned to 
be too much for me so I 
interrupted her forcing her to 
speak in shorter chunks. 
The INT interrupted the DET to 
start interpreting. This did not 
happen when she wanted to 
interrupt the IO. When she wanted 
to interrupt the IO she used the 
standard for 'INT asks for 
repetition'. My feeling was that she 
was more polite when dealing with 
the IO and less polite when dealing 
with DET. Her response to that 
during think-aloud was: 'It was 
accidental. It is easier for me to 
interpret into English and that's 
why I wanted to interpret it in the 
same time. It has nothing to do with 
the person, honestly.' 
14 en Content related Accuracy She, and I mean Mrs Jones, saw me In the ST it was Miss not Mrs.   
16 en Presentation Self-repair If you doing if you are doing a bit on the side    
16 en Presentation Self-repair I was taking my husband to the to the doctors    
18 en Presentation Self-repair She was she started calling me names.    
19 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) W celu (3) jeśli chodzi o nagra nagrywanie, chce 
pani powiedzieć, że ona zła.. że ona złapała za 
płaszcz, tak? 
The INT is thrown out of the flow by 
the ST and corrects herself. 
  
19 pl Interaction Communication For the purposes of the tape, you are indicating…. 
(.) W celu (3) jeśli chodzi o nagra nagrywanie, chce 
pani powiedzieć, że ona zła.. że ona złapała za 
płaszcz, tak? [DET says ‘yes’ and INT says: ’She is 
indicating the pull by the coat’] 
Here INT describes in words what 
have happened, so that it can be 
recorded on the tape. 
At first I did not know what the IO 
meant by saying 'for the purposes 
of the tape' but later she mentioned 
it a couple of times and I 
understood that it was. I could 
have added to the DET that she 
needs to verbally describe what 
had happened so that I could 
interpret it and so that it could be 
recorded. Also, the IO said 'you are 
indicating' and she did not finish so 
I was waiting for her to finish, you 
are indicating what? 
 
20 en Presentation Self-repair I grabbed it, I hit it, I hit her with it and then I went 
to work. 
   
24 en Presentation Self-repair that the police was looking after me looking for 
me 
INT corrected her rendition but did not 
notice that it should have been 'the 
police were looking for me'. 
  
31 pl Linguistic Language mixing Jak długo zna pani miss Jones?    
43 pl Presentation Self-repair Czy pani była… odniosła pani jakieś obrażenia? INT started rendering in English syntax 
but corrected herself in time. 
  
46 en Presentation Self-repair I grabbed, got hold of it.    
47 pl Content related Addition Czy pani Jones miała coś w swoich własnych 
rękach? Czy coś trzymała w rękach? 
It seems that this part was added to 
achieve clarity. 
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52 en Presentation Reflection of 
tone 
Maybe sevenꜛ or eightꜛ weeks, once a week. In the ST it was 'Może siedem lub 
osiem tygodni, raz w tygodniu.' INT 
raises intonnation. This is not a 
problem, just an observation. 
 The message that comes like 
someone is not sure about. 
53 pl Presentation Self-repair I pracuje pani w godzinach od siódmej do drugiej. 
Od siódmej rano do drugiej popołudniu. 
First time the INT did not mention 
whether it was AM or PM and 
therefore corrected herself. 
I added 'Od siódmej rano do 
drugiej popołudniu' to make sure 
that the IO has it noted correctly, 
that it was 7am and 2pm. 
 
54 en Presentation Self-repair Then I do things different things at home    
55 pl Linguistic Language 
mixing 
Ile razy uderzyła pani miss Jones?    
61 pl Presentation Self-repair (2) Dla celów nagrania, (.) wskazuje, pokazała pani 
na prawą (.) górną część ręki, ramienia 
   
62 pl Content related Addition Czyli krew, zauważyła pani krew na ramieniu, na 
górnej części ramienia, tak? 
INT added it to provide a better 
understanding to the DET 
  
62 pl Presentation Self-repair 'Czyli krew, zauważyła pani krew na ramieniu    
63 en Presentation Self-repair When I hit her, after I hit her    
63 en Presentation Self-repair there were I went downstairs and there were other 
people 
   
64 pl Presentation Self-repair uderzenie pani Jones nie było odpowiednią, 
odpowiedzialną rzeczą 
   
64 pl Presentation Self-repair w sytuacji, kiedy druga osoba druga kobieta nie 
miała przy sobie niczego 
   
64 pl Interaction Communication "Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones 
was not a reasonable thing to do? //To hit someone 
with a spirit level,// when the other woman doesn’t 
have anything with her. 
Czy zgodziłaby się pani ze mną, że uderzenie pani 
Jones nie było odpowiednią, odpowiedzialną rzeczą, 
którą pani zrobiła?// [am] Uderzyła pani ją 
poziomnicą// w sytuacji, kiedy druga osoba druga 
kobieta nie miała przy sobie niczego. [INT asking IO: 
‘Is it a question or is it just a statement?’. IO 
answers: ‘It is a question but it has an added 
statement, I will repeat. Then the INT says to DET: 
‘to jest pytanie ale również zdanie twierdzące’] Czy 
zgodzi się pani, że uderzenie pani Jones nie było 
rzeczą odpowiedzialną? Zgodzi się pani z tym? 
Yes, she does. 
Że uderzyła pani ją poziomnicą w sytuacji, kiedy ona 
nie miała niczego przy sobie. 
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71 en Linguistic Grammar I said to the drivers that I’m going to work and when 
I come back we are going to settle everything. 
Reported speech   
71 en Linguistic Grammar I found out that the police was looking after me. The police should be plural   
72 pl Presentation Self-repair W chwili obecnej wystarcz mamy wystarczającą 
ilość informacji odnośnie pani bójki 
 
   
73 en Presentation Self-repair I wanted to say I wanted to stress out that The second rendition puts more 
emphasis on topic 
 
  
73 en Presentation Self-repair but it was between friends, between mates    
73 en Presentation Self-repair I hope it can be solved sorted out    
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QI-LE2 - Additional comments 
Turn Into EN/PL ST TT Think-aloud comment 
49 pl  
How long have you worked 
for E-Z mini cabs? 
 
Jak długo pracuje pani dla firmy 
Izet minikabs? 
The DET did not answer the question here and I spotted it but 
my role is to interpret what I hear rather than investigating what 
should have been said so I remembered it as I heard it. 
At the beginning of the role play there were quite a lot of proper names and I always want to render them accurately but then I do not have time and I get 
In turn 3 there was a caution. In real life I like when IO divides he caution into 3 chunks because it is easier to interpret. 
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Appendix 21: Analysis – QI-LE3 
 
Turn Into 
EN/P 
L 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
1 pl Interaction Communication The interpreter is asking for 
repetition. Tłumacz prosi o 
powtórzenie. 
Chunk of information was quite big and the INT 
asked for repetition just to be on the safe side. 
I was not prepared and warmed up. I usually 
need time to warm up. I also did not expect 
such packed with information start of the 
interview. There was quite a lot being said at 
the beginning. 
 
1 pl Content related Substitution We are in interview room 4 at 
Guildford Police HQ. I am 
interviewing. Znajdujemy się (.) w 
bazie policji Guildford (.) w pokoju 
numer cztery (.) i ja pracuję dla 
tego posterunku. 
The part where the DET says that he is 
interviewing was substituted with "I work for this 
police station" 
  
5a pl Content related Addition Chciałabym tutaj (.) położyć nacisk 
 
"Tutaj" was added.   
5a pl Content related Accuracy powagę (.) zeznania, które (.) zostało 
(.) przytoczone 
In the ST it was "after we’ve been to the hospital to 
speak with the victim". Here the INT did not 
accurately render this speech. 
  
5a pl Content related Clarity szpitalu przez ofiarę w związku z 
napaścią 
In the ST it was: "to speak with the victim of an 
assault". It is not clear whether they came to the 
hospital to discuss this assault. 
  
5b pl Content related Clarity Byliśmy w stacji taksówek It was a mini cab office, not a mini cab station. I think my rendition was okay for the 
circumstances. 
 
5c pl Presentation Self-repair pracuje pani dla EteZet (.) mini cabs, 
czyli taksówek EteZet' 
The INT hesitated thinking about how to render 
'E-Z mini cabs' correctly. 
  
5d pl Linguistic Grammar Czy zrozumiała pani to wszystko? Change of tense. Minor issue.   
7 pl Content related Accuracy Później powiedziałam, że pani w 
stacji taksówek powiedziała, że 
użyła pani metalowego metalowego 
kija 
In the ST it was 'Then I said, ‘the people at the 
cab office said you did,’ and you replied...'. It was 
not a woman who said anything 
  
7 pl Presentation Repetition że użyła pani metalowego 
metalowego kija 
   
8 pl Content related Addition Yeah, because In the ST it was 'Ona chciała mnie zabić ........ '   
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Turn Into 
EN/P 
L 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
9 pl Content related Clarity O pierwszej piętnaście została pani 
aresztowana i (.) dostała (0.1) 
ostrzeżenie za napaść. 
This rendition is not very clear.   
10 en Interaction Communication [INT starts interpreting simultaneously, 
thinking that this simultaneous part] I 
went to the clinic to (.) the hospital, to a 
GP surgery in Kings Street. 
When the INT heard 'OK, now I want you to tell us 
your version of events, in your own words' she 
thought that this was simultaneous interpreting but 
then she realised it was not and she stopped. 
For the DPSI exam we hear something similar 
to 'I want you to tell us your version of events, 
in your own words' before simultaneous part 
and here I though I should interpret 
simultaneously, which I did. In real life I would 
not probably do this but because the layout 
was similar to the DPSI exam, I did 
it. 
 
10 en Content related Omission I went to the clinic to (.) the hospital, 
to a GP surgery in Kings Street. 
Parts omitted: '...to the clinic with my husband, 
yes, we went to...' was omitted in the sentence 
'Tak, pojechaliśmy do szpitala, do przychodni na 
King Street' 
  
16 en Presentation Self-repair They told me to go back at the back. The INT realised that the first rendition was not 
successful and corrected herself. 
  
16 en Content related Accuracy She said (.) she saw me in the surgery 
(.) and she saw my 
husband (.) getting out of the car. 
Int he ST it was: 'She saw a man getting out of 
my car. 
  
17 en Content related Accuracy She said (.) she saw me in the surgery 
(.) and she saw my husband 
(.) getting out of the car. 
In the ST it was: 'Getting out of my car' not any 
other car. 
  
18 en Content related Addition ...she said ‘yeah, every man that is 
getting out of your car is your 
husband.’ 
Yeah' added as if to confirm.   
18 en Content related Accuracy she grabbed my coat In the ST it was: 'Chwyciła mnie za płaszcz' so it 
should be 'grabbed me by my coat' 
  
19a pl Content related Addition Więc na potrzeby tego nagrania Więc' added at the beginning.   
19b pl Content related Accuracy I później co zrobiła? Int he ST it was: 'Then what did you do?' and the 
INT said 'And what did she do?' 
  
20 en Presentation Self-repair (.) I couldn’t push her back, (.) away 
from me 
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Turn Into 
EN/P 
L 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
20 en Linguistic Terminology (.) I couldn’t push her back, [ee] away 
from me and (.) there was a heater 
next to the wall and (.) a contour line 
was laying on it. 
Wrong term was used I did not know what the equivalent to 
'poziomnica' was and I used a word which I 
have heard before but without knowing 
whether it will fit within the context or not. 
 
26 en Content related Accuracy Yes, but that was an argument 
between (.) friends 
In the ST it was 'pomiędzy znajomymi' so it 
would be better as 'between acquaintances' 
  
26 en Content related Accuracy I thought we would be able to sort it 
out (.) within the group. 
In the ST it was: 'pomiędzy sobą' so the 
rendition should be 'between ourselves'. 
  
29 en Interaction Communication (.) [The interpreter is asking for 
repetition. Tłumacz prosi o 
powtórzenie.] Dlaczego nie 
powiedziała nam pani o tym kiedy po 
raz pierwszy zapytaliśmy? 
Regular request for repetition, no distortion. I was thinking about what the DET had said, 
i.e. a quarrel between acquaintances. Then I 
went blank for a second so I had to ask for 
repetition. 
 
37 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Kiedy (.) zaszło to dzisiejsze 
zdarzenie, ta awantura, czy pani 
Jones też panią uderzyła? 
Giving two equivalents, searching for the best 
one. 
I had a bit of a black out her, I was 
processing the best equivalent and in the end 
provided two. 
 
37 pl Content related Addition (.) Kiedy (.) zaszło to dzisiejsze 
zdarzenie, ta awantura, czy pani 
Jones też panią uderzyła? 
A word 'also' was added saying you hit her but 
did she hit you too? 
  
39 pl Content related Omission Więc chwyciła panią? In the ST it was: 'So she grabbed you, is that 
correct?' the question seeking confirmation was 
omitted. 
  
41 pl Content related Omission  IO said 'ok' but the INT did not render it and 
waited for the next chunk of information. 
  
42 en Content related substitution (.) But I have to say that (.) she has a 
good character (.) 
In the ST it was: 'ona jest dobrym człowiekiem', 
which is 'she is a good person'. The meaning is 
the same but the wording is different. 
  
42 en Content related Addition I feel sorry for her sometimes because 
(.) she stammers and <she> finds it 
difficult to say words sometimes. 
A word 'sometimes' was added twice 
unnecessarily. 
  
43 pl Content related Accuracy Czy coś pani się stało? In the ST it was: 'Were you hurt?' so it should be 
'czy była pani ranna?' The rendition is correct 
but not 100% accurate. 
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Turn Into 
EN/P 
L 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
45 pl Content related Accuracy Wracając do żółtej poziomnicy In the ST it was: 'Turning to the yellow metal 
stick'. The INT here used a word 'spirit level' even 
though it was not used in this instance. She 
possibly used it because the spirit level was 
mentioned before. 
  
45 pl Content related Omission Wracając do żółtej poziomnicy A word 'metal' was omitted. 
 
  
47 pl Linguistic Grammar Czy pani Jones miała coś w ręku? In the ST it was 'hands' so the plural form should 
have been used. 
 
  
49 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Ja.. jak długo pracuje pani dla (.) 
AteZet taksówek? 
 
False start.   
53 pl Content related Omission Powiedział, że pracuje pani tam (.) od 
sześciu miesięcy. 
In the ST it was: 'He says you’ve been working 
there five or six months'. Five is skipped in this 
rendition. 
  
54 pl Content related Omission I take my children to school, and then 
I am doing a lot of different things for 
the family. 
 
In the ST it was: 'Odwożę dzieci do szkoły, 
potem robię różne rzeczy w domu, dla rodziny.' 
'At home' bit was missed in this rendition. 
  
54 pl Content related Addition I take my children to school, and then I 
am doing a lot of different things for 
the family. 
 I have this funny tendency to adding 
information in order to keep the sentence 
flowing. I've added 'a lot of different things' 
even though it was not in the ST. 
 
61 pl Content related Clarity W porządku, na potrzeby nagrania (.) 
wskazuje (.) lewą (.) górną część 
lewej ręki. 
The meaning is not quite clear because of the 
word 'left' appearing in two different places. 
  
61 pl Content related Accuracy W porządku, na potrzeby nagrania (.) 
wskazuje (.) lewą (.) górną część 
lewej ręki. 
Int he ST it was 'arm' not 'hand'.   
62 pl Content related Accuracy W takim razie leciała jej krew z ręki. Similarly to line 41, it was an 'arm' not a 'hand'.   
63 en Content related Omission Then she went downstairs and there 
were other people there who took her 
out. 
In the ST it was: 'Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła 
po schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby 
i ją wyprowadziły.' 'After I hit her' was omitted. 
  
74 en Content related Accuracy No (.) but I wanted to emphasize that it 
was my (.) first foolish escapade 
and it was within a group of friends. 
Similarly to line 24, a word 'friend' was used 
rather than 'acquaintance'. 
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Turn Into 
EN/P 
L 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
75 pl Presentation Self-repair Wypisuję w takim razie formularz 987 
dla osoby ktt.. z którą rozmowa była 
nagrywana. 
   
75 pl Content related Omission Czas na moim zegarku piąta 
dwanaście. 
In the ST it was: 'Concluding the interview at 
5:12pm.'. The INT here only stated the time 
without mentioning that this is the end of the 
interview. 
  
382 
QI-LE 3 - Additional comments 
Turn Think-aloud comment 
 
 
49-50 
I got a bit confused about the question 'how long have you worked' and the answer 
'I work there'. I wondered if I made a mistake but then I looked on my notes and 
everything seemed to be okay. 
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Appendix 22: Analysis – QI-SE1 
 
Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional 
comments 
1 pl Presentation Self-repair Ja nazywam się detektyw (.) Smith, który pracuje 
na posterunku (.) na Guildford, na posterunku 
policji na Guildford w wydziale poważnych 
poważnych przestępstw. 
 
 I missed the 'Headquarters' and I don't know why. I 
think I have just missed even though I know the 
meaning and an equivalent in Polish. 
 
5 pl Presentation Self-repair Później zapytałem panią czy to pani wjechała (.) 
czy to pani uderzyła panią Jones. 
Used the wrong term at first and 
then realised this and corrected 
herself. 
I was thinking about a car (hit) because they were 
talking about mini cab so when they said mini cab 
in that particular moment I thought of cars, hit by 
the car, even though they said it was about an 
assault. 
 
 
 
7 pl Content related Addition Tak pani powiedziała Possibly because she wanted to 
highlight what the DET has said. 
 
  
8 en Content related Addition Yes Possibly because she wanted to 
emphasise this fact. 
 
  
9 pl Content related Clarity (.) Piętnaście minut po pierwszej została pani (.) 
aresztowana (.) i (.) pouczona (.) w na podejrz.. w 
zz ze względu na napaść 
Quite a lot of hesitations, lack of 
clarity, possibly due to 
specialised terms appearing in 
the ST, such as 'arrested 
and cautioned for assault'. 
 
  
9 pl Linguistic Grammar Teraz chciałabym aby pani odpowiedziała 
opowiedziała swoją wersję wydarzeń swoimi 
słowami. 
 
Wrong gender - The IO was 
male and the interpreter said as 
if IO was a woman. 
  
9 pl Presentation Self-repair Teraz chciałabym aby pani odpowiedziała 
opowiedziała swoją wersję wydarzeń swoimi 
słowami. 
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EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional 
comments 
11 pl Content related Omission Sorry, to clarify 
 
This part was skipped   
14 en Interaction Communication Ona, to jest pani Jones, mnie widziała. Przyszła do 
biura i powiedziała, że dorabiam na boku. [INT] 
Could you repeat, please? Czy mogłaby pani 
powtórzyć? [Polish speaker repeats] Interpreter 
asks for clarification: Nie widziała? [Polish speaker 
says ‘mnie widziała’, Interpreter repeats ‘mnie 
widziała’]. (.) She, I mean (.) Mrs Jones (.) saw me 
(.) she went to the office and (.) said that I was 
working (.) taking a ma money cash in hand. 
 I was not sure what the DET said, whether she 
said 'did not see' or 'she did see me' (in Polish 
there is a very small difference in pronunciation 
'nie' vs 'mnie'). Even if she said 'did not see' it did 
not make sense  as to what she did not see. And 
this 'dorabianie na boku'. This is an informal 
phrase and I wasn't sure what equivalent would be 
better. Perhaps 'on the side' would be better, but I 
thought it is related to someone earning the 
money on the side without paying tax. This is why I 
decided to render it as 'cash in hand'. 
 
 
15 en Content related Addition Then, the other drivers who were present in the 
office said ‘if you are working illegally, if you are 
taking (.) cash in hand, then you would have to go 
back to the end of the line (.) you won’t get any (.) 
new job, you would have to go at the end of 
the line. 
Addition possibly used to 
emphasize the meaning of the 
sentence 
  
15 en Content related Addition I said ‘no’ (.), it is it is not the case, I am not (.) 
working illegally, I am not (.) taking cash in 
hand (.), I was taking my husband to hospital. 
Addition possibly used to 
emphasize the meaning of the 
sentence 
Here I was more concentrated and I interpreted 
that she was taking her husband to the hospital, 
where in fact she said that she was taking him to 
the doctors. 
 
15 en Content related Substitution I said ‘no’ (.), it is it is not the case, I am not (.) 
working illegally, I am not (.) taking cash in hand 
(.), I was taking my husband to hospital. 
 Here I was more concentrated and I interpreted 
that she was taking her husband to the hospital, 
where in fact she said that she was taking him to 
the doctors. 
 
15 pl Presentation Self-repair I co pani i co się następnie (.) wydarzyło?' Half way through she changed 
the grammatical structure of her 
utterance. 
  
17 en Presentation Self-repair I said ‘don’t swear because otherwise you would 
have you would h.. would be in trouble and then 
she just grabbed me by the coat like that [showing 
how]. 
INT looking for the best 
grammatical structure and hence 
corrects herself. 
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17 en Presentation Self-repair I said ‘yes, it was my husband, and she said that  
every guy that every guy who (.) get out who 
get out of your car is your husband, is it?’ 
   
17 en Content related Addition get out who get out of your car is your husband, is 
it?’ 
 In my rendition I added a question tag 'is it?' in the 
end because I thought that it would emphasise the 
real meaning of this sentence. In Polish the 
sentence makes sense but in English, for better 
understanding of speaker intentions, it was 
necessary to add it. 
 
19 en Linguistic Terminology Level device  When I heard 'poziomnica' I started wondering 
how it should be rendered. When I go to the 
moment I sort of knew how to render it, hence 
level device, which is not fully accurate but 
conveys a meaning. 
 
19 en Presentation Self-repair couldn't push her off me, couldn't push her away    
19 pl Presentation Self-repair czy mogłaby pani, czy mogę się INT starts interpreting and 
realises that this is not what has 
been said and corrects herself. 
  
19 en Presentation Self-repair device used to, to see, to make sure    
27 en Presentation Self-repair I was so upset, I was so angry With rising intonation as if putting 
more emphasis on the second 
version 
  
29 en Linguistic Adherence to ST I did not know what...    
32 en Content related Omission Sorry    
32 pl Content related Accuracy Sorry, can you repeat that? 13 months? Czy pani 
powiedziała trzynaście miesięcy? Mogłaby pani 
powtórzyć? 
Not fully accurate rendition, 
good meaning but not 
presented in the same 
way as in ST 
  
33 en Content related Addition No    
36 pl Presentation Self-repair Miał miejsce, miała miejsce    
39 en Presentation Self-repair What are you doing, what are you going to do    
41 en Presentation Self-repair But actually she is a good person, she is (.) a kind 
person 
   
44 pl Content related Addition Dobrze More to emphasize the change 
in topic, as in moving on with the 
interview. 
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44 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Dobrze, to w takim razie (.) teraz odnieśmy się 
do tego żółtego (2) metalowego drążka (2) tej 
poziomnicy, (.) i teraz, którą (2) teraz tutaj 
pokazuję pani Antkowiak (.) tutaj odpowiedzialny 
(.) to (.) na poczet kasety. Czy to jest ten (.) ta 
poziomnica, którą pani używała? 
These hesitations are possibly 
due to distortion of the 'for the 
purposes of the verbatim 
record'. These hesitations 
distort the flow of the message. 
  
46 pl Linguistic Grammar Did Miss Jones have anything in her hands? Czy 
pani Jones miała coś w ręce? 
Wrong number - singular rather 
than plural 
  
52 pl Presentation Self-repair Pan tam, pani tam Wrong gender. INT corrected 
herself. 
  
53 en Presentation Self-repair Different things, different things INT is thinking that she is 
correcting herself but then 
leaves it as it is. 
In this part he said 'I do different things for the 
family' but I did not want to interpret it as 'different 
things'  but she clearly said 'things' and so I did not 
want to over-interpret. She said 'for the family' so I 
wanted to interpret it as 'housework' but then I 
thought that overall 'different things for the family' 
would be the most accurate. 
 
56 pl Presentation Self-repair I to była ss.. it to było tą poziomnicą? INT almost said a word in 
English. 
  
60 pl Presentation Self-repair Na poczet kasety, żeby nagrało się na kasetę This is the 2nd instance where 
'for the purpose of the tape' 
distorts the flow. 
  
62 en Presentation Self-repair hit her, wacked her INT provides two equivalents I was looking for the right word to use here for 'hit' 
so  I gave one equivalent but then I thought that 'to 
wack would be more appropriate. 
 
62 en Presentation Self-repair Let her out, took her out INT provides two equivalents I was not sure whether these people let her out or 
took her out but I think I provided both equivalents. 
 
62 em Interaction Communication Po tym jak ją walnęłam, zeszła po schodach na 
dół i tam były inne osoby i ją wyprowadziły. [INT] 
(.) I'm sorry, could you repeat that? [DET] repeats 
in Polish. Am, well, when I hit her, when I 
whacked her (.) she went down the stairs (.) and 
there were other people who let her out, took her 
out. 
 Here I wasn't sure if it was the DET who went 
downstairs or Miss Jones, but then they said that 
other people took her out and it made more sense 
to me, but to be on the safe side, I asked for 
repetition. 
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64 en Presentation Self-repair I, I INY repeats herself. Here I got confused a little bit because the IO said 
'would you agree with me' and the answer was 
'Yes, I understand' but I was expecting an answer 
to the question, such as 'Yes, I agree with you'. 
Logically thinking, the answer should have been 'I 
agree with you' and not 'I understand'. The next 
question 'You agree with me?' assured me that my 
previous rendition was correct. 
 
67 pl Presentation Self-repair Straciła kontrolę nad sobą, panowanie    
71 pl Presentation Self-repair Jeśli chodzi o to, tą bójkę    
73 pl Content related Accuracy Right. I’m issuing form 987 Note to Person whose 
interview has been tape recorded. Concluding the 
interview at time 9:51. W takim razie (.) tutaj 
wydaję (.) informację 987 (.) tutaj dotyczy osoby, 
która była przesłuchiwana i kończę to 
przesłuchanie o godzinie dziewiątej pięćdziesiąt 
jeden. 
Information re interview being 
tape recorded is missing 
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    QI-SE1 - additional comments   
Turn 
 
ST TT Think-aloud comment   
5 
 
Then I asked if you 
worked at E-Z mini cabs. 
You said ‘yes.’ 
Później [..] zapytałem się czy pracuje 
pani [..] w firmie taksówek E-Zet 
minicabs i pani potwierdziła. 
Additional comment: There was also a matter of the name E-
Zet. I did not know whether it was E to Z or maybe a name 
Ezet. So I played safe and repeated as I  have heard it in 
English. 
No risk 
taking 
strategy. 
Role-play 
awareness but 
she trusts 
herself. Makes 
judgement that 
she had heard 
correctly. 
10 
 
Pojechałam z mężem do 
przychodni. Tak, 
pojechaliśmy do szpitala, 
do przychodni na King 
Street 
[..] I went to the surgery [..] I went there 
together with my sss with my husband. 
We went to hospital in King Street. 
This made me thinking here. This is a simulated role-play so I 
was sort of expecting a perfect text. In real life I would not think 
twice about confusion in the speakers' renditions but here the 
speaker was inconsistent. First they said GP and then hospital. 
I thought that maybe I heard it incorrectly but it was not like me 
so I decided to be faithful to what I have heard. 
 
32 
 
Sorry, can you repeat 
that? 13 months? 
Czy pani powiedziała trzynaście 
miesięcy? Mogłaby pani powtórzyć? 
When I heard IO asking this question I thought 'Oh, was it me 
who interpreted incorrectly?' But then I thought that I 
interpreted what I have heard so it must have been correct. 
  
48/49 
 
How long have you 
worked for E- Z mini 
cabs? / Pracuję tam dwa 
lub trzy razy w tygodniu. 
Czasami nawet częściej, 
jeśli mam czas. 
Jak długo pani pracuje dla firmy E-Z mini 
cabs? / I work there twice or three times a 
week, sometimes even more often if I 
have time. 
The question here was 'how long have you worked…?' and 
the answer is completely out of topic. She answered that she 
works there 2-3 times a week and I rendered it as it is but I 
thought that this answer does not make sense. 
  
51 
 
Może siedem lub osiem 
tygodni, raz w tygodniu. 
For seven or eight weeks, once a week. Here the answer is out of topic again. What is she talking 
about? What these 7 or 8 days refer to? I was expecting to hear 
a perfect role-play and it surprised me. Something like this 
would not surprise me at the police station, though. 
  
72 
 
Nie, ale chciałabym 
podkreślić, że to był mój 
pierwszy wybryk i było to 
pomiędzy znajomymi. 
No, but I’d like to underline that it was the 
first [..] situation like that for me and that 
was all among friends. 
Here I was thinking of the best equivalent for 'wybryk'. But 
then I did not want to break the flow of the interview and think 
of the best equivalent because it was not that important. I had 
to make a choice whether to break the flow and look for the 
best equivalent of something that in the whole context was not 
important or to provide a smooth interpretation and hence I 
decided to say 'this situation'. 
  
       
General comment: I would also like to mention something about the hours. In this role-play the hour was mentioned twice, such as 9:50 
but it was not said whether it was am or pm.   
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Turn Into 
EN/PL 
Type of 
problem 
Actual problem Example My observation Think-aloud comment My additional comments 
1 pl Content related Substitutution Zaczynamy przesłuchanie In the ST it was: 'I am interviewing' 
and the INT said 'We are starting the 
interview'. 
  
3b pl Content related Substitutution Na końcu przesłuchania otrzyma pani 
informację na temat tego co będzie 
działo się z tymi z tym nagraniem. 
In the ST it was: 'what will happen to the 
tapes' but the INT said 'what will 
happen to the recordings' 
  
3c pl Content related Addition (.) Zostanie pani teraz pouczona na 
temat swoich (.) praw i 
odpowiedzialności karnej. 
In the ST it was: 'I must remind you that 
you are under caution.' The INT added 
some text to the message perhaps to gain 
full clarity. 
First I said that the DET was under caution 'pouczona' 
but realised it may not be enough for her to understand 
the concept so I added that it will be about her rights and 
legal responsibility. 
 
3c pl Interaction Overlaping talk You do not have to say anything, but it 
may harm your defence if you do not 
mention when questioned something 
that you later rely on in court. Anything 
you do say may be given in evidence. 
The IO was trying to say the caution in one 
chunk, but just after hearing 'You do not 
have to say anything' the INT started 
interpreting, interrupting the IO and causing 
an overlap in speech. 
I know I jumped in straight to interpreting, interrupting 
the IO and this is because this is my experience from 
real-life assignments at the police station. Police officers 
usually stop after uttering the first sentence and I sort of 
expected it to happen here as well. 
 
3c pl Content related Addition Ale może zaszkodzić to pani obronie, 
jeżeli (.) dzisiaj nie wspomni pani o 
czymś, na czym później będzie pani 
polegała w sądzie. 
A word 'dzisiaj' was added, slightly 
changing the meaning. 
  
5a pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Chciałabym wspomnieć o (.) 
znaczeniu pani (.) zeznania, pani (.) po 
wiz po wizycie w szpitalu 
The INT noticed that she was going 
nowhere with her rendition and at that point 
asked for repetition (see line 7) 
  
5a pl Interaction Communication (.) Chciałabym wspomnieć o (.) 
znaczeniu pani (.) zeznania, pani (.) po 
wiz po wizycie w szpitalu (.)  [INT 
asking for repetition: Sorry, could you 
repeat this?] (.) Chciałabym wspo 
porozmawiać na temat (.) zeznania po 
wizycie w szpitalu (.) po wizycie w 
szpitalu, w którym znajduje się ofiara 
napaści. 
The INT asks for repetition but only in 
English, not informing the DET of what was 
said. 
I did not hear properly, I did not understand what was 
exactly said. I started interpreting but then I thought that 
it is better to ask for repetition so that I get the message 
correctly. The IO said 'we have been' and I did not know 
who she meant, 'we' as the police officers or 'we' as the 
police officer and the detainee. 
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5a pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Chciałabym wspo porozmawiać 
na temat (.) zeznania po wizycie w 
szpitalu (.) po wizycie w szpitalu, w 
którym znajduje się ofiara napaści. 
After hearing this utterance again the INT 
started interpreting the same way as 
previously and quickly corrected herself to 
get the rendition right. 
The phrase 'to speak with the victim of an assault' 
caused me trouble here. I knew what that meant but I 
struggled putting this correctly into Polish. I started 
uttering but then in my head it did not make sense so I 
started again once I had everything sorted 
in my head. See line 10. 
 
5a pl Presentation Repetition (.) Chciałabym wspo porozmawiać na 
temat (.) zeznania po wizycie w 
szpitalu (.) po wizycie w szpitalu, w 
którym znajduje się ofiara napaści. 
Possibly because the INT wanted to 
create a full, correct rendition. 
The phrase 'to speak with the victim of an assault' 
caused me trouble here. I knew what that meant but I 
struggled putting this correctly into Polish. I started 
uttering but then in my head it did not make sense so I 
started again once I had everything sorted 
in my head. See line 9. 
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5c pl Content related Substitutution I później spytałam się pani czy pracuje 
pani w E-Z mini cabs, co pani 
potwierdziła. 
Then I asked if you worked at E-Z mini 
cabs. You said In the ST it was: 'Then 
I asked if you worked at E-Z mini  
cabs. You said ‘yes.’'. Here the INT 
changed the quote 'you said 'yes'' to 
'and you confirmed', removing the 
quotation from the speech. 
  
5c pl Content related Addition Spytałam panią czy użyła pani 
metalowego kijka, pala i pani 
powiedziała, że nie 
In the ST it was only a 'metal stick' but 
here the INT added, 'pole' and 'stick'. 
When I heard 'metal stick' I got a bit confused. I 
did not know 
what they meant so to be on the safe side I 
provided two equivalents: 'stick' and 'pole'. 
 
11 pl Content related Addition czy pani poszła do lekarza, do 
przychodni ze swoim mężem? 
In the ST it was: 'you went to the 
doctor’s with your husband?' Here the 
INT added 'the surgery' possibly to 
achieve clarity? 
I corrected myself. I first said 'the doctors' but 
then reminded herself that the DET had said 
'surgery' so I corrected myself using the word 
'surgery', the same as the DET had used. 
 
13 pl Presentation Self-repair (.) Co się stało kiedy z.. poszła pani ... 
kiedy doszła pani do przychodni? 
The INT noticed that her rendition was 
going wrong and corrected herself. 
The English phrase 'got to' threw me. When I 
thought about rendering it into Polish I thought 
of when she got there or when she waited in 
there, or stood there. I wanted to render it 
correctly and because the 'got to' is so universal 
in English, I could not find anything that 
universal in Polish. I was basically looking for 
the best grammatical solution to this. 
 
14 en Presentation Self-repair Her, Miss Jones, she saw me and she 
went to the office and she said (.) I am 
having a job on … illegal job. 
The INT corrected herself. When I heard 'dorabiam na boku', I wondered 
how to render it correctly. I started saying 'on the 
side' but thought against it because I was not 
sure if such an idiom exists in English and I did 
not want to create a calque. I wanted to use a 
Polish idiomatic expression and because 
working on the side is not fully legal, I said 
'illegal job' instead. At this point I still did not 
know that she worked as a cab driver so couldn't 
use different expression. 
 
16 en Presentation Self-repair Then the rest of the drivers who were in 
the office told me to go to the end of  
the queue and then said they said I’m 
not gonna get any jobs at the beginning 
of the queue 
The INT corrected herself to make it 
clear who said what. 
When I heard about the queue I did not know 
what queue they meant. What they were queuing 
for, etc. I did not know if it was metaphoric queue 
or they are queuing for real. 
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16 en Content related Accuracy Then I said ‘no, I’m taking my husband 
to the doctors and I don’t have an 
illegal job’ 
 Because I didn't know what they were talking 
about, what job they were talking about, I 
thought that they meant another job somewhere 
else and that's why I said 'an illegal job'. I am 
sticking to what they have said because I still 
didn't have the context. Later they said that she 
saw a man getting out of my car and then I 
understood what they meant by the 'illegal job'. 
The lack of the context at the 
beginning of the interview can 
have an adverse result on our 
renditions. 
18 en Presentation Repetition (.) Then we argued, she said (.) she 
said I am having illegal job, I’m taking 
illegal jobs on. 
   
18 en Presentation Self-correction (.) Then we argued, she said (.) she 
said I am having illegal job, I’m 
taking illegal jobs on. 
The INT corrected herself, for some 
reason. 
Here I first said 'having illegal job' but then I 
realised that since I now have the context, I 
have to correct myself and then I said 
'I'm taking illegal jobs on'. 
 
18 eb Content related Accuracy I told her not to swear at me because 
she will be in trouble and she (.) she 
touched my jacket and she started 
pulling me like this. 
In the ST it was: 'she grabbed my 
jacket'. In INTs rendition it seems that 
she only 'touched' the jacket. 
The DET grabbed me by my clothes and I 
thought that this was quite unprofessional and it 
actually quite thrown me out of the flow. I had to 
things going on in my mind, why she touched me 
like this and what I should say, so in the end I 
come up with 
'touched' for some reason. 
 
20 en Content related Accuracy I couldn’t push her away because 
there was a wall and there was a 
radiator and on the radiator there was 
an object like this one here 
The addition of a word 'because' 
slightly changes the meaning. It 
seems that the DET couldn't push 
Miss Jones away because there was 
a wall. In the ST this sentence is 
divided into 2 sentences and here the 
word links these two sentences into 
one. 
  
20 en Content related Substitutution I couldn’t push her away because there 
was a wall and there was a radiator 
and on the radiator there was an object 
like this one here. 
The INT substituted 'by the wall there 
was a heater' with 'there was a wall'. 
  
20 en Content related Substitutution I couldn’t push her away because there 
was a wall and there was a radiator and 
on the radiator there was an object  
like this one here [INT pointing at the 
spirit level on a table] 
The INT did not know the word for the 
'spirit level' and substituted the word 
by saying 'an object like this one here'. 
When I heard the word 'poziomnica' I panicked 
for a moment but then I saw the spirit level on 
the desk and knew that this is what they mean 
but because I forgot the equivalent in English, I 
pointed at the object on the desk and said 'an 
object like this'. Actually, it made me think how I 
should behave in a situation like this. Because 
this is only a voice recording, then perhaps I 
should state that I am pointing at the spirit level 
which is on a desk. 
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20 en Presentation Self-repair I took this object, I hit it with her, I hit 
her with it and I went to work. 
The INT got tongue tied and corrected 
herself straight away. 
It kind of flew out of my mouth. I didn't give too 
much thought to 
it. It was kind of tongue twisting. 
 
24 en Presentation Repetition When I got (.) When I got there (.) the 
people in the office told me that the 
police was looking for me and that they 
went to my house. 
The INT started rendering but then 
repeated herself possibly to provide a 
clear rendition of the whole chunk. 
When she said 'kiedy wróciłam' (when I got 
there) I did not know where she got. I was 
looking for the best grammatical structure 
without telling where she got. 
 
24 en Linguistic Grammar When I got (.) When I got there (.) the 
people in the office told me that the 
police was looking for me and that 
they went to my house. 
Unimportant grammatical error.   
25 pl Content related Addition And did you? - I czy pani wróciła od 
razu do domu? 
The INT expanded this section 
perhaps to achieve clarity. 
I expanded it because rendering 'And did you?' 
into 'I zrobiła to pani?' would not sound 
grammatically correct and would not convey the 
message fully. I wanted to use a full sentence. 
 
26 en Presentation Self-repair It was just an argument between two 
frie between friends. 
The INT noticed her mistake in saying 
'two friends' and corrected herself 
saying about friends. 
I started rendering this as 'two friends' because 
these two women were talking but because there 
were other drivers present, I thought that 
perhaps they were also involved and she 
also talked about them. 
 
26 en Content related Accuracy It was just an argument between two 
frie between friends. 
The INT says 'friends' but in the ST it 
was 'acquaintances'. A word 'friend' is 
stronger than 'acquaintance'. 
  
26 en Presentation Self-repair It was my mistake and I hoped I had 
hoped that we would solve it between 
ourselves. 
The INT corrected her grammatical 
structure. 
  
29 pl Interaction Communication Dlaczego powie [INT to IO Proszę 
powtórzyć. Sorry, can you repeat that?] 
Dlaczego nie powiedziała nam pani 
tego, kiedy pierwszy raz panią 
spytaliśmy? 
The INT got confused for a second 
and decided to ask for repetition to 
make sure that her rendition will be 
correct. 
I didn't understand the accent of the IO so I 
wanted to hear it again to get it right. 
 
30 en Presentation Self-repair (.) I couldn’t I did not understand. The INT noticed that her rendition was 
going wrong and corrected herself. 
I was not sure what she did not understand, 
whether she did not understand because she did 
not have an interpreter at the beginning or what. 
'I couldn't understand' would have a different 
meaning so I corrected myself. 
 
30 en Presentation Self-repair I did I didn’t think there was a point in 
talking about something if I didn’t 
understand. 
The INT noticed that her rendition was 
going wrong and corrected herself. 
  
33 pl Content related Omission Proszę powtórzyć The INT omitted a word 'sorry' 
possibly because such politeness is 
not that needed in TT. 
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35 pl Presentation Self-repair Czy pracują panie w tym samym tej 
samej firmie z taksówkami? 
The INT noticed that her rendition was 
going wrong grammatically and 
corrected herself. 
  
38 en Presentation Self-repair When I told her don’t not to swear at 
me because she will be in trouble, she 
said ‘what trouble’ and that’s when she 
grabbed me. 
The INT noticed that her rendition was 
going wrong grammatically and 
corrected herself. 
The question in line 37 was 'did Miss Jones hit 
you?' the DET started saying 'When I told her 
don’t not to swear at me because she will be in 
trouble' I got confused a bit because this was not 
the answer to the question, I did not expect to 
hear such an answer but despite this I faithfully 
rendered what I heard. Only when the DET said 
'and then she grabbed me' I understood that she 
was giving context before giving an 
answer. 
 
42 en Content related Substitutution In fact, she is a good person. The INT substituted 'But I have to say' 
with 'in fact'. 
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42 en Presentation Self-repair I kind of feel sorry for her because she 
stutters and she doesn’t always, she 
cannot always express herself clearly. 
The INT noticed that her rendition was 
going wrong in terms of accuracy and 
corrected herself. 
The word 'jąkać' scared me. The equivalent did not spring ito 
my mind immediately but then I wrote it down so that I could 
use it later 
 
45 pl Presentation Self-repair Jeżeli chodzi o tą metalową, 
metalowy kijek, czyli tą poziomnicę, 
It is felt that the INT wanted to skip 
'metal stick' and jump straight into 
'spirit level', which would amend the 
grammatical structure and decided to 
correct the structure and add the 
'metal stick'. 
  
45 pl Interaction Communication (.) Jeżeli chodzi o tą metalową, 
metalowy kijek, czyli tą poziomnicę, (1) 
[INT: indicating to IO to continue, IO is 
repeating the speech] (.) Jeżeli chodzi 
o tą poziomnicę, (1) dla nagrania, 
teraz, którą wskazuję teraz pani 
Antoniak,// czy to jest ta poziomnica, 
którą pani użyła? 
The INT prompted the IO to continue 
with the rendition and the IO started 
the turn from the beginning. The INT 
faithfully repeated everything that was 
said, only skipping one bit (see line 
41) 
At this point the IO stopped talking but without giving me 
enough context to continue so I prompted her to continue. She 
simply stopped talking cutting the sentence in the wrong place. 
 
45 pl Content related Omission (.) Jeżeli chodzi o tą metalową, 
metalowy kijek, czyli tą poziomnicę, (1) 
[INT: indicating to IO to continue, IO is 
repeating the speech] (.) Jeżeli chodzi 
o tą poziomnicę, (1) dla nagrania, 
teraz, którą wskazuję teraz pani 
Antoniak,// czy to jest ta poziomnica, 
którą pani użyła? 
Here the INT repeated everything but 
skipped the part about 'the metal stick' 
perhaps thinking that this was not 
needed to be repeated since she has 
mentioned it in her first rendition. See 
line 40 for more comments. 
First I had to think of the reasons why the IO is saying 'for the 
purposes of the verbatim record' but then I realised that this is 
because everything is recorded on a tape and there has to be 
an indication of what they were looking at. 
 
47 pl Content related Accuracy Czy pani Jones trzymała coś w ręce? In the ST it was 'in her hands' in plural 
but the INT stated it in a singular form. 
I haven't noticed this but I guess having the text in front of me 
now allows me to pick up on things like this. 
 
53 pl Content related Omission  Right' from the ST was omitted. In the 
ST it indicates that the IO confirms 
what he has just heard but this is not 
indicated in the ST. 
There was no content in it, it did not bear any meaning so I 
thought that this is not needed here. 
 
54 en Content related Accuracy No, no, that’s not true  In the ST it was 'Nie, nie! To nie tak.' I did not know how to 
render it accurately so I produced 'not true' but I have a feeling 
that it was too strong. The DET did not want to say that this is a 
lie but that it is not like that so my rendition was not fully 
accurate. 
 
54 en Content related Addition First, I take children to school and then 
I do various things at home for the 
family. 
A word 'first' was added ant it brings 
order to the sequence of events. 
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61 pl Content related Omission Oskarżona wskazuje (.) lewe ramię. In the ST it was: 'OK, for the tape, 
she is indicating her left upper arm'. 
Highlighted part was skipped by the 
INT. 
Here again we had the 'for the tape' and again I did not know 
how to render it. 
 
61 pl Content related Substitutution Oskarżona wskazuje (.) lewe ramię. The INT substituted a word 'she' with 
'oskarżona' which makes it sound 
more formal. 
The IO said 'she is indicating' and in Polish we do not use 
personal pronouns to indicate at someone and because I 
wanted to be correct, I replaced it with 'detainee'. 
 
61 pl Content related Addition Oskarżona wskazuje (.) lewe ramię. In the ST it was: 'she is indicating her 
upper arm.' The INT added the 'left' 
arm. 
I added it and have only realised it. I think I added it because 
this is what I remembered from the conversation earlier. 
 
63 en Content related Clarity I went down the stairs and there were 
some other people and they took her. 
In the ST it was: 'zeszłam po 
schodach na dół i tam były inne osoby 
i ją wyprowadziły.' 
I think that my rendition is quite ambiguous. I did not know how 
to render 'wyprowadziły ją', nothing wanted to come into my 
mind so I said 'took her' but perhaps I should have said 'took 
her out', I don't know. Also, perhaps because it was not a very 
important chunk of information I did not give too much thought 
to it and simply picked the one that just came into my mind. 
 
71 pl Linguistic Grammar When I came back, I found out that (.) 
the police is looking for me. 
Incorrect grammar both, passive voice 
and singular rather than plural - 
perhaps not important. 
  
73 en Content related Omission I would like to stress that this is my first 
incident or offence like this and it was 
between two friends. 
In the ST it was: 'Nie, ale chciałabym 
podkreślić' a word was skipped 
This was quite a large chunk of information. I wanted to render 
the first sentence but the DET did not allow me and she 
continued and I panicked for a minute wondering how I was 
going to catch up with everything but in the end I did it well. I 
think that this is why I skipped 'No' because this was the tiniest 
part of this very long chunk. 
 
73 en Content related Clarity I would like to stress that this is my first 
incident or offence like this and it was 
between two friends. 
The INT corrects herself coming up 
with another equivalent. 
I was not sure how 'assault' is classified, whether it would be 
classified as an incident or as an offence. At that moment I was 
not sure if the 'offence' wouldn't be too strong but I'm pretty 
sure that this was correct and the 'incident' unnecessary. 
 
73 en Content related Addition I would like to stress that this is my first 
incident or offence like this and it was 
between two friends. 
The INT added a word 'two' like she 
wanted to indicate that there were only 
2 people involved. 
I did not pay any attention to saying 'two friends' I guess this is 
because I had it coded somewhere in my head that this 
incident was between two people and that's why I rendered it 
like this. 
 
73 en Content related Accuracy I would like to stress that this is my first 
incident or offence like this and it was 
between two friends. 
The INT says 'friends' but in the ST it 
was 'acquaintances'. A word 'friend' is 
stronger than 'acquaintance'. Also in 
line 23. 
  
74 pl Content related Addition Dobrze, rozumiem. A word 'understand' was added.   
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  At the beginning I really did not know what was going on. I had a feeling as if I joined the 
interview in the middle, as if they had started without me. The police officer did not give me 
any context which would allow me to get ready for the task. Only after some time I managed 
to gather some info regarding where that woman worked, what she did and so on. 
1 I have a feeling that you are very careful 
about what you are saying. Is it because 
you are unsure, or is there another 
reason. 
I knew what I had to say but because I think it is very important to inform the detainee where 
they are and what we were going to do, I articulated it slowly is that the DET could 
understand it. 
2 I see that you are looking at the IO when 
the DET stated her name. Is it because 
you wanted to see whether she 
understood or writes it down? 
Yes. I checked if she noted it down and whether she understood. Because I saw that the IO 
did not take a note of it so I repeated the name. 
3c I see that you know the caution by heart Yes, but because every police officer chunks it in different places this does not help. I then 
have a problem with uttering it according to their chunks, sorting this out in my mind and it 
really gives me a cognitive blow and I really struggle with it. It would be much better if they 
had said the caution in one piece. 
5c The IO incorrectly said Anna Antoniak 
instead of Antkowiak. Did you notice 
this? Because I see that you rendered it 
as the IO had said it. 
I was looking through my notes because I had a feeling that it was a different surname but 
because my role is not to correct anyone, I followed what the IO had said and interpreted it 
after her, as Anna Antoniak. 
5c You let E-Z mini cabs in English. Is there 
any reason for this? 
Yes. I did it on purpose. This is a proper mane and I did not want to change it to anything. 
7  The IO had said '‘the people at the cab office said you did,’ ' and I completely did not know 
what they meant or what they were referring to. I don't remember how I interpreted it but it 
must have been very literal rendition. 
10  Here the DET had said: we went to surgery and then to hospital so I did not know what she 
meant. Wither by saying 'surgery' she meant the A&E in the hospital or not, but I decided to 
render it as I heard it. 
22  I am not sure if you noticed, but the DET shook her arms when saying 'no tak' and I was 
trying to mirror it with my arms as well. 
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32 If this utterance 'Trzy miesiące, nie 
trzynaście miesięcy.' I see that you are 
indicating with your voice the numbers. 
Yes, I do it because I want to achieve full clarity on it. 
49  I thought I got something wrong here. The question was 'How long have you worked...' and 
the answer was 'I work there...' so at that point I was thinking of what I might have got wrong. 
I don't know what I didn't want to ask for repetition or clarification, this is maybe because I 
trust myself and I thought that the DET is simply not answering the question. In real life if 
something is not going the right way, as in misunderstanding between the parties and I see it 
happening in the next few turns, I stop and indicate to them that there is an understanding, 
helping them to get back on track. 
64  The sentence: 'Would you agree with me that hitting Miss Jones was not a reasonable thing 
to do?' did not make too much sense to me. Would that be okay to hit the other woman if she 
had something in her hands? It was a weird sentence. 
68  In the sentence 'Did you do this because you lost your temper?' I was very careful not to 
create a calque. I had to think quickly to find an equivalent in Polish. 
73  This quite a large chunk of information. I wanted to render the first sentence but the DET did 
not allow me and she continued and I panicked for a minute wondering how I was going to 
catch up with everything but in the end I did it well. 
  It is actually quite amazing how many things are happening in one's head. I have never 
realised this, only now that we go through the recording and I think about it, I am quite 
surprised to see how much is going on in one's brain. 
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1 pl Interaction Communication This interview is being tape-recorded. I am  DC Smith, 
attached to the Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police 
Head Quarters. Also present is an  interpreter…[the  
interpreter]. [INT: Ale ja to tak wszystko obcinam, tak żeby 
pamiętać, ja   tak wszystkiego nie pamiętam ale tutaj jest 
– and jumps into interpreting without any warning] Tutaj 
jest przesłuchanie, na policji, jakim tu.. ja jestem 
policjantem, który przeprowadza przesłuchanie na policji, 
w której to jest? [It seem she is   asking the IO for 
repetition but is doing it in Polish, when she realises he 
does not understand, then she says: W.. What police 
station is this?] We are in interview room 4 at Guildford 
Police HQ. I am  interviewing. W  pokoju prze.. 
przesłuchiwania, w jakim pokoju się  prze..  prze.. 
przesłuchuje, numer 4. Ten policjant będzie panią 
przesłuchiwać. [Speaks in the third person to the DET] 
The INT was thrown into interpreting and 
did not know how to cope. 
The IO spoke so fast. Because this is bread 
and butter for him  he speaks fast but for the  
interpreter who may not be doing it on a 
regular basis, this may be a bit too fast. When I 
used to work at the police station quite often, 
this was not a problem for me but because I 
have not worked for the police for some time 
now, that  was  too fast for me. This is the 
regular formulae. There was something about 
an 'interview  room' it sounds short in English 
but cannot be rendered into Polish as short as 
this one. I stuttered here trying to speed up but 
it didn't work. 
 
1 pl Content 
related 
Clarity This interview is being tape-recorded. I am  DC Smith, 
attached to the Serious Crime Unit at Guildford Police 
Head Quarters. Also present is an  interpreter…[the  
interpreter]. [INT: Ale ja to tak wszystko obcinam, tak żeby 
pamiętać, ja   tak wszystkiego nie pamiętam ale tutaj jest 
– and jumps into interpreting without any warning] Tutaj 
jest przesłuchanie, na policji, jakim tu.. ja jestem 
policjantem, który przeprowadza przesłuchanie na policji, 
w której to jest? [It seem she is   asking the IO for 
repetition but is doing it in Polish, when she realises he 
does not understand, then she says: W.. What police 
station is this?] We are in interview room 4 at Guildford 
Police HQ. I am  interviewing. W  pokoju prze.. 
przesłuchiwania, w jakim pokoju się  prze..  prze.. 
przesłuchuje, numer 4. Ten policjant będzie panią 
przesłuchiwać. [Speaks in the third person to the DET] 
Because of jumping from one language to 
another, not knowing what is going on the  
INT produces unclear rendition not letting 
the listener to understand. See line 10 for 
similar scenario. 
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1 pl Content related Accuracy Tutaj jest przesłuchanie In the ST it was: 'This interview is being 
tape- recorded.' She does not mention 
anything about recording. 
  
1 pl Content related Accuracy ja jestem policjantem, który przeprowadza 
przesłuchanie na policji 
In the ST it was: 'I am DC Smith, 
attached to the Serious Crime Unit at 
Guildford Police  Head Quarters.' 
  
1 pl Content related Omission ja jestem policjantem, który przeprowadza 
przesłuchanie na policji 
Info about rank and the police unit and 
place were omitted. 
  
1 pl Content related Accuracy Ten policjant będzie panią przesłuchiwać. The INT speaks in the 3rd person to the 
DET. In the ST it was: 'I am interviewing'. 
  
3a pl Content related Accuracy Jest szós…szóst… szósty czerwiec In the ST it was 8 June, not 6 June   
3a pl Interaction Communication The date is 8 June 2015 and the time by my 
watch is 4:35.  Jest szós…szóst… szósty 
czerwiec [am] którego roku? [asks IO a question 
in Polish looking at IO, then says What year    
and turns into DET when saying this, there is no 
response, so she skips that and says and the 
time is four fourty five (in English) then in Polish:] 
Za piętnaście piąta. 
Because of jumping from one 
language to another, not knowing what 
is going on the INT produces unclear 
rendition not allowing the listener to 
understand. See line 3 for similar 
scenario. 
I was quite nervous at the beginning and that's 
why I couldn't utter anything. 
 
3a pl Content related Accuracy Za piętnaście piąta. In the ST it was: 'the time by my watch is 
4:35'. The INT provided wrong hour. 
  
3a pl Content related Omission Za piętnaście piąta. The INT skipped: 'the time by my watch 
is'. 
  
3b pl Presentation Self-repair To prze.. to przesłuchanie jest nagrane na taśmę. 
 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
3b pl Presentation Self-repair I [yyy] później jak się skończy przesłuchanie, to 
pani powiem co się stanie z tym... tymmmi 
taśmami. 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
3c pl Content related Clarity Muszę (1) przypomnieć pani, że jest pani pod 
pod ostrzeżeniem. // Pani, pani nie musi 
odpowiadać na pytania, ale jeśli pani na żadne 
pytanie nie odpowie, a na to samo będzie 
odpowiadać w sądzie, to się to to się [impossible 
to understand] wszystko przeciwko pani odwróci i 
to co pani to co pani powie, może być traktowane 
jako dowód. 
The whole caution is very unclear and it 
is difficult to follow and understand it. 
I used to interpret during police interviews on a 
regular basis and I have to say that it is easier 
to render the caution if it is uttered in one piece. 
I don't like when police officers cut it into chunks 
forcing me to follow their division of sentences. 
 
3c pl Content related Accuracy Muszę (1) przypomnieć pani, że jest pani pod pod 
ostrzeżeniem. 
This is literal rendition, which doesn't 
make much sense to DET. 
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3d pl Presentation Self-repair Czy pan, pani to rozumie? The INT used a masculine form first even 
though the DET was a woman. Then she 
corrected herself and used feminine 
  
5a pl Content related Clarity Chciałem powiedzieć, że byliśmy właśnie (.) 
ważność tej sytuacji po tym jak poszli 
poszliśmy do szpitala zobaczyć tego ofiarę. 
This rendition is not clear and the listener 
does not know what the INT is trying to 
say. In the ST it was: 'I want to bring up 
the significance of the statement after 
we’ve been to the hospital to speak with 
the victim of an assault.' 
The IO is not very clear. I couldn't 
understand him. 
 
5b pl Interaction Communication [INT: Would you please repeat again – says the 
INT only in Eng.] Byliśmy byliśmy w mini mini cab 
w domu gdzie pani pracuje. Poszliśmy do pani do 
domu. I spotkaliśmy się z (.) pani męża i wtedy 
pani się zjawiła. 
The INT asks for repetition but only in 
English leaving DET without knowing what 
was going on. 
Here I am helping myself out with my hand. I 
got lost because he wasn't very clear. His 
voice was strange to me. 
 
5b pl Presentation Repetition Byliśmy byliśmy w mini mini cab w domu gdzie 
pani pracuje. Poszliśmy do pani do domu. I 
spotkaliśmy się z (.) pani męża i wtedy pani się 
zjawiła. 
   
5b pl Content related Clarity Byliśmy byliśmy w mini mini cab w domu gdzie 
pani pracuje. Poszliśmy do pani do domu. I 
spotkaliśmy się z (.) pani męża i wtedy pani się 
zjawiła. 
It is not clear whether the police went to 
the office of the company or the DET's 
home. 
  
5b pl Linguistic Grammar Poszliśmy do pani do domu. I spotkaliśmy się z 
(.) pani męża i wtedy pani się zjawiła. 
Declension of a word 'mąż' is incorrect 
making this rendition sounds awkward. 
He said, Miss Jones, didn't he? I don't know 
why I said Mr, I don't know. Maybe he didn't 
utter it clearly or maybe it was not clear to me. 
 
5b pl Content related Accuracy Poszliśmy do pani do domu. I spotkaliśmy się z 
(.) pani  męża i wtedy pani się zjawiła. 
In the ST it was: 'Here we spoke to your 
husband'. There is nothing about meeting 
the husband but talking to him. 
  
5c pl Presentation Repetition Zapytałem się czy się pani nazywa Anna 
Antkowiak i powiedziała pani pani powiedziała, 
że tak. 
The INT repeats the same thing twice but 
changes the word order as well. 
  
5c pl Content related Accuracy Zapytałem czy uderzyła pani pana Jonesa i pani 
powiedziała, że tak. 
It was Miss Jones not Mr Jones.   
5c pl Content related Accuracy Zapytałem się czy pani użyła (.) drut metalowy i 
pani powiedziała ‘nie’. 
In the ST it was: 'metal stick' not 'metal 
wire'. 
Drut metalowy' because it was not the level, 
he later said the level. This is why I said 'drut 
metalowy' (metal cord) 
The INT maintains that 
'drut metalowy' (metal 
cord) is the correct 
rendition of 'metal stick' 
5d pl Content related Substitution Czy pani rozumie te wszystkie pytania? The INT substituted 'all of this' with 'all 
these questions'. 
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7 pl Content related Omission Ludzie w tym w (.) tej taksówce powiedzieli, że 
pani to zrobiła na co pani powiedziała, tak to pani 
zrobiła ale ona chciała mnie ude.. zabić. 
The INT skipped 'Then I said' in her 
rendition 
  
7 pl Content related Accuracy Ludzie w tym w (.) tej taksówce powiedzieli, że 
pani to zrobiła na co pani powiedziała, tak to pani 
zrobiła ale ona chciała mnie ude.. zabić. 
In the ST it was: 'Then I said, ‘the people 
at the cab office...' In this rendition it 
seems that some people who were in a 
cab had said something. 
  
7 pl Content related Accuracy Ludzie w tym w (.) tej taksówce powiedzieli, że 
pani to zrobiła na co pani powiedziała, tak to pani 
zrobiła ale ona chciała mnie ude.. zabić. 
It is unclear who did what, whether Miss 
Jones hit the DET or the DET hit Miss 
Jones. 
  
7 pl Presentation Self-repair Ludzie w tym w (.) tej taksówce powiedzieli, że 
pani to zrobiła na co pani powiedziała, tak to pani 
zrobiła ale ona chciała mnie ude.. zabić. 
The INT wanted to say 'hit' but stopped in 
the middle as she realised that a stronger 
word should be used, such as 'kill', which 
she eventually used. 
  
8 en Interaction Communication Ona chciała mnie zabić .. Ona chciała mnie zabić 
[INT repeats in Polish, then DET repeats ‘Ona 
chciała mnie zabić’ and then INT No tak, ona 
chciała ją zabić, tak to   zrozumiałam, She was 
trying to kill me (time: 4:20mins), then the 
conversation between an INT and DET. INT 
speaks in English to Polish DET, ‘She wants to kill 
him, not him  but   her’, after receiving clarification 
she finally speaks to the IO ‘She she wanted to kill 
me’] 
The speakers cannot communicate 
because the INT is unable to bridge the 
language gap. The INT speaks English to 
the Polish DET even though the DET 
doesn't understand. 
I said 'He was trying to kill me' and the DET 
corrected me saying that it was a woman, 
'she  was trying to kill me'. What I had in my 
mind was that it must have been a man who 
attacked a woman. At that point I still did not 
know that there were two women involved. 
 
8 en Linguistic Language mixing Ona chciała mnie zabić The INT repeats after the DET in Polish 
rather than rendering it to English. 
  
9 pl Content related Accuracy Zapytałem się czy pani jest na zasiłku (.) 
pracowniczym i powiedziała pani, że tak. 
There is a better rendition available to 
'unemployment benefit' 
Usually people say 'na beneficie'. This is 
ponglish but I had to think hard here how to 
render it because I couldn't say 'na beneficie'. 
Actually, I should have said 'na zasiłku  dla  
bezrobotnych' but when you interpret quickly 
you don't have much control over what you 
are saying and you start using colloquial 
language. 
 
9 pl Presentation Self-repair I (.) piętnaście po pierwszej pani była zaareszto 
zaaresztowana za to że pani, za napad fizyczny. 
The INT repeated unfinished word. This is not correct what I have said, it is a 
calque from English. I should say 
'aresztowano panią' and not 'była pani 
zaaresztowana' in the passive voice. When I 
interpret quickly I make these  types of 
mistakes and only when I utter something, I 
realise that this was not correct. 
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9 pl Content related Accuracy I (.) piętnaście po pierwszej pani była zaareszto 
zaaresztowana za to że pani, za napad fizyczny. 
There is a better rendition available for 
'assault' 
  
9 pl Content related Omission I (.) piętnaście po pierwszej pani była zaareszto 
zaaresztowana za to że pani, za napad fizyczny. 
In the ST it was: 'At quarter past one you 
were arrested, and cautioned for 
assault.' 
'Cautioned' was missed by the INT. 
  
10 en Linguistic Grammar I went to with my husband to the doctor’s surgery. Wrong syntax.   
10 en Interaction Communication I went to with my husband to the doctor’s surgery. 
Yeah, we went to the hospital in King Street. [INT 
keeps interrupting DET who is forced to break the 
sentence to tiny chunks] Surgery in in King 
Street. 
   
11 pl Presentation Self-repair Pani poszła do mę… pani pojechała z mężem do 
doktora 
The INT realised her mistake and 
corrected 
herself. 
  
11 pl Content related Omission  Sorry, to clarify, you went to the doctor’s 
with your husband?' Highlighted part is 
missing. 
  
13 pl Linguistic Grammar Co co się stało jak pani do tej przychodni przyszła? Syntax is incorrect. The word order should 
be different. At the moment it is a word for 
word translation. 
  
14 en Presentation Self-repair O, this lej lej lady Jones, this lady Mrs Jones she 
saw me 
The INT corrects herself from lady to 
Mrs, which is still incorrect. 
I didn't know whether she was Mrs or Miss and 
therefore I said 'lady' to indicate it was a 
woman. 
 
14 en Presentation Repetition She went to the office and and she said that I earn 
on the side. 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
16 en Presentation Self-repair Then d d d the mini drivers who were at at the 
office, they said 
The INT stutters producing unclear 
rendition. 
  
16 en Content related Clarity Then d d d the mini drivers who were at at the 
office, they said 
The INT cut the corners producing 'mini 
drivers' rather than 'mini cab drivers', which 
makes this rendition unclear. 
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16 en Content related Coherence Then d d d the mini drivers who were at at the 
office, they  said. And they said because you you 
earn on the side, you  are not entitled to be in the 
queue. You have to go to the end of the queue. 
This chunk is incoherent, especially the 
way the first sentence finishes and the 
second one starts. 
I kept interrupting the DET because I worried 
that she will keep talking and I will not be able 
to   follow up. I am not the youngest and I was 
in a hurry to rendered what I remembered, not 
to omit anything. When someone is giving a 
long talk, I tend to forget what was said at the 
very  beginning. I think it is better to interrupt 
the speaker rather than asking her for 
repetition. I noticed that people do not like to be 
asked for repetition. 
 
16 en Content related Accuracy Then d d d the mini drivers who were at at the 
office, they  said. And they said because you you 
earn on the side, you  are not entitled to be in the 
queue. You have to go to the end of the queue. 
This turn is not rendered accurately. In 
the ST it was: 'Wtedy pozostali kierowcy, 
którzy byli akurat w biurze powiedzieli, 
“skoro dorabiasz na lewo, to masz pójść 
na koniec kolejki. Nie dostaniesz 
żadnego zlecenia będąc na początku 
kolejki”. 
  
16 en Content related Accuracy And then I said ‘I don’t earn on the side. I was 
taking my husband to the hospital. 
In the ST it was: 'taking my husband to the 
surgery', not 'hospital'. 
  
16 en Content related Accuracy And then the woman came up to me. The ST doesn't say that that woman came 
up to the DET but in general that she 
came. 
  
18 en Presentation Self-repair And then he had an argument. We had an 
argument. 
The INT realised her mistake and 
corrected herself. 
  
18 en Presentation Repetition And she and she called me the names and she 
was swearing at me. 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
18 en Presentation Self-repair I said don’t swear because you go you go you 
going to be in trouble and she took mm mmy 
coat and she started to shake me like that. 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
18 en Content related Accuracy I said don’t swear because you go you go you 
going to be in trouble and she took mm mmy coat 
and she started to shake me like that. 
In the ST it was 'she grabbed me', not 
'shaken'. 
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19 pl Content related Clarity Jak to było, że ona wzięła na na na tym 
przemówieniu na tym [ee] an tej taśmie, że ona 
panią wzięła tutaj za ten za ten płaszcz i zaczęła 
panią i szarpała. 
This rendition is not clear and the listener 
does not know what the INT is trying to 
say. In the ST it was: 'For the purposes 
of the tape, you are indicating...'. 
I see that I did not understand the purpose of 
this sentence. I did not realise that he is saying 
that because the tape only records the sound, 
he needs to describe verbally what was going 
on. 
 
20 en Interaction Communication Nie mogłam jej odepchnąć od siebie.  Przy 
ścianie  był grzejnik, a na nim leżała 
poziomnica. //Wzięłam ją i walnęłam ją tym, a 
potem poszłam do pracy. [INT asking DET: 
‘Ona nie mogła pani odepchnąć od siebie’ and 
the DET  repeats:  ‘Ja nie mogłam jej 
odepchnąć od siebie] I  couldn’t  push  her 
away from me. // (.) There was (.) heater by the 
wall and poziomnica was it poziomnica [INT 
uses a  Polish  word looking at the DET, hoping 
that they would use an English word for the 
‘poziomnica’.] Something was called, 
something like that (pointing at the spirit level 
on the desk), something  like this. [INT speaks 
to the IO in English: I do not know what   it is in 
Polish]. // And so I took this and with my hands 
I hit her with this. And then I went to work. 
The INT got lost here. She did not know 
the equivalent to 'poziomnica' and was 
looking at the DET for help. Then she tried 
manage the situation but did not use any 
interpreting techniques. It is very difficult to 
understand who she was talking to and in 
what language. 
I didn't have the equivalent to 'poziomnica' so I 
was trying to indicate at the spirit level, to show 
the IO that this is what the DET meant. 
 
20 en Linguistic Language mixing There was (.) heater by the wall and 
poziomnica, was it poziomnica? 
The INT does not know the equivalent to 
'poziomnica' 
  
20 en Content related Clarity There was (.) heater by the wall and poziomnica, 
was it poziomnica? 
The INT renders borrowing a Polish word 
but then she asks a question without 
indicating who she was asking. This lacks 
clarity. 
  
22 en Content related Addition Yes, I I I returned to work. This part was added. The DET only said 
'Yes'. 
  
22 en Presentation Repetition Yes, I I I returned to work. This may be due to her stuttering.   
24 en Linguistic Grammar When I came back, my colleagues at work told 
me (.) that the Police is looking for me 
Minor grammatical problem.   
24 en Content related Clarity And they told me that I should go should go 
straight away. 
From this rendition it is not clear where 
the DET should go. In the ST it was that 
the DET should go back home. 
  
24 en Presentation Repetition And they told me that I should go should go 
straight away. 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
25 pl Content related Clarity I pani to do, i poszła pani od razu? It is not clear what the INT wanted to 
achieve by saying this. 
  
26 en Content related Clarity Yees, it that no it that yes it was an argument 
between people who knew each other. 
It is not clear what the INT wanted to 
achieve by saying this. 
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26 en Presentation Repetition I was hoping that we were going to sort it out 
between in between each between us. 
It is not clear why this occurred, but it 
created unclear rendition. 
  
26 en Content related Clarity I was hoping that we were going to sort it out 
between in between each between us. 
It is not clear why this occurred, but it 
created unclear rendition. 
Sometimes very basic words do not want to 
come to mind. I should have said 'between 
ourselves'. 
 
28 en Interaction Communication I I was so cross with her that I simply did not 
know what what   I was doing.// (.) [INT talking 
to herself, ‘oskarżała’, trying to find a relevant 
word] She was (.) She was telling about me 
about my wrongdoing in front of other people. 
The INT thinks aloud here looking  for  the 
best equivalent. By doing this she makes 
this rendition unclear. 
I should say 'accusing me' the word 'accuse' just 
slipped from my mind. I haven't done such a 
task under observation for a very long period of 
time and I have to say that I was quite nervous 
about the whole thing. 
 
28 en Presentation Repetition She was (.) She was telling about me about my 
wrongdoing in front of other people. 
This may be due to her stuttering.   
30 en Presentation Repetition Who who what is the sense of talking about 
something you do not understand? 
It is not clear why this occurred, but it 
created unclear rendition. 
  
30 en Content related Accuracy Who who what is the sense of talking about 
something you do not understand? 
 This is not in English 'what is the sense', this is a 
calque. It should be 'what is the point'. 
 
34 en Content related Addition Three months, not thirteen. Three. The highlighted part was added.   
35 pl Presentation Repetition Czy pani pracuje dla tej samej tej samej (.) 
kompanii minikab? 
It is not clear why this occurred.   
35 en Linguistic Language mixing Czy pani pracuje dla tej samej tej samej (.) 
kompanii minikab? 
The INT borrows an English word and 
makes it sound like Polish, but this doesn't 
make sense and produces unclear 
rendition. 
There are many words for the company, it can 
be a firm  but because it is about a mini cab  
company, the word 'company' is the best. 
The word 'kompanii' 
does not fit in within this 
context anyway. 
37 pl Presentation Repetition Czy czy jak dzisiaj na przykład była ta awantura, 
kłótnia, czy pani miss miss, pani Jones panią 
uderzyła? 
It is not clear why this occurred.   
37 pl Content related Clarity Czy czy jak dzisiaj na przykład była ta awantura, 
kłótnia, czy pani miss miss, pani Jones panią 
uderzyła? 
The INT provides another equivalent to 
'argument'. 
  
37 pl Linguistic Language mixing Czy czy jak dzisiaj na przykład była ta awantura, 
kłótnia, czy pani miss miss, pani Jones panią 
uderzyła? 
The INT mixes languages here.   
39 pl Content related Clarity To jest prawda, że ona panią złapała, panią 
chwyciła? 
The INT provides two equivalents to 
'grabbed' 
  
40 en Interaction Communication Yes. [INT keeps interrupting DET] And and she 
asked me ‘wh wh what are you going to do do to 
me if I swear?’ 
The INT interrupts the DET not allowing 
her to finish. 
  
40 en Presentation Repetition And and she asked me ‘wh wh what are you 
going to do do to me if I swear?’ 
It is not clear why this occurred.   
40 en Presentation False-start And and she asked me ‘wh wh what are you 
going to do do to me if I swear?’ 
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40 en Presentation Repetition And and she asked me ‘wh wh what are you 
going to do do to me if I swear?’ 
It is not clear why this occurred.   
41 en Content related Omission  OK was not rendered to EN   
42 pl Presentation Self-repair I have to say she she is a good woman, she is 
a good person. 
The INT noticed that her rendition was not 
accurate and corrected herself. 
I think that 'person' is a better equivalent than 
'woman'. 
 
43 pl Content related Accuracy Czy pani, czy tamta pani miała jakieś obrażenia 
cielesne? 
The INT rendered correctly but then 
changed it to incorrect meaning. 
  
43 pl Linguistic Grammar Czy pani, czy tamta pani miała jakieś obrażenia 
cielesne? 
Grammatical structure is incorrect.   
45 pl Content related Omission Czy to właśnie patrząc na to tu [indicating with 
a finger] na tą poziomnicę, to, czy to właśnie ta 
poziomnica, którą pani użyła? 
This part was omitted: 'Turning to the 
yellow metal stick, the spirit level…which, 
for the purposes of the verbatim record, I’m 
showing Miss Antkowiak now' 
  
45 pl Presentation Non-verbal signs Czy to właśnie patrząc na to tu [indicating with a 
finger] na tą poziomnicę,to, czy to właśnie ta 
poziomnica, którą pani użyła? 
See line 87. The INT omitted some part 
and added some non-verbal signs. 
  
46 en Presentation Repetition This this (.) whatever is the name, she was lying 
on the top of the of the heater. 
   
46 en Content related Substitution This this (.) whatever is the name, she was 
lying on the top of the of the heater. 
The INT did not catch the name of the 
spirit level in English and rather than 
finding an equivalent, she behaved 
unprofessionally stating 'whatever is the 
name'. Something like this would not be 
acceptable during the real police 
interview. 
At this point I still did not know if she is referring 
to 'poziomnica' and I still couldn't remember the 
name of it and that's why I said 'whatever is the 
name'. 
 
46 en Linguistic Grammar This this (.) whatever is the name, she was lying 
on the top of the of the heater. 
In Polish the spirit level is in feminine 
form, here the INT replicated it as 'she' 
even though it is an object. 
  
46 en Presentation Self-repair This this (.) whatever is the name, she was lying 
on the top of the of the heater. 
It is not clear whether the INT is correcting 
herself or she is stuttering. 
  
46 en Presentation Repetition That was that was the item that was the closest 
to me so I so I grabbed it. 
   
47 pl Content related Accuracy Czy pani Jones miała cokolwiek w swoim ręku? In the ST it was plural.   
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50 en Interaction Communication (.) Two or three times a week, but the 
question was how long tam pani pracowała 
The INT indicates to the DET that she did 
not provide the answer to the question by 
repeating ‘how long’ but in English, which 
would not be understood by the Polish 
DET 
I said ' but the question was how long' to 
indicate to the IO that she is not answering the 
question, so that he can prompt her to answer 
the   question. 
Still, the INT is looking at 
the DET and not the IO 
so how can he know 
that the INT is indicating  
this to him that there is 
loss of information. How 
can she indicate to the 
IO differently that there 
is miscommunication? 
 
50 en Content related Addition Sometimes I work more often if I have the time. I 
work more often than two or three times a 
week. 
 
The INT perhaps added this sentence to 
achieve clarity. 
  
51 pl Interaction Communication Żeby pani jeszcze raz powtórzyła, bo on się 
pyta bo on się pyta jak długo pani tam 
pracowała jak, jak długo pani pracowała w tej 
firmie. Takie było pytanie. 
In the ST it was: 'Sorry, can you repeat 
that?' The INT gives an explanation to the 
DET  even though this is not necessary in 
this simple rendition. 
 
So I am repeating for the DET benefit what 
answer she should give. 
 
52 en Presentation False-start May.. maybe seven or eight weeks once a week.  
 
  
53 pl Presentation Repetition Rozmawialiśmy z pani z pani kierownikiem, z 
właści właścicielem właśnie tej firmy. 
 
 
 
  
53 pl Presentation Repetition On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie 
sie osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje codziennie 
od godziny siódmej do tam do po do popołudnia. 
 
 
 
 
  
53 pl Presentation Self-repair On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie 
sie osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje 
codziennie od godziny siódmej do tam do po do 
popołudnia. 
 
   
53 pl Content related Accuracy On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie sie 
osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje codziennie 
od godziny siódmej do tam do po do popołudnia. 
 
In the ST it was 6 months.   
53 pl Content related Accuracy On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie sie 
osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje codziennie od 
godziny siódmej do tam do po do popołudnia. 
In the ST it was specified that she 
worked there between 7am and 2pm.  
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53 pl Interaction Communication On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie 
sie osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje 
codziennie od godziny siódmej do tam do po 
do popołudnia. [INT asks IO ‘what time in the 
afternoon?’] Od od siódmej do drugiej godziny. 
In the middle of her rendition the INT 
asks the IO about exact time without 
informing the DET about what they were 
talking about. 
There was quite a lot of information given and I 
couldn't keep up with them. 
 
53 pl Content related Addition On on tam pamięta, że pracowała pani sie sie 
sie osiem miesięcy i tam pani pracuje 
codziennie od godziny siódmej do tam do po 
do popołudnia. [INT asks IO ‘what time in the 
afternoon?’] Od od siódmej do drugiej 
godziny. 
The sentence was added to fix her 
previous rendition. See lines 102 and 103 
  
54 en Presentation Self-repair I take my kids to sko, my children to school.// 
then I do my housework 
 It was more polite to say children rather than 
kids, 
that's why I corrected myself. 
 
54 en Content related Omission I take my kids to sko, my children to school.// 
then I do my housework 
In the ST it was ' then I do my housework, 
things for the family'. 
  
54 en Presentation Self-repair I work there two or three weeks, two or three 
days a week 
   
55 pl Content related Omission  Ok was omitted at the beginning of 
rendition. 
  
55 pl Linguistic Language mixing Tell, czy pani może powiedzieć, ile razy udeżyła 
pani panią Jones? 
The INT started in EN but corrected herself 
in good time. 
  
57 pl Linguistic Grammar I to było właśnie z tą poziomnicą. It is a calque of EN grammar.   
60 en Presentation Repetition Then I saw I saw some blood, here.    
61 pl Content related Accuracy Tam na tej taśmie ona pokazuje pra pra prawe 
ramię. 
In the ST it was 'OK, for the tape, she is 
indicating her' In this rendition it seems 
that the DET is showing something on 
the tape, which does not make sense 
  
61 pl Presentation Self-repair Tam na tej taśmie ona pokazuje pra pra prawe 
ramię. 
   
62 pl Presentation Self-repair I tak, leciała jej krew z tego z tej pra prawej 
ręki. 
   
64 pl Presentation Repetition Czy pani się zgodzi, że że że uderzenie pani 
Jones to było to była akcja nie do przyjęcia? 
   
64 pl Presentation Self-repair Czy pani się zgodzi, że że że uderzenie pani 
Jones to było to była akcja nie do przyjęcia? 
   
64 pl Presentation Self-repair Ude ude uderzenie kogokolwiek a tym tą 
metalową poziomnicą jak ta druga osoba nie ma 
nic w ręku. 
   
64 pl Content 
related 
Addition Ude ude uderzenie kogokolwiek a tym tą 
metalową poziomnicą jak ta druga osoba nie ma 
nic w ręku. 
In the ST there is no mention of 'metal' 
spirit level 
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64 pl Content related Accuracy Ude ude uderzenie kogokolwiek a tym tą 
metalową poziomnicą jak ta druga osoba nie 
ma nic w ręku. 
In the ST it was specified that it was a 
woman. Here the INT states a 'person' 
not a 'woman'. 
  
66 pl Content related Addition Pani się zgadza, pani się zgadza na to samo? The INT added this part maybe because 
she did not feel that her first rendition was 
accurate? 
  
68 pl Presentation False-start Czy pani to zro czy pani to zrobiła, ponieważ 
pani straciła (.) panowanie nad sobą? 
   
70 pl Presentation Repetition Ale troszkę się pani zapędziła, za za za daleko? 
 
   
71 en Presentation Repetition I told I told the other drivers that I am going to 
work and that I am going to sort it out and every 
everything is going to be sorted out 
   
71 en Presentation Self-repair I told I told the other drivers that I am going to 
work and that I am going to sort it out and every 
everything is going to be sorted out 
   
71 en Linguistic Grammar When I came back, I found out that the police 
was looking for me. 
   
72 pl Content related Omission Jak na razie to wystarczająco dużo pytań na 
temat awantury. 
Right. OK was missed in this rendition.   
72 pl Content related Accuracy Jak na razie to wystarczająco dużo pytań na 
temat awantury. 
It was not a quarrel but a 'fight'.   
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73 en Content related Accuracy No, but I have to underline that it was my first 
offence and it was between the people which 
knew each other 
The DET does not say anything about her 
first 'offence' but about her wrong doing. 
I shouldn't say 'offence' here. It is too strong in 
this context. 'It was my 1st action against the 
law' perhaps would be better. 
 
74 pl Content related Clarity Tutaj na moim o godzinie (.) już zakończone jest 
zakończone jest to przesłuchanie [INT asking IO 
‘what time?’] Czwarta czterdzie, jest godzina za 
piętnaście piąta. 
This rendition is not clear at all. It closes the 
interview but not in a coherent way. Some 
things are missed. See lines 131 and 132. 
  
74 pl Presentation Self-repair Tutaj na moim o godzinie (.) już zakończone jest 
zakończone jest to przesłuchanie [INT asking IO 
‘what time?’] Czwarta czterdzie, jest godzina za 
piętnaście piąta. 
The INT corrects herself but the rendition 
is still incorrect. See line 132 
  
74 pl Content related Accuracy Tutaj na moim o godzinie (.) już zakończone jest 
zakończone jest to przesłuchanie [INT asking IO 
‘what time?’] Czwarta czterdzie, jest godzina za 
piętnaście piąta. 
It was 4:55 when the interview came to an 
end. 
  
74 pl Content related Omission Tutaj na moim o godzinie (.) już zakończone jest 
zakończone jest to przesłuchanie [INT asking IO 
‘what time?’] Czwarta czterdzie, jest godzina za 
piętnaście piąta. 
In the ST it was: 'Right. I’m issuing form 
987 Note to Person whose interview has 
been tape recorded' This was omitted. 
I was not sure whether he is saying about this 
for to his own benefit, or what. I couldn't 
understand how the DET would benefit from the 
name of the form so I skipped it. 
 
74 pl Interaction Communication Tutaj na moim o godzinie (.) już zakończone jest 
zakończone jest to przesłuchanie [INT asking IO 
‘what time?’] Czwarta czterdzie, jest godzina za 
piętnaście piąta. 
The INT ask the IO for repetition without 
informing the DET what was going on. 
  
 
 
